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Dear Reader,

Before you start perusing this dissertation, I will ask for a moment of your time. As you are well aware, anthropology 
only exists through the grace of its subjects. An anthropologist can only write an ethnography if those who he is writing  
about accept him and collaborate with him. I would like to draw your attention to the people without whom this  
dissertation would never have existed. Perhaps you are one of them. 

Perhaps you are one of the kings or queens of the Techiman Traditional Area. Perhaps you are Oseadeèyo Nana Akumfi  
Ameyaw IV, the paramount king of Techiman, or Nana Afia Abrafi II, queen mother of Techiman. Without their blessing  
and support, my hands would have been tied and my journey impossible. Nana Techimanhene, as I promised in my  
letter of 28 November 2008, you will be the first to receive this work. 

Perhaps you are Nana Owusu Gyare II (Akwamuhene). If so, then Nana, I want to thank you and your family for  
convincing me to work in Techiman, for helping me to settle in your town and for assisting me during my research. You  
have brought me into contact with Nana Asibey Boateng Alfred, an excellent Twi-teacher whom I appreciate for much  
more than his language skills.  You asked two of your employees, Elijah Afena Obeng and Kwao Frimpong, to assist me  
with the interviews. Without their help, I would not have succeeded. Kwame and Elijah, Nyame nhyira (God bless you). 

Dear reader, if you are Nana Baffour Asare Twi-Brempong II (Adontenhene), then I’m thanking you and your family  
for the friendship I received, for the doors you have opened and the helpful feedback you gave me. Ye be Kyea (We  
will meet again). If you are Nana Apenteng Fosu Gyeabour (Banmuhene), Nana Opoku Fosu Gyeabour (Mawurehene),  
Oyeadeeyie Asa Akompanin (Kyedomhene), or any of the other kings or queens; if you are  Nana Taa Mensah (chief  
priest), Nana Yaw Mensah (Asubonteng bosomfo⊂), Nana Owusu Anane (Mframa bosomfo⊂), Nana Bekoe (Bo⊂  
Bosomfo⊂), Nana Kwaku Bonsam (Kofi-o-Kofi bosomfo⊂), Nana Kwabena Badu (Kumani bosomfo⊂), or my good  
friend, Nana ‘Kouba’ Yaw, then I am thanking you for your openness and benevolence, and I apologize for not being  
able to be closer to you. 

If you are one of the many friends I made in Techiman: Bill Owen, Ayi Owen, Isaac, Danjuma, Mark, Tycha, Mma,  
Kwaku, Sarfo, Ishmael, Gertrude, Rahinatu, Basit, Father Gilles, Father Ambrose, Father Vitus, Kriss, Kwadwo,  
Manu Osei Oheneba, Seth, Frank, Biggy, Rex or Braimah, then I thank you for making life in Ghana pleasant. If  
you are not one of the people mentioned above, but you have helped me in one way or another, than please, know  
how grateful I am for what you have done. Nananom, nsamnfo⊂, nnamfo⊂, ne Techimanfo⊂ monyinaa, mentumi b⊂  
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wo din monyinaa, me da wo ase beberebe. O de Nyame k⊂! (Elders and ancestors of Techiman, my dear friends, and all  
inhabitants of Techiman, I cannot mention all of your names here, but know that I am very grateful. God will be with  
you!) 

I sincerely want to thank my supervisor Prof. Dr. Ann Cassiman for granting me this enriching opportunity to pursue  
academic research. Her constructive remarks, her support and her fields visits kept me on track and encouraged me to  
keep going. Together with Prof. Filip De Boeck and Prof. Steven Van Wolleputte, she successfully applied for a research  
grant that allowed me to work on this dissertation for four years and kept on supporting me during the last five years.  
I also want to thank the members of the exam committee Prof. Dr. Jan Van den Bulck, Prof. Dr. Filip De Boeck, Prof. Dr.  
André Loeckx, Prof. Dr. Birgit Meyer, Prof. Dr. Raymond Silverman, and Prof. Dr. Steven Van Wolputte for their time  
and willingness to engage with my work. Special thanks go to Prof. Dr. Silverman, whom I met in Techiman and who  
received me in his house in Ann Arbor (US). Ray, know that you and your wife will always be welcome in Brussels.  

In Leuven, I enjoyed the many conversations with the staff of the Institute for Anthropological Research in Africa: Julie,  
Tom, Laura, Zana, Knut, Mark, Els, Dominique, Katrien, and especially Kristien Geenen who had the (mis)fortune of  
sharing an office with me. Credit is also due to Kristien Hermans who guided me smoothly through all the administrative  
worries. Sean O’ Dubhghaill deserves a special mention for his editing work and his patience. 

I am privileged to acknowledge the ongoing support of my friends and family. My father and mother gave me the  
opportunities to study, and although I was often far away, they were always very close and very involved. Wenke,  
thank you for leaving your life in Belgium behind and joining me in Techiman. You might not realise it, but without  
your presence I would not have made it in Techiman. My gratitude also goes to Leen for constantly encouraging me  
and to keep me on track. Broen, Keye, Willem, Femke, Karlien, Wietze, Ann, Jane and Els for visiting Wenke and I in  
Techiman and offering us the necessary oxygen that a venture like this needs. Special credit also goes to Femke and  
Willem for their magnificent layout work. 

Finally, I want to thank you, the reader, for investing your time in this work. I hope you will enjoy it and I hope you will  
learn something from it. The first chapter introduces you to Techiman and guides you through the rest of this work.

Yours sincerely,

Frederik Lamote
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1. Introducing Techiman

This dissertation is part of a larger research project entitled: An Anthropology of Secondary  
cities in Africa: A Comparative Analysis (De Boeck, et al. 2009). It presents an urban ethnography  
of a small, or “secondary”, city in West-Africa. The dissertation intends to write a miscellaneous  
ethnography of Techiman, a small city in central Ghana. It sets out to unravel the multiplex  
(see Myers 2011) of past and present, visible and invisible, (trans)local and (trans)national worlds, 
infrastructures, connections and processes that are continuously (re)shaping and (re)defining  
Techiman’s urbanity. By scrutinizing how processes of religious, political and economical change  
in a small, historical city are entangled in processes of globalization and urbanization, this work  
is predicated upon resolving a lacuna in the research agenda set by global cities paradigms  
(See Sassen 1991 for such paradigms). It flies in the face of the perception that small cities are  
unconnected and merely powerless towns. The work, by looking at the world from within  
Techiman, highlights the multiple roles Techiman plays in the development of places, towns and  
(mega) cities close by as well as far away. 

This first introductory chapter sketches the analytical framework of this thesis and provides  
the necessary background for chapters which follow. After justifying Techiman as my base of  
operations for the field research, I situate this small city in the literature and describe the  
ethnographic data that emerged from the fieldwork undertaken. I then provide the reader with  
some necessary background information on Techiman and the prominent ethnic group in the  
city, the Bono; on the main language spoken in the city, the Bono-Twi, and on the so-called  
traditions of the Bono. Afterwards, I explain how I employ the ethnographic data to develop  
an analytical framework based on the analyses of key phenomena that serve to thematically  
link the divergent data together. The next sub chapter situates the dissertation in anthropolo- 
gical literature generally and concludes with the main research themes by sketching an outline  
of this work.
 

Picture 1: A view on the Tano valley in Techiman. The picture is taken at the Zongo-Market. 
(September 2009).
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Following previous fieldwork experiences undertaken in (African)  
urban areas such as Dakar, Nouakchott and Brussels, I set off to explore  
a small city (De Boeck, et al. 2009) in urban Ghana in January 2008.  
Based on their location, size and functional characteristics, three small  
cities were selected as potential fieldwork sites: the business center of  
Techiman as well as the frontier cities of Aflao and Bawku. Techiman  
is situated in central Ghana and is renowned for its international food  
market and its longstanding monarchy. Bawku is located in the north- 
east of Ghana on the border of Togo and Burkina Faso and is part of a  
transnational urban triangle with Bitou in Burkina Faso and Senkassé  
in Togo (see map 1). Aflao is a border city situated in the southeast  
corner of Ghana and shares a border with the Togolese capital Lomé.  
I had a preference for Bawku even prior to setting off. The cross-border  
character of the city, as well as its longstanding history, offered some  
interesting perspectives and intrigued me. No final decision could be  
arrived at without having seen any of the selected cities. I gave myself  
one month to roam around and explore urban Ghana. 

I arrived in Accra on 14 January 2008, three hours later than expected  
and hoping my taxi driver would still be waiting, as it was already past  
midnight. I previously arranged a room in Auntie’s house through  
contact with Michelle Gilbert. Auntie is a spirited Ghanaian lady who  
accommodates foreign researchers in her house in Kokomlemle, a suburb  
of Accra. As I had never set foot in Ghana, I did not know what to expect.  
Having encountered the chaotic and slightly aggressive atmosphere at  
the airport of Dakar, I was relieved to be met by the opposite experience  
when coming out of Kotoka Airport in Accra. I was even more assured  
when I met the taxi driver, Auntie’s nephew. He was still waiting and  
brought me to Auntie’s house. My first impressions of urban Ghana  
were quite positive: nice roads, relatively clean, streetlights and a bed  
which was made up and waiting for me. After three days of lodging in  
Accra, during which I set up contacts and gathered background data  

Map 1 Map of Ghana (http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/africa/ghana_rel_2007.jpg, 
own highlighting).

1.1. Exploring urban Ghana



in archives and statistical institutes, I grew  
tired of the this metropolis and became  
anxious to experience its smaller counter- 
parts. I left Auntie’s house the next morning  
and traveled to Aflao. 

Aflao is a small, very sultry cosmopolitan city.  
Life in the city revolves around the very busy  
border post between Ghana and Lomé, the  
capital of Togo. Braimah Sanjage, a good  
friend of my doctoral supervisor Ann Cassiman,  
set up a meeting with one of the customs  
officers, who in turn brought me into contact  
with Mama Akwabe Gbugblah II, the Queen  
Mother of Aflao. After spending a few days in  
Aflao, by the Queen Mother’s side, I realised  
that Aflao is a de facto a suburb of Lomé; and  
as such was not suited for research on secon- 
dary cities. This notwithstanding I encountered  
some features that would follow me through- 
out the rest of my fieldwork: the omnipresence  
of religion manifested in networks of the  
(mostly Pentecostal) churches and Traditional   
shrines, the (in)tangible connections to  
African, as well as Western and Asian cities,  
a general optimism towards the future,  
and last but not least, chieftaincy as the  
living relation to the past. It was my first  
contact with the chieftaincy institution in  
Ghana and I did not fully realise the signifi- 
cance of chieftaincy in Ghana. A few days later  
when I returned to Accra, I came across Birgit  

Meyer. I narrated my experiences in Aflao,  
somewhat nervously, uttering that chief- 
taincy is still very important in Ghana.  
She firmly responded: “You can drop the  
‘still’.”

The next stop was Techiman, an interna- 
tional market centre and the capital of the  
Bono-dynasty, a fact the taxi driver proudly  
told me. Braimah Sanjage once again had  
provided me with a contact person. This  
time he drummed up his mother-in-law.  
She, in turn, brought me into contact with  
her nephew Mark. This young man guided  
me through Techiman during my first few  
days there. He showed me the large market,  
the many financial institutions, the palaces  
of the chiefs and the numerous churches.  
When I asked what the most significant  
place in Techiman was to him, he referred me  
to the Catholic Grotto, a place of pilgrimage  
in the bush six miles outside Techiman.  
I decided not to go there immediately since  
it seemed quite far and I was not yet at  
ease. Only months later, I would realise the  
symbolical value of this bushy place to a city  
like Techiman.  At that time I was impressed  
by the industriousness of the city. Techiman  
is vibrant 24/7 due to its strategic location  
on the cross roads between north and  
south, east and west. The centre of Techiman  
is especially crowded on market days  

(from Wednesday to Friday). I was thus sur- 
prised to find a very quiet and bushy spot in  
the middle of town, two minutes walk from  
the market and surrounded by banks and  
shops. This forest in the middle of the city  
immediately intrigued me. If Techiman was to  
become my fieldwork site, I intended to  
examine the background of this seemingly  
dissonant place.

15 



Picture 2 This is the roundabout in the historic center of Techiman. The painting under the signboard is a  
portrait of Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw IV, the paramount king of the Techiman-Bono kingdom. 

After only a few days in Techiman, I was able  
to set up a meeting with Nana Owusu Gyare II,  
the Akwamuhene of the Techiman Traditional  
Council, one of the prominent royals in town.  
I broke into my strategic reserve of Belgium  
liquors and presented a bottle of Hertekam  
Jenever (a Belgian gin) to Nana Owusu Gyare  
II without the knowledge that custom dictates  
a visitor to present a bottle of gin when  
consulting a royal or dignitary. The ice had  
been broken. The long conversation opened  
up a whole range of potential research themes  
to me. Nana highlighted the rapid economical  
development of Techiman. He told me the  
Bono’s were mainly farmers initially, but since  
the establishment of the market, many have  
become traders. Nana proudly told me how  
traders come to Techiman market from all  
over Ghana to buy the yams. He also narrated  
the history of the ancient Bono-capital, Bono- 
Manso, and relayed how it was destroyed by  
the Asante through the treachery and guile of  
one Baafo Pim. After this war (1723 to 1740),  
Techiman became the capital of the Bono- 
kingdom. He showed me his ancestral stool,  
a black chair that is the symbol of authority for  
the Akan-royals. He also tried to explain  
the comings and goings of a god called  
Botwerewa to me. Although the specificities  
of these otherworldly dimensions of Techiman  
eluded me at that time, I was incited by the  
many faces of Techiman. 

The long conversation with Nana Owusu  
Gyare II allowed me to leave Techiman in  
very good spirits and allowed me to focus  
myself on the next stop, Bawku, knowing  
that if worse came to worse, Techiman  
offered some interesting perspectives.

I left Techiman for Bawku after one week.  
However, due to violent upsurges of  
a centuries-old conflict between the ethnic  
groups of Kussasi and Manprusi, I became  
stranded in Bolgatanga. I busied myself for  
a few fays by collecting some background  
information about the situation in Bawku.  
Since people were very ambiguous about  
the turmoil in Bawku, I decided to travel to  
Bawku. I found lodging in the Catholic  
Mission at the edge of town. The ever- 
friendly Father Vitus guided me around  
town and introduced me to some interesting  
resource persons. I could not do much work  
since the army imposed a strict curfew from  
between 4 p.m. to 7 a.m. Nobody was  
allowed on the streets between these times.  
During the daytime the ethnic tensions also  
had a strong grip on the city. Many shops  
remained closed and the market was almost  
empty. People were too anxious to speak to  
a stranger. These unfortunate circumstances  
made it almost impossible to begin any  
serious field research.

After only three days in Bawku, I hired a  
motorbike and left for Senkasse, a small dusty  
city just beyond the Togolese border. My thinking  
was that as Bawku was not safe to stay or  
work in, maybe Senkasse served as a good  
alternative. This Togolese city presented itself  
as a transnational hub for (mostly) Asian-made  
consumer goods. These goods, imported  
through the port of Lomé, are stocked in  
Senkasse before transport to Mali, Burkina Faso  
or Niger. This explains the many warehouses  
and long lines of trucks and tankers that  
occupied the only asphalted street. Dozens  
of shops sold motorbikes, spare parts and  
second hand or new luxury goods along this  
main street. It seemed that Senkasse counted  
more motorbikes than people. The city seemed  
quite small although it was very hectic. It also  
struck me as considerably lacking in passion. I  
did not enjoy the atmosphere. Perhaps it was  
the combination of heat and dust, or the young- 
sters that kept pestering me to take a dubious  
ride on their scooter. Senkasse did not suit me,  
probably because I was also exhausted from  
traveling through Ghana for one month.

Now that Aflao and Bawku/Senkasse/Bitou  
turned out to be unsuitable, I opted for Techiman  
as a research site. Techiman fitted within the  
presupposed framework, insofar as it is a small  
city of almost 80,000 inhabitants (GSS 2005)  
that is not solely geared towards a nearby  
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metropolis (as was the case with Aflao) and it possesses a particular, very intriguing,  
urban vibe. The city has its own dynamics and character, as it is located in the transitional zone  
between north and south. Techiman is shaped by far reaching connections and a longstanding  
history. Moreover, the scenes that are prototypical for border cities like Aflao and Bawku –  
the money changers, the lines of trucks, the traversing of travelers, customs officers, multi- 
lingualism, etc.- also animate the markets, streets and bus stations of Techiman. People from  
all over Ghana, as well as people from the neighbouring countries, have their place within  
Techiman. The presence of a traditional political structure and the impact of religion on daily life  
also attracted me to Techiman. At this initial stage of the research, every choice was inevitably  
a bit of a gamble. I took my chances and settled in Techiman, trusting my intuition and  
the good conversation I enjoyed with Nana Owusu Gyare II. He was a great help in beginning  
the field research. He offered me a room in his sister’s unoccupied (and unfinished) house and  
he introduced me to a Twi-tutor. In the first few weeks, I was anxious to make myself familiar  
with the basics of the Bono-Twi. I also wanted to learn how people navigate the many neigh- 
bourhoods, streets, and alleys. In the Techiman’s Town Planning Office, I managed to trade  
some Belgian chocolates for a blueprint of an (incomplete) map of Techiman. The map enabled  
me to systematically explore Techiman and the layout of the town. After a few days, I made  
good on my intention and went to the seemingly odd forest in the centre of town, opposite the  
Goil and Total filling stations, in the middle of what an economic geographer would label as  
the central business district of Techiman. This green island, situated in a valley, is a salient 
landmark in the midst of tons of concrete roads and buildings. Looking back on it, this initial 
exploration was far more than just a walk through town.

Picture 3: An overview of Techiman. Nana Owusu Gyare II is displayed in the middle picture of the lowest line. 
He is sitting on the left, next to Nana Asare Twi Brempong, Adontenhene of Techiman Traditional Area.
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Frame 1.1: Atweredaa river 
Coming from the palace of the paramount king, the Techimanhene ,  
I walked down the hill until I reached the small forest. Through a small  
passage behind a kiosk, I tried to enter the wood. I jumped over a small  
wall and made my way into the forest. Scattered plastic bags and empty  
sachets of Saint-Paul’s Pure Water polluted the environment. The  
illusion of a virgin forest was further disturbed by shreds of old Dutch  
newspapers and used Chinese batteries. The trash seemed to mark the  
transition from town to forest. On the right a conspicuous high number  
of cacao-trees, yam and cassava plants were growing in the shadow  
of the trees. On the other side I saw some maize, too nicely lined up  
to appear natural. A plastic bottle was placed under a chopped down  
palm tree to collect the liquid resins, the main ingredients of palm wine.  
“Maybe”, I thought ”this is not a forest but rather a farm?” The distinc- 
tion became blurred. 

Going deeper into the bush, the trash and crops disappeared and gave  
way to vines and large trees. The idea of the forest came to the fore  
once more. Thick shrubs and weeds muffled the sound of the city and  
hampered my continued passage. When I managed to get through,  
I was surprised to see a pile of nicely folded up clothes, badly hidden  
under some branches. I heard the sound of bubbling water and only  
a few meters further I came across two small rivulets that had their  
source nearby. Although the sources were almost entirely overgrown  
with plants, you could still see that someone had weeded the place  
not too long ago. A skull of a sheep was lying next to the source.  
I didn’t have time to ask myself too many questions since a slim half- 
naked man  approached me. He was holding some bread in his hands.  
“Did you bring some bread for the fishes?” he asked after exchanging  
the customary greetings. “They are our ancestors. This is their  
dwelling space”, the man explained without waiting for my answer.  
“When you give them something, they will return your gift spiritually  

Picture 4: A view on the Atweredaa river near Techiman market. The Zongo  
neighborhood is situated on the right bank, the market on the left bank. 
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and bless you.” When I looked closely into the river, I saw some  
catfishes, hiding from my inquisitive eyes but coming surprisingly close  
when the man fed them some bread. “What are you doing here?”  
he asked me. “This is a sacred place.” Later on I learned that the  
royals of Techiman use the water of this river for the purification of  
their ancestral stools during the religious festivals.

Realising that I had broken a taboo, I turned around and followed the  
small stream, back to the busy urban world. The rivulets joined forces, a  
bit further along, and formed a small stream that drew a meandering line  
through the forest. The soundscape changed again and disabused the  
notion of an ancestral world hidden in a virgin forest. The church bells  
competed with the chanting coming from the minarets of the nearby  
mosques. Hooting trucks and taxi’s proclaimed a different world.  
The three-storey building of the Techiman National Investment Bank  
guided me back to the edge of the busy market where people  
concern themselves more with the flow of capital than of this small  
river. Women were washing clothes, in the shadow of the investment  
bank, with the water of the sacred river that was now embedded in  
a concrete channel.

The line of the concrete channel made a direct curve and disappeared  
underground when a second line entered the image. This new line  
was not made of water but was made of asphalt. It connects Accra,  
the Capital of Ghana, with Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina Faso.  
The asphalt line cleaves through Techiman some miles before or after  
its midpoint, depending on the direction in which you travel. At the  
other site of the route, between the Total and the Goil filling stations,  
the river continues and cuts Techiman into two distinct, yet entangled  
parts. The indigenous people of Techiman mostly reside on the  
southern part of the city, while the immigrants mostly dwell in the  
northern part. 
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These multiple narratives, discourses, beliefs and geographies  
complicate the understanding of Techiman’s urban spaces. Unraveling  
these palimpsest realities and unfolding how this small city’s connec- 
tions to the surroundings world(s)-at-large are reshuffled through time  
and space are the two main objectives of this work.

Recently this sharp contrast is fading as new immigrants from all over  
the sub region are being attracted by the large food market, now move  
to Techiman. The market is squeezed in between the two parts of the  
town.

I was not able to follow the river any longer as the remains of an  
ambitious architectural dream blocked the passage. A local business- 
man wanted to cover up the sacred river and build a supermarket on  
its hallowed ground. The works stopped after the completion of the  
foundations. Many stories about how and why the realisation of the  
investors dream went wrong fuel the urban imaginary. Some say that  
Nana Kwabena Mensah, the priest of the state deity to the Techiman  
Traditional Area intervened, himself. Others think the engineer made  
some miscalculations or the businessman ran out of money, possibly be 
cause of some witches or wizards working against him. Others suggest  
a political conspiracy caused the owner to stop the works, while others  
still blame the instability of the underground. In any case, the ruin  
ruffles yet another idea; that of a sacred, untouchable river, worshiped  
and protected by the indigenous population. The sacred river is neither  
pure, nor untouchable. Together with the drain water and street litter  
that pollute the river, other perceptions, opinions or beliefs have  
countered the concept of a homogeneous or singular narrative that tells  
the story of Techiman’s urban spaces.

This small walk proved to be a contemplative voyage that gave some  
fundamental insights about the particular multi-layered character of  
Techiman. Different layers -made out of references to the past and  
present, the material and the spiritual, the urban and rural- come  
together, meld and compete in this small forest. The coinciding layers  
turn the forest into a palimpsest urban space (De Boeck and Plissart  
2004; Malaquais 2004). One layer, or narrative dominates over the  
other, depending on one’s point of view or the context. 
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1.2. A short introduction to Techiman, the Bono-Twi vernacular and the Techiman-Bono traditions

1.2.1. General information about Techiman

Techiman is a small, historically important, city in the Brong-Ahafo  
region in central Ghana. The city is located on the crossroads of major  
traffic axes from Accra and Kumasi in the south through to Tamale,  
Bamako, Ouagadougou and Niamey in the north. The urban popula- 
tion of Techiman was estimated at 65,137 in 2005 and projected to  
be 79,547 in 2008, with inter-census growth rates far higher than the  
regional and national averages (GSS 2005). The speedy growth of Techi- 
man is attributed to its good strategic location and its flourishing in-
ternational food market, allegedly the largest in the West-African  
sub region. Techiman is the administrative capital of Techiman Munici- 
pality, an administrative sub entity of the regional level. The whole  
population of the Techiman Municipality amounted to 202,409 as of  
December, 2005 (GSS 2005). Other important towns and villages in  
the municipality are Tanoso, Tanoboase, Tuobodom, Offuman, and  
Aworowa. To avoid confusion, I use the name ‘Techiman’ to refer to  
the city of Techiman. Techiman Municipality refers to the administrative  
entity. I use the term Techiman state or Techiman-Bono to refer to the  
territory of the traditional kingdom .

The surface area of Techiman Municipality is measured at approximately  
66.9 square kilometers and contains more than 500 settlements. Techiman  
municipality, with an urbanization rate  of 55.7%, is among the  
most urbanised municipalities in the Brong-Ahafo region. 64.4% of the  
inhabitants are Akan, a large cluster of ethnic groups including amongst  
others the Asante, the Fante, and the Bono. In Techiman, the large  
majority of Akan are Bono. The other Akan in Techiman Municipality are  
mostly Asante and Fante, albeit to a lesser degree. 32.2% of the  
population belongs to the Mole-Dagbon ethnic cluster. They are,  
amongst others, Dagare, Dagomba and Gonja. In total, Techiman  
Municipality comprises of over fifty different ethnic groups with most of  

Map 2 Self-made sketch of Techiman District (Based on blue print of a district map 
of Techiman)



them residing in Techiman city. 

Techiman is one of the leading business cities  
in Ghana, possessing over fifteen different  
financial institutions. The city is “a major market  
centre and a nodal town, or entrepôt, where  
roads from the three northern regions converge.  
Trunk roads from Sunyani, Kumasi, Wa and  
Tamale all meet at Techiman, thus making it  
a bustling food crop market and commercial  
centre.” (GSS 2005:21). A quarter of the  
population is employed directly or indirectly  
in the Techiman market; with more than half  
of the population working in the agricultural  
sector. 

Techiman’s soil is very fertile and the climato- 
logic conditions are very favourable to arable  
farming. The southern part of Techiman  
municipality has a semi-equatorial and tropical  
climate. In the north of the municipality, the  
climate leans more towards the Savanna type.  
This corresponds with a semi-deciduous forest  
in the south and savanna woodland to the  
north of the municipality. Techiman is part of  
the Birimican formation, geologically, (Akumfi- 
Ameyaw 1998) and has a mainly sand-loam,  
light-textured, workable, well-drained and  
porous soil. The area has two rain seasons,  
a major season from March to June and a  
minor season from September to November.  
The ecological and geological features allow  

two harvests per year. The farmers mostly  
plant food crops such as varieties of plan- 
tain, garden eggs, okro, pepper, tomatoes,  
cocoyam, cassava, yam, maize, sweet  
potatoes and beans. But cash crops such  
as cacao, kola, timber and different kind of  
nuts are also present. Cashew nuts, grown  
for export, have recently become  
increasingly important. 

The climate also allows for the growth of  
lots of fruit like pineapple, sugarcane,  
a fruit called sweet apple, mango, avocado,  
banana, pawpaw, coconut, and citrus fruits  
like orange, grapefruit and lemon. Some  
farmers also rear animals like goats, sheep,  
and chickens. Cows are mostly imported  
from the north and can survive in Techiman  
because of the absence of the Tse-Tse fly.  
Horses and pigs are much rare, although  
some farmers have recently invested in a  
pig farm. Dogs are kept as pets and for  
security, although dog meat is popular  
among the northern Dagare. ‘Bushmeat’  
from cane rats is also popular. Larger  
animals, such as antelopes, and rodents are  
rare.

1.2.2. The Bono-Twi vernacular
The Bono ethnic group is a part of the  
Akan ethnic-linguistic group. The Akan  
form a cluster of more than ten ethnic  

groups in southern Ghana and the Ivory  
Coast. The most well-known Akan societies  
are the Asante, the Fante, the Denkyira, the  
Ahafo, the Kwaku and the Abron. The 
latter are also referred to as the Brong  
or the Bono. They are the indigenous popu- 
lation of Techiman.

The inhabitants of Techiman, especially the  
indigenous members, speak Bono-Twi,  
a variant of the Akan-language. Since the  
Bono-Twi dialect is not a written language the  
pupils at school learn the Asante-Twi dialect,  
which varies only slightly. Both dialects are  
characterised by a range of typifying sounds  
and letter combinations. The ⊂-sound is pro- 
nounced like the o in drop, hop or plot.  
The ε-sounds like the e in bet, get or set.  
The ky-diphthong is pronounced like ch,  
as in the English word church. The dy and gy  
diphthongs coincide with the j-sound as in 
jump, and the hy is articulated as sh as in 
shout. 

Several Twi-suffixes recur throughout this  
work. I will sum up the most important. The  
suffix –hene refers to the royal status of the  
subject. For example, Techimanhene means  
king of Techiman, just as Aduanahene means  
king of the Aduana-clan. Analogous to this,  
the suffix –hemaa means queen mother.  
Hence, the Techimanhemaa is the queen  
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mother of Techiman, the apical mother from  
which all people from a clan descend.  
The suffix -fo⊂ is used when referring to a  
group of people as in Techimanfo⊂, meaning  
the people of Techiman, or kristofo⊂, meaning  
the Christians (kristo means Christian).

1.2.3. Techiman-Bono traditions
The Bono consist of several heterogeneous  
kingdoms, of which the Techiman-Bono  
state is generally considered to be the oldest.   
Hence, the Techiman-Bono are at the origin of  
many so-called traditions. 

In Ghana, the term tradition is used very  
commonly in conversations in Bono-Twi as well  
as in English. The term refers to three different,  
but interconnected fields: the indigenous sets  
of beliefs (the Traditional religion); the monarchy  
or chieftaincy institution and the oral history  
(the traditions). Yet, the term tradition has no  
direct translation into the Bono-Twi dialect.  
When talking about tradition in Bono-Twi,  
people use several different words depending  
on the context. When referring to indigenous  
polytheistic religion, the term akom is used.  
In a political context, the term amanmerε is  
used (aman means state or kingdom, amanne  
means custom). When talking about the  
matters or affairs of the past, the term atetesεm  
is frequently heard (tete means ancient, sεm  
means matters or affairs). The fourth notion,  

Picture 5: Nana Akumfi Ameyaw IV (Techimanhene,  
Left) and Nana Afia Abrafi II (Queen Mother of Techi- 
man, right). The pictures are taken by Prof. Silverman  
in June 2009. 



Abak⊂sεm, stands for the oral histories that describe past events. These four terms are translated into the English as  
‘tradition’. It is important to emphasise that the local meanings of the word ‘tradition’ do not coincide with the often  
pejorative connotations of the term in a Western context. From a Western point of view, African traditions are often  
perceived as static and timeless, and starkly contrasted with modernity. However the dynamic nature of tradition in  
Techiman undermines and contradicts the Western connotations, as will become clear throughout the thesis. Hence, when  
talking about tradition in the context of this dissertation, I do not refer to the English/Western connotations but rather to  
the whole of the new and old practices, discourses and beliefs that are covered by the Bono-Twi terms akom, amanmerε,  
Abak⊂sεm and atetesεm. When discussing the indigenous religion of the Bono in this work, I will refer to the Traditional  
religion just as the inhabitants of Techiman do. In this context, I will write Tradition with a capital letter, just as  
Christianity and Islam when written are spelled with a capital letter. In the same line, throughout the text the term of  
address priest is used to refer to the representatives of the Traditional religion (akomfo⊂), pastor (osofo⊂) denotes a  
Christian religious leader.

One of the most important underlying traditions in Techiman is the matrilineal system, from which the matrilineally- 
informed political and social structure originates. Since the approval of a new law concerning inheritance in 1981,  
however, material property has been inherited along the patrilineal line. The matrilineal logic remains no less ubiquitous in  
the context of succession of kings and priests. The matrilineal system continues to provide the fundaments for the social  
political structure of the Techiman-Bono society as power and authority are passed on from the mother’s brother (w⊂fa)  
to one of his nephews (w⊂faase). The father, or husband, represents the lowest level of authority. He is in charge of the  

Picture 6: The matrilineal marriage and 
Inheritance system of the Bono 

(Warren 1988:21).
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nuclear family. Above him is the head of the household (fiewura). The mother’s brother (w⊂fa) is the next in rank.  
The head of the matrilineage (abusua panin) comes above the mother’s brother. As a family can consist of several  
lineages, every lineage has an abusua panin. The lineages can be traced back to the descendants   of an apical mother. She is  
the queen mother (⊂hemmaa), the female head of a linage. She selects a candidate, from the different lineages, to succeed  
the chief or king (⊂hene) when he passes away. If this king is also the head of a village or settlement, he is referred to as odekro. 
The village chiefs come under the authority of the divisional kings. Together they form the traditional council, which is  
headed by the paramount king or the ⊂manhene (derived from ⊂man, state and ⊂hene, chief). If a person in authority  
passes away, he or she is succeeded by one of their nephews or nieces. All people in authority are addressed with the  
term of address nana, meaning grandfather (plural nananom).

Although the matrilineal system is wide spread, patrilineal lines do exist.  In pre-colonial times, new immigrants asked  
the ⊂manhene permission to settle on his land. The Bono-king usually offered land in exchange for loyalty. On some  
occasions, the Bono-king married the Queen Mother (⊂hemaa) of the migrating group and their son became the chief  
of the new villages. As such other matrilineal groups were incorporated and received a position in the gradually  
developing chieftaincy institution. The Gyaasehene, Ankobeahene, Afutuhene, Nifahene, Twafohene and Akyempemhene  
are among the sons of the king. They constitute what Warren called “a patrilineal balance in a system strongly-biased  
matrilineally” (1975:44). Some chiefs like the Akwamuhene are considered to be the w⊂fa or maternal uncle to the  
stool of the king. 

Picture 7 Some stools of the Bono-royals. The stools were pictured in the 
palaces of the royals. They are only used during official occasions. 



In the context of Akan chieftaincy, one does not speak about a throne  
but rather about a stool. The ancestral stools are the symbols of political  
authority. Hence, one does not talk about an enthronement but rather  
about an enstoolment. Every position is symbolized by an ancestral stool  
in which the kra or soul of the bygone chiefs dwell. The sitting arrangements  
reflect the power relations between the various stools. When referring  
to the kings and queens of the traditional authorities or chieftaincy  
institution, I opt not to use the term chief because of the sometimes  
pejorative connotation of the term. Instead, I use the terms queen  
mother, king or royal to address them. Yet, it is important to know that  
the residents of Techiman use the term royal to refer to all members of  
all the royal families. But for the sake of clarity, I will use the term  
royals to refer only to the enstooled royals, i.e. those who are selected  
as king or queen of a clan and occupy the stool, as is commonly said. 

Another important feature among the Bono traditions are the Traditional  
religious festivals. Techiman has two annual major festivals, the  
Apo⊂-festival and the Yam festival as well as one minor festival  
Monokuo, celebrated every forty-two days to honour the ancestral  
spirits and deities for the Bono-Techiman kingdom. Most of the Bono- 
chiefs and priests celebrate the yam-festival to thank the gods and  
ancestors for the harvest of the new yams, the basic food crop of the  
Techiman-Bono. Certain rituals must be performed every year before  
the royals can taste the new yams. New yams are hung to show them  
to the people, gods and ancestors. This is called the Bayirεsεn. After- 
wards the person enstooled as the Ak⊂k⊂hwediεhene picks the new  
yams. The God Taa Mensah is the next to taste, followed by its priests.  
Later the other royals and priests can also taste the new yams during  
their respective yam festivals. The sequence is determined by the tradi- 
tional calendar or adaduanan. The yam festival can sometimes begin as  
early as late July and can start again at the end December or January.  
Most of the celebrations are concentrated in the forty day Ademu  

period. During this period, funerals are deferred, allowing the royals and  
their people to celebrate their yam festival. Every yam-festival starts with  
a formal gathering. The celebrating chief and his elders sit in their full  
royal regalia and welcome the members of their extended family and  
invited dignitaries. The visitors reflect the social network of the celebrating  
chief. They donate money, or other gifts, to confirm their relationship  
with the chief. 

The annual Apo⊂-festival is different in nature. During the eleven days  
of the Apo⊂-festival, every inhabitant of Techiman state has the right  
to speak out against, or lampoon, any malpractices or offenses of any  
person, especially those in authority, the traditional chiefs as well as  
municipal authorities. People voice their opinions in the form of poems,  
songs, or proverbs. The Apo⊂-festival aims at removing all the bitter- 
ness and grudges held against the state. 

All personal faults and hatreds can be spoken about amicably and freely  
without consequence. During the Apo⊂ festival, slews of people dance  
through the main streets of Techiman. The Apo⊂-festival is a  
large and popular feast. People flock to Techiman town from all  
over the traditional state and beyond to free their minds through dancing,  
drumming and singing. But the festival also has a memorial compo- 
nent. The kings and their elders go to the sacred forest at Amanfo⊂,  
the last resting place of king Ameyaw who was the last monarch  
of the first Bono-kingdom. Oral histories situate the origin of the  
festival after the fall of the first Bono-kingdom, of which King Ameyaw  
was the last ruler. Throughout the work references will be made to the  
Yam and Apo⊂ festivals.

Picture 8: disguised people are dancing through the streets of Techiman 

during the Apo⊂-festival. The picture in the middle shows Nana Akwamuhene
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As the nature of anthropological research  
requires, I rely heavily on extensive fieldwork  
to describe how Techiman’s connections to  
the world-at-large unfold throughout time  
and space. Techiman was my operating base  
for eighteen months. I conducted interviews,  
engaged myself among local communities,  
walked alongside Traditional priests, Christian  
pastors, Islamic diviners or scholars, state  
officials, kings, artists, journalists, farmers,  
market women and business men, all while  
trying to grasp the myriad of networks that  
constitute daily life in Techiman. It turned out  
to be a radically multi-sided field research  
venture that sent me far beyond the surrounding  
villages and cities of Techiman, to far-flung  
places such as Iowa (VS), London (UK) , Brussels  
(Belgium) and Amsterdam (the Netherlands).

I first sketch an overview of the anthropological  
literature on Techiman before I describe the  
miscellaneous body of ethnographic data. 

1.3.1. Techiman in the literature: a brief 
overview

The Techiman-Bono are not as well documen- 
ted in the (anthropological) literature on  
southern Ghana, and its predecessor the  
Gold Coast, as their southern neighbours the  
Asante. Only a handful of researchers have  
written on the Techiman-Bono and fewer have  

conducted long term fieldwork in Techiman. 
The first scholar to write about Techiman  
was Robert Sunderland Rattray, a lieutenant  
for the British colonial army. Rattray was  
sent out to the Gold Coast as an ethno- 
grapher to gather information about the  
natives. In his first book on the Akan titled  
Ashanti, he discussed the origin of the  
state gods for Techiman, the Atano-gods, as  
well as two religious festivals, the six-weekly  
Monokuo-ceremony and the annual Apo⊂  
festival (Rattray 1923). In his preceding  
works on the Akan, he made only indirect  
references to Techiman (Rattray 1927;  
Rattray 1929). Rattray died in 1938. 

Historian and anthropologist Eva Meyerowitz  
arrived in Techiman almost twenty years  
later. In her book At the court of an African  
King, she writes how she met Nana Akumfi- 
Ameyaw III, paramount king of Techiman  
between 1944 and 1961, and emphatically  
appropriated the “succession of misfortunes  
which befall them (Techiman) when,  
after the defeat in 1740, they became  
vassals of Ashanti”(Meyerowitz 1962:45).  
In return for her political support in a  
longstanding political conflict centred on  
the authority of nine villages, she was  
granted access to the oral histories of the 
Bono-Manso kingdom, the predecessor of  
the Techiman-Bono kingdom. 

She is still honoured in Techiman for her  
help in the attempts to regain control over  
nine villages. This importance of the case,  
as well as the Brong-Kyempim political  
movement that arose therefrom, was reflected  
in a number of publications on the topic,  
especially by Ghanaian scholars (Arhin 1974;  
Brempong 1998; Effah-Gyamfi 1974). Mey-
erowitz’s work as an historian (Meyerowitz  
1951; Meyerowitz 1953; Meyerowitz 1958)  
is, however, severely criticized, particularly by  
her successor Denis Micheal Warren (1976),  
for being ethnocentric and strikingly inaccu- 
rate (Flight 1970; Goody 1959; Tait 1955). 

Micheal Warren began as a peace-corps  
volunteer in Techiman’s secondary school  
in 1970, where he became intrigued by the  
flexibility of the Twi-dialect when his students  
in physics and chemistry translated complex  
concepts into Bono-Twi. Warren’s pupils  
contradicted the then-dominant paradigm that  
African vernaculars were primitive languages,  
unsuited to explain modern and scientific  
concepts. Warren later returned as a Ph. D  
student in medical anthropology. He wrote  
a dissertation entitled Disease, Medicine, and  
Religion among the Techiman-Bono of Ghana,  
A Study in Culture Change (1973). His work  
in the field of medical anthropology was  
followed up by that of Peter Ventevogel,  
a Dutch Physician (1996) as well as Kwasi  

1.3. Grasping the city
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Konadu, an Afro-American researcher (2007;  
2008). Warren also collected a massive amount  
of ethnographic data on the oral history of  
Techiman, on the Bono Traditional religion,  
and on the chieftaincy institution. He  
continued the work of the Dutch geographer  
Boudewijn De Groot, who drew out the first  
maps of Techiman in the early sixties (1963),  
by mapping what Techiman looked like in  
the 1970s. Warren published most of his raw  
ethnographic data in the 1970’s and 1980’s  
together with his field assistant Dr. Owusu  
Brempong, who is now working at the  
Department of Africa Studies at the  
University of Ghana (1988; Warren and Brem- 
pong 1971a; 1971b; 1979a; 1979b; 1988a;  
1988b). Brempong also published solo works  
on the political history of Techiman (1998) and  
studied the songs of the Apo⊂ festival (2000;  
2009) among others (Brempong 1996). 

After Warren’s sudden death in Nigeria in 2003  
most of his unfinished papers, field notes,  
transcribed interviews, maps, pictures and  
slides which were piled up in his office in  
Techiman were transferred to the Special  
Collections department of the University of  
Iowa, USA. The original tapes, containing all  
the interviews he conducted between 1961  
and 1971, were moved to the Archive of  
Traditional Music at the University of Indiana  
in Bloomington, USA. I visited both archives  

in January and February 2011 to comple- 
ment my own data. Art-historian Raymond  
Silverman was the next fieldworker in  
Techiman. He conducted fieldwork in Techi- 
man, from 1979 to 1980, which focused on  
the Akan brass arts and the visual culture  
of the Atano. Apart from the brief passage  
of the French anthropologist Martin Verlet  
at the end of the nineties, no other  
anthropologist has conducted long-term  
field research in Techiman since Silverman,  
who in 2001, returned to Techiman after  
almost twenty years of absence. 

1.3.2. Conducting fieldwork from 
within Techiman

The long term fieldwork in and around Te-
chiman was situated on “an awkward scale, 
neither unambiguously “local” nor obvi-
ously ”global”-but on a scale in between 
(…)”(Comaroff and Comaroff 1999:7). Te-
chiman served as an operating base from 
which I conducted research in connected 
cities and villages in Ghana and their neigh-
bouring countries Togo, Burkina Faso and 
Mali, and finally in Western cities such as 
London, Brussels and Amsterdam. I spent 
several weeks in the Northern, Upper West, 
and Upper East regions of Ghana looking 
for the homesteads of Techiman traveling 
migrants and gods . The gathering of data 

continued long after I left Techiman, and in-
volved short durations in so-called “global” 
cities like London (four days), Amsterdam 
(two days) and Brussels (several days) or in the 
global space of the Internet. 

In order to unravel the palimpsest character 
of the African city and to retrieve the multiple  
and often divergent meanings and interpre- 
tations, a researcher has to improvise new  
strategies and approaches, often through  
trial and error. This kind of experimental,  
improvised method is particular to contem- 
porary fieldwork in a complex urban setting.  
It requires a “deep engagement in the social  
structure” (Venegas and Huerta 2010). Duneier  
(1999) describes, in his book “Sidewalk”,  
how he became a street vendor selling  
magazines as part of his ethnographic work.  
His work illustrates that the mode of researching  
changes as the researches become more  
invested in their field. My mode of working  
was, as Fernandez and Herzfled wrote, “a  
kind of practice in the immediate” (Fernandez  
and Herzfeld 1998:116). I constantly made  
new choices regarding the methods I  
applied, resulting in a “sophisticated  
methodological eclecticism” (Russel 1998),  
not only when gathering the data, but also  
while processing the interviews. The majority  
of the interviews were either in English or  
in Twi. Few interviews were in French, Hausa  
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or another local language. I used a different translator or worked  
with a different assistant to translate the digital recordings depending  
on the language and the topic of the interview. On some occasions  
the interview was translated twice. The reasoning being that translating  
an interview on Traditional religion with a dogmatic Christian translator  
yielded a different outcome than when translated by an adherent of  
the Traditional religion. Comparing both translations provided me with  
more insight on the relations between Christians and Traditionalists.  
This eclectic method allowed me to gather a miscellaneous body of  
ethnographical data – notes, interviews, archival material, oral histories,  
press cuttings, radio commercials, maps, and visual and other discursive  
materials. Refining this large body of field data, I noticed four main  
clusters of data. 

The large pile of interviews I carried out comprised the first and most  
substantial cluster of data. During my fieldwork I conducted more  
than one hundred interviews with Traditional priests, Christian pastors,  
Islamic mallams, state officials, royals, artists, journalists, farmers, market  
women, scholars, business men and other key actors in Techiman and  
connected villages and cities. Most of the interviews were unstructured  
or semi-structured and were complemented with observational data,  
as described by Fetterman (1998). Towards the end of the fieldwork,  
the interviews became more thematically organised and were aimed  
at finding out specific information. Depending on the social status of  
the interviewees, the particular social setting, the topic of the interview  
and sometimes even on the time of the day or the weather, different  
preparations were required. For example, to interview a Christian pastor  
almost no preparations were necessary. Pastors were much more easily  
accessible than (some) royals or Traditional priests. Before interviewing  
a Traditional priest or royal, I presented him, or her, with a bottle of  
schnapps and passed through certain social protocols before scheduling  
the actual interview. Every interview started with the life history of the  

interviewee and ended by asking for their vision on Techiman. In the  
middle section of the interview, I asked in-depth questions woven around  
certain themes or events in town. I often asked the same questions to  
different people to probe the differing interpretations or convictions  
of participants. Key informants were interviewed on different topics  
several times as well as returning to the same subjects. 

Besides conducting interviews, I also invested time in understanding  
how processes of religious and political change are articulated in daily  
life or manifested into the urban space. The different kinds of maps  
that emerged out of this information form the second cluster of  
data. The methodological inspiration for this kind of historical and  
ethnographical mapping is derived from Setha Low’s book On The  
Plaza: The politics of public Space and Culture (2000) and the geo- 
graphical work of De Groot (1963) which was continued by Warren  
(1988a). Low’s work is inspiring because she zoom in on specific places  
– Parque Central and Plaza de la Cultura in San José, Costa Rica- and  
makes behavioral maps that grab the complexity of these places.  
De Groot’s maps, on the contrary, show how Techiman developed over  
a long span of time. He drew several maps of Techiman town in the  
1950’s and the 1960’s. I use his maps throughout this thesis to find  
out which directions the urban space grew into, why and when.  
I tried to continue his work by drawing a map of contemporary  
Techiman. Developing these maps of Techiman gave me an insight into  
the urban development of Techiman. This allowed me to get a better  
grasp of the structure of the city and understand how the hierarchies  
among the Traditional chiefs are spatially manifested. The insights  
incited me to explore the interaction between religious changes and  
urbanization, and gave me the idea to map out how churches  
and shrines move through space over a long span of time. This allowed  
me to lay Techiman’s geographies of the sacred bare, mirroring Wilson’s  
work The sacred Geography of Bangkok’s Markets (2008). 
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Based on long-term fieldwork in Bang-
kok, Wilson mapped the spiritual  
geography embodied in market shrines.  
Doing so he revealed the “changing mobili- 
zations of local and transnational circuits of  
spiritual power in relation to the shifting  
national and transnational flows of material  
and cultural power” (Wilson 2008:631).

A third cluster of data consists of audio  
recordings, pictures, video images, press  
clippings and other audio-visual material such  
as posters and satellite images. The audio-data  
gathered at the different radio stations in  
Techiman are very relevant. Some of the  
journalists were among my key informants.  
They gave me recordings of interviews,  
advertisements and sermons among other  
things, or would hint to me when something  
had happened in town. On a few occasions,  
I was able to address the listeners of Adepa  
FM on air and ask them questions that were  
answered on air through phone lines. 

These discussions were recorded, translated  
and transcribed. I also made video recordings  
of church services, Traditional rituals and  
festivals and I photographed almost the  
entirety of Techiman. I gave my informants  
a copy of the material and discussed the  
content of the material with them where  
possible. This allowed me to zoom in on  

details and extract in depth information  
that is only accessible in specific contexts. 

The fourth, and final, cluster of data was  
gathered by being constantly present,  
attentive and ready to capitalize upon in  
sudden opportunities of events. An  
important facet of long-term fieldwork in  
an urban context is the active act of dwelling  
in the research field. I laid the solid social  
foundation for the fieldwork by constantly  
being present and attentive. Small things,  
like setting up a vegetable garden, helping  
resident children with their homework  
or assembling a table or a bookcase  
shattered the archetypal African-held  
image of the unworldly white man and  
provided a common ground from which to  
start off conversations. Language is a key  
part of this process. Learning and speaking  
Twi eased and facilitated the social inter- 
action between daily life and fieldwork,  
two practices that are strongly entangled  
and may be even indistinguishable. I  
visited, with my partner, – the impact of  
whose presence cannot be underestimated -  
funerals, participated in Traditional festivals,  
passed through rituals, attended church  
services, religious festivals or public  
gatherings. This allowed me to discover and  
experience what the ordinary in daily life is.  
Even if nothing extra-ordinary occurred,  

such social events were ideal occasions on  
which to set up contacts and to create a bit  
of goodwill. When the social setting did not  
allow for the taking of field notes or of snap- 
ping a picture, my cell phone often served as  
notebook for keywords. I wrote out the  
experiences upon returning home. Questions  
I asked during interviews often arose from  
these settings. This type of fieldwork method  
is often referred to as participant observation,  
but I argue that the act of constantly being  
present is much broader and much more  
expansive than merely participation in daily  
life with a scientific attitude. It is, as Cassiman  
describes: “a methodology in the making“  
(Cassiman 2001), a range of acts and  
practices that are only described and identi- 
fied as a methodology after they have been  
applied. The outcome of this kind of field  
research may not be as tangible as an inter- 
view, but in a way, being present is much more  
encompassing and allows you to “connect  
the dots” by developing an emic-description  
(Harris 1976) and an undergoing interpretation  
from within. This is much like what Evans- 
Pritchard described as the “imaginative insight  
of the artist which is required in interpretation  
of what is observed” (Evans-Pritchard 1952). 

These four clusters of data are the basis of the  
rest of the dissertation. Although the data cover  
a substantial part of Techiman’s urban history  
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and although they represent many voices in  
and of the city, the data do not cover every  
detail, every narrative or every point of view.  
For example, near the end of the fieldwork,  
I started to learn bits and pieces about a  
small emerging middle class of merchants.  
Yet, due to a lack of time, their voice is not  
represented in this thesis. Hence, this disser- 
tation does not claim to present the only  
possible ethnography of Techiman, neither  
does it claim to have integrated every voice  
or narrative. What it does claim is to be an  
honest analyse of Techiman, based on the  
data collected.

During the course of the fieldwork, the  
methodological emphasis shifted from  
collecting general, thematically structured  
data to the analyses of specific cases.  
The first months of the fieldwork focused  
on understanding the more general features  
of Techiman in order to develop an over- 
arching framework. I asked questions about  
the structure, demographics and history  
of the city, the workings of the chieftaincy  
system, the ins and outs of the Traditional  

religion, the position of Islam and Christianity,  
etc. Apart from these topics, I also aimed to  
unravel the different migratory waves , the  
relations with the surrounding villages,  
the networks of commodities and traders and,  
the diversity of links with the peoples and  
cities outside Techiman and Ghana. 

In the latter part of my fieldwork, I shifted this  
perspective somewhat. I focused on events  
and contingencies that disrupted daily life  
in Techiman, which involved building upon the  
more general knowledge I previously gathered  
and on an extensive network of informants.  

Picture 9: From left to right: our im-
provised kitchen; Wenke is helping the 
neighbor’s boys with their homework; 

the author reading an interview

1.4. Capturing the city
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Based on the observation that certain knowledge is only available or  
accessible during the unfolding of incidental contingencies and/or  
through organised events, I tried to find linkages in the diverging data and  
enhance or widen them by focusing on the analyses of these contingencies  
and events. These urban phenomena vary from planned events to sheer  
concurrence of circumstances or unforeseen incidents. They were the  
ostensible talk of the town, and their intriguing content caused the city  
to be turned inside out. As such they reveal some of the hidden frictions  
and fractions that cut across the city-at-large. These serendipitous events  
and contingencies have the ability to link the miscellaneous body of data  
together. Constructing very concrete questions by means of definite  
examples allowed me to grasp the underlying logics that are otherwise  
difficult to access. Using video images and pictures helped me to regenerate  
the events and capture the different discourses that surrounded them.  

This same line of approach is mirrored in the structure of this thesis.  
I hope to illuminate the particularities of Techiman’s urbanity by unfolding  
four phenomena from different points of view and throughout time and  
space. Maps will be used to draw out the corresponding geographies  
and to visualize the spatial dynamics of the more elusive processes.  
This method is partly inspired by the ‘situation analyses’ method adopted  
by Max Gluckman (1958). His book “Analysis of a Social Situation in  
Modern Zululand” elaborates upon a series of events that occurred  
in one day. He analysed conflicts within a group by focusing on the  
behaviour of different social actors during the conflict. By focusing on  
these events, he presented the deeper structure of the Zululand society.  
Analogue to this methodology, I analyze the selected events in depth  
and from several angles. The manner in which I employ his method  
is also inspired by Clarke’s post-modern regeneration of Gluckman’s  
situational analyses (Clarke 2005). By taking the serendipitous events  
as ultimate units of analysis, I want to unravel the multiple visible and  
invisible layers and network that constitute Techiman’s urbanity;  

similar to the methodology Hilgers applied in his book Une ethnographie  
à l’échelle de la ville on the small city of Koudougou in Burkina Faso  
(Hilgers 2009). Hilgers started from a selection of key events that  
reveal a lot about the city of Koudougou. He used these events to  
frame his analyses. This analytic methodology allows me “to draw  
together studies of discourse and agency, action and structure, image,  
text and context, history and the present moment- to analyse complex  
situations of inquiry broadly conceived” (Clarke 2005). 

In this light, and based on the fieldwork, I selected four events that have  
the ability to link the divergent data together. They echoed through  
Techiman’s discursive space for several weeks. The events touch upon  
themes like history, politics, religion, economics, and popular culture.  
The frames below describe four diverging urban events and contingencies  
that cut across daily life in Techiman and are symptomatic of the whirling  
developments in this quickly growing and rapidly globalising historical  
city. The frames set the mood for the rest of the dissertation and inform  
the structure of the thesis. Each frame is used as a point of entry for its  
appropriate chapter. Rather then being chronological, the order of the  
frames reflects the main themes of the subsequent chapters. 

Frame 1.2: The Apo⊂-festival 
April 2009. For the first time in 7 years, the Apo⊂-festival conquered  
the streets and minds of the people of Techiman.  For ten days, the  
religious festival turned the city inside out. Social rules and hierarchies  
were inverted. Men dressed as woman paraded through the main  
streets of Techiman. People pretended to be possessed by powerful  
spirits or acted as malevolent chiefs or corrupt politicians. Groups of  
people, organised by lineage, followed their sub-chief and visited the  
palaces of other sub-chiefs and dignitaries to air their grievances  
in very cryptic and cynical songs. People from surrounding villages  
and cities joined their sisters and brothers in Techiman for the  
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celebration on the Apo⊂-fiada, the cli-
max of the festival. Thousands of people,  
disguised to varying degrees, shoved and  
danced their way through the city. All the  
movements converged in a somewhat  
chaotic but formalised gathering in front of  
the palace of the paramount king of Techiman.  
Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw IV sat together with his  
sub chiefs , their linguists and helpers, all were  
dressed to suit the occasion. Nearly opposite,  
the local and national state officials and politi- 
cians had their place. The High Priest Nana  
Kwabena Mensah sat next to the politicians. 

He represented the gateway to the spiritual  
world; a powerful but not uncontroversial  
position. In the middle of this circle of power,  
throngs of disguised people paraded and sang  
the oral history of Techiman.

Frame 1.3: Assault on Nana Techimanhene 
October 2008. Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw IV,  
the paramount king of Techiman, was on his  
way to attend a yam festival of one of his  
sub kings in the neighbouring village of  
Tuobodom, when an unsuccessful assault was  
made on his life. The assassination attempt  
was alleged to be organised by the supporters  
of a rival chief, Nana Asare Baffour II. This  
chief claims that Tuobodom is not a part  
of Techiman but instead belongs to the  
Asante kingdom, just like eight other villages  

in the vicinity of Techiman. Riots broke out but  
the paramount king of Techiman ordered his  
people to remain calm and he pressed charges  
against his attackers. But two years later,  
no action had been taken. 

Some irritated youth of Techiman, allegedly  
sent by the paramount king, placed the  
rival chief Nana Asara Baffour II under arrest  
and brought him to the palace. The king of  
Techiman was not present at the palace  
at that time. When he heard about the  
incident, he made sure that Nana Asare  
Baffour II was handed over to the Police.  
The arrested chief stood under the close  
protection of the Asantehene, one of the  
most powerful traditional kings in Ghana  
and a historic enemy of Techiman state.  
In reaction to the arrest of his sub chief,  
the paramount king of the Asante boasted  
that he would hunt down the paramount  
king of Techiman “just like a hawk grab- 
bing a hen”. The powder keg had been  
set alight and violent riots broke out in  
Techiman and Kumasi, the Traditional capital  
of the Asante, paralysing the central trade  
axis of Ghana. The historic roots of these  
incidents can be traced back to the first war  
between Techiman and Ashanti in around  
1740. The case of the nine villages has  
impacted upon the daily life in Techiman for  
over 250 years.

Frame 1.4 Traveling gods and their  
priests 
August 2009. During a visit to a remote  
Traditional shrine in the vicinity of Techiman,  
I came across two London-based spiritualists  
looking to buy spiritual powers. One of them  
was born in London but had Ghanaian roots,  
and the other one came from Mauritius and  
had Indian roots. They operated an interna- 
tional office for “Spiritual & Psychic healing for  
the mind, body and spirit” in a suburb of  
London. While roaming through Ghana in  
search of genuine spiritual power, they were  
referred to the shrine of a Traditional priest  
called Nana Yaw Agyi in Kranka. This ever- 
friendly and captivating personality welcomed  
his visitors and announced the reason why  
they had come before they even uttered  
a word. After performing the necessary  
rituals, he handed over a child of one of his  
gods, enshrined in a large blackened  
egg-shaped substance, for them to work with  
in London. When I visited their office in  
London a few months later, the shrine was  
placed next to other religious paraphernalia  
from Ghana, Mauritius and India.

Frame 1.5: A money-vomiting snake 
In January 2008, a simple quarrel between  
two women on a refuse dump in Techiman  
escalated into a national news item. The two  
women were walking together to the site  
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when they saw a small box with ‘One Million  
Euro’ written on each side of the box. As they  
went closer, one of the women threw down  
her refuse and quickly went for the box.  
The other woman challenged her colleague.  
She claimed that she had seen the box first  
and was waiting to throw away her refuse  
before going for it. A serious argument ensued  
which attracted some passersby. As people  
gathered around the two women, one man  
insisted that the box should be opened to see  
whether there was really money inside. When  
the box was opened, they saw a huge live  
python, twelve eggs and a blood-soaked  
calico. People started moving backwards as  
the two women took to their heels, afraid that  
their soul would be consumed by this money- 
vomiting snake. The news about this contested  
money-ritual was picked up by Classic FM, a  
Techiman-based radio station, copied on  
several larger radio stations and later published  
on the websites of large news agencies. 

The frames highlight the underneath presence  
of religion, politics and histories in the urban  
space and implicitly emphasize the increasing  
importance of translocal and transnational  
influences or connections. These themes recur  
throughout the thesis. In the next sub chapter,  
I dovetail the dissertation into the contempo- 
rary literature on urban anthropology and  
formulate the research objectives.

1.5. Theorizing the (small) 
c ity

The rapid urbanization of the African  
continent has created new demographic  
realities which in turn led to the emergence  
of new forms of urban life (De Boeck and  
Plissart 2004; Simone 2004a) and urban  
culture (Malaquais 2004; Meyer 2003).  
Anthropological research on Africa has  
reacted to the urbanization of the  
continent by shifting its attention to the  
emerging African metropolis since the turn  
of the century. In so doing anthropology  
has occupied a lacuna in the research  
agenda of the urban studies field, domina- 
ted by the heavily criticized World City  
(Friedmann 1985) and Global City  
(Sassen 1991) paradigms. By applying  
a purely macro-economical view, these  
paradigms confine their scope to the  
central business districts of large, often  
Western cities, and tend to deny human  
agency in urban spaces. African cities are  
perceived as disconnected from the global  
strings of money, infrastructures and legal  
bodies. They are not granted a place on  
the intellectual map designed by the urban  
studies field (Robinson 2002). And yet,  
cities like Lagos, Kinshasa, Nairobi and  
Dakar, claim their place in the global world  
in multiple ways and have a lot to add  

to urban theory. Koolhaas, in his contro- 
versial work on Lagos, rightly labeled  
the African metropolis as the urban model  
of the future (Koolhaas 2000). What he  
intended to make clear was that the majority  
of the cities around the world have more  
in common with Lagos than they do with  
New York, London or Tokyo; and not that  
New York, London, or Tokyo will become like  
Lagos. Urban Studies should thus take these  
cities into consideration and disembed them  
from the limited domain of developmental  
studies; a research field that focuses on what  
cities ought to be and thereby denies their  
identity and agency.

Urban anthropologists paved the way by  
publishing some important works on African  
cities in general (Beall, et al. 2010; Bekker and  
Leilde 2006; Bryceson and Potts 2006; Freund 
2007; Murray 2006; Myers 2011;  
Pietersen 2010; Simone and Abouhani 2005),  
as well as on individual cities like Johannes- 
burg (Bremner 2004; Mbembe and  
Nuttall 2004), Dakar, Abidjan, Pretoria and  
Jeda (Simone 2004a), Douala (Malaquais  
2004), Kinshasa (De Boeck and Plissart 2004;  
Trefon 2004) or the cities along the Copperbelt,  
Zambia (Ferguson 1999). The knowledge that  
Africa is urbanizing at a faster pace than any  
other continent (United Nations 2007) has  
become common intellectual fare by now and  
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the perception that African cities are merely colonial implementations  
is been written off. Urbanization in Africa is no sheer colonial, or  
post-colonial phenomenon, but has been an important feature in  
Africa’s history (Anderson and Rathbone 2000; Coquery-Vidrovitch  
2005; Jacobs 1996). Cities existed in pre-colonial West Africa and were  
already playing an important role, even before the proliferation of  
Islam and Christianity. The kin-based organization, the specificity of the  
ecological features in the savanna and forest areas, and the absence  
of private property in the pre-colonial African cities, amongst other  
features, point to the existence of particular urban dynamics, distinct  
from those in Arabic or Western cities (Coquery-Vidrovitch 2005).  
Hence, urban anthropologists advocate abandoning the Western-based  
theoretical frameworks and categories used to analyze African cities.  
Scholars who address African cities solely from within the framing  
conditions of the global economy or the urban studies field miss the  
opportunities to learn from the global and urban processes in young  
and old African cities (Pieterse 2010).

The growing amount of publications on African cities highlights the  
large diversity among African urban spaces. This multiplicity obstructs  
any meaningful categorization of (African) cities but their multi-facetedness  
is also a great source of global understanding of urbanism. Go-
ing through the large stack of publications on ‘urban Africa’, one  
learns that cities in Africa are (being) shaped by different patterns,  
processes, and forms, and that they perform different functions (Myers  
2011). In order to research African cities and learn from the multitude  
of urban dynamics in Africa, one has to embrace their complexity and,  
as Mbembe argues, not take the differences with Western cities as  
a starting point but rather adopt the fundamental connections to an  
elsewhere as points of departure (Mbembe 2004).

African urban spaces are interlaced territories, not unlike anywhere else  

in the world. They are transterritorial (Simone 2010) spaces of flows and  
flux, spaces of constant unfolding where different, oftentimes distorted,  
worlds collide, blur and/or mutate. African cities generate often-unex- 
pected transnational linkages to the world-at-large (Appadurai 1996)  
by generating and participating in a variety of global scapes, strings,  
and flows or hubs (Ferguson 2006). Present day urban life in African  
cities is situated in the intersection of different worlds, past and  
present, visible and invisible, (trans)local and (trans)national worlds.  
By adding new visible and invisible layers of meaning above older  
colonial and pre-colonial layers, African cities configure their own  
palimpsest modernities (Eisenstadt 2000; Ferguson 1999; Geschiere  
1997; Geschiere, et al. 2008; Tambiah 2000). Simone and Myers,  
amongst others, refer to this inextricable whole as ‘the multiplexity of  
African cities’ (Myers 2011:101).

In these kaleidoscopic spaces (De Boeck and Plissart 2004) people rely  
more on a social infrastructure constructed out of human relations,  
than on the often lacking or ruinous material infrastructure when  
making their daily decisions (Simone 2001). They constantly shift  
between different modus operandi and between different visible and  
invisible, local and global worlds. African urban residents balance  
themselves atop the tight rope, vacillating between maintaining “some  
functional sense of local ‘rootedness’ while at the same time gaining  
access to opportunities that are more transnational, even global,  
in scope”(Simone 2001:84). By anticipating sudden opportunities, people  
try to exploit and monetize their potential access to different worlds.  
African urban residents operate at different scales and participate  
in different worlds at the same time. They connect visible and invisible  
worlds with other local and global ‘elsewheres’ trying to generate  
a livelihood; they integrate and invent new networks of capitalist  
production; new webs of concepts and practice on land and land laws,  
on housing and rental; new regulations governing social and political  
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life (Coquery-Vidrovitch 1991). 
 
So far scholars devoted a lot of attention to African mega cities -usually  
coastal cities and/or capital cities- disregarding the numerous small cities  
scattered over, what is generally viewed as, rural Africa. The almost  
exclusive focus on the African metropolis as the cities of the global  
south (Dawson and Hayes Edwards 2004) wrongfully ignores the  
emergence of the small cities and therefore sketches an incomplete  
image of urban Africa. In the literature, small cities are often nicknamed  
as middle-range towns or secondary cities. These labels point to their  
ambiguous positions. Scholarly attention goes either to the large cities  
or either to the rural sites. Trapped in the conceptual gap between the  
rural and the urban (Petersen 1997), small cities often remain out of  
view: not interesting or relevant enough to been seen as a laboratory  
for processes of urbanization, globalization or modernization; and not  
authentic enough to fit the perception of rural Africa. A few  
exceptions (Bryceson 2011; Hilgers 2008) not withstanding, small cities  
remain out of focus and are not on the intellectual or conceptual map  
of urban Africa despite the large (accumulative) proportion of people  
dwelling in small cities. In Ghana, much like in other African countries,  
approximately 51.5% of the Ghanaians live in an urban area. 47.5% of  
the urban population in Ghana lives in small cities (Owusu 2005).  
Yet, ”secondary cities often remain out of sight in contemporary research  
of urban development and change in an African context” (De Boeck,  
et al. 2007). Bell and Jayne rightly remark that small cities down the  
urban hierarchy have much to say about contemporary urban change  
(2006). Grown as military garrison, regional administrative centre,  
service centers, refugee camps, market towns or pre-colonial power  
centers, these cities shed a different light on urban life in Africa.  
Rondinelli argues that “the value of small urban centers is not so much  
in their population sizes as in their functional characteristics” (1983).  
A city can be small in size, but big in scope, and develop a dense network  

of different kinds of interconnections with other urban and non-urban  
areas scattered around the globe. Although a (quasi) virgin territory 
in the African urban studies field, small cities emerge as an important  
feature of urban Africa. Hence, this thesis intentionally takes a small  
pre-colonial city, such as Techiman, as its main research interest, in  
a modest attempt to add new insights to the particular urban trajectories  
of small cities in Sub-Sahara Africa.

Building on detailed ethnographies that are interlarded with field  
experiences, oral histories, legends and imaginaries; this work starts from  
the above-mentioned literature on African cities and aims to surface  
the particular multiplexity of a small city like Techiman. More precisely,  
it seeks to illuminate how the multiplex of past and present, visible  
and invisible, (trans)local and (trans)national worlds, infrastructures,  
connections and processes are continuously (re)shaping and (re)defining  
Techiman’s urbanity. Rather then scrutinizing one eye-catching feature  
or theme within this multiplex, I opt to approach Techiman’s urbanity  
from within an historical, economical, political and religious angle.  
These interlinked aspects have emerged from the fieldwork (see  
previous section) and will be approached from within their specific  
historical and spatial context. This spatial emphasis allows me to  
highlight how Techiman is rooted in its surrounding worlds and to  
surface the connections and geographies that link Techiman to the  
world-at-large.
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1.6. Writ ing Techiman: An outl ine

By taking the small, historic city of Techiman as my main research region,  
the thesis anticipates the changing realities in the African continent.  
The thesis firstly scrutinizes how processes of religious, political and  
economic change in a small city like Techiman are entangled with history  
and shaped by processes of globalization and urbanization. Forthcoming  
out of this analysis, the dissertation writes how the above processes  
reshuffle the multiple, often hidden and whimsical lines that connect  
Techiman to the world(s)-at-large, and vice versa. To do so, the dissertation  
looks to the world from within Techiman and thus appropriates the  
Techiman-Bono cosmology as a starting point. 

The second chapter describes how the past echoes through the urban  
space and influences the daily life in Techiman. The chapter elaborates  
upon the relation between urbanization and history writing and telling.  
It shows how the cosmology, or world view, of the Techiman-Bono is 
built up and legitimized by referring to the past. The chapter closely  
examines the cosmology of the Techiman-Bono, and with it the  
Traditional religion, by diving into the memories of the rise and fall of  
the first Bono kingdom. It describes how the past continues to resonate  
throughout the urban space and influences the urban life in contemporary  
Techiman. As such, the chapter scrutinize how the past structures the  
political, religious and social life in/of the city. At the same time, it  
informs the reader about the history of the Techiman-Bono people from  
the foundation of the Bono-Manso kingdom and Techiman, through to  
the fall of Bono-Manso in the first half of the eighteenth century.

Chapter three approaches Techiman from a political point of view.  
It continues the diachronic narratives started in the previous chapter,  
but shifts the focus to the analyses of the political sphere of the city.  
The chapter zooms in on the political developments of the Techiman- 
Bono kingdom, beginning after the fall of the Bono-Manso kingdom  
and concluding with the aftermath of the 2008 presidential elections in  

Ghana. This period coincides with the unfolding of the conflict of the  
nine villages, briefly described in frame 1.3. The chapter analyzes the  
longue duréé of this conflict, based on written sources and dissenting  
or sometimes contradictory oral memories. The chapter describes how  
a military and religious conflict evolved into a legal issue that is  
hotly-contested in the Ghanaian High Court and exists along the fault  
lines of the British colonial policies and the emerging democracy in  
Ghana. In so doing, it discusses the intertwinements of traditional  
politics with state politics and explains how a local land issue was able  
to change Ghana’s political and administrative map, i.e. the birth of  
the Brong-Ahafo region. The chapter elaborates upon the changing  
relations between the traditional council of Techiman and it the different  
political entities like other traditional councils, the colonial rulers and  
the emerging government of Ghana at its different levels.

Chapter four elaborates upon the intimate relations between religious  
change on the one hand and the urbanization and globalization of  
Techiman on the other hand. It describes how the visible and invisible  
worlds are interconnected and mutually influence each other by  
analysing the interaction between the growth of the urban space and  
the corresponding shift and changes in the religious landscape of  
Techiman. A diachronic point of view is adopted in order to make  
manifest how these interrelations are articulated in the urban space at  
different points in time. The invisible links between the urban space  
and the spiritual world are divulged by placing the spatial development  
of Techiman side by side with the genealogies of new and old religious  
spaces. The chapter scrutinizes the history of the urban growth of  
Techiman as well as the history of the religious spaces -shrine houses,  
churches, prayer camps and mosques- in and around Techiman.  
The diachronic narrative picks up from when the Bono return from exile  
in Gyaman in 1896 and rebuilt their capital Techiman.
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Chapter five starts from the longing for wealth and success of the  
contemporary Techiman residents on the one hand, and the related fear  
over money rituals on the other hand to approach the interplay between  
economic development, urbanization, and the emergence of urban  
imaginaries. Starting with the historiographies on Techiman market,  
the chapter narrates how economy is perceived and how profit is  
pursued through spiritual mediation, i.e. the prayer economy of  
Techiman. The chapter explains how a nationwide wave of money  
rituals are incorporated in the particular prayer economy of Techiman  
and leads to the resurrection of much older money rituals. It links the  
proliferation and transformations of these rituals to the emergence of  
new urban imaginaries invoked by the rapid urbanization and globalization  
of Techiman. 

Every chapter is closed by an epilogue that looks back at the chapter by  
drawings the conclusions from the respective chapters and by looking  
forward to the next chapter. The final epilogue “Small city Global scopes”  
builds on the previous epilogues and tries to substantiate the  
claim that small cities further down the urban hierarchy have much to  
say about contemporary urban change.
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1 For my master thesis in social and cultural Anthropology, I conducted fieldwork in Dakar, Brussels and Nouakchott  
in the summer of 2006. The thesis entitled ‘The fluid city: Transnational urbanism – Tales on Gare Petersen Dakar’  
discussed the transnational dimensions of urban life in and around a bus station in Dakar.
2 Michelle Gilbert teaches anthropology and art history at Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, NY. She has conducted 
fieldwork in an Akan kingdoms of southern Ghana since 1976. She focuses on art, religion and politics.
3 Sub-chapter 1.2.3 explains why I choose to write Traditional with a capital ‘t’ in the context of religion. 
4 Birgit Meyer is professor of Cultural Anthropology at the department of social and cultural anthropology at the Vrije 
Universiteit, Amsterdam. She conducted research on missions and local appropriations of Christianity, Pentecostalism, 
popular culture and video-films in Ghana, and cultural heritage and identity. 
5 Personal conversation with Birgit Meyer, Accra, January 2008
6 See Chapter four, section 4.4.3
7 See chapter two, section 2.4
8 See Chapter three
9 See chapter two, section 2.4
10 I visited Bitou a few months later on the way back from Ouagadougou. The city seemed like the small and timid 
counterpart of its Ghanaian and Togolese brothers, Bawku and Senkasse. 
11 She lives in The Hague, the Netherlands. For more details about the house, see chapter five. 
12 Field notes, Techiman, January and February 2008
13 Techimanhene literally means king of Techiman. Also see section 1.2.2.
14 The slim naked man was called Yaw. He was 24 years old and came from Techiman. He came to the river to pray for  
work. Later I also met him at different shrines in the vicinity of Techiman. 
15 During the ‘big’ Yam festival (Fofie kεsεe), every three years, and during the run up to annual Apo⊂ festival 
(Asaa-rites), the royals visit the source of the Atweredaa-river.
16 See chapter two, section 2.3.2.5, frame 2.5.
17 In his book on Kinshasa, De Boeck (2002) explores the metaphor of the city as palimpsest. “De Boeck’s analysis looks 
at meetings and meldings of past and present, inside and outside, center and periphery” (Malaquais 2004:11). The 
vision Malaquais propose differs from his in that “it stresses above all the coeval nature of the city’s many parts” (ibid.). 
The vision proposed here leans more towards De Boeck’s interpretation of the palimpsest. 
18 The city of Techiman is located on longitude 1°54’ W and latitude 7°40’ (Akumfi Ameyaw 1998).
19 See Section 1.2.3
20 Settlements in excess of 5,000 inhabitants are considered to be urban (GSS 2005).
21 The trunk road from Nkoranza is another important connection.
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During the Apo⊃ festival, tropes of disguised people parade through the main streets of Techiman and sing the oral  
history of their city , occassionally with a very cynical overtone:

Frame 2.1: Well Done Baafo
“Asantefo⊃, Konkukon, Mukyiri mo kurom? Konkukon Mu ni ne mo se, Konkukon!”
Asante, can you not stay in your own town? Konkukon Your mothers and fathers (insult) Konkukon

Ee otuo ee Baafo mo, otua ato ama nkoaniwa asa yen. Baafo mo!” 
A gun is fired. Well done Baafo. A gun is fired and the aggressors are chasing us with hungry eyes for slaves. 
Well done Baafo. 
(Asihene 1980:36-37)

The two examples of popular Apo⊃ highlife songs comment on the downfall of the Bono-Manso kingdom in the first  
part of the 18th century (see below). Apo⊃ songs are one of the many references to the past in contemporary Techiman.  
This chapter discusses how the past echoes through Techiman’s urban spaces. As an intangible agency, the past claims  
it presence in the city and co-shapes the dynamics of contemporary urban spaces and experiences. Broadly conceived,  
the past is captured in an amalgamation of practices, stories, legends, pedigrees, and genealogies that are passed  
on by different means. This amalgamation creates a strong sense of belonging as it contains tangible and intangible  
references to sacred places in, and around, Techiman. Present day references to the past legitimize the current Bono  
monarchy and describe the underlying cosmology of the Traditional religion. By closely studying the relation between  
past and present, this chapter discusses the histories of the bygone Bono-Manso kingdom, the predecessors of the  
current Bono-Techiman dynasty. 

The first part of this chapter analyses how the relation between the past and the present is articulated within the city.  
It focuses on the history of the histories that echo through the urban space and alleges that the recent historiographies  
are homespun histories (Peterson and Macola 2009). These recent, and locally produced, histories make the past tangible  
by pinning it down to concrete places in the city. The second section of this chapter identifies these places and describes  
their ambiguous relation to the rest of the city. The third and fourth part of the chapter discuss the history in the  
narratives and myths evoked by the spaces of the past. They focus exclusively on the histories about the founding,  
growth and decline of the first Bono-kingdom that collapsed in the first part of the 18th century.  The third part of  
this chapter elaborates specifically upon the histories that deal with the foundation of the Bono-Manso kingdom,  
the antecedent of the Bono-Techiman kingdom. These histories are used to explain how the Bono-cosmology  

2. Unfolding the past of/ in the city: ‘Our history, i f  you 
hear it , you’l l  become sad’

Picture 10: The royals of Techiman, on their way to attend the National Farmers Day  
held in Techiman (7/11/2008). The main street was closed down by the servants  
of the royals. The servants also summoned sitting people to stand up as a sign  
of courtesy towards their kings.  
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educate the listeners about their own histories. The royals explain,  
in these broadcasts, why certain places in the city are considered to be  
sacred. They elaborate upon the lived histories of the greats monarchs  
that preceded them. They narrate the sad history of the Bono kingdom  
at length, from its founding to its painful fall. The high numbers of  
people who phone in to ask questions and share their versions of  
history reveals something about the omnipresence of the past in  
the discursive spaces of the city. To reinforce their oral histories,  
the narrators refer to historical works and to a number of locally  
published booklets on Techiman’s past.

Booklets and pamphlets describing Techiman’s past are published on  
the occasion of religious festivals and other events like enstoolment  
ceremonies of royals or priests, or at the anniversaries and funerals  
of dignitaries. E. V. Asihene, a local historian, wrote and published a  
leaflet on the historical background of the Apo⊃ festival in 1980.  
Nana Owusu Gyare II, Akwamuhene of the Bono-Techiman state, wrote  
a similar leaflet on the Apo⊃ festival in 2008. When the paramount  
king, Osabarima Dotobibi Takyia Ameyaw II, died in 2003 his funeral  
booklet was adorned with a history of Techiman. The Techiman  
Traditional council published an ornate booklet (see fig. 11) on the  
occasion of the 60th anniversary of the queen mother of Techiman,  
Nana Afia Abrafi II, in 2006,  which also contained a written history  
of the city. These pamphlets and booklets popularise the past, in  
the same way that the broadcasts on the radio stations do. Both  
contribute to the particular urban feel of Techiman, occupied with day- 
to-day worries but conscious of the presence of the past. 

The historiographies in the local publications are a quite remarkable  
fusion between oral histories, historical works, and ethnographical  
sources. Many emerged in the aftermath of the Ghanaian  
independence and the related separation of the Brong-Ahafo region  

is translated into space. They elaborate upon the particularities of  
the Traditional religion. The fourth part describes the rise and fall  
of the Bono-Manso kingdom. These histories will be used to describe the  
Bono dynasty and the role of the royals in present day Techiman. 
The final section serves as both a conclusion and a transition point to  
the following chapters. 

2.1. Homespun histories

In writing about how the relation between the past and the present is  
articulated in the city, this chapter takes contemporary references to  
the past as its point of departure. In an old city with a longstanding  
monarchy, such as Techiman, the past is omnipresent in every fibre of  
urban life. The particular urban feel in Techiman is moulded through  
tangible and intangible references to the past. The royals of Techiman  
are a case in point. They move through the city as the living  
embodiments of the past. On special occasions such as official  
ceremonies, religious festivals, funerals and important meetings,  
the Bono-royals march in a colourful procession through the streets of  
Techiman. Servants halt traffic and demand that people stand up  
and pay their respect when the solemn royal parade passes by.  
The kings and queens of Techiman, dressed in kente cloths and adorned  
with their golden ornaments, remind the city of its longstanding and  
glorious past. On the context of these occasions, the elders explain  
the stories behind these event to youngsters. For example, during  
the Yam festival of the Akwamuhene the paramount king always brings  
a pile of firewood on which to cook the first yams. The Akwamuhene  
accepts the gift and his linguist narrates the history behind it.38  
Such narratives legitimise the authority and status of the royals. 

In the run up to religious festivals, royals visit the radio stations to  
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from the Asante region.39 A number of local historians with professional  
backgrounds then started to research the past of their kingdom.  
Effah-Gyamfi (1974; 1978) conducted archaeological research 
in Bono-Manso, the first capital of the Bono kingdom. Asihene  
(1980) and Akumfi Ameyaw (1998) elaborated on the historical  
context of the Apo⊃ and Yam festivals in Techiman respectively.  
They based their work on oral histories as well as on ethno- 
graphic and historical sources; using the latter to reinforce and  
legitimize the former as true historiography. The work of the British  
historian John Donnelly Fage (1961) is often quoted by the local  
historians to situate the roots of the Bono-people in the bygone  
Ghana-empire that existed before circa 830 until circa 1235. Other  
frequently cited authors are historian Eva Meyerowitz (1951; 1953;  
1958; 1962) and anthropologists Micheal Warren and Kwame Owusu  
Brempong (1973; 1975; 1976; 1988; 1971a; 1971b; 1979a; 1979b; 
1988a; 1988b). Their works are quite influential and many Techiman  
residents have copies of Warren’s and Meyerowitz’s work in their rooms.  
The works continue to circulate through the city and pop up at the most  
unexpected moments and places, although most of the copies are in  
a bad state. A friend, who was selling call credit on a street corner,  
used one of Warren’s books as a notebook, but he also studied the  
content of what was left of the booklet and discussed it with his friends.  
The historical and ethnographic works on Techiman have become part  
of the city’s relation to the past. In the queen mother’s anniversary  
booklet as well as in the several funeral booklets, passages from  
the above work are quoted and rephrased.

Yet, the past does not speak in an unmediated manner to the present  
(Peterson and Macola 2009). The histories which circulate at present  
are a contemporary social and political product. They reveal more about  
Techiman’s current relation with its past than on the actual course of  
the historical events they describe. Hence, before pursuing these  

Picture 11: The front page of the anniversary booklet for the Queen Mother (2006).  
The booklet was sponsored by the main businesses in Techiman. 
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matters further, it is important to take the history of these con- 
temporary histories into account before focusing on the histories  
contained within these narratives. As an example, I explain how  
the current official royal genealogy came into being.  
This widely disseminated royal genealogy is reproduced in many  
history booklets on Techiman. It dates back the enstoolment of the  
first monarch of Bono-Manso as far as 1295. The genealogy is based,  
most likely, on the work of Manoukian (1951) and Meyerowitz (1953).  
The work of the latter is the subject of a fierce methodological debate  
among scholars (Flight 1970; Goody 1959; Tait 1955; Warren 1976)  
and seen as inaccurate in academic circles.41 The contested royal genealogy  
is nevertheless incorporated into the popular histories of Techiman. The 
genealogy backs up the claim that the Bono were the first to settle on  
the land; and hence legitimizes the authority of the Bono dynasty. Henige,  
a student of Jan Vansina, described this phenomenon as feedback  
(1973). Feedback, he writes, “occurs in oral tradition when extraneous  
material, usually from printed sources, is incorporated into the tradition”  
(1973). Techiman’s past is constantly being reproduced and reshaped  
rather than being passively passed on from generation to generation. In  
this active process, oral histories are transformed into written histories  
that incorporate new sources of history, such as old ethnographies and  
historical works. 

The history writers of Techiman are what Peterson and Macola (2009) 
call homespun historians. This metaphor derived from the history of  
textiles allows us to highlight “the active, creative work in which historical  
writers were engaged” (ibid.:15). The concept emphasizes the  
context under which their histories are produced. Homespun  
historians “are not working to prefabricated academic patterns”,  
Peterson and Macola contend and “[T]he variegated work they  
produced was of a novel character: it was an indigenous creation,  
woven out of threads of discourse that stretched into the distant past”  

Picture 12: The contested royal genealogy of Techiman, published in the  
anniversary booklet of the Queen Mother (2006). Another copy was published  

in the funeral booklet of late Osabarima Dotobibi Takyia Ameyaw II,  
the former king of Techiman (2003).
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as if they are there to be avoided. 
 
Nevertheless the green voids withstand  
the pressure of urbanisation. Even in the  
economic centre of Techiman, next to the  
Kumasi bus station, and squeezed in between  
a branch of the National Investment Bank and  
the Agyeiwaa Memorial Hotel, the bush is not  
grubbed up and the rivulets are not vaulted.42  
Quite the inverse is true in fact. They are  
even protected. The traditional authorities  
actively watch over the conservation of these  
spaces since they are -as Nana Baffour  
Asare Twi Brempong II, Adontenhene  
of the Techiman traditional area, said during 
a speech on Classic FM43- “part of the  
intangible heritage of Techiman”. In the same  
vein, an Indian chain of supermarkets,  
Melcom, was not allowed to construct a  
supermarket at the edge of the Amanfo⊃  
forest. Instead the royal authorities  
allocated them to a nearby plot. In 2011,  
the Amanfo⊃ forest was enclosed with  
a concrete wall. Besides that, the royal  
authorities had the historically relevant  
Nsamankwa site hedged with trees to prevent  
the urbanisationof that historic place. This  
at the first glance open, weed-choked  
place remembers the departure of the  
Fante-people from Techiman.45 A  
similar policy was applied to the  
sacred Atano river when its banks became  

2.2. The past in the city

Several stretches of bush mark a strong  
contrast with the built spaces of the city.  
Rivulets, rivers, rock masses or stretches  
of woods, scattered throughout the  
town, break the architectural chain of  
earth-coloured buildings. These voids  
form green islands and draw meandering  
lines through the urban space. They  
refer to the time the city was a village. These  
spaces are therefore loaded with multiple  
narratives. A lonely tree can call up a plethora  
of stories, often spiritually connoted, about  
the city’s past. Yet, the green voids are not  
public parks or gardens; nor are they places  
of entertainment, or leisure, where one  
comes to relax. The beauty of these spaces  
is irrelevant. The stretches of bush are aban- 
doned and are polluted. Chinese batteries, 
remains of popular American footwear or  
shreds of old Dutch newspaper (recycled as  
toilet paper and covered with local human  
excreta), not only reveal the global scope of  
Techiman, but also mark the transition  
between the built environment and the bush.  
One only frequents these places to empty  
one’s bowels. The faeces and urban waste  
particularly illustrate how the city lives with its  
back to the remainder of the forest. The green  
voids are not considered to be part of the  
urban tissue. The bushes are ignored,  

(ibid.:15). The royals and elders of Techiman  
produce, and make use of, these kinds of  
homespun histories. Their diachronic  
reconstructions of the past define the  
popular versions of Techiman’s past.  
They are re-editing, representing and  
reifying their past to enforce and under- 
score their claim to land and power.  
The homespun histories produced and  
dispersed by the royals are interpreted  
as genuine and truthful accounts of past  
events. Hence, the histories and narratives  
produced by the royals- and presented in  
the rest of this thesis- reflect the contem- 
porary relation of Techiman with its past.  
Priests and royals base present claims  
on authority and land by identifying the  
Gods and royals that played a key role in  
Techiman’s past. In this logic, I speak of  
homespun monarchies and homespun  
cosmologies. They pin their histories down  
to concrete and local spaces. In what  
follows, I identify these spaces of the past  
and describe their ambiguous relation with  
the rest of the city.
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 increasingly polluted. Some royals established the Tourism Environmental Protection Club to engage the youth to  
protect the Tano-river from pollution and promote the river as a tourist attraction. Although these ambiguous, and not  
uncontested, places of the past are ignored and unfrequented, most of the green voids are protected because they are  
religiously significant and/or are loaded with histories and narratives about Techiman’s longstanding past. These histories  
date back to the founding of the Bono-kingdom and the city of Techiman. As such, the green voids are the spatial echoes  
of the destroyed kingdom of Bono-Manso. 45

The histories and narratives attached to the spaces of the past also shed light on the origins of the political, economic  
and religious life in contemporary Techiman. The narratives implicitly and explicitly talk about the role the Gods and  
royals played in the political and diplomatic relations the royals of Techiman were, and are, engaged in. They describe  
how these Gods and kings protected the state, helped to win wars, or influenced the map of the city in other ways.  
The narratives state the names of the royals and Gods that played a key role. They mention those sacred places,  
villages, cities and states that might have disappeared by now but at a deeper level continue to play a significant role  
for Techiman and its people.46  Histories are inundated with reference to the spiritual world.  The spaces of the past,  
therefore, often coincide with sacred places. Writing the relation of Techiman to its past implies elaborating upon the  
relations of the spiritual to the political. In what follows, I grasp the opportunity to provide the reader with some  
basic background knowledge about the Bono-cosmology and Traditional religion on the one hand, and about the  
Bono Dynasty on the other. 

Picture 13: The green void of the Akyeredaa forest left of the main road. In the background you can see the tower of the old Roman Church.  
The market and the Zongo are situated on the right.
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existence of the Bono-kingdom prior to the end of the seventeenth  
century A.D.47 Oral histories of other Akan-people, as well as other  
historical sources (Davidson 1965; Fage 1961; Wilks 1975), also  
confirm that the Bono-kingdom was the first centralised kingdom in  
the region.

The Bono-kingdom was situated on the northern fringes of the guinea  
forest belt. The capital of the kingdom was called Bono-Manso.  
According to the oral histories, Techiman was a rather small hunting  
settlement at the time of Bono-Manso, but it was widely known  
because of the presence of the Dwabrem market (Warren and  
Brempong 1971a). Where the Bono came from prior to finally settling  
at Bono-Manso and Techiman is unclear. Some narratives trace  
the roots of the Bono back to the ancient Ghanaian empire (9th to 11th  
century a.d.). Other sources claim that the Bono originate from  
Tombouctou, or even Egypt. The contemporary historiographies of  
Techiman implicitly build upon these theses by merging insights from  
historical research with the local founding legend of the Bono-kingdom.  
The booklet published on the 60th anniversary of the queen mother  
describes this first chapter of the Bono-history as follows: 

Frame 2.2: Collapse of the Amowi-caves48 

(…) In the traditions, the ancestors of Bono-Takyiman people once lived  
to the north of the Mossi-people of present day Burkina Faso. Then  
they moved southwards and settled among the Mossi people. However,  
after a fierce battle with Mossi, the Bono moved further southward and  
crossed the Black Volta River. After crossing the Black Volta, the Bono  
went and hid in the woods and caves of Amowi. The site of Amowi is  
at some two kilometres south-east of the Pihini village in the Nkoranza  
area of the Brong-Ahafo region. It is assumed that the Amowi caves  
collapsed after a terrible storm. Though the actual reason of the  

2.3. The past of the city

Through the discussion of the histories, legends and other narratives  
this section describes how the emergence of Traditional religion and  
the Bono Dynasty are both embedded in the Bono-cosmology. The  
histories evoked by the Amowi caves and the Atano-river(s) describe  
the emergence of the Bono Manso kingdom. These histories will be  
used to elaborate upon the Bono-cosmology and the Traditional  
religion. The narratives associated with the Amanfo⊃ forest, the Atwe  
and Apo⊃nkosu rivers narrate the fall of the Bono-Manso dynasty.  
They will be used to discuss the system of governance of  
the Bono-dynasty.

2.3.1. Homespun cosmologies: The emergence of Bono-Maso

2.3.1.1. The founding of a kingdom: ‘We are coming out’

The Bono-people trace their roots back to a cave complex 15 miles  
from Techiman. The caves are called Amowi. The name ‘Bono’  
originates from this place. ‘Bono’, or the English approximation  
‘Brong’, literally means “pioneer” (Akumfi-Ameyaw 1998; Arhin 1974).   
By calling themselves the pioneers, the Bono-people state that they are  
the first settlers in the area. This claim is enforced by the publication  
of a contested royal genealogy of the paramount kings (pl. amanhene;  
sg. omanhene) and queen mothers (pl. ahemaa; sg. ohemaa) of  
Techiman (see above). The genealogy legitimises the claim of the Bono  
that their traditional state is the first centralised Akan-State in pre- 
colonial Ghana, and is backed up by divine references to old Gods.  
Without confirming the exact timing, archaeological findings (Effah- 
Gyamfi 1978), historical data and oral traditions affirm the Bono were  
the first settlers in the area. For example, the Dutch were aware of the  
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migration from the Amowi rock-shelter is not clear, the Bono emerged  
from the Amowi caves and built their first town called “Yefiri’, meaning  
“We are coming out”.

The Traditional priest of Biakru, the earliest Bono God, and some people  
were asked to stay behind and guard the sacred hole at Amowi. From  
their settlement at Yefiri, hunters went westwards and discovered  
a more suitable area for the resettlement of the Bono people. The Bono  
ruler, Nana Asaman left Yefiri with a number of people to resettle at  
the new place discovered by the hunters. Eventually, the new place  
called Bono-Manso became the capital town of the Bono people. (…)

The collapse of the cave complex at Amowi is remembered as a crucial  
turning point in the development of the Bono-Manso kingdom.  
The disaster is remembered in the proverb ‘Obono Bankama Fiada’,  
meaning ‘a bad Friday for the Bono’. This version of the course of  
the events before, during and after the collapse of the caves is not  
the only history that speaks of the disaster. By giving express attention  
to the homespun histories discussing the disaster at Amowi, I intend  
to show how the relations between the past, the spiritual and the  
contemporary urban space are unfolding. This process adds a depth of  
analysis to how the Bono-cosmology is articulated in space.

Picture 14: This is what remains of the Amowi caves.  
The picture is taken by Warren (Nov. 15, 1970).
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2.3.1.2. Colliding with the spiritual world: ‘A bad Friday for  
the Bono’
The mysterious disaster at the Amowi cave complex indubitably had  
a significant impact upon the early Bono society. Although the afore- 
mentioned narrative remains unclear about the exact cause of the  
disaster (the Christian background of the writer might have something  
to do with the vagueness about the role of the Traditional God  
Biakuru). Other prominent oral histories ascribe a key role to Biakuru,  
the first and oldest, Traditional Bono God. These histories turn the  
attention to the presence, and influence, of spiritual forces dwelling in  
the bush. In 1970 anthropologist Micheal Warren interviewed the then  
king of Amowi,49 who is also the priest of the Biakuru Shrine, about  
the cause of the collapse of the caves and was told: “The people did  
something against the God Biakuru. They touched the God with its  
taboo food which made him very angry and he killed all the people but  
a few” (Warren 1971b:151). The king of Amowi identified the power  
behind the disaster as a God called Biakuru. The Amowi-legend is  
the oldest reference to the existence of a spiritual world that is  
inhabited by spiritual beings. This religious belief is also described by  
Ellis and Ter Haar in their working definition of religion in Africa as:  
“a belief in the existence of an invisible world, distinct but not  
separated from the visible one, that is home to spiritual beings with  
effective powers over the material world” (2004). This view  
corresponds with the Akan cosmology where the spiritual or invisible  
world is referred to as Wiase Sumsum, while the material world is called  
(honam) wiase (Adegbola 1983; Fisher 1998). 

After the God Biakuru unleashed its intangible forces and caused  
the spectacular collapse of a seemingly solid dwelling complex,  
the Amowi caves proved an unsuitable place to settle in. The caves were  
home to the powerful and extremely volatile god Biakuru. The Bono  
needed to find a way to negotiate this spiritual force. They needed to  

Picture 15: The man on the picture was the priest of Biakuru in 1970. He was  
called Bosomfoo Kwasi Ntua. Warren took the picture near the Amowi caves,  
close to the village Pihini (Nov. 15, 1970).
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 learn how to deal with it and make this spiritual power manageable. The reference to this tremendous display of  
spiritual power by Biakuru is very significant since it reveals which spatial tactics the Bono used to manage and  
domesticate the spiritual world. According to Nana Kwame Twi, the Barimhene in the 1970’s, Biakuru expelled  
the people from the caves and ordered them to establish villages (Warren and Brempong 1971a). But the God also  
asked that some people be left behind to take care of its shrine. This is an ambiguous migration, moving  
away but staying close by at the same time. Significantly, the sacred space of Biakuru’s shrine was not situated in town.  
Bono-Manso was founded at a safe distance from the volatile powers of Biakuru, at a place where Biakuru’s taboo’s  
could not be broken easily. 

Through the establishment of a shrine, the Bono maintained a relationship with the God. A shrine can be seen as  
the material realisation of the spiritual world. The shrine served as a visual gateway to the spiritual and intangible world  
of Gods and other spirits. Shrines have different shapes, ranging from shiny brass pans to black erratic volumes or  
abstract spheroid masses made out of interwoven knotted ropes and cowries, speared with guns, arrows and cutlasses  
(see pic 16) depending on the character of the God it represents. They are decorated with different religious para- 
phernalia, imbued  with magical and divine powers, which symbolize the abilities of a specific God, its reputation and  
status (Doris 1996). The Bono maintained a tangible link with Biakuru and found a way to manage its powers through  
the erection of shrines and the corresponding ritual technique necessary to take care of them.

Although Biakuru is the first and oldest Bono-God, the God did not continue to play an important role for the Bono.  
In the course of the emergence of the Bono-kingdom and the founding of new settlements, the Bono realised that  
the natural landmarks in the bush -caves, rivers, rock masses and high trees- were infused with a wide range of  
spiritual powers; good as well as evil, harmful as well as healing. They tried to make sense of the surrounding worlds  
and domesticate these capricious and seemingly unfathomable features and forces.

2.3.1.3. Exploring the spiritual world: The goat is independent and can urinate anywhere

The dynamic balance between the town and the bush is a delicate spatial equilibrium that continuously shapes  
urban life. The bush and the town are the spatial articulation of the invisible and visible world respectively. The emergence  
of the bush and the town as distinct spatial entities, therefore, explains how the Bono-cosmology is translated into  
space. How this balance came about is reflected in the histories and the foundation legends of the Bono-Kingdom.  
Many of these histories and legends are attached to the Atano-river and its tributaries. “The Tano has provided the 
main orientation for settlement and today the population (…) is concentrated in the wide valley around its central  

Picture 16: Random shrines
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his two sons Bia and Tano to come and collect their share. But, the goat  
was Tano’s best friend and he disclosed the secret to Tano. The goat  
then told Tano to go to his father’s house early, disguised as Bia,  
so he could receive the best lot. The goat also gave the message to Bia  
but he told him there was no hurry since Onyamekopon was busy.  
Bia didn’t hurry because he was sure to get his share. Early next  
morning, Tano went to his father Onyamekopon, disguised as his  
brother Bia. Onyamekopon was old and couldn’t see that Tano was  
disguised as his brother. Hence, Tano received the wet and fertile lands.  
When Bia went to collect his share, it was too late. Nothing could be  
done and he went away crying because his brother Tano took the part 
intended for him. 

Onyamekopon blessed Tano since he was the first to show up. He asked  
Tano to turn into a mighty river. Everywhere he passes, he should leave  
one of his children to take care of the people there. The first child of  
Tano is Taa Kora or Tano Akoraa at Tanoboase. He is the oldest and  
the father of all Atano Gods. From Tanoboase, Tano flows to  
Tuobodom. That is where Tano left his second son Twumpuduo  
Kwadwo. In Traa, he gave birth to Bo⊃twerewaa and to Taa Ntemmu  
in Sansama. At the junction of the Kintampo road and the River Tano,  
Taa Kofi was born. At the junction with the Wenchi road, Taa Yaw was born.  
Taa Kwasi and Taa Mensah stem from the junction with the Sunyani  
road. Mensah means ‘third’. Taa Mensah is the third born Atano God,  
after Taa Kora and Twumpuduo. Taa Mensah is the chief God for  

reaches. The Tano is a focus for human interests and a source of  
political growth. Its waters are treated with great ritual respect and  
many of the fetishes closely associated with the establishment and  
growth of the (…) communities are alleged to have been discovered in  
the river” (Bagulo Bening 1999). The Tano-river, and its tributaries,  
are the birth places of the foremost cluster of Traditional Gods in  
Techiman. The Atano-Gods played a prominent role in the foundation  
and development of Bono-Manso and Techiman.

Old stories and myths concerning the sacred Tano-river crop up now  
and then. Even seemingly superficial graffiti on the wall of a market  
warehouse next to the Tano-river alludes to the mythological status of  
the river: Do not urinate here like a goat, if you do so pay 60,000 Cedi.  
The answer to this agitated inscription was written above: The goat  
is independent and can urinate everywhere. Fools can go to hell. The  
graffiti refers to an important legend that reveals the hierarchy in the  
spiritual world:

Frame 2.3: Tano and Bia50 

“The Creator (Odomamkoma or Onyamekopon) had two sons,  
Bia and Tano. Bia was his favourite son. Onyamekopon wanted to  
reward his obedient son Bia by giving him fertile lands. The dry infertile  
lands would go to his disobedient son, Tano. God called his messenger  
the goat and told him about his plans. He ordered the goat to summon  

Picture 17: Inscription on the wall of  
a depot in Techiman Market, near to  
the Tano River. The inscription refers  
to the legend about Tano and Bia  
(see frame 2.3).
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Because of the help of the goat, Tano promised his friend the goat that  
he would never eat or drink any goat meat or blood. Hence, goats are  
taboo to the Atano Gods and are not allowed to come close to the  
Tano-river or the shrines of the Atano Gods“.

This legend, also written down by Asare (1978), is dredged up now  
and then to explain traditions or to interpret events or incidents. In  

Techiman. He is also called ‘Taa Kesee’ which means Tano the great.  
Taa Mensah originates from a place called Agyentoase, left of the  
junction between the Tano river and the Sunyani road. The next Atano  
God is in Kuntunuso. That is Tano Kuntunu. We find Atia Kosaa where  
the Tano-river crosses the Kumasi road in Tanoso. That’s where the  
Tano-river leaves Techiman. The river flows to Sunyani, and from there  
all the way to the sea.

Map 3: The places of birth of the  
Atano Gods. Each star represents  

a place of origin a of a God.
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being directly. 

The well-known Akan proverb Wope  
asem aka akyere Onyamekop⊃n a, ka kyere 
Mframa says that if you want to speak to  
the almighty God, you have to talk to  
the wind (Asare 1997; Brempong 2009).  
The wind is used as a metaphor for the  
Traditional Gods or abosom. The term abosom  
refers to “spiritual entities that serve an un- 
limited, invaluable pupose”(Konadu 2008:xix). 
If one seeks spiritual assistance, one needs  
to address the almighty God’s children in  
the spiritual world. These are the Traditional  
Gods who draw their powers from the  
almighty (Rattray 1927). Gods are thus  
venerated and enshrined spirits; they serve  
as invisible intermediaries between  
the material world and the almighty God.  
Onyamekop⊃n is worshiped indirectly via his  
children. All Traditional Gods received their  
powers from their father Onyamekop⊃n,  
whether they be goodtempered or ill-natured  
spirits. The hierarchy of the spiritual world is  
reflected in the Traditional prayer. While pouring  
a libation, every priest starts by mentioning  
the name of Onyamekop⊃n, followed by  
Asaasse Yaa; the female counterpart of  
Onyamekop⊃n. Asaasse Yaa is popularly 
translated as ‘Mother earth’. There are no 
shrines dedicated to Asaasse Yaa, just as with 
Onyamekop⊃n. The River-Tano (Asuo Tano)  

old family of the Atano Gods continues to  
resonate in the city and shapes the particular  
urban experience of Techiman. These kinds of  
narratives cast an interesting light on how  
Techiman relates to its past.

The legend also implicitly explains where  
the Atano-Gods -and by extension all other  
spiritual beings- extract their divine powers  
from. The legend mentions that the River- 
Tano is the son of the ‘creator’. In the spiritual 
hierarchy, a supreme being precedes  
spiritual entities like the Atano-Gods.  
This ultimate divine being is the creator  
(Odomamkoma) of all things and beings 
in the material and spiritual world alike.  
Usually this supreme-being is called  
onyamekop⊃n and is translated as al- 
mighty God, both in the Traditional and the  
Christian context.52 Onyamekop⊃n is thus  
the divine power that is “behind all things,  
the ultimate irreducible Godhead, the blue  
print of Akan divinity.” (Danquah 1968: 42). 
The imperceptible Onyamekop⊃n is  
experienced as aloof and removed from  
daily life, unlike his children, which are  
the smaller Gods (abosom) like Biakuru or  
the Atano Gods,. Onyamekop⊃n is replete  
and inaccessible, and delegated his powers  
to his children. As a consequence there are  
no shrines dedicated to Onyamekop⊃n and  
no Traditional priests serve the supreme- 

December 2009, for example, a spectacular  
car accident happened on a bridge over the  
Tano-river. “By wonder”51 there were no  
casualties. A minibus coming from Sunyani,  
loaded with people and goats, sought  
to cross the Tano-river. Unfortunately,  
the old bridge was temporarily removed because  
a new bridge was being constructed. The  
workers had just finished the foundations;  
a ramp-like construction ascending to where  
the roadway was to be built afterwards.  
The minibus driver was driving at high speed,  
unaware of the construction works. The by- 
standers were filled with horror when  
the minibus drove onto the foundations,  
afraid that it would crash into the river.  
But the minibus jumped over the river and  
landed on the other bank of the River-Tano.  
Most of the passengers escaped unharmed,  
apart from a few minor injuries. According  
to the bystanders of the accident, the Atano- 
Gods used their divine power to lift the mini- 
bus over the river because they do not like  
coming into contact with the blood of goats  
and that of humans. As such a lot of casualties  
were prevented. No other explanations were  
considered. The reference to the Atano Gods  
rendered all further speculation, or inter- 
pretation, superfluous. The incident with  
the minibus reaffirmed the genuineness of  
the legend. The re-emergence of the legend  
in this context illustrates how the centuries 
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 and the Atano-Gods are mentioned third, followed by the names of other families of Gods.

2.3.1.4. Negotiating the spiritual world: ’We are the real sons of Tano’

The religious significance of the sacred Tano-river, and the family of Gods that emerged therefrom, continues to  
resonate in contemporary urban life, in Techiman as well as in the diaspora. Stephen Aseth Obour, a young migrant  
based in Holland wrote in March 2010 on the wall of the Techiman facebook group how he missed his homeland.   
He did so by referring to the spiritual and memorial landmark of Techiman par excellence:”Oh home sweet home, oh  
I miss Techiman, Drinking of Tano, we are the real sons of Tano. Home sweet home.”53 A visual landmark like the Tano- 
river evokes a myriad of meanings and histories that are closely connected with the genesis myth of Techiman, and  
unfold how the city became increasingly entangled with its invisible counterpart, the spiritual world.

The following extract narrates how the Bono met the first and foremost Atano God: Taa Kora, which is short for Tano  
Akoraa, meaning Tano the caretaker. It explains the spatial strategies and spiritual promptings that led to the foundation  
of Techiman. Under the supervision of his elders, a young man called Tano Takyi narrates the legend of the Tano Sacred  
grove (one of the tourist attractions of Techiman) to me. This legend builds further on the narrative realyed in frame 2.2.  
It also elaborates on the emergence of the Bono-kingdom, and gives the founding of Techiman a divine touch.

Frame 2.4: We are coming out

“Several families came out of the collapsed caves at Amowi. They first settled at a village called Yefiri, meaning  
‘we are coming out’. From Yefri, they founded new villages to serve the chief in Bono-Manso. Techiman was one  
of these villages. A hunter called Takyi Firi was sent out to look for a suitable place to settle. The hunter found an  
attractive place, situated under a rock and close to the source of the River-Tano. Hunter Takyi Fri brought his family 
there. Upon arrival, a spirit took possession of the body of the sister of Takyi Firi, Nana Effi Ankoma I. She brought  
her family members to a groove and pointed to the shrine of the God that possessed her. The God revealed its name  
was ‘Tano Akoraa’ meaning ‘it doesn’t spoil things’. Today, all Ghanaians know him under the name ‘Taa Kora’  
(lit. Tano the Caretaker).

Taa Kora also told Takyi Firi and his familiy that it could bring the people peace, protection and prosperity, if only  
the people lived by the rules of the God. Firstly, they were not allowed to hunt in the forests surrounding the shrine.  
Secondly, they were not allowed to farm on the land because the bark of the trees, the leaves, the grass and  
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the roots of the plants were infused with healing powers. The family  
agreed and decided to settle next to the sacred groove. They called the  
village Kyiase. Later the village was moved and renamed Tanoboase,  
meaning ‘under the rock of Tano’. But since hunting was a taboo in the  
vicinity of the shrine, Takyi Firi couldn’t stay there. He left and founded  
another settlement which was later called Takyiman (Techiman), ‘the  
state of Takyi’” (Also see Warren and Brempong, 1979a:236).

The narrator of this legend, Tano Takyi, was trained by two prominent  
royals of Tanoboase, the Krontihene and Akwamuhene. Although the  
royals kept attentive and corrected or complemented him where  
necessary, they kept remarkably aloof during the interview, allowing  
their pupil Tano Takyi to narrate the legend to me. His last names serve  
to signify a long lineage, which allegedly dates back to the founding of  
Techiman. His first name, Tano, indicates that he was born as a son of  
the Tano-gods. This could indicate that his mother became pregnant   
with the assistance of Taa Kora. When reciting the legend, Tano Takyi  
highlighted the crucial role the Tano-river, and its Gods, played in the  
foundation of Techiman, and the roles they continue to play in the  
religious and spiritual life of the people of Techiman today. For example,  
now and then one can find a so-called sraha along the bank of the  
Tano-river. These are small sacrifices consisting of motley assortment  
of religious paraphernalia like eggs, pepper, a few bones and/or some  
coins to which spiritual meanings are ascribed. People place these  
sacrifices to ask a favour of the Gods of the Tano-river. They also feed  
the fish in the river and pray to them.54 In March 2003, an incensed crowd  
gathered at the bank of the river after dozens of fishes had died as a con- 
sequence of the heavy pollution. The paramount priest, Nana Kwabenah  
Mensah, and some sub kings were called to take action. The fish were  
buried in a mass funeral. They were covered in white cloths and gunshots  
were fired, a feature that is usually reserved for the funeral of a  
dignitary. The fishes in the river are sacred, just like the Tano-river itself.  

Picture 18 :The picture taken by Warren (Sept. 3, 1970) show the alter inside the shrine room of Taa Kora  
at Tanoboase. The shrine on top of the altar is that of Taa Kora. The other two are the shrine for the gods   
Amanano and Akonnuaboa.
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is named before mentioning the other Atano-Gods. The only exception  
is the God Taa Mensah, the third Atano God. Taa Mensah is the  
state God of Techiman.60 The Bono-royals first met this important  
God in the swamp of the Tano-river, behind the place where  
Techiman Market is currently situated. The oral history of the Taa  
Mensah shrine describes in detail how the enshrinement took  

Nana Owusu Anane, a Traditional priest, explains: “The elders haven’t  
said it all. But from what they told me I know the fish in the river Tano are  
the children of Tano. If one of the fish dies, it will be buried like a  
human being. When somebody eats from the fish in River Tano, it means  
he or she has eaten the children of the Tano. Tano will punish you in that  
case.”55

A recent urban legend tells of how three children were born with  
a disability because their mother had eaten one of the sacred fish.56 
In reaction to this narrative, the Akwamuhene surprisingly called upon  
scientific research to explain why eating the fishes might cause disabilities. 
Perhaps he wanted to demystify the legend in front of a Western  
researcher. The Krontihene of Techiman –although he is known to be  
a Traditionalist- also questioned the sacredness of the fish by stating  
that “today, they are only here for entertainment”57, alluding to  
the tourists that visit the river. Rev. Prince, a moderate Pentecostal  
pastor, reaffirmed the spiritual connotation of the fish during a  
sermon in his church: “A member of my church came to me and  
confessed to eating one of the fish from the Tano-river. She was afraid  
she was going to die. I prayed for her and by God’s grace, I was able to  
save her from the wrath of the Atano Gods.”58 These examples indicate  
the central position the Tano-river and the Atano Gods in the river  
uptake in the religious and spiritual life of the people of Techiman.

2.3.1.5. Domesticating the Spiritual World: “Takyi Kwame, Take 
me home”

Tano is the spiritual father and the guardian of the Bono people.  
As the legend relays, Taa Kora is the oldest Atano God and the symbolic  
father or elder of all Atano Gods. The source of the Tano-river is his  
abode. All the other Atano Gods that were spotted and enshrined further  
downstream come under Taa Kora.59 In the Traditional prayer Taa Kora  

	  

Picture 19 :Two sraha’s on the corner of a street (2009). I found the left one on a  
Sunday morning near to the new Roman catholic church in the center of  

Techiman. The other one was found at the corner of my street. .
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between the past, the present and the  
spiritual is the sentence to bring the God  
home. A God’s home is its shrine. In order  
to be able to establish a permanent  
relationship with a God, it has to be extracted  
from the bush and domesticated in a shrine,  
in a similar matter as the enshrinement of  
Biakuru, as discussed previously. People cannot  
worship a God in the bush since this space is  
seen as a “wicked world full of good but also  
evil spirits”.61 It is a place one avoids unless  
he or she has the necessary spiritual pro- 
tection. It is no coincidence that hunters62   
discovered most of the Atano Gods. Hunters  
have special spiritual protection which enables  
them to roam through the forest and kill  
certain animals. Without this protection, hunters  
would be an easy target for evil-minded spirits  
(Warren 1988). This serves to imply that  
the bush is a no-go zone, a place one does not  
enter without a good reason. Sacred places  
are in essence not open to outsiders as  
became evident in the Taa Kora ‘s and Bruku  
Biakru’s narratives. Trespassing upon these  
sacred places is reserved for hunters, priests  
and their helpers.  Hence, a God can not be  
worshiped in the bush, and nor can it be  
in the city. Gods are mercurial creatures for  
similar reasons. Staying close to them  
requires a great deal of discipline as they impose  
taboos and spatial restrictions, very concrete  
do’s and don’ts. These taboos (akyide) came  

requested by the God. He did not like the God  
himself, but still he wanted to help Ameyaw  
take it. They took the items to the river.  
The God asked them to return home. The next  
day they went back to the river and saw that  
the God had taken the brass pan as his abode,  
and it began to speak to them. Ameyaw  
asked what should be done next; the God  
asked him to bring some white clay, as that  
was its favourite powder. It also demanded  
a white cloth and a piece of gold. 

Ameyaw went home and brought these  
things to the God. Upon instructions of  
the God, he added the gold to the abode  
of the God and covered it with the white  
clay and the white cloth. He then purified  
the God with the eggs and the blood of  
the chicken. Ameyaw went home and  
brought his brother Takyi Kwame. The God  
asked Ameyaw to carry it on his head.  
Simultaneously they heard drums from  
the River-Tano. Ameyaw was possessed by  
the spirit of the God, and he danced on  
the drums. The God told him that  
the drums provided its favourite music,  
the music it would always dance to after  
being taken home. The God taught Ameyaw  
how to prepare the drums from the trunk  
of a big tree, and how to fix the leather top. 

Significant for analyses of the relation  

place. These histories illustrate how the spiritual  
world was being domesticated or, in other  
words, how the gods were enshrined and how  
their powers were made manageable.

Frame 2.5: Takyi Kwame, take me home

On a hunting expedition, Takyi Kwame heard  
a voice calling from the Tano-river. The voice  
requested Takyi Kwame to “take it home”.  
Takyi Kwame was spellbound, as he did not  
know who was calling him. He assumed it was  
a God or a spirit and returned to Maaso  
(Bono-Manso). He informed his brothers  
about the strange call. His brother Ameyaw  
decided to accompany him on the next  
expedition to see what would happen. He  
was very interested in bringing the voice  
home.

On the next expedition, everything happened  
in exactly the same way. The voice called:”Takyi  
Firi eee; Takyi Kwame eee; fame ko fie”(“Takyi  
Firi hey; Takyi Kwame hey; take me home”)  
(Warren 1971b:18-22).

Ameyaw responded to the voice, asking how  
they could take it home. The God emerged  
from the river and sat on a rock. It asked  
Ameyaw to go home and bring a brass pan,  
some eggs, and a chicken. Takyi Kwame  
helped his brother Ameyaw to get the things  

Picture 20 Women feeding the sacred fishes in the Tano-river.
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performing these rites, is it safe to enter the  
intermediary space between the material and  
spiritual world without breaking one of the  
taboos. Hence, shrines and shrine houses are  
architectures of power. Their architecture  
is the expression of a real power that forbids  
and commands with authority –similar  
to what Bataille wrote about Roman Churches  
in Western Europe (2004). He wrote that  
people are prompted to supplicate  
themselves to the architectural constellations  
such as churches as these are the  
expressions of an omnipotent spiritual  
power. Analogue, people will not en-
ter a shrine house or sacred place without 
a reason, which explains why the spaces  
of the past in the city are left alone (see  
further).

The priests or priestess mediate between  
the material world and the spiritual world.  
Gods need such mediators through whom  
they can communicate. The Traditional priest  
or priestess adopts this role. They are referred  
to as the akomfo⊃ barima and akomfo⊃ baa  
respectively. Akomfo⊃ is derived from  
the term akom, which is very difficult to  
translate. Akom refers to a “full range of  
ritual practices, medicines, spiritual entities  
and specialists within the spiritual and 
cultural life of the Akan” (Konadu 
2009:xvii). Generally, akom refers to all  

the bush country, but also outside of all other  
places. They are counter spaces where  
the natural order of things is turned upside  
down. Concepts of space and time differ  
within the confines of a shrine. As the rules of  
space are not applicable in the spiritual world,  
the gods can be at any space anywhere in  
the world at the same time. Meaning that  
they have direct access to any place on  
the globe. Shrine houses are thus in  
the closest vicinity of any place anywhere in  
the world, which makes them global spaces  
“avant la lettre”.65 Moreover, another system  
of time is applicable within the confines  
of a shrine. The traditional Akan-calendar  
(adaduanan) dictates the daily rhythm in  
the shrine. This complex cycle of forty-two  
days stipulates which days are suitable for  
worship, purification, sacrifice and/or  
consultation. People cannot enter a shrine  
on any given day. A complex system of  
opening and closing regulates the acces- 
sibility of the shrine house and empha 
sises the otherworldliness of this religious  
space. A shrine complex is part of another,  
spiritual and invisible world. Entering such a  
place is not self-evident. In order to set foot  
in a shrine house, one has to follow  
certain social protocols and perform small  
rituals such as taking off ones shoes,  
covering certain parts of the body or  
switching ones cell phone off. Only after  

into being to protect the power of the Gods  
and to streamline social life. These rules  
depend on the individual character of the  
God. This system of rules makes it difficult for  
people to settle in vicinity of the sacred places.  
Therefore shrine houses are built in the  
transitional zone, between the hotness of  
the bush and the coolness of the city (McLeod  
1981), with only a few exceptions notwith- 
standing. It is only in this interstitial and  
transitional zone that a narrow gateway to  
the spiritual world can be opened, not too far  
from town, not too deep within the bush.  
The towns and villages are the dwelling places  
of the people. The surrounding bushes,  
the natural landmarks particularly, are the birth  
places of the spiritual beings of the invisible  
world. They draw their spiritual strength from  
these pure and virgin places. Biakru claimed  
the Amowi caves complex as his birthplace;  
Taa Kora claimed the rock formation,  
the source of the Tano-river and the surrounding  
forest63; and Taa Mensah drew his power from  
the swamp close to the junction between  
the Tano-river and the Sunyani river, called  
Agyentoamu.

The link between the town and forest or, in  
other words, between the material and the  
spiritual world is materialised in the shrines  
and shrine houses. Hence, shrine houses64 are  
spaces not only outside the city and outside  

Picture 21: The picture is taken inside  
the shrine room of Taa Mensah. Today,  
the shrine room looks almost the same.  
Even the umbrella is still present.  
The man who is pouring libation is Nana  
Kofi Mosi, the former priest of the  
Taa Mensah shrine. (Picture taken by  
Warren, 1970)
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Traditional divine practices. The Akomfo⊃ or Traditional priests are those who practice the divine. They know how to  
deal with the whimsical traits of the Gods.  

By applying the adequate ritual techniques, priests call upon Gods and ask them for help. People ask the Gods, through  
the priests, to protect them against witches (abayifo⊃), make a business flourish, to cure a disease, to maim an enemy,  
to solve barrenness, to help with an international visa and other administrate worries, to seduce a lover, to solve relational  
problems, or to foretell and manipulate one’s future. Whether the Gods will grant their wishes is not all that certain.  
Spirits are considered to be as whimsical and unpredictable as their human counterparts. There are good and bad spirits.  
Generally, the Traditional Gods are considered to be good. They are the guardians of morality and have powers to  
punish the social wrongdoers. Each God has its own character and speciality. As example, I will describe the shrine  
house of Nana Owusu Anane, priest of the Mframa-shrine in Pomaakrom (also see section 4.5), a suburb of Techiman.  
The placement order of the shrines reflects the hierarchy and internal organisation of the Gods in the shrine house. 

Upon entering Mframa’s round shrine house, one will see a multi-staged stand opposite the entrance. The  
stage carries several shrines. Their internal organisation also mirrors the structure of the chieftaincy institution and  
the traditional state (see section 2.3.2). The chief God Mframa is enshrined in a shiny brass pan. The shrine stands on  
the highest position of the ranked stage. Mframa is the supreme deity or chief God of the shrine house. His priest is  
named after him. His royal status as chief God of the shrine is symbolised by the kente cloths behind the shrine and by  
the gold-adorned hat. Nana Owusu Anane, priest of the Mframa Shrine, explains (also see Silverman 1998):

Picture 22: Shrine rooms exist in different sizes and shapes. From left to right, you can see the shrine rooms of Mframaso in Wenchi,  
Mframa in Pomaakrom and Kofi-o-Kofi in Afrancho (The Kofi-o-Kofi shrine room is part of a very big shrine complex, see chapter five). 
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Woyenkwa, which means, ‘you can’t do anything’. If you want to do  
anything wrong or if you have an evil mindset, this aboatia will  
intervene and you cannot carry out your evil plan. It prevents people  
from doing wrong. It is the responsibility of Kwaku Woyekwa to  
retrieve what is good for his father Mframa. What is bad, he throws it  
away. For instance, you can bring a fowl to the ⊃bosom. With my  
naked eye, I will see a fowl but it may happen that it is not fowl but  
something else disguised as fowl. If this happens, Kwaku Woyekwa will  
see it and he will refuse the sacrifice because it is a bad thing. […]  
In this house, the king of the dwarfs is Donkòr Kwaku. All the mmoatia  
are under him and receive their orders from him. Every aboatia has  
specific duties. Just like everybody performs his duty in the community,  
every dwarf has its responsibility here. One of is the king, some are  
soldiers, some are police, some are thieves, some are drummers.“

The top-down hierarchy among the Gods and the mmoatia reflects  
the internal organisation of the chieftaincy institution. The abayie or  
witchcraft spirits also organised them on the same way. These mostly-  
evil spirits play an important role in the social life of the Bono. Bad  
and destructive deeds of people are often ascribed to a witchcraft  
spirits. People with a light or weak soul are vulnerable for the evil  
spirits. Following the textbook definition thought in the secondary  
schools, a witch or obayifo⊃ is “a person who destroys, kills and spoils  
the wellbeing of another person spiritually.”68 But, the negative powers  
of a witchcraft spirit can also be used to do good. This corresponds to  
the Akan conviction that one’s intentions motivate how he or she uses  
a tool or a power. Some say that abayie are the children or emissaries  
of the evil spirit called Bonsam69. The later is bracketed together with  
Sasabonsam, derived from Sasa, an animal spirit or a vengeful spirit,  
and Bonsam. Sasabonsam is a mythical monster that roams through  
the forest and eats human spirits. This spirit has different mani- 
festations.

Frame 2.6: Gods in Pomaakrom66 

“Mframa is an ohene (king) and an obrafo⊃ (executioner) at the same  
time. He can catch witches. Since he is a chief, he has his workers,  
soldiers, executioners and messengers whom he sends out to do  
the work. He is like a chief-commander who instructs the other Gods  
to perform their duty on his behalf. Mframa’s abrafoohene (chief  
executioner) is Kofi Abrim. His name means ‘beating’. When he gets  
you, he will cane you. Mogyabootuo (‘the one who shoots blood’) is  
the Okyeame (linguist or messenger) of Mframa. Nyansayera is an  
ahenkwaa (sub chief and servant). When Mframa’s servants are not able  
to perform their duties, then Mframa himself will go. But still, he is their  
king. He will go and the children will follow him. At times, the Okyeame  
stays with him in the house and the ahenkwaa will go out. In spirit,  
they all move to fight on behalf of a person who has presented a case.  
If they go, and do not overcome the case, this means that they were  
not able to solve that persons problem. If he is not able to help,  
Mframa will call upon his other brothers like Brakune, Ntoah and other  
abosom (Gods) to assist him. It is just like in this world. If the Techiman  
police has a case they cannot handle, they call upon the police from  
the nearby districts like Nkoranza, Kintampo and the rest to assist them  
in the case.”

In carrying out their invisible missions, the Gods are assisted by so-called  
mmoatia (sing. Aboatia), a different kind of spiritual being. The popular  
translating of mmoatia as ‘dwarfs’ refers to (imagined) physical  
appearance. They are described as small, deformed creators with long  
hair, and feet which point in the opposite direction.

Frame 2.7: About Mmoatia67 

“This aboatia  [Nana points to a wooden statue] is called Kwaku  
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Apart from Traditional priests and priestess, the herbalists or adunsifo⊃  
also have access to the powers of the spiritual world. In the Taa Kora  
legend70, Tano Takyi mentions that the bark of trees, the leaves, the grass  
and the roots of the plants in the vicinity of the sacred groove are  
infused with curative powers. The herbalists mediate between these  
healing powers and the people. They have acquired the specialised  
knowledge neccesary to work with these healthful elements. They use  
the products of the bush to heal and protect people from all kinds of  
spiritual, as well as non-spiritual, sicknesses. Hence, a priest is often  
viewed as aherbalist. The priest, priestess and herbalists have a  
privileged relation-ship with the Gods and know how to deal with them.  
They observe the upholding of the taboos of the Gods. 

The Gods can punish those who break the taboos, as Biakuru violently  
illustrated. When these rules and regulations are infracted, the Gods  
can also lose their divine power or they might even leave altogether.  
In the busy urban environment, it is far more difficult to live by these  
regulations. Hence, new shrine houses are built in the interstices  
between the spiritual realm of the ‘bush country’ and the material world  
of the city.71 The old sacred places and places of the past are surrounded  
by the growing city in contemporary urban Techiman. The city does  
not encroach upon these places, as has already been pointed out in  
the introduction. This can be explained by their symbolic and religious  
significance. The urban bushes bear the imprint of the disastrous wrath  
of Biakuru in the Amowi caves and summon the image of a spiritual  
power in the minds of Techiman residents. This might explain why  the  
inhabitants of Techiman turn their backs on the places of the past and  
the spiritual. And perhaps this might also explain why people empty  
their bowels at the edge of the places of the past as nobody will come  
and disturb in these places.

Picture 23: This is the inside of the Mframa shrine-room at Pomaakrom. The man  
on the right called Nana Owusu Anane is the priest of the Mframa shrine.  

He was one of my main informants.

Picture 24: Statues of Mmoatia at Nana Kramo Owusu’s shrine house
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2.3.2. Homespun monarchies: The fall 
of Bono-Manso 

Several other places of the past withstand  
the pressure of the growing city, like the Tano- 
river and its tributaries. Each relates another  
chapter of Techiman’s past. Whereas the  
previous section focused on the founding  
of Bono-Manso and Techiman, this section  
elaborates on the histories about the rise and  
fall of Bono-Manso and the first Bono-dynasty.  
The narratives connected to the Atwe and  
Aponkosu rivers describe how the Bono-Manso  
kingdom developed into a centre of political,  
religious and economic power. During its high- 
point it was governed by a somewhat haughty,  
autocratic monarch called Ohene Ameyaw. 
His self-assured attitude, and the treacherous 
deeds of one Baafo Pim, would later herald 
the destruction of the Bono-Manso kingdom 
by the Asante. These histories are couched in  
the Amanfo⊃ forest. 

2.3.2.1. Bono-marketers : ‘Ohene Ameyaw  
has (too) many precious things’

Between 2000 and 2010, archaeology  
students and scholars from the University of  
Michigan, USA, and the Kwame Nkrumah  
University of Science and Technology in Kumasi  
carried out excavations around the Techiman  
Secondary School (TESS). The students of TESS  

Picture 25: A drawing of a manifestation of Sasa-
bonsam at Nana Yaw Agyie’s shrine house in Kranka
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a great trading centre (Warren and Brempong 1971a). The name and  
fame of Dwabrem market and the Bono-kingdom spread along  
the trade routes. The trade increased sharply after the conquest  
of the gold fields, most likely somewhere in the fifteenth century, in  
the neighbouring Banda-state. This conquest was very important  
to the development of the Bono-state. The Bono-kingdom became a  
centre for the gold trade. The traders sent gold from Bono-Manso  
across the Sahara to Andalusia and Southern Europe. Gold (sika k⊃ko⊃)  
became a symbol of economic, as well as of spiritual and political  
power. Most of the Atano–shrines contain a certain amount of gold to  
invite the Gods to dwell in the brass pan.76 Gold is one of those objects  
of religious paraphernalia that has the ability to connect the spiritual  
and the material worlds. This, amongst other reasons, illustrates why  
gold is highly valued in  Bono-society. Important kings still adorn them- 
selves with golden (or gold-plated) jewellery and amulets to highlight  
their power and prominence. 

Gold is useful in diplomatic relations, which can be observed in the  
example of the Asante kingdom. This kingdom began to emerge out of  
the shadow of the Bono-Kingdom and was situated 200 km to  
the south of Bono-Manso, behind the borders of the Bono kingdom.  
In around 1670 the leader of the Oyoko-clan, Nana Osei Tutu, obtained  
the support of several other groups of people and founded Kumasi  
as the capital of the new kingdom (Shillington 1996). Nana Osei  
Tutu became the first Asante-king or Asantehene. He united several  
groups around the Asante Golden Stool with the help of Traditional  
priest Okomfo⊃ Anokye. Over time the Asante started to subdue  
several other Akan-kingdoms. This resulted in huge amounts of refugees.  
One of the groups of refugees was headed by the Baafo Pim’s uncle.  
In his booklet about the Apo⊃-festival, Asihene (1980:4-8) described  
the arrival of Baafo Pim in the Bono-kingdom. According to the histories,  
Baafo Pim played a crucial role in the downfall of the Bono-Manso kingdom. 

were very interested to learn something about the history of their city,  
and kingdom generally. The excavations confirmed the oral histories  
of Techiman that claim TESS was built on top of the old  
location of ‘Dwabrem’, the market where traders from north and south  
came to do their bargaining between the 15th and 18th centuries.72 

The easy access to water, raw materials and fertile land facilitated a  
reasonable economical growth in the Bono-Manso kingdom (Fynn  
1971). Moreover, due to its location in the transition zone between  
forest and savanna areas, the Bono-kingdom was engaged in trans- 
saharan trade. Pack-animals brought trading goods to the famous  
‘Dwabrem’ market in Techiman (Arhin 1974).73 Prior to the arrival of  
the Europeans at the coast74, the Bono were the intermediaries between  
the kingdoms in the southern forests and the northern and transsaharan  
traders. Techiman and Begho, another trading centre west of Techiman,  
were on the main trade routes between the Niger belt and the Southern  
forest states. Mande-Dyula traders from Djenne and Tombouctou, and  
Mossi merchants from Bobo-Dialasso all came to these inter-regional  
market centres (Wilks 1975). The presence of raw materials such as  
laterite (used for the production of cutlasses), howls, spears or arrow- 
heads also contributed greatly to the wealth of the Bono-kingdom and  
his monarchs. A well-known local proverb describes the wealth of  
the last king of Bono-Manso called Nana Kwaakye Ameyaw: Ohene  
Kwakye adie ye fe, meaning King Ameyaw has many precious things.  
Oheneba Manu, one of the kingmakers in Techiman during the reign  
of Nana Takyia Ameyaw II (1989-2003), interprets the proverb: “All the  
belongings of Ohene Ameyaw were made of gold. He used gold from  
the river for commercial purposes. As such, the Bono state prospered.  
The people knew how to weave kente. They knew drumming, riding in  
palanquin, using gold and so on. But maybe Ohene Ameyaw had too many  
precious things . At the end of his reign, he became haughty and arrogant.“75  
Historical sources and oral histories describe the Dwabrem market as  
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Frame 2.8: The arrival of Baafo Pim77

During the reign of the Asantehene Osei Tutu in the year 1700,  
the Asantehene conquered the small kingdom of Amankom. The king  
of Amankom was killed in this war. His successor, Baafo Pim’s uncle,  
sought refuge in a village near Nkoranza in the Bono-kingdom.  
He approached the head of the village and asked for the protection  
from the king of Bono-Manso, Ohene Ameyaw. […] They were assured  
of protection on the condition that they would become loyal subjects  
of Ohene Ameyaw and remain there. They agreed, and were each  
offered land of their own choosing near Akora San, their friend’s  
place.78 […]

More than twenty years later, Baafo Pim visited his uncle. Baafo Pim’s  
father was the Asantehene Osei Tutu. His mother was the sister of his  
uncle. When the Asante defeated Amankom, she was captured and  
given into marriage to the Asantehene Osei Tutu. Baafo Pim’s uncle  
introduced Baafo Pim to Ohene Ameyaw as his successor. As such  
a kinship link was created between the Bono-Manso kingdom and  
the Asante kingdom. Baafo Pim’s frequent visits to Bono-Manso,  
especially during great festivals, forged a link between the two  
kingdoms [Asante and Bono]. Later, Baafo Pim succeeded his uncle  
at Nkoranza. He served as messenger between the Bono king and  
the Asante king, who sent each other packages of gold dust. 

The Bono-kingdom was at the highpoint of its power during the  
Asante Empire’s expansion. Despite the attacks of Gonja-warriors from  
the north, the Bono-kingdom was considered to be several times  
bigger and more powerful than the Asante kingdom.

Picture 26: A map illustrating the rapid 
expansion of the Asante-kingdom 
(Wilks 1975)
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from man to man before it reached the last  
person on the riverbank. The last person on  
the line fetched the water from the river and  
started to pass it on from man to man until it  
reached the king’s palace at Bono Manso (also  
see Warren and Brempong 1988a:51). Ohene  
Ameyaw also forced the people of Techiman  
to work on his farm in bad conditions and  
levelled high taxes on the Dwabrem market,  
according to the histories (Warren and  
Brempong 1971a; Warren and Brempong  
1988a). The stories connected to the  
Aponkonsu River in the steep valley between  
Hansua and Techiman narrate how Ohene  
Ameyaw’s sons misbehaved and mistreated  
the people of Techiman. I heard this particular  
legend for the first time when my Vespa  
moped broke down on the hill between Techi- 
man and Hansua. After loading the Vespa into  
a taxi, a driver told me the following story and  
explained the name of the river Aponkonsu  
(also see Warren and Brempong 1971a): 

Frame 2.9: The water of the king’s horses 

“[Ohene Ameyaw’s sons] sent their horses to  
this river. His sons spread a nice blanket on  
the bank of the river and waited to see their  
horses drink the water. Anyone who dared  
to disturb them or drink from the water was  
about to join the ancestors. The victims were  
tortured or even killed. This is why the river  

region. The Bono-kingdom developed into a  
matrilineal-biased, centralised state (oman)  
with Bono-Manso as its capital. Bono-Manso  
was the seat of the paramount king or  
omanhene. The last king at Bono-Manso  
was enstooled as Nana Kwaakye Ameyaw.  
His nickname was Ohene Ameyaw. 

Rivalries between different kings emerged  
from time to time due to the Bono-kingdom  
rapid growth. According to the homespun  
histories, this might have been the case  
during the reign of Ohene Ameyaw.  
After the conquest of the Banda gold- 
fields, the Bonohene had become quite  
affluent. Oral histories indicate that he had  
become haughty and autocratic. His wealth  
made him believe he was impregnable. His  
citizens started to become discontent as  
Ohene Ameyaw ruled as a tyrant, “a man  
with an iron hand, selfish, ostentatious and  
extravagant”, according to Nana Kwame  
Twi who was the Barimhene of Techiman  
traditional area in the 1970’s (Warren and  
Brempong 1979a:191-192). The Atwe river  
reminds the people of how Ohene Ameyaw  
mistreated the inhabitants of Techiman.  
According to the present Queen Mother  
Nana Afia Abrafi II, the people of Techiman  
had to line up from Techiman to Bono- 
Manso to provide Ohene Ameyaw with  
water. They had to pass a very large calabash  

2.3.2.2. The Royal Administration:  
‘Matters concerning the traditions and 
the wellbeing of the state’

The strong position of the Bono-kingdom  
from 1700 onwards was also the result of  
a solid and, at that time, completely new way of  
political organisation (Odoom 1974). The Bono  
kingdom was the first centralised political  
system governed by a monarch in the Akan  

Picture 27 Barimhene (Hansuahene) Nana Kwame  
Twi, Jan 1971 (Picture taken by Warren)
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Baafo Pim […] secretly took the Gold-dust to the coast and bought  
some European goods. These he presented to the Bonohene in name  
of the Asantehene, Opuku Ware. In return for these venerable gifts,  
the Bonohene and his elders sent two large containers of gold-dust  
through Baafo Pim to the Asantehene to consolidate their friendship.  
Both parties were quite ignorant of what was happening. Baafo did  
not deliver the gold-dust to the Asantehene. But, he went again to  
the coast and purchased guns and gun-powder which he sent to  
Opuku Ware as gift from the Bonohene. Through the gift, the Asante  
suspected at once that the Bono were anticipating war. They there- 
fore consulted their high priest Okomfo Anokye who advised them to  
prepare for war. 

At the same time that Okomfo Anokye made his plans, a high priest  
of Tano also sensed the plans for war being made by the Asantes.  
He warned the Bonohene proverbially against cohabiting with a fair- 
coloured woman who would come from outside Bono-Manso to tempt  
him. But the Bonohene and his son Boyemprissi made fun of this  
warning (Asihene 1980:5-6).

That Baafo Pim did not show up for the festival of the Bonohene was  
viewed as an insult. But slapping him in front the Asante royals was  
interpreted as an even bigger affront, especially since Baafo Pim did  
not get the chance to explain why he was late. Some oral histories  
say Baafo Pim was late because his uncle had died the very morning  
of the festival. This possibility sheds another light on the donation of  
gold by the Bonohene to Baafo Pim. It is customary to donate money  
to the family of the deceased to assist with the organisation of  
the funeral. Asihene (1980) implicitly confirms this version by mentioning  
that the Bono kingdom was attacked during the funeral of Baafo Pim’s  
uncle. In any case, with the donation of such a large value of gold,  
the Bonohene had demonstrated his goodwill; but the damage had  

is called Aponkonsu. In Bono-Twi, water is nsuo and a horse is called  
op⊂nk⊂. Hence the name of the river is Aponkonsu, horse water.” 
(Warren and Brampong 1971a:154)

Other narratives also describe how the lofty and tyrannical rule of Ohene  
Ameyaw caused the downfall of the Bono kingdom. The primary cause  
was a diplomatic incident between Ohene Ameyaw and Baafo Pim,  
the immigrant from Amankom who settled in Nkoranza in exchange for  
unwavering loyalty to the Bono-kingdom.79 Since all the land belongs to  
the paramount king, the people residing on the land, and particularly  
the strangers residing on the land should show respect and visit the yam  
festival. Every sub king has to pay homage to the king of the Bono’s at  
Bono Manso during the yam-festival. If a sub king is not present on this  
occasion, this is viewed as an insult by the paramount king. Such an  
insult was at the very heart of the downfall of the Bono-Manso  
kingdom. 

Frame 2.10: Slapping Baafo

[…] Baafo Pim and his sub-chiefs were expected to come and pay  
homage at a great festival in Manso.  But for an unknown reason, they  
were delayed on the road and did not reach Bono-Manso before  
evening. This infuriated the Bonohene’s son, Nkyiraahene Boyemprissi.  
He therefore rode on his horse to find out the reason for the delay.  
He met Baafo Pim at the outskirts of Bono-Manso. But before Baafo Pim  
could give any reason, Boyemprissi furiously slapped him in  
the presence of the Asante Princes; they turned home at once.  
The Bonohene immediately regretted their actions upon hearing of this  
incident. He asked his son, Boyemprissi, to apologize to Baafo and,  
wishing to make amends, he presented Baafo Pim with a container full of  
gold-dust valued at one thousand pounds. But Baafo Pim felt that  
he had been disgraced and was determined to look for vengeance. 
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another deity, the Bonohene indirectly  
undermined the authority of Atano gods.  
A stable balance between the spiritual  
authority and the political authority is a pars  
pro toto for the stability of the state (Silverman  
1987). An imbalance threatens the harmony  
of the state, especially in times of crisis. The  
disregard of the divine advice by the Bonohene  
adds to the impression that Nana Kwakye  
Ameyaw had become quite arrogant and  
autocratic. The Asantehene profited from  
the cracks in the Bono-kingdom. He did listen  
to the advice of his paramount priest Okomfo⊂ 
Anokye84 and prepared for war although he  
was unaware of the treacherousness acts of  
Baafo Pim. 

forty days and the royal house would move  
to Techiman (Meyerowitz 1962). But still,  
the Bonohene and his son Bouyemprisse  
refused to believe the divine prophecy.  
This was another insult to the Atano-priests  
and an attack on their authority; one that  
the Traditional priests of Techiman still  
remember today. Up to today, the Atano  
priests refuse to wear the Mpesempese or  
dreadlocks. In other Akan-regions, one can  
recognise a Traditional priest by this typical  
haircut (long hair). In Techiman, all the  
priests have short hair (except during 
training). When Nana Yaw, a young  
Traditional priest, began growing dread- 
locks, his uncle, the priests of the  
Mframa Shrine (see chapter four),  
became outraged. He obliged his nephew  
to shave his hair immediately and lectured  
him on this aspect of history. He concluded  
by saying:”If we let our hair grown long  
again, the royals will forget what happens  
if they do not listen to us.”83 

The refusal of the Bonohene to listen to  
Atano priests might reflect a power struggle  
between the Bonohene and his spiritual  
counterpart, the high priest of Tano.  
The latter yielded a good deal of authority  
and did not have to answer to any of  
the other sub kings. By ignoring the  
advice of the Atano priest, and by consulting  

been done and Baafo Pim had al-
ready decided to bring the Bono-king 
dom to its knees.

2.3.2.3. Spiritual and political struggles

When a high priest of Tano, most likely  
the priest of the Taa Mensah shrine in  
Techiman, warned the Bonohene about a  
mysterious dangerous woman80 with an evil  
mindset, the Bonohene chose to ignore  
the advice and dismissed it. Instead, Ohene  
Ameyaw listened to the advice of the priest  
of the Ntoa-shrine81 in Nkoranza, where Baafo  
Pim dwelled. Oheneba Osei Manu states:  
“Ntoa was saying: ’Oh no, Tano is wrong,  
he doesn’t know anything. Nothing will happen.  
Your kingdom is safe.’ The Bonohene relied  
on the Ntoa-priest who said victory was his.”82 
He followed the advice of the Ntoa-Gods  
above that of the Atano-Gods. 

According to oral histories, the mysterious  
woman seduced the Bonohene, although he  
was warned by the elders and Atano-priests.  
The following morning the woman dis- 
appeared and “a sense of gloom prevailed  
in the city, they [the Bono] all thought that  
she had taken the spirit of the Bono with  
her” (Meyerowtiz 1953:40; 1962:151). Upon  
hearing the news, the High Priest of Tano  
prophesised the Bono kingdom would fall in  

Picture 28: The Shrine of Sesi-
man Ntoah in Nkoranza, 2008.
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Frame 2.11: The collapse of the first Bono kingdom
 
Two days after the warning, Baafo Pim returned from Kumase to say that the Asantehene was quite pleased with  
the present and that he would thank the Bonohene and cement their friendship. Baafo wanted this visit to coincide  
with the funeral rites of his late uncle Adu Denyina. […]85

On that great day, the Bonohene prepared to receive his royal guests. But when to his utter disappointment gunshots  
were heard from Beefi [Baafi], 10 kilometres away, he knew at once that a battle had begun.  The Asante passed by  
Nkoranza and made straight for Forikrom to kill the old men, women and children who could not attend the ceremony  
at Manso. On their way to Bono-Manso, the army met some Bono warriors who treated them to a gruelling battle  
for seven good days. However, the Bono army were overpowered when they failed to get reinforcement from Bono- 
Manso, because the elders were annoyed with the King for ignoring their advice and would not fight. […] 

Before the Asante army got to Bono-Manso, the inhabitants had burned the whole city, they however succeeded in  
capturing the successor or heir-apparent to the Bonohene. When the Asante saw the heir-apparent or the Abadiakyire  
mainly adorned with a profusion of gold ornaments identified with the Bono, they mistook him for the Bonohene.  
They carried him to Kumasi to show Opuku Ware the mighty king they had captured. The Bonohene Nana Ameyaw  
Kwaakye at this time had committed suicide in the forest near Takyiman.  Hence the expression, ‘treacherous as Baafo’  
became proverbial (Asihene 1980:6-7). 

As is often the case, a different history circulates. During an interrogation before the Coussey Commsion in 1975, Nana  
Kwaakye Ameyaw II, Techimanhene between 1961 and 1988, related that Ohene Ameyaw was aware of the pending  
war threat and that the Bono won the first and the second battle against the Asante. Baafo Pim then guided a small  
contingent of Asante warriors through the defense linies of the Bono to Bono-Manso. Ohene Ameyaw and the Queen  
Mother were unprotected as the Boyemprisse was late. The Asante captured the Bonohene and the Bono queen  
mother. Both versions say the Bonohene died mysteriously in the forest  later called Amanfo⊃. There is no consensus as  
to what caused the death of the Bonohene. Asihene’s version of this history claims the Bonohene and some of his kings  
were indeed captured by the Asante. When he was brought to Kumasi, the retinue was resting in the Amanfo⊃ forest.  
The Bonohene used his spiritual powers “to sink into the ground, leaving nothing but a fingertip above the ground”  
(Asihene 1980:7). The second version states the Bonohene was brought to Kumasi where he taught the Asante  
the in and outs of the Bono crafts, the system of gold weighing and the centralized system of political authority.  
Reindorf reports on this matter by stating that: 
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people during the war. Most of the land was transferred to Nkoranza  
and was placed under Baafo Pim’s authority. Many groups of people  
left Techiman and settled elsewhere, both before and after the lost war.   
The present Techimanhene Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw IV testifies: “In Osu  
Allata [Accra], where we have the castle, the land is for us. The people  
there are from Techiman. When you go to Elmina, the people there are  
from here. When you go to Cape Coast, when you go to Komenda,  
along the Cape Coast- Takoradi road, they are from here. […] The real  
name of a village called Komenda is Akatechiman which means ‘left  
from Techiman’. The people of Mankesim, where we have the Akumfi,  
are from Techiman. […]”86 These migrations forged solid networks of  
permanent diplomatic relations and as such link Techiman to its  
hinterlands and beyond. During festivals or other festivities, some of  
these groups still pay homage to their ancestral lands and to  
the Techimanhene. 

Directly after the conquest of Bono-Manso by the Asante, Techiman  
became a vassal state of the Asante kingdom. It had to pay an annual  
tribute to the Asante as well as having to assist the Asante in their  
wars. This new era in the history of Techiman will be scrutinised in  
the following chapter.

“The whole treasure of (Takyiman) kingdom was taken by the  
Asantes, whose power was greatly increased by this victory.  
Several improvements were, by Amo Yaw’s [Ohene Ameyaw],  
made in the government and social conditions of the Asante. He  
taught Opuku to make gold and silver weights, to claim the  
estate of a deceased king or general, also to enact laws fining  
offenders in order to add to his power and reduce that of his subjects.”  
(Reindorf 1966:442)

In his work on the political structure of the Asante kingdom, Wilks  
(1975) implicitly affirms this version. He writes that immediately after  
the military campaign against Bono-Mano, Opuku Ware created the  
new post called of the Fotosanfohene. This new chief was responsible  
for the payments in and out of the treasury. He also suggests that  
Ohene Ameyaw was allowed to go back to Techiman after twenty years  
(See Fuller 1921; Meyerowitz 1953; Ward 1935; Ward 1948; Wilks  
1975). But when he arrived in the Amanfo⊃ forest, at the threshold of  
Techiman, he was filled with shame and killed himself. Today, a fenced  
concrete shrine or memorial grave localises the place where the Bono- 
hene and the first Bono-kingdom breathed their last. The Amanfo⊃ forest  
gathers all these narratives but also metaphorically closes this part of  
the Bono’s past off. Entering the forest is strictly taboo. 

After the death of the Bonohene, whichever way he died, and the  
destruction of Bono-Manso, Techiman came to the fore, just as the high  
priest of Tano had predicted (see above). The town was the seat of the  
Krontihene, the second in command, and its status was elevated to that  
of the capital. The Bono-Manso kingdom ceased to exist and was  
succeeded by the Bono-Techiman kingdom. The successor of Ohene  
Ameyaw was from then on seated in Techiman. Although the Bono- 
Techiman still consider their king to be the Bonohene, he is usually  
referred to as the Techimanhene. Techiman had lost a lot of land and  
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2.4. The past as an oral  infrastucture

Besides mirroring the oral histories on the Bono-Manso kingdom, canvassing the Bono-cosmology, and explaining the  
fundamentals of the Bono-monarchy and the Traditional religion, this chapter aimed to unravel how the past echoes 
through Techiman’s urban spaces and how it shapes daily life in the city. The past is embodied by the royals, the Traditional  
priests and their Gods; it is embedded in several spaces of the past in and round the city. These spaces and people  
make the past into a tangible, durable and dynamic agency. Because of these characteristics, the metaphor of an echo  
might not be the most suitable image to explain the presence of the past in Techiman. An echo is a reflection of sound,  
arriving at the listener some time after the direct sound. The longer an echo resonates, the more silent it sounds, until it  
eventually fades away. Techiman’s past does not resonate unmediated; neither is it fading away in the rapidly growing  
urban space. On the contrary, Techiman’s past is remolded and re-enforced in the rapidly changing urban environment. 

The cities mostly dwelled upon in the African urban studies field –Kinshasa, Lagos, Dakar,…- are often colonial  
implementations or emerged in the post colonial epoch. Techiman, in contrast, did not emerge as a consequence of  
British colonial rule (rather in spite of it, as will become clear in the next chapter). The urban history of the Bono-kingdom  
dates to the 14th or 15th century. This implies that the urban trajectory of Techiman is fundamentally different from  
that of the many colonial or post-colonial cities in urban Africa. Urbanization in Africa is often described as an  
uncontrollable sprawling process (Dawson and Hayes Edwards 2004; Koolhaas 2000) , whereby the city grows in rank  
over all spaces and places, not withstanding their (pre-colonial) significance or connotation. Contrary to what is often  
the case in the African mega cities, the spaces of the past maintain their positions in the rapidly urbanizing and  
globalizing environment of Techiman. The urban space does not grow at the expense of the places of the past. On the  
contrary, there where the rapid expansion of the urban space threatens to overrun the spaces of the past, architectural  
barriers such as walls, fences or hedges are implemented to consolidate the past in the present. Instead of being  
destroyed by the urbanization, the spaces of the past are embedded and enforced in the growing city; and although they  
are polluted and seem economically unprofitable, the spaces of the past continue to play an important role in the city. 

Rather then stating that Techiman is trapped in the intersection between past and present worlds, this chapter shows  
that the past and present are far more than merely timeframes. The past is a contemporary agency that co-shapes  
urban space and influences daily life in the city. In small and ancient city like Techiman, the past provides the city with  
multiple frameworks to read the urban space, interpret events and accidents in the city, and even determine how people  
look at the world-at-large. Hence, the past is an underlying framework to understand how Techimans residents look  
to the worlds-at-large and are rooted in these worlds. 
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The homespun legends, oral histories and myths embedded in the spaces of the past function as a kind of oral  
infrastructure upon which the city residents (at least implicitly) base their daily decisions. This oral infrastructure is a  
very important part of Techiman’s multiplexity as it moulds the particular urban experience of Techiman and animates  
the discursive space of the city. The building blocks of the oral infrastructure are the homespun legends, (oral) histories  
and myths. Important is that these building blocks are moldable and changeable. The homespun historiographies and  
history lectures by the royals make clear that history writing and telling is a contemporary social, political and religious  
endeavor. As the past is not reproduced unmediated, the oral infrastructure is in a constant state of renovation. The  
historiographers and royals (un)intentionally re-edit, represent and reify (the meaning of) their legends, oral histories  
and myths. In doing so they transform the past into a contemporary agency used to enforce and legitimizes claims on  
authority and land. By writing about the rise and fall of the Bono-Manso kingdom in their history pamphlets, they  
legitimize the contemporary authority of the Bono royals and their claim on the land as first-comers or autochthones.  
The next chapter elaborates upon this claim by unraveling the case of the nine villages, a conflict centred around both  
land and power.

The oral infrastructure generates a strong sense of belonging by rooting the city in different, nearby and far away  
worlds. The histories, couched in the Tano-river and Amowi caves, articulate and legitimize the cosmology of the Bono  
Traditional religion. The processes in which Gods from nearby rivers or caves are enshrined and moved to the edge of  
the city create invisible linkages between the spiritual world and the material world, between the town and the bush,  
and between the past and the present. The shrine of Taa Mensah, at the very heart of Techiman, not only links the city  
inextricably to the Tano-river in the bush, but as the shrine itself is loaded with histories, it also connects the past to the  
present. These invisible relations are articulated into a delicate but dynamic spatial equilibrium between the town and  
the bush. This balance is related to the growth of the city. Chapter four scrutinizes how the spatial balance between  
bush and town changes as the city grows and describes which spatial and spiritual strategies religious actors apply to  
maintain their spiritual strength. More concretely, chapter four elaborates on the interplay between the urbanization  
and globalization of Techiman and the related shifts in the religious landscape of Techiman. 

The oral infrastructure also inscribes Techiman into large economical networks as well as religious networks. According  
to Techiman’s homespun historians, the old Dwabrem market in Techiman generated economic links with the European  
trades at the coast and the merchants of the Andalesian Empire. Gold coming from the Bono goldmines traveled along  
the trade routes to North Africa and Southern Europe. The collinsions between the old and new economic networks,  
new imaginaries about the city and globals flows of people, images and spirits will be discussed in chapter five.
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Endnotes Chapter Two

38 The history behind the gift refers to when the Bono returned from exile in Gyaman (see chapter three). The  
Akwamuhene was sent ahead to explore and and to check whether everything was safe. By lighting a fire, he signalled to  
other royal clans that the route was open. The paramount king brings a pile of firewood to the Akwamuhene’s Yam  
festival to remember this feat. 
39 See chapter three, section 3.5
40  An exposition of their works is giving in chapter one, section 1.3.1
41 This has already been touched upon in 1.3.1
42 See Chapter one, frame 1.1
43 Nana Asare Twi Brempong II gave a lecture about the historic relevance Apo⊃ festival when he referred to  
the spaces of the past in Techiman. 
44 The Fante left Techiman after a chieftaincy dispute with the royals at Bono-Manso and settled at the coast (Mankessim).
45 Apart from the green voids, places like royal palaces or old shrine complexes also called up a wide range of histories and  
narratives about the past. Yet, these histories predominantly talk about the more recent history of Techiman. Most of  
these histories refer to the period following the return from exile (see chapter three). The Bono returned from exile in 1896  
and rebuilt Techiman on a different location. Hence, there are no built monuments referring to the epoch before  
the exile or to the Bono-Manso kingdom. The only remaining material artefacts are the shrines of the Atano Gods  
(see section 2.3)
46 For example, events in the past still influence the relation between Techiman and Nkoranza. Until a few decades ago,  
the royals of Nkoranza forbade their people to buy and sell on the Techiman market. 
47 This is made evident in: “A provisional translation of an extract from O. Dapper, Beschreiburg von Africa, Amsterdam,  
1670.”The publication here referred to can be found in: A Van Dantizing and K.Y. Daaku,’A provisional translation of  
extract from O. Dapper, Ghana Notes and Queries No.9p. 17.
48 Extract from a booklet published at the occasion of the “60th Anniversary Celebration of the Queen Mother of  
Techiman (2007)
49 Warren conducted the interview in the 1970s (1971b). Warren states that this narrative was told by the grandparents  
of Nana Kwaku Owusu, linguist of the king of Amowi. They are called Nana Afua Biri and Nana Yaw Biri. 
50 Interview, Techiman (Pomaakrom), 28 August 2010
51 The use of the term ‘wonder’ by the bystanders indicates the supernatural interpretation of the accident.
52 See Chapter four, section 4.8
53 See http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/group.php?gid=298897181785&ref=ts
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 54  See chapter one, frame 1.1
55 Interview with Nana Owusu Anen, Mframa BosomFo⊃, Pomaakrom Techiman, 9 Mai 2008
56 The children in the story lived at the end of my street. Although they were not socially marginalised, they were still 
referred to as ‘the fishes’. 
57 Interview with Nana Opuku Abankwa I,  Krontihene for Techiman Traditional Area, Techiman, 24 March 2009
58 Field notes, Techiman, May 25, 2009
59 Also see frame 2.3
60 Taa Mensah took over the position of Taa Kora after the fall of Bono-Manso. Also see chapter two section 2.4.3
61 Nana Asibey Boateng Alfred, Teacher, Techiman, 23 april 2008 (Field notes)
62 The twi-term for hunter, ⊃b⊃fo⊃, is also used to refer to the Gods since they hunt down evil spirits.
63 See section 2.3.6
64 Various shrines can be accommodated in one shrine house (obosomfredam, literally the room to call the Gods).
65 Also see chapter four, section 4.4.4
66 Interview with Nana Owusu Anane; Techiman, 9 May 2008
67 Interview with Nana Owusu Anane; Techiman 13 May 2008
68 In order to grasp how abayiefo⊃ and mmoatia are perceived by the youth in Techiman, I asked the people of the Agyi  
Owen International school to fill in a questionnaire on the topic. The students from the highest years were asked to  
write an essay on their personal experiences with such spiritual beings. In the questionnaire, most students used  
the above definition to define witchcraft.
69 In the Christian jargon, ‘bonsam’ is translated as the devil.
70 See frame 2.4
71 See chapter four, section 4.3.6
72 See Chapter five
73 Since the Tsetse fly can survive in the area, the pack –animals could survive in Techiman.
74 The Portuguese were the first Europeans to set up a trading post at the coast of the Atlantic Ocean. The trading post  
of Fort São Jorge da Mina de Ouro, today known as Elmina, was established in 1492 (Davidson 1965).
75 Interview with Oheneba Osei Manu at Techiman 24 July 2009
76 There are several examples of shrines that are looted because they contain gold. Also see frame 2.5 on the  
enshrinement of the God Taa Mensah.
77 Interview with Nana Asare Twi Brempong, 6 June 2011. Also see Asihene (1980:4-5)
78 The name Nkoranza came about in this context. Nkoranza is derived from ‘Akoraa miensa’ which means  
‘the three old man’. 
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79 See frame 2.8
80 Although some sources (Doris 1996) mention that the dangerous woman was the new queen mother of Nkoranza, it is  
not clear who she really was, neither whether she actually existed.
81 The Ntoa-Gods are a family of Gods, independent but inferior to the Atano-Gods according to the Bono.
82 Interview, Oheneba Osei Manu, 24 July 2009
83 Oral comunication, Nana Owusu Anane, April 2009
84 Okomfo⊃ Anokye played a crucial role in the foundation of the Asante empire and is still remembered as the greatest  
Traditional priest in Asante history.
85 The Bonohene submerged his army’s guns in a river so they would sound better during the funeral. As to why he  
did it, different versions circulate. One version suggests that Baafo told the Bonohene to do so. Another versions claims  
the people of Techiman were aware of the treacherous game Baafo was playing and even suggested the plan to Baafo  
out of discontent with the autocratic rule of the Bonohene. They then buried their guns in the river to show  
the Asante that they would not fight against them. Another version tells how Baafo tricked the people of Forikrom by saying  
that their guns would be spiritually enhanced if they placed them in the water for one night. A river close to Forikrom  
called Diatuo refers to this narrative. 
86 Interview, Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw IV, Techimanhene, 14 February 2010
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In October 2008, the annual yam-festival of Nana Obeng Ameyaw Barima, who occupies the Techiman Tuobodom 
stool and is the Akyempemhene of the Techiman Traditional Area, erupted in violence. When the Techimanhene,  
Nana Akumfi Ameyaw IV, wanted to visit the festival, the Asante-minority in Tuobodom made an unsuccessful  
assassination attempt on his life. The religious festival was the immediate cause for another resurgence of the centuries  
old conflict between the Bono and the Asante. Land, history and spiritual, as well as political, power were at stake in  
the conflict.  

This chapter analyzes the longue duréé of the political conflict between the Bono and their neighbors to the south,  
the Asante. It ties in with the diachronic narratives of the previous chapter. The historical overview begins after the fall  
of Bono-Manso, when the Bono-kingdom became a vassal state of the Asante-empire, and Techiman became the new  
capital of the Bono-kingdom. The chapter closely scrutinizes the historical background of the land conflict. Land is a  
source of spiritual and political power. As explained in the previous chapter, Gods dwell in the forests and rivers  
that surround Techiman. The longstanding relation between the Gods and the Techiman-Bono creates a strong sense of  
belonging at the grass roots level. The kings and priests who own the land also own the Gods dwelling on it. They  
possess of a link to the spiritual world to access the power of Gods. If one takes away the land, the gateway to the  
spiritual power of the Gods dwelling on the land also disappears.  Without land, a king has no authority. This politico- 
religious mechanism forms the basis of the conflict between the Bono and the Asante. The conflict started when  
the Asante took over several Gods of the Bono and parenthetically their villages, in the first half of the 19th century.

The conflict is the symbol of the profound political shifts before, during and after the colonization of the Gold Coast.  
This chapter attempts to explain, by analyzing the homespun historiographies describing the conflict, how Techiman  
is rooted in the changing political networks through time. In other words, this chapter elaborates on the changing  
relations between Techiman and different local, translocal and national political bodies, including the emerging  
government of Ghana at its different levels. 

3. The Nine Separate Towns of Techiman
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3.1. ‘Akurotuonkron’  or ‘the nine separate 
towns’

For centuries now the Bono have tried to recover the nine villages from  
the Asante with varying degrees of success. Tuobodom, where the  
assassination attempt took place, is one of these villages. The attempt  
on the life of the Techimanhene escalated into a national security threat  
during the run-up to, and the aftermath of, the Ghanaian presidential  
and parliamentary elections of December 2008. How can a local  
chieftaincy conflict in a small city develop into a threat to national  
security? Answering this question requires scrutinizing the relation  
between the Techiman traditional council, the Asanteman council,  
the colonial government and the subsequent national governments.  
Since 1992, the constitution of Ghana explicitly guarantees the institu- 
tion of chieftaincy together with its traditional councils87; it also distin- 
guishes and separates both institutions from each other. Article 276  
of the 1992 constitution states the following: “Chiefs shall not take  
part in active party politics; and any chief wishing to do so and seeking  
election to Parliament shall abdicate his stool or skin.”88 The Ghanaian  
constitution, therefore, excludes traditional kings from an active partici- 
pation in party politics. On the other hand, the constitution forbids  
the parliament from mingling in chieftaincy affairs.89

This chapter intends to use the case of the nine villages to elaborate  
on what the conflict teaches us about the Techiman multiplexity, i.e.  
the intricate whole of past and present, visible and invisible, (trans)local  
and (trans)national worlds, infrastructures, connections and processes  
that is continuously (re)shaping and (re)defining Techiman’s urbanity.   
Therefore, the chapter intends to look at the (political) world from  
within and outside Techiman. Most of the data used in this chapter  
is collected from several interviews with prominent kings and elders  
within Techiman. No Asante were interviewed on this matter. This data  

Picture 29: Portret of Nana Obeng Ameyaw Barima, who is the Akyempemhene  
of Techiman Traditional Area. He also occupies the Tuobodom stool. The picture was  
taken by Silverman (June 2009).
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is supplemented by historical sources and oral histories collected by  
Warren and Brempong (1971a) and by Brempong (1998). Those inter- 
viewed are known within the Bono community as being reliable sources  
on Techiman’s past. Some of the interviewees were personally involved  
in the historic events they described. Nevertheless, without depreciating  
the narratives relayed by the interviewees and before drawing any  
conclusions about the factual course of history, it is of crucial importance  
to emphasise the unavoidably subjective character of the data collected.  
The data describes delicate and contested historical events through  
the eyes of the interviewees, meaning that an Asante might describe  
the same events differently, and are therefore strongly Techiman-biased.  
In certain cases, the memories of specific events vary from interview  
to interview. Yet, as this research is an anthropological one and not an  
historical one the analysis presented in this chapter does not aim to  
determine the ‘true’ course of the history of the nine villages, thereby  
supporting one political agenda over another, nor does it claim to be  
historically accurate or complete. Rather, this analysis wants to explicate  
the changing intricate interwovenness of Techiman traditional politics  
with other local, translocal and nations’ political bodies, or, in other  
words, the political rootedness of Techiman in the world(s) at large.

In what follows, the conflict will be scrutinized diachronically, beginning  
from the epoch after the destruction of Bono-Manso.

3.2. Techiman under Asante 

After the treachery of Baafo Pim and the ensuing destruction of  
the first Bono-kingdom by the Asante, Techiman succeeded Bono- 
Manso as capital of the Bono-Kingdom. The second Bono-kingdom  
was a vassal state to the Asante. However, although the Asante had  
conquered the old Bono-kingdom, they did not govern the Bono- 

Picture 30: Techiman district with the nine villages highlighted (Self made map).
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agreed. The priest of the Atano-God  
residing in Tuobodom, Twumpuduo Kwadwo,  
was angry because this meant a violation of  
the principle of the peacefulness of his God.  
He refused to fight but gave a correct prophecy  
about the course of the war and the final  
victory of the Asante (Meyerowitz 1958).  
However, the king of Tanoboase, also the  
priest of the oldest Atano-god called Taa Kora,  
realised the glory and respect that would  
befall him if the Asante won the war through  
the assistance of his God Taa Kora.98 He invited  
the Asantehene to the sacred groove of Taa  
Kora. The Atano-God forged a golden bullet  
for the Asantehene that could not miss its  
target and would kill the king of Gyaman.99 

The prophecies of Twumpuduo and Taa Kora  
came true. According to the myth, the Asante  
won the war when the golden bullet killed  
the Gyamanhene Adinkra. Their victory was  
ascribed to the Bono-Gods and warriors. The  
tremendous display of spiritual and military  
power by the Bono priests and warriors  
impressed the Asante so much that they  
became frightened by the strength of the  
re-emerging Bono-kingdom. Another trick  
was needed to deprive the Bono of their  
burgeoning power. The Asantehene invited  
the Techimanhene Kofi Kyeremeh and his  
seven priests to take part in a grand durbar to  
celebrate the victory to express his ‘satisfaction’  

Techimanhene had robbed him of this  
triumph. The second version of events  
(Warren and Brempong 1979a) relates how  
the Nkoranzahene used a trick to smuggle  
gunpowder into his prison at the Techiman- 
hene’s palace. When he heard the Asante  
were coming to bring him to Kumasi,  
he threw the gunpowder into a fire and  
committed suicide and in so doing burned  
the palace down (Warren 1971). Whichever  
course of events is true, all that is certain is  
that the Asantehene took umbrage at the  
Techimanhene because he deprived him of  
the triumph of having his skull. Eight years  
later, the Asantehene punished the  
Techimanhene for this diplomatic error. 

In 1818, when the Asantehene had his  
hands full with wars against the Fante94 in  
the south and the Gyaman-kingdom95 in  
the West, he set his differences aside and  
ordered the Techimanhene to join him in  
the war against Gyaman. The Asantehene  
came to Techiman and forced the Techiman- 
hene to send his Gods and warriors to the  
Gyaman. The Techimanhene obliged and  
called upon the priests of the seven96 most  
powerful Gods. These priests were also sons  
to the stool of the Bono king97 and the kings  
of the villages where they resided: Tanoso,  
Tanoboase, Tuobodom, Bouyem, Offuman,  
Branam and Subinso. The priests reluctantly  

territories (Claridge 1964). The Bono were  
free to govern a reduced version of the Bono- 
Manso kingdom as well as being required to  
pay an annual tribute and were obliged to  
render military services in support of the  
expansionist wars of their overlord.

In 1810, Nana Wiafe, the successor of Baafo  
Pim and king of Nkoranza, rebelled against  
the Asantehene Osei Bonsu (Meyerowitz  
1962).90 The latter, remembering how Nkoranza  
betrayed Techiman, asked Techiman to quash  
the rebellion in Nkoranza.91 The highly-  
motivated soldiers of Techiman captured the  
Nkoranzahene. Two versions of events cir- 
culate about what happened thereafter. One  
version (Meyerowitz 1962) states that the  
Techimanhene brought the Nkoranzahene to  
Techiman, against the wishes of the Asante- 
hene who ordered him to be brought to Kumasi,  
the capital of the Asante kingdom. The Techiman- 
hene Nana Kyeremeh Kofi said: “being wist-ful  
of avenging the betrayal of his ancestors  
and their Bono kingdom by the ancestor of  
the Nkoranzahene refused the demand of  
Asantehene.”92 According to the custom  
of that time,93 the Techimanhene decapitated  
Nkoranzahene Nana Wiafe over the ancestral  
stool, to avenge Baafo Pim’s actions but  
also for the triumph of his skull. This  
sacrifice was of great symbolic value. Hence,  
the Asantehene was angry because the  
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A recent statement by the Techiman Adontenhene confirms this: ”We  
do not demand the return of all the territories that we lost after the  
first Bono-Asante war, we only want to retrieve those villages that were  
illegitimately deprived from us.”101 This is of crucial importance. The  
Techiman traditional council does not demand to have the towns and  
villages back -Nkenkasu, Akumadan, Bono-Manso, Nkoranza, Asuoso  
and Darso- that were conquered by the Asantehene Opuku Ware during  
the first Techiman-Asante war around 1724 (see chapter two). They  
recognise that these towns are now the property of the Asantehene.  
They only desite the return of the nine villages that were stolen from  
Techiman illegitimately after the Gyaman war in 1818. 

The annexation of the villages and the appropriation of the Bono-Gods  
by the Asante lay bare a fundamental characteristic of the Akan  
religion and its relation to political power. Gods are mobile entities.  
They are transferable and even marketable.102 Their power can be  
exerted by anyone in authority, i.e. by those who own the land. How- 
ever, contextual factors might facilitate the transfer of divine power.  
It is possible that slumbering political tensions within the Bono-Techiman  
kingdom facilitated the transfer of divine power to the Asantehene.  
The initiative taken by the Tanoboasehene, who is also the priest of  
Taa Kora, to invite the Asantehene to the sacred grove might indicate  
this. The priest of Taa Kora had lost some of his standing after the fall  
of Bono-Manso and it was his son, Taa Mensah, who predicted  
the fall of Bono-Manso and the elevation of Techiman to the status of  
capital. After the war against the Asante was lost, Taa Mensah became  
the most important state God in the new Bono-Techiman kingdom, at  
the expense of Taa Kora.

The Taa Kora priest knew that he would be rewarded generously if  
the Asante ascribed the victory in the Gyaman war to him. This might  
explain his initiative to invite the Asantehene to the sacred grove and  

with the performance of the Bono during the Gyaman war. Upon their  
arrival in Kumasi, the Bono-priests lodged with several Asante-kings.100   
When the celebration was finished and the Techimanhene and his  
people wanted to return to Techiman, they received the following  
message from the Asantehene: “From now on, the villages are yours  
no more, and from now on they will serve me. You have become too  
powerful again, you have killed Wiafe, your troops fought well in the  
last three wars and I cannot permit that these powerful priest chiefs  
should remain at your disposal” (Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III 1949).  
The Asantehene seized the seven kings-priests and placed them  
under the authority of his sub kings, leaving the Techimanhene behind  
in baffled bemusement. There was nothing the Techimanhene could  
do to recapture his villages. War against the Asante was not an option.  
Techiman was weakened by three consecutive heavy military campaigns  
against Gonja, Nkoranza and Gyaman. Besides that, the Asantehene  
had forced Techiman to wage war against kingdoms that otherwise  
could have been allies. Techiman had been dealt a heavy blow, not just  
from a military or spiritual point of view but also economically. The Asante- 
hene collected the taxes in the seven villages from then on and as such  
hindered the development of Techiman. 

According to the Bono oral histories, the Gyaman war was the indirect  
cause of the annexation of the villages by the Asante.  Although the  
bulk of the oral histories refer to the Gyaman war, some oral histories  
do not mention this war at all. They relate that the Asante annexed  
the villages in the aftermath of the first Bono-Asante war, which  
culminated in the destruction of the Bono-Manso kingdom. This is  
the case in the interview carried out by Warren and Brempong (1971a),  
the oral history collected by Brempong (1998). However, the historic  
perception that the Asante illegitimately appropriated the nine villages  
stands firm. Oral historians describe the deeply rooted feelings of  
injustice harboured by the Bono concerning the theft of the villages.  
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forge a golden bullet for him. After his prophecy came true, the Asantehene was obliged to thank the God. He enstooled  
the priest of Taa Kora as Tanohene, i.e. the king of all the Tano-Gods. The Taa Kora priests received the regalia of a  
paramount king. This ‘promotion’ firmly fixed the transfer of divine power from the Bono to the Asante. Taa Kora, once  
the state God of the Bono-Manso kingdom and the first and oldest Atano-God, was now a paramount God of Asante.  
In a way the acknowledgement of the Asante restored Taa Kora to its old position. On the other hand, the annexation  
of the Gods of the seven villages by the Asante consolidated the position of Taa Mensah in Techiman to a certain extent.  
Nevertheless, the annexation of the villages drained Techiman of its latent power.

Between 1818 and 1873, Techiman undertook efforts to regain the seven villages, but they were to no avail. They  
fruitlessly took the case to a traditional Akan-court. The subsequent king of Asante kept on delaying and  
boycotting the case. The situation remained unchanged until Asantehene Kofi Karikari demanded troops from  
Techiman in 1873. He needed military assistance in the war against the British troops of Sir. Garnet Wolseley and  
the Gods had predicted a defeat. In his “Short History of the Gold Coast”, Ward wrote that: “Kofi Karikari had sent  
to ask Karakye Dente (a great Brong [Bono] fetish103) whether he could win the war against the British. The  
fetish priests said he could not, and that he had better have bought every man in his army a strong pair of sandals,  
so that they could run away quickly and not hurt their feet. This made Kofi Karikari very angry, and he had the  
Brongs [Bono] fight in front of his army, so that they lost all the bravest men by British bullets.” (1935:188). Dente  
was proven right. The Asante lost the war against the British. For the first time, alien troops entered Kumasi and razed  
the city. The authority of the Asantehene Kofi Karikari waned. The people of Gyaman, Banda and Techiman, who  
always opposed Asante rule whenever they were strong enough, broke away. Some of the great Asante stools also  
stopped to serve the golden stools. Juaben, Kwahu, Manpong, Agena, Nsuta, Bekwai and Kokofu broke away from the  
Ashanti government because of the bellicose policy of Kofi Karikari (Ward 1935, 1948).  The Asantehene Kofi KariKari  
was later forced to abdicate and was succeeded by Nana Bonsu Mensah.

Picture 31: The altar of Taa  
Kora at the Tano Sacred  
Groove in Tanoboase (picture  
taken by Warren 1971).
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stayed behind. Other oral sources106 say, either, that none of the nine  
villages followed Techiman to Gyaman or that they all accompanied  
them to Techiman. Whichever version of events, the Asante took over the  
remaining villages in the absence of the Techimanhene. The rebellion of  
Techiman and Gyaman against Kumasi developed into a guerrilla war in  
the North-West of Asante. Forces from Techiman, under the leadership  
of Nana Kwame Yeboah and supported by troops from Gyaman, made  
life impossible for the Asante settlers in and around Techiman. He and  
his troops burned town houses and destroyed the harvest.  Trade  
between Kumasi and the north came to a standstill and no taxes  
reached Kumasi (Wilks 1974). 

3.3. Bono Rebell ions
3.3.1. Guerilla from Gyaman

In 1874 the third Asante-Bono war broke out. Two narratives circulate  
about the primary cause of this war. The well regarded British  
historian Ivor Wilks (1975) wrote that a dispute between the Techiman- 
hene and the Wenchihene had caused the war. Asantehene Bonsu  
Mensah instructed the Gyamansehene of Manpong to arbitrate, but  
when the Techimanhene refused, troops from Nkoranza, Wenchi and  
Asante occupied Techiman town. The second, and more commonly  
heard, narrative points to a war between the newly enstooled Asante- 
hene Bonsu Mensah104 and the king of Dwabem as the indirect cause of  
the second Asante-Bono war. The Asantehene asked Techiman to send  
troops but the latter refused. He argued that both parties should settle  
the dispute amicably, since they were brothers. Implicitly, the refusal was  
a gilded revenge attempt by the Techimanhene because of the theft of  
the nine villages. The refusal further deteriorated the Asante-Bono  
relations. The Asantehene continued his military campaign and chased  
the Dwabemhene away. He called the Techimanhene Kwabena Fofie  
to Kumasi “to swear to his Gods and to apologize” (Warren and  
Brempong 1971a:24) but Kwabena Fofie refused to apologize. The  
Asante, with the support of Nkoranza and Offuman, launched a dev 
astating attack on Techiman. This short war destroyed Techiman town. 

After the destruction of Techiman town, Taa Mensah advised the people  
of Techiman to go into exile. The king of the priests guided his people to  
Gyaman105 where they were protected by Gyamanhene Nana Agyeman.  
The people of Techiman and Gyaman found commonalities in their  
resistance to Asante tyranny and became allies. However, not everybody  
joined the Techiman royals to Gyaman. The oral histories collected by  
Warren and Brempong (1971) mention that the royal families of Tanoso,  
Offuman and Nchiraa, and possibly others, did not go into exile and  

Picture 32: This map sketches the political situation in the Gold Coast around 1850. The red arrow starting from Cape Coast indicates the British expansions from the coast  
toward the Asante kingdom. Techiman was originally not marked on this map. The red arrow starting from Techiman and pointing to Gyaman (Jaman) indicated the places of  

exile close to Bondoukou. The original map (without the red arrows and the name of Techiman) was extracted from the Atlas historique de l’Afrique (Lugan 2001)
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Techimanhene who: 
”Having for 20 years waged war because of the seven villages,  
and having won the peace together with a price for which he had  
waged war, where was the sovereign to conclude and guarantee  
the peace and seal it, and to deliver into his hand that hard won  
price of the seven villages? (Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III 1949:10)” 

3.3.2. British friendship and deception

After the people of Techiman returned from Gyaman and rebuilt their  
devastated capital, the Techimanhene turned his attentions to those  
who had conquered the Asante, the British occupants. He accepted  
the invitation of the British: “Any Ashanti tribe that wanted to submit  
to the British might do so.” (Ward 1948:204-5) The Techimanhene sent  
a delegation to the British government in Accra who referred them  
to the British representative in Kumasi, one Donald Stewart. They  
agreed that: “The Kingdom of Techiman together with the seven  
villages (…) were restored to their liberty and to the Techiman  
allegiance under the friendship and protection of her gracious Majesty  
the Queen” (Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III 1949:11). 

Captain Donald William Stewart and Techimanhene Kwaku Yako  
signed the Treaty of Friendship and Protection at Nkoranza in June  
1897, almost eighty years after the annexation of the seven villages by  
the Asantehene. Techiman had finally retrieved its land. However,  
the fight was not over. The British wanted to introduce the indirect  
rule and therefore proposed to re-install the Asanteman confederation.  
Techiman voted against the British proposal to restore the Asante- 
confederation and place Techiman’s under the authority of the  
Asantehene. Together with a few other Bono-states, Techiman was an  
adherent of the secessionist position (Fuller 1921), meaning that they  

The Asantehene, faced with other rebellions elsewhere, soon began  
entering peace negotiations with the Techimanhene. He sent a linguist,  
by the name of Opoku, to ask the Techimanhene to return from exile  
(Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III 1949, Meyerowitz 1962, Warren and  
Brempong 1971). According to the oral histories, the messenger from  
the Asantehene promised the Techimanhene the return of the seven  
villages on the condition that the people of Techiman returned from  
exile. The Techimanhene was prudent, keeping the previous treacheries  
exacted by the Asante in the back of his mind. The Asante delegation  
was not accompanied by a stool carrier. A stool carrier can swear a  
legitimate oath to the Gods. The oath gives the promise of the Asante- 
hene a binding status, just as a signature does on a contract. If the  
oath were to be broken, the Gods would punish the state for  
disrespecting them. A messenger who is not accompanied by a stool  
carrier has no credibility when it comes to the closure of an agreement.  
The Techimanhene told Opoku to stay in Gyaman and he sent another  
messenger to the Asantehene demanding a stool carrier be present.  
However, the Asantehene, Bonsu Mensah, had already been destooled  
by the time the Techimanhene’s messenger arrived in Kumasi. His  
successor Nana Kwaku Dua II died only six weeks after being enstooled  
in the year 1884. The discussion over the succession of Kwaku Dua II  
led to a civil war within the Asante confederation. Nana Prempeh I was  
enstooled as the new Asantehene in 1888. It was only in 1895 that a  
stool bearer, a man called Tekyire, was sent to the Techimanhene in  
Gyaman to complete the agreement (Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III 1949).  
He was accompanied by a sword carrier called Kokofoke and Nana  
Akoko from the Nsusehene’s palace, a pion of the king of Asante.  
The agreement was sworn in and the Techimanhene’s  delegation  
accompanied the Asantehene’s messengers back to Kumasi. However,  
before the delegation reached Kumasi, the British arrested the Asante- 
hene and sent him into exile, first to Liberia and later to the Seychelles.  
The arrest of the Asantehene threw a spanner in the works of the  
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referring to the rivers that run through these  
villages (Arhin 1974; Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III  
1949). A Committee of Privileges was  
established to look into the case of the Tano- 
Subin villages and: “examine the conflicting  
claims of various kings in the confederacy to  
the allegiance of the stools and to the owner- 
ship of the lands.”(Akumfi-Ameyaw 2010). In  
exchange for this effort, Techiman gave in to  
the heavy pressure of the British government  
and reluctantly joined the re-installed Ashanti  
Confederation. In November 1935, the kings  
of the nine villages were called to testify in  
front of the Committee of Privileges. Some  
of the kings admitted they served Techiman  
before the Asante-Bono wars. Others, like  
the Nchiraa, claimed to be independent. The  
Techimanhene (in 1935) sought to substantiate  
his claim to these villages by referring to an  
agreement between him and Asantehene  
Nana Prempeh I that the villages would be  
restored to Techiman, if its people returned  
from exile.107 But before the agreement could  
be enacted, the British took over. The  
Techiman royals then raised the matter with  
the British. An agreement of friendship and  
protection was signed that included the return  
of the villages to Techiman. But the Techiman- 
hene failed to produce any witness to support  
his contention of the agreement with Nana  
Prempeh I (Tordoff 1965). The Techiman royals  
also fruitlessly referred to the treaty of friend- 

Asante confederation, the Techimanhene  
expressed his thought in a forthright  
manner. In a letter to the British govern- 
ment he wrote: “I have the honour most  
respectfully to stamp my bitter objection  
to secede to any inducement of this kind.  
My stools has a separate rule by means of  
its paramountcy (sic), and on no account,  
shall it be made to serve the Government  
through any other stool; if matters are  
justifiably weighed by you, I think, I will be  
free of worries of this kind” (Nana Akumfi  
Ameyaw III 1945:33). Notice that the  
Techimanhene did not question the  
supremacy of the colonial government, but  
rather protested against the Asante. The  
British were probably not aware of the  
history of the nine villages, and even if they  
were, they did not seem to be all that  
involved. For the British, Techiman was just  
a small stubborn kingdom on the northern  
fringes of the Asante Empire. Giving Techi- 
man privileges would undermine the new  
policy of indirect rule. To evacuate the  
tension, a research committee was set up  
to investigate the numerous litigations  
against the restoration of the Asante  
confederation.

To group the contested villages, the Chief  
Commissioner of the Gold Coast thereafter  
gave the villages the name Tano-Subin,  

wanted to stay independent from the Asante- 
confederation. They served the British govern- 
ment directly until 1935.

Following the colonial policy of indirect rule,  
which had great success governing the  
powerful kings of northern Nigeria, the British  
decided to extend and implement this policy  
in the gold coast (Claridge 1964). Therefore  
they brought Asantehene Prempeh I back 
from exile in 1925. The relations between  
the Techiman-Bono and the Asante were fairly  
good until then. The Techimanhene even  
went to welcome Nana Prempeh I upon his  
return in Kumasi (Brempong 1998). Prempeh  
died in 1931 whereupon he was succeeded  
by Nana Osei Tutu Agyeman Prempeh II. The  
British introduced the policy of indirect rule  
in 1933. This implied a return to the political  
situation that existed prior to 1874 where the  
Asante Empire was at the height of its power.  
For Techiman, the spectre of a new era of  
political instability arose again. Thirty-eight  
years after the return of the contested villages,  
the Bono-kingdom was forced to rejoin  
the Asante Confederacy. 

The indirect rule policy necessitated a resto- 
ration of the Asante confederation. When the  
colonial government asked Techiman to serve  
them through the Golden Stool, implying that  
Techiman would become subordinate to the  

Picture 33 Techimanhene Nana Yaw Ameyaw  
and his retinue (Picture recovered from the Iowa  
archive)
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 ship and protection it had closed with the British in 1897 (Arhin 1974). The colonial policy had changed and now opted  
for indirect rule. The grievances of Techiman were of no importance to the British. Moreover, in the eyes of the Techiman- 
hene, the committee of privileges was vacuous because the Asantehene was a member of his own research committee108  
and no Bono representative was selected to be present at proceedings. Not surprisingly, the Techimanhene lost the case  
and the villages were re-confiscated by the Asantehene. This infuriated the Techiman royals: “By this act, the Government  
deliberately made the Asantehene a judge in his own case. Why was this undue privilege, which was contrary to British  
justice and fair play, not extended to Techiman also?” (Drah 1974:122). The British referred to the nine villages from  
then on as Tano-Subin villages.

By a way of protest, Techimanhene Yaw Ameyaw refused to attend the meetings of the Ashanti Confederation. More- 
over, the Bono-kings felt mistreated and dishonoured by the rituals they had to undergo. When a Bono-king swore  
the oath of allegiance to the Asantehene he was required to squat in front of the Asantehene. The Asantehene then  
rubbed his feet three times against the crown of the head of the Bono-kings (Brempong 1998, Drah 1974, (Tordoff  
1965).  Techimanhene Yaw Ameyaw was eventually destooled by the British district commissioner because he withdrew  
Techiman from the Asante Confederacy. His destoolment heralded a period of instability and the disintegration of  
the Techiman state. Local controversies and arguments divided the Bono-Techiman kingdom. For example, when the  
royals of Techiman went into exile at Gyaman, not all of them joined. It is not clear which royal families stayed behind  
(see above), but those who stayed behind submitted themselves to the Asantehene. When those in exile returned to  
Techiman, they teased these villagers who did not go with an insulting verse: “Nkwa nk⊃ bifo⊃” 
(Those who didn’t go with us). When the opportunity arose, the vexed villages returned to the  
Asante Confederacy. In order to examine this vexation I take the village of Offuman as a case study.109 One of the sub  
kings of Offuman, who owned most of the land, became discontent with the king of Offuman who was a Bono.  
He sought support with the Asante and swore the oath of allegiance to the Asantehene. This caused a split in the  
traditional council of Offuman. The rebellious king was enstooled as the king of Offuman n°1 by the Asantehene.  
The original king, who lost most of the land, became known as the king of Offuman n°2 (Meyerowitz 1962). In a similar  
vein, the king of Bouyem, Oyokohene of Techiman and the uncle of the Techimanhene, also joined the Ashanti Con- 
federation in 1935, following a quarrel with the Techimanhene Kwasi Twi. In 1935, the aforementioned villages  
managed to join the Ashanti Confederation, while the Techimanhene still refused.110

It might seem surprising that the villages, despite their Bono-roots, decided to swear allegiance to the golden stool.  
Kinship relations might explain these twists partially. Some of the Asante-kings, under whose control the villages were  
placed, were married to the Bono-royals. Their sons became the kings of the villages. What is remarkable is that in these  
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Confederation as an independent state  
(Warren and Brempong 1971). The Tanoboase- 
hene felt disgraced because nobody informed  
him about the enstoolment of a new Techiman- 
hene. This was an insult for him and under- 
mined his position. He seized the opportunity  
to return to the Asante, hoping to regain his  
former position.112 

Apart from ancestral links, traveling spirits  
(see chapter four) also perpetuated the links  
between the nine towns and the Asante- 
settlers. For example, in Tanoso, the establish- 
ment of a new shrine by Nana Ankrah113 high- 
lighted the ancestral link between the Asante  
settlers and their hometown. Kofi Brefoo,  
the linguist who worked under the late Nana  
Ankrah, spoke to me and said: “When Nana  
Ankrah was possessed by the God Kwabena  
Ntem, he started singing: Obiri Komfoo Nana,  
mefri Adanse Bona Ose. Ampa! [Obiri  
Komfoo Nana, I come from Adanse Bona Ose.  
It is true!]. Obiri Komfoo Nana was a powerful  
priest from our Asante hometown Akrokyere  
in Adanse Bona Ose. I’m related to the stool of  
Akrokyere. The song made us understand that  
the spirit of Obiri Komfoo Nana was coming  
to have a word with us and to advise us about  
our ancestral roots.”114 As argued in chapter  
two, Gods and shrines created a 
sense of belonging. The spiritual and  
kinship links rendered the Asante presence in  

cases the matrilineal system is supplanted  
for a patrilineal logic. Instead of following  
the maternal line, chieftaincy follows the  
paternal lines in these cases. The kings of  
some of the nine villages had Asante paternal  
blood. “Their fathers speak to them and  
they feel they are Asante.” (Warren and  
Brempong 1971:70) Hence, despite the  
matrilineal system, parental links can also  
be of fundamental influence. The creation  
of patrilineal connections through marriage  
is a common system to establish a relation  
between an overlord and his alien subjects.  
The Bonohene used this system to incorpo- 
rate immigrants in the state during the time  
of the first Bono-Kingdom.111 The Asante  
applied the same strategy. The choice  
between matrilineal or patrilineal inheri- 
tance patterns became politically motivated.  
This was the case of the king of Tanoboase.  
Although this king is matrilineally linked  
to the Kronti-stool of Techiman, through  
his father, he is also connected to the  
Asante. As a member of the Kronti-family,  
the Tanoboasehene was made regent after  
the destoolment of Nana Yaw Ameyaw.  
Normally, the Tanoboasehene played a key  
role in enstooling a new Techimanhene.  
However, when the new Techimanhene  
Nana Kwasi Twi was enstooled without his  
knowledge, the Tanoboasehene turned his  
back on Techiman and rejoined the Ashanti  

Picture 34: The shrine of Mframa in 2009
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the nine villages more permanent, at the expense of the position of the  
 Bono.

Due to the weakening position of the Bono in the Tano-Subin Villages,  
the internal disunity and the refusal to join the Asante Confederacy, the  
position of Techiman was further weakened. Five different kings were  
enstooled as Techimanhene between 1933 and 1944.115 One after the  
other they were destooled by the district commissioner in Wenchi for  
their refusal to cooperate with the Asante Confederation (Brempong  
1998). The enstoolment of Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III in 1944 brought  
the stability requisite to continue the struggle for the return of the nine  
villages. It is to this matter that I wish now to draw attention. 

3.3.3. The struggles for independence 

The charismatic Techimanhene Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III, who ruled  
between 1944-1961, breathed new life into the struggle for the return  
of the nine villages. After innumerable refusals by the Asantehene to  
return the nine villages, Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III fulminated that he  
would never serve: “a man who has removed a cloth from his body”  
(Brempong 1998:25).116 In 1948 he persuaded the kings of Tanoso,  
Offuman II and Tuobodom to proclaim their secession from the Asante  
and, more importantly, to express their desire to rejoin their ancestral  
father, the Techimanhene (Drah 1974). Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III himself  
refused to attend the meetings of the Ashanti confederation and he  
stopped paying Techiman’s contribution to the Ashanti National Fund.  
The kings of Techiman sent a first petition to the Chief Commissioner,  
a Mr. C.O. Buttler117, stating the return of the nine villages as a condition  
for rejoining the Ashanti Confederacy. The Chief Commissioner, who  
was in league with the Asante, wrecked the petition. The Chief  
Commissioner went on to suspend the native authority of the Techiman  

Picture 35: A portrait of Nana Akumfi Ameyaw  
taken around 1950 by Meyerowitz (1953:64)
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bombshell. The Gold Coast government sent several delegations to  
Techiman to convince, and cajole, the Techimanhene not to abandon  
the Ashanti Confederation. The Techimanhene stood firm and  
answered that only the return of the nine villages would guarantee  
Techiman’s participation. The members of the Ashanti Confederation  
spiritually cursed the Techimanhene and appealed to the Gold Coast  
government to destool Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw. Yet, the government  
could not produce any charge against him as he had not broken any  
law. 

Techiman further litigated the issue of the nine villages by sending  
a petition to the Gold Coast government.  However the governor of  
the Gold coast, Sir Charles Arden Clark (governor from 1949 to 1957),  
was in league with the Asante and these efforts were fruitless. After  
four or five months, the Gold Coast government responded that they  
had no interest in sending a commission to investigate the case again,  
referring to the committee of privileges.119  Moreover, the Gold coast had  
no intention to undermine the authority of the Asantehene. To  
circumvent the Asante-biased governor, the Techiman traditional  
authorities tried in vain to send a petition to British representative in  
Accra. When this effort failed, they sent the petition to the Secretary of  
State in England. However, the letters and petitions never reached  
England. All the letters coming from Techiman and going to London  
were censored. Even if one of the letters slipped through, they could  
never reach the Secretary of State in London since the colonial Secretary  
in London, Mr. Agyei, was an Asante (Brempong 1998). Techiman used  
a trick to smuggle a second petition out of the Gold Coast and post  
it in Abidjan to Her Majesty the Queen Elisabeth, the British Crown.  
The Queen answered that she could not help Techiman getting  the  
villages back, but she also relayed that the Gold Coast government was  
willing to implement a new policy for the collection of taxes. Hereafter,  
Techiman would be subdivided under the Wenchi District, which was  

as punishment for defying the authority of the Asantehene. The  
Techimanhene and the kings of the rebellious towns were discharged  
from their functions and the Techiman Native Courts were closed.

Despite –or maybe thanks to- his suspension, Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III  
gained popularity and mobilised his people in the struggle for the nine  
villages. He informed his elders and set up a durbar, a large public  
ceremony organised during special occasions. The drum was beaten to  
announce the durbar:“Konkom, Konkon, good evening citizens of  
Techiman, Nana says good evening. Nana has summoned each one of  
you to appear at Techiman Methodist football field for a durbar. Anyone  
who is mature enough to go to war and does not appear at the football  
field by 9 a.m. on Fofie (Friday market day) will be asked to pay twenty- 
five pounds (£25) penalty.” (Brempong 1998:3) Going to war should  
not be interpreted literally. Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III wanted to engage  
and involve his people in the struggle for the return of the nine villages  
by asking for a financial contribution.118 The durbar brought in £1.600  
(Brempong 1998.) Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III did not use the money to  
buy weapons or ammunition; he had another kind of warfare in mind,  
legal litigation. 

This is an important switch in Techiman’s approach to the return of  
the nine villages. The Techimanhene understood that to regain his  
villages, the battle had to be fought on different fronts. The courthouse  
was one of these new sites. Nana traveled to Cape Coast to engage  
the services of J. B. Danquah, one of the most prominent lawyers at  
that time, to be his counsellor. Danquah was the first African who  
acquired a Ph.D. in law at the University of London and was very closely  
involved in Ghana’s independence struggle.  Danquah set to work for  
Techiman and wrote a petition saying that Techiman withdrew from  
the Ashanti Confederation because the Asante stole the nine villages  
from Techiman. The petition was well-reasoned and came as a  
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and find out how he managed to break away from the Ashanti Con- 
federation. The Techimanhene was elated that his brother the Dormaa- 
hene had joined him and revealed his diverse strategies wholeheartedly.  
Opayin Daniel Kwame Owusu, alias Kwame Kra, narrated to Brempong  
(1998) how the events unfolded. The Dormaa delegation that visited  
Techiman asked for spiritual support to enforce the aura of Nana Agyeman  
Badu as well as legal advice. Owusu narrated how Nana Akumfi  
Ameyaw gave Nana Agyeman Badu a special handkerchief and took  
him to Akrofrum, a village just outside Techiman, to consult the God  
Ayinamuhene122 (Warren and Brempong 1988b). 

The support of the Dormaahene motivated Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw to  
seek more support and to unite the Bono-states. He started a campaign  
and went to several Bono towns announcing his vision for Bono unifi- 
cation, his alliance with the Dormaahene and their boycott of the  
Ashanti Confederation. This song was the main theme of  
the campaign:

a newly-created district within the Ashanti Confederacy. Later, the British  
government allowed Techiman to disengage itself from the Ashanti  
Confederation. This was thanks to the efforts of the Historian Eva  
Meyerowitz (1962) who played an essential role in this turn of thought  
of the Gold Coast government. She sent the petition to a parliamentarian  
she had befriended in the British government, who raised a motion on  
Techiman in the British parliament. The British government sent a  
comment to the governor of the Gold Coast to allow Techiman to  
withdraw from the Asante Confederation. Techiman was free of Asante  
domination, although it did not manage to recover the villages yet. 

In the meantime, Techiman had also sought the legal advice of Mr. Dingle  
Foot, a British member of the House of Lords as well as the lawyer of  
Kwame Nkrumah, who would later become the first president of  
Ghana. According to Kwame Frempong, the Tuobodomhene in the  
1950’s, Dingle Foot advised Techiman “to forget the Akrontuonkron  
[the nine villages] and rather concentrate on the unification of the Bono  
chiefs as each chief had grievances against the Ashantis. We should  
inform Bono chiefs and if they understood, we could come together  
and do something for the Bono people.” [Sic] (Brempong 1998:43) 

Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III sought, and found, other Bono paramount  
kings who shared grievances against the Asante and who wanted to  
join him in the battle for Bono emancipation from the Asante. The first  
to join were the kings of Drobo and Abaase in 1947.120 They were the initial  
members of what was later called the Brong Kyempem Federation.  
When in December 1950 a dispute121 occurred between the Asantehene  
and the Dormaahene, a Bono-state west of Techiman, the Dormaahene  
Nana Agyeman Badu followed the example of Techiman and seceded  
from the Ashanti Confederation (Bagulo Bening 1999; Brempong 1998;  
Drah 1974). In fear of the reaction from the Asantehene, the elders of  
Dormaa advised their king to see Techimanhene Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III  

Medee meye Bononi Mek⊃, oo!

Abonofo⊃, eee!
Me nua Dormaahene nso
abeka me ho
Enti adee akye, oo
Asantefo⊃ befre ye Abonopakyie

Adee akye, mede⊃ 

(Brempong 1998:8)

“As for me, I’m a Bono, I am gone,  
oo!
People of the Bono, eee!
My brother the Dormaahene has  
joined me
Therefore,it is time, oo!
The Asante call us Abonopakyie  
(Bono calabash)
It is time, as for me, I am gone.
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motivated the Bono to strive for the independence of the Bono-nation.  
Electing to emphasise their flair for symbolism and drama, they drew  
the following parallel in the epilogue of the Statement of Grievances:

“The hour of liberation has come and no nation can take calmly the  
domination of her freedom by another nation. Those who condemn  
the action of the federated Brong [Bono] states in breaking away  
from the Asanteman Council should first condemn the actions of  
the whole nation for the present struggle to be free from domina- 
tion of British imperialism, for the one is just like the other only  
(on) a minor scale or confined to a section of the country…” (Arhin  
1974:120)

The foundation of the BKC was a strong move of the Bono to cast off  
the yoke of the Asante domination and seek acknowledgement for a  
Bono-nation. Their drive for emancipation was inspired by, and linked  
to, the national struggle for independence from the British colonizer.  
The BKC was founded two years after the inauguration of Kwame  
Nkrumah’s Convention People’s Party (CPP) in 1949.123 The Self- 
Government NOW slogan of the CPP left no doubt whatsoever about  
the objective of Nkrumah’s popular political party (Buah 1998). He  
opened branches all over the country and mobilised the masses. The  
effective organisation and propaganda combined with the use of a  
hitherto unknown agency, the written press, made the CPP’s popularity  
boom, despite the attempts of the Gold Coast government to cut  
Nkrumah’s influence short. The new constitution of the Gold Coast in  
1951, which diminished the influence of the traditional rulers, enabled  
the organisation of the first elections ever in the Gold coast.  
The elections made clear that Nkrumah and his CPP had a mass of  
the people behind him. The CPP won 34 out of 38 seats.  
The pioneers of the BKC saw strong parallels between the pursuit of  
independence by the CPP and their own struggle for emancipation  

The campaign resulted in a big durbar in Techiman, with the Bono kings  
in attendance who joined Techiman and Dormaa in their pursuit  
of Bono emancipation. All the kings arrived in their palanquin with  
drums and umbrellas. The durbar was the start of the Bonokyempem  
dodo⊃kwa, literally meaning “the Bono who are numerous”(Brempong  
1998). The Brong Kyempem Federation was born in March 1951 out of  
a common ethnic background, the first Bono kingdom, and the shared  
grievances against the Asante (Drah 1974). The initial members were  
Techiman, Dormaa, New Drobo, Odumase, Abease and Suma. When  
Bechem, Berekum and Sunyani joined the Brong Kyempem Federation,  
the federation changed its name to the Brong Kyempem Council (BKC).  
The BKC sent a Statement of Grievances to the Gold Coast govern- 
ment in August 1951. The statement was a long argument for the  
independence of the Bono from the Ashanti confederation, largely  
based upon the use of histories about the Asante-Bono relations as a  
powerful political weapon. Common experiences of mistreatment by  
the hands of the Asante, expressed in the long-standing, multifarious  
land and chieftaincy disputes with the Asante, further fuelled the  
arguments. The case of the nine villages of Techiman that triggered the  
emergence of the BKC was Exemplary. Moreover, the BKC argued that  
the use of a common language, customs, and history distinguished them  
from the Asante. The use of the Bono-Twi had its roots in the first Bono- 
Kingdom (see chapter two), which had been destroyed by the Asante.  
Related to this was the fear and loathing evoked by the resuscitation of  
Asante imperialism after the restoration of the Asante confederation by  
the British in 1935 (Drah 1974:121). The symptomatic renaming of the  
Ashanti Confederation to Asanteman Council, a name that referred to  
the imperialistic Asante Empire of the 19th century, was the last straw  
for the Bono. The discrimination and underrepresentation of the Bono  
in various committees or boards of the Council, especially in the  
Scholarship Selection Board, as well as the powerful Executive board,  
added to the discontentment of the unified Bono. These elements  
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of the freedom and happiness for the non- 
Ashanti people like the Brong. I be-
lieve that our bid to remove imperialism  
from our country and to bring freedom and  
happiness to our people must not be  
limited only to the foreign forms of imperi- 
alism but also to local forms of imperialism.  
Freedom from fear within is as important to  
the happiness of men as freedom from fear  
without. To compel these people to  
continue to subject themselves to  
humiliation and exploitation from the 
Ashantis would be the saddest unkindness  
we would do to them. This is the reason why  
we have recommended that they should  
be given the council which they have asked  
for”. (Quotation from the Mate Kole  
Report in Tano-Subin: The Brong-Ashanti  
Divide, Akumfi-Ameyaw 2010.)

An absolute rejection of the Bono grievances  
would have been more convenient for the  
CPP. As a mass nationalist movement, the  
CPP had Asante in all the ranks of its party.  
Despite Nkrumah’s bold statement that: “if  
the chief did not cooperate with his party,  
a time would come when they would run  
away and leave their sandals behind” (Buah  
1998), the CPP could not afford to lose the  
support of the Asanteman Council. Regional  
fragmentation could, at that time, have  
undermined the struggle for independence.  

from the Asante. The engagement of their  
protagonist, Danquah, by the Techimanhene  
is characteristic of the changes in the political  
landscape of the Gold Coast. The Asanteman  
Council, which received its legitimacy from the  
colonial government, was confronted with the  
emergence of two new and distinct political  
bodies: the CPP and the BKC. Techiman and  
the BKC took the opportunity to bypass the  
Asanteman Council and seek recognition with  
the CPP-government (Drah 1974). The CPP  
government answered by appointing a neutral  
party to inquire into the Asante-Bono dispute  
further. This arbitrator was the king of Manya  
Krobo, called Nene Nii Azu Mate Kole, of  
Eastern Ghana. He wrote an influential report  
to which he lent his own name. 

The Mate Kole-report did not flick the BKC’s  
Statement of Grievances off the table. For  
the first time an official report recognised  
some, but not all, of the grievances the Bono  
had, and those of Techiman in particular. The  
Mate Kole-report landed the BKC squarely  
into a politically complex and sensitive subject:

“The people (the Brongs) have been regarded  
and treated with every possible contempt  
by the Ashantis in the past. There is no gain  
in saying that the so-called historic unity of  
Ashanti has all along been a unity maintained  
by a strong suppressing hand at the sacrifice  

Picture 36 The Gyaasehene (The chief Treasurer) being carried in palanquin during yam festival  
(picture taken by Warren, 1971)

Picture 37: The flag of the Techimanhene’s car  is 
a reference to the Brong Kyempem Council  

(August 2009)
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advantageous to Techiman. The CPP, now faced with serious  
opposition, had to find ways to curtail the power of the Asantehene  
and the NLM. Nkrumah’s party (CPP) took advantage of the many  
chieftaincy and land disputes in both Asante and in the Gold Coast in  
general. Nkrumah sided with the adversaries of the Asanteman Council.  
Emissaries of the CPP approached Techiman and the BKC. Meyerowitz,  
doing fieldwork in Techiman at that time, describes the unexpected visit  
of two men from the CPP to Nana Akumfi-Ameyaw III:

“To my surprise I was led into the office and not into the reception  
room [of the palace of the Techimanhene]; nobody had told me  
that the visitors had come secretly and the office was a better place  
to avoid causing talk in town. When I entered Nana introduced me  
to two men, whom I judged where in their thirties, emissaries of  
Dr. Nkrumah who at that time was fighting the Gold coast  
Government for ‘Self-Government Now’. (…) They had come to  
get political support for Dr. Nkrumah and his party, then still in its  
infancy; in return Dr. Nkrumah promised to help Techiman in her  
struggle to regain the nine villages.” (Meyerowitz 1962:137-38)

The CPP saw the potential of a powerful political weapon in what they  
called Ethnic pluralism (Drah 1974). Prior to the rise of the NLM they  
had labeled it as disintegration and disunity but  the old argument had  
deeper roots than that. The rise of the BKC confronted the CPP with a  
substantial dilemma. The CPP was afraid that if it openly put its weight  
behind the BKC, that this might resurrect a myriad of conflicts, new  
and old, over land. But, the support of the Bono was a sizeable enforce- 
ment and could break the popularity of the NLM in Asante. Hence,  
their decision was to seek their support discretely. This visit of the CPP’s  
emissaries marked a turning point in the nature and scale of Techiman’s  
struggle to regain the nine villages. What had started as a religiously- 
inspired conflict over land and authority now became a purely political  

The CPP, therefore, aimed at finding a peaceful solution to the conflict:  
“within the context of a restored Asante unity” (Drah 1974:138).  
The publication of Mate Kole-report was put on the backburner. The  
report was only released in 1955 after serious and sustained lobbying  
by the BKC. President Nkrumah reopened the Techiman Native Courts  
which had been closed by the Colonial Government following the sus- 
pension of Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III (see above) in order to soothe  
the temper in Techiman.

The saga of the nine villages had become more than just a purely  
religious conflict about the abduction of Gods. It was more than a  
chieftaincy dispute about allegiance to the Golden Stool and the  
authority over land. It had become a political dispute, with the un- 
spoken, but implied, ambition of the BKC to create a separate  
administrative and constitutional region for the Bono-people. In 1954,  
certain political developments had played right into the hands of  
Techiman and the BKC. Out of the discontentment of the diminishing  
involvement of the traditional rulers by the CPP-government, the Asante- 
hene founded his own political party, the National Liberation  
Movement (NLM). The NLM was founded by the Asantehene’s linguist  
Bafuor Osei Akoto (ibid.) and was backed up by the Asanteman  
Council as a whole. Danquah and Busia, two of the founding father of  
the United Gold Coast Convention (UGGC)124, were among the members.   
This was prior to Danquah becoming the lawyer for the Techimanhene.  
The NLM teamed up with the opposition against the CPP and strived for  
an independent federal state with a liberal democratic constitution, in  
contrast to the unified, centralist dream of the CPP. In the midst of these  
changes to the political landscape of the Gold Coast,125 the BKC was  
pressing the CPP-government for a separate Bono traditional council,  
independent from the Asanteman council (Drah 1974). 

Surprisingly, the emergence of the Asante-biased NLM was actually  
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 conflict, inextricably entangled into the country-wide party political dispute between the CPP and the NLM, with the  
future of the Gold Coast as an independent nation hanging in the balance.

In 1954, a new constitution was approved which again reduced the role of the traditional councils. Most of  
the members of the enlarged assembly were chosen directly by the people. New elections followed the approval of  
the constitution. The CPP gained a landslide victory and secured 74 out of 104 seats. Techiman had kept its word and  
supported the CPP. The NLM were condemned to the opposition and they actively sought a tangible cause from which  
they could launch an attack on the CPP government. The setting of the Cacao-price offered an ideal opportunity (Buah,  
1980). The CPP had not kept all of its promises and had set the export price for cacao below the price offered on the  
world market. The disappointment was capitalized upon by the NLM. Cacao was an element of power. Not only did  
the prospect of cacao-wealth cause a wave of fear for witchcraft (see chapter four), cacao was also a pawn on  
the political chessboard, locally and internationally. It played an important role in the political economy of the Gold  
coast and among the Asante (Southall 1978). Cacao was the main export product of the Gold Coast and thus the  
main source of income and wealth. Henceforth, the cultivation of cacao was not an uncontested matter. Cacao also  
hampered the relationship with the colonial government. When the ‘Swollen shoot’ disease started to attack  
the plantations, the Gold Coast Government ordered the infected trees to be chopped down. The NLM interpreted  
the measure as an action by the CPP Gold Coast Government to impoverish the Asante ahead of the prospect of  
independence (Southall 1978).

Cacao was also at the centre of the Bono-Asante relation. The prohibition by the Asantehene to plant new cacao trees  
was one of the main grievances of the BKC against the Asanteman Council. Officially, the prohibition had to ensure  
the food production. The high number of cacao plantations in Asante threatened the food production because there  
not enough lands for food crops would remain. But in the Bono-areas, there was still space to augment the production  
without endangering the supply of food. The Bono interpreted the prohibition as a political manoeuvre by the Asante  
to uphold their strong position on the market and to prevent the economic development of the Bono-areas. This was  
one of the reasons why the Techimanhene stopped paying levy to the fund of the Ashanti Confederation. This invariably  
served to ratchet up the tension. In the harvest season, the tensions between the CPP and NLM arose and sometimes  
erupted violently (Brempong 1998, Meyerowitz 1962). The new tensions in Techiman surrounding the cacao  
plantations and price shored up the already existing tensions around the nine villages. Things took a turn for the worst  
when a battle took place between inhabitants of Tanoso and the police force of the Asantehene, resulting in several  
people being wounded. The direct cause of this battle is unclear. The two narratives that emerge are either that  
the Techimanhene sent people to collect the levy, or the Asante came to confiscate the harvest.  The bloodshed not  

Picture 38: Kwame Nkrumah, 1960  
(Picture copied from http://www.myweku.com)
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reasonable majority in a newly elected  
legislature.” (Southall 1978:852). In July  
1956, new elections were organised. The  
elective slogan of the CPP in the Bono and  
Ahafo areas captured the CPP promise: “Vote  
CPP, Vote independence; Vote CPP, Vote  
Brong-Ahafo” (Drah 1974:143). The CPP won  
with nearly 70%, far more than a reasonable  
majority. The results showed that the large  
victory by the CPP in Asante was thanks to  
the votes from the Bono-area. The door to  
independence had been opened for the Gold  
Coast as well as for the Bono. The state of  
Ghana was inaugurated on 6 March 1957.  
The Brong-Ahafo region was inaugurated two  
years later, and a Bono-Ahafo regional House  
of Chiefs was established. 

For the CPP-Government, the inauguration  
of the Brong-Ahafo region was an attempt to  
“break the back of what is considered as  
dangerous Asante nationalism” (Drah 1974: 
147). Later Nkrumah outlawed the NLM  
based on the Avoidance of Discrimination Act  
that prohibited political parties based on  
racial, religious or regional differences (Bagulo  
Bening 1999). The NLM changed their name  
to the United Party (UP). For the BKC, the  
formalisation and legalisation of their  
existence meant the achievement of their  
ultimate goal. For Techiman, the establishment  
of the Brong-Ahafo region was mainly a moral  

the Ahafo’s of Western Asante had joined  
the nationalist movement in its struggle for  
a separate region. The NLM and the Asante- 
man Council boycotted the conference.  
The report of the conference gave the Bono  
nationalists high hopes as it announced to  
give careful consideration to the idea to  
create of a separate assembly and region  
for the Brong area in the event of indepen- 
dence (Bourret 1960; Drah 1974). But the  
ambiguity persevered as the report did not  
commit the government to do anything.  
The ambiguity of the CPP government  
lasted until 1956 when the government  
made an open declaration to set up a sepa- 
rate Bono region with its own house of  
chiefs. The NLM, of course, strongly  
resisted this deliberate dissolution of the  
Asanteman Council. For the CPP-govern- 
ment, the disintegration of the Asanteman  
Council was indeed an argument for the  
establishing of a separate Bono and Ahafo  
region. The protest by the NLM caused a  
constitutional impasse that could have  
blocked the early independence for the  
Gold Coast. The British secretary of state,  
when faced with the advent of indepen- 
dence, then asked the people of the Gold  
Coast to give a powerful signal: “Her  
Majesty’s Government will be ready to  
accept a motion calling for independence  
within the Commonwealth, passed by a  

only illustrates the profound involvement of  
the people but it also understates once more  
how the localised land conflict of the nine  
villages became more and more entangled in  
narratives concerning the larger nation-wide  
political and international economic matters. 

In 1955, after heavy lobbying by the BKC,  
the Mate Kole report was published. The  
suggestive conclusion of the report (see above)  
implicitly obliged the CPP government to take  
the next step in the establishment of an in- 
dependent region for the Bono. In March  
1955, Nkrumah made a statement in this  
direction but, given his office’s political  
susceptibility, he continued to excel in  
inaction. Rushing the case of BKC might  
mortgage the speedy independence of  
the Gold Coast. Hence, Nkrumah tried to  
postpone the fulfillment of his promises until  
1956. In the mean time, the government  
directed its efforts at paving the constitutional  
and political road towards independence,  
hereby assisted by Sir Frederick Bourne as  
constitutional advisor. These efforts resulted  
in the Achimota conference. The conference  
was aimed at discussing the report written by  
Bourne on the future constitution of Ghana.  
For the first time, the government sent a  
formal invitation to the BKC. The invitation  
implied a tactical recognition of the BKC.  
Ignoring the BKC had become impossible after  
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had to start with the traditional council, through to the regional house  
of chiefs and the national house of chiefs. The Brong-Ahafo refused to  
enlist the Asante-supported king. The mounting tensions erupted  
violently periodically as the royals in the contested villages switched  
sides when an opportunity rose, as it was the case in Tanoboase:

Frame 3.1 : Two kings in Tanoboase126 

“After the death of my father, the Tanoboasehene, a new king had  
to be enstooled. One man from Kumasi came. His father was from  
Asante and he had been living in Kumasi for some time. But, since  
the king makers didn’t side with him, he couldn’t be enstooled as  
Tanoboasehene. Nevertheless, his family and his immediate house  
people carried him shoulder high through the town, a ritual that  
is normally reserved for a newly enstooled king. Then we knew  
that there was going to be trouble. Luckily, the people realised that  
Tanoboase was a small community and they should preserve peace.  
Even if they should carry you up and down, if nobody has enstooled  
you, it doesn’t mean you are a king. However, the self-styled  
Tanoboasehene went to Kumasi and gathered some people around  
him. He went to see the Asantehene at Manhiya and told him: “This  
is my Krontihene, this is my Gyasehene, my Akwamuhene,…”,  
pretending that he was supported by the Tanoboase elders. He  
does not even know the names and the stools of the Ashanti - 
region, let alone those in Brong-ahafo. There was no official thing  
since he was not registered at the regional House of Chiefs. We did  
not take it seriously and enstooled a proper Bono-king as Tano- 
boasehene later.”

All kings in Ghana receive legal recognition from the National House of  
Chiefs. They derive their authority not only from their ancestral  
embeddedness, but also from the legal framework provided by the  

victory. Most of the nine villages were returned to Techiman. Some,  
like Nwoase, stayed under the umbrella of the Asantehene. Nwoase  
claimed it was the overlord of Branam, which, from the point of view  
of the Asante, is true. Nwoase was founded by the Asante as a security  
post of Western Asante (Warren and Brempong 1988a) and looked over  
Branam. The seven other villages returned to Techiman, although  
the people in the villages did not agree with this decision unanimously.  

The creation of the Brong-Ahafo region and House of Chiefs did not  
absolutely solve the problem of traditional allegiance in the nine  
villages. Although the establishment of these administrative entities  
might have enforced the Bono-independence from the Asante,  
the vexed jumble of traditional allegiances remained unaddressed.  
The new legislative framework often perpetuated the chieftaincy  
conflicts in the nine villages. If a king of one of the contested villages  
passed away, his succession usually caused havoc. This was due in part  
to the long-standing presence of Asante in the villages, the Asante  
royals -who have links to various stools in Asante- intermarried with the  
Bono-royals. As such, they forced their way into the Bono-lineages (see  
above). When a new king had to be (s)elected the Asante presented  
their candidate to oppose the Bono candidate. If the Bono-biased  
candidate managed to get the support of the kingmakers, the village  
in question would pay allegiance to Techiman. If not, the village would  
turn to the Asante. Obviously, the race towards the stool became quite  
dangerous and volatile. The kingmakers, a small group of elders who  
selected the new king, applied various means to force their candidate  
through. These means ranged from spiritual mediation to bribery and  
blackmail. Yet, at the end of the race, both sides often claimed victory.  
In most of the nine villages, two kings had been enstooled; one paying  
allegiance to Techiman and the other one to the Asantehene. Legally an  
enstoolment procedure was only complete when the name of the king  
was entered into the National Registers of Kings. The process of the entry  
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viewpoint of the former NLC, and adopted a liberal economic policy. All  
over the country, traditional rulers, who were destooled by Nkrumah,  
because of their non-cooperation with the former CPP-government,  
were re-enstooled by Busia (Buah 1998). This opened the door for the  
Asante opposition in the nine villages to come out, destool the Bono- 
kings and restore the allegiance to the Golden Stool. The Bono-kings,  
who were safeguarded by Nkrumah’s CPP, could no longer siphon and  
receive their authority and recognition from the national government.  
Small disputes or succession cases caused serious frictions in the nine  
villages, as was the case in Tanoboase and Offuman (see above).  
The Bono kings stood alone. Their protests or pending court cases were  
swept under table. The political tensions in the nine villages were  
bubbling over again. 

The Busia-government did not last long. In January 1972, Colonel  
Ignatius Kutu Acheampong overthrew Busia’s government and the  
National Redemption Council (NRC) came to power. The NRC  
supported the chieftaincy institution but did not turn a blind eye to  
the perennial problems of land litigation and the associated problems  
with tax collection (Boafo-Arthur 2001). Firstly, the NRC established the  
Coussey-commission to address the myriad of chieftaincy conflicts.  
The ambitious committee of inquiry had as its target to settle the  
pending cases once and for all. Secondly, to streamline the revenues  
that accrue from the land, the NRC government reorganised the  
structure of the districts, which are a sub level to the regions.  
Techiman and Nkoranza were subdivided in the same district,  
with the headquarters at Kintampo (1974). But, given the  
historically bad relations with Nkoranza, Techiman was opposed and  
refused to join the proposed district. Despite the strong pressure by  
the military government, Techiman continued to thwart their plans. As  
a result, the town became isolated and no government funds reached  
Techiman. All development came to a standstill. Within this tense  

constitution and embodied by the regional and national Houses of  
Chiefs. The Asante, however, surpassed and undermined the legal  
framework by placing the customary law, embodied by the Asantehene,  
above that of the legal framework. It is for this reason that the creation  
of the Brong-Ahafo region did not solve the conflict of the nine villages.  
Moreover, the involvement of the local chieftaincy politics with the  
unremitting power struggles on the national level (triggered by  
Nkrumah’s political manoeuvre to seek the support of the Bono against  
the Asante-biased NLM) hampered, or even completely blocked,  
the settlement of the conflict. This lack of a neutral political umbrella on  
the national level obstructed the possibility of exorcising the local  
political tensions to a credible higher level and even intensified the  
tensions in the nine villages. When Nkrumah’s regime collapsed in 1966,  
the lack of stable governmental and juridical authority fuelled the  
chieftaincy conflicts in the nine villages, resulting in new violent clashes.

3.4. Switching Allegiances and Post-Indepen-
dence instabil ity

The intricate links between the case of the nine villages and party  
politics caused instability. The conflict became more and more  
entrenched in, and dependent on, the whimsical scene of national  
party-politics. The political developments at the national level influenced  
the traditional politics in Techiman. The overthrow of Nkrumah’s regime  
by the National Liberation Council (NLC) in 1966 lead by general Joseph  
Ankra heralded a period of nationwide political instability. The NLC  
ordered new elections, which were won by the Progress Party, lead by  
Dr. Kofi Busia, who received 104 out of 105 seats. Dr. Kofi Busia was one of  
the founding members of the UGCC, the first political party in the Gold  
coast, and was an active member of the Asante-biased NLM. Busia’s  
Progress Party pursued a conservative policy, which coincided with the  
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Jerry Rawlings, a young Flight Lieutenant with  
Scottish roots, thwarted Akuffo’s attempt.

In June 1979, the Rawlings era began. Jerry  
Rawlings staged his first successful coup,  
after a failed attempt one month pre- 
viously. Rawlings installed the Armed Forces  
Revolutionary Council and promised to  
proceed with the planned election. One  
month later, Hilla Limann was elected as  
president. In the months prior to, and  
following, the elections he established a  
harsh military rule with the objective: “To  
‘clean up’ the armed forces and the  
society at large of all forms of corruption,  
trade malpractices and evasion of govern- 
ment taxes involving both the top military  
officers and civilians.” (Buah 1998:206)  
Acheampong and Akuffo were publicly  
executed in Accra. Many others were locked  
up in prison or their possessions were  
confiscated by the state. With this firm  
policy, Rawlings established a climate of  
discipline in which Limann could start up  
as a democratically elected president.  
However, Limann could not meet the  
expectations. Discontented members of his  
administration were causing chaos. Rawlings  
took action and interfered. He staged a  
second coup d’état on 31 December 1981,  
establishing the Provisional National  
Defence Council (PNDC), with himself as  

context, the Coussey commission be-
gan to undertake its sworn task.  
Only in the one hundred and twenty-third  
sitting of the committee did the commission  
hear the then Techimanhene Nana Kwakye  
Ameyaw. He was interrogated for two days.  
However, the conclusion of the commission  
was postponed because the NRC ordered new  
elections in March 1978. Oheneba narrated:  
“Acheampong was then fighting for Union  
Government. He was campaigning. When he  
arrived in Techiman, he announced in front of  
the Techimanhene’s palace that Techiman will  
be made a separate district if they voted for his  
Union Government.” Acheampong won the  
referendum and the Supreme Military Council,  
also led by Acheampong, replaced the NRC.  
The promise implied a re-assignment of the  
nine villages to Techiman. “But,” Oheneba  
denounces, “when the district was created,  
the military rulers just declared it, nothing was  
put on paper. The nine villages were not  
assigned to Techiman.” To tackle the  
question of traditional allegiance in the nine  
villages, Acheampong referred to the Coussey- 
Commission. The efforts of the commission  
proved to be futile. Before any conclusion was  
published or a new policy district policy could  
be enacted, the NRC-regime had already been  
overthrown. General Frederick Akuffo forced  
Acheampong to abdicate and took over with  
the promise to organise free elections. But,  

Picture 39: During a NLC rally in Techiman,  
supporters of the NLC carried Kwame Nkrumah’s  

‘corpse’ and buried it to symbolize the end of  
an era. (Picture taken by Warren, date unknown)
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chairman. Rawling’s second coup was the  
beginning of a period of relative stability. 

The nation-wide political instability fostered  
the chieftaincy conflicts in the nine villages  
where double kings became the rule rather  
than the exception. In Offuman, one of the  
nine villages, the death of the Offumanhene  
in 1979 escalated into mayhem. The Asante- 
section in Offuman took advantage of the  
political and traditional power vacuum and  
enstooled an Asante loyal, Kwaku Dua, as  
king of Offuman. He then went to Kumasi to  
swear the oath of allegiance to the Asante- 
hene, who subsequently elevated him to the  
level of paramount king. The Asante Offuman  
king was carried in palanquin in Kumasi. But,  
the Brong-Ahafo House of Chiefs refused to  
admit him to the registry. The Bono-section  
grasped this opportunity to enstool a Bono  
Offumanhene, Nana Kwasi Fah. The regional  
House of Chiefs enlisted him as Offuman- 
hene. In 1982, during the annual Yam festival  
and after Rawlings  second coup, the tensions  
erupted. When the Asante king attempted to  
perform the customary rites at the shrine, the  
Bono did not allow him to enter. Gunshots  
were fired in the discussion that followed and  
two people died. One of them was a Bono- 
royal and the situation escalated. The Bono  
killed the Asante king and set his body ablaze. 127 

Picture 40: R Jerry Rawlings Speaking at Rally (Date un- 
known, copied from http://www.ghananation.com)
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3.5. New battlefields: funerals , courts, streets 
and the media 

In 1992, after almost 10 years of military rule, Rawlings deemed Ghana  
ready for democratic reform and launched a referendum to seek  
approval for the new constitution. After the overwhelming approval of  
the constitution, new elections were organised. Rawlings dropped the  
adjective provisional and changed the name of the PNDC to the  NDC, the  
National Democratic Congress (NDC). In the run up to the elections, the  
kings of Techiman played the old trick again of trying to sell their vote  
in return for a favour. At a regional meeting of the house of chiefs, the  
kings of Techiman, Wenchi and Sunyani went to the regional minister  
and told him: “If you don’t asphalt the routes from Sunyani and  
Wenchi over Techiman to Nkoranza, we will beat the gong gong and  
we will not vote for you.“129 He communicated this to the president.  
A few weeks later a company moved in from the Ivory Coast to pave the  
Accra roads, and part of the money was allocated to fix the Techiman  
roads. 

The democratic elections were won by the NDC, and Rawlings became  
president of what was called the Fourth Republic. The new constitution  
also fixed the relationship between the traditional authorities and the  
national politics. The constitution explicitly guaranteed the institution  
of chieftaincy together with its traditional councils.130 Of critical  
importance was article 276 which distinguished both institutions from  
each other: “Chiefs shall not take part in active party politics; and any  
chief wishing to do so and seeking election to Parliament shall abdicate  
his stool or skin.”131 Kings were not allowed to engage in active party  
politics. On the other hand, the constitution forbade the parliament  
from dabbling in chieftaincy affairs to avoid that politicians involved  
themselves in partisan politics.132 The conflict of the nine villages was  
excluded from the national political scene and became, at least in  

To find a way out of the simmering chieftaincy conflicts across  
the country, the PNDC regime published a series of legislative  
Instruments (LI). The PNDC issued two laws128 to introduce the  
‘Tano-Subin traditional Council. The name Tano-Subin first came 
to the fore in 1935 and was now readopted. The Tano-Subin  
traditional council included all nine villages except Offuman, which was  
elevated to paramountcy. The presidency was rotating. When Rawlings  
invited the kings of the villages to Accra to sign the LI and inaugurated the 
council, he was confronted with the problem of the double kings. Almost  
all the villages were represented by two kings, one enstooled by the  
Techimanhene and one enstooled by the Asantehene. It was for this  
reason that the LI could not be enacted. 

Rawlings ordered the Brong-Ahafo House of Chiefs to set up another  
research committee in order to identify the legitimate kings of villages.  
In 1990, five paramount kings from Brong-Ahafo started to investigate  
the case of the double kings in the villages of Bouyem, Tanoboase,  
Tuobodom and Tanoso (Bagulo Bening 1999). According to Bagulo  
Bening, the report supported the jurisdiction of Techiman in the villages.  
Although the Tano-subin had been institutionalised, it never seemed to  
function. Some of the kings joined the Tano-Subin council while others  
returned to Techiman and some remained under the umbrella of the  
Asantehene. All consistency was lost. Offuman was independent,  
Nwoase was governed by an Asante Traditional priest called Kwaku Fri.  
Branam was under Nwoase; the king of Subinso was the Mponoahene  
of Techiman; Bouyem, Tuobodom, Tanoso and Tanoboase all had  
double kings; while Nchiraa swore allegiance to the Golden Stool (ibid.). 
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By using adjectives like modern and globalised, the Techiman Adonte- 
hene responded to the ongoing conceptualisation of the chieftaincy  
institution as pre-modern contrasting the modern nation state. He  
conveyed the deep feelings of frustration and disappointment of the  
Techimanhene who hoped to capitalise upon the wind of progress and  
hope that blew over Ghana after the successful democratic elections of  
1992. The refusal of the Asantehene showed that the memory of the  
great Asante Empire was, at the same time, a dream for the future of  
the Asante kingdom. Traditional politics are played by different rules. 

Despite the refusal of his sub kings, the Techimanhene revisited  
Manhiya in January 1996 for the second time in six months on  
the occasion of the 25th anniversary of Otumfo⊃ Opuke Ware II as  
Asantehene (Kallinen 2004). The Techimanhene was part of a  
delegation that visited Manhiya on behalf of the Brong-Ahafo House  
of Chiefs. He grasped the opportunity to raise the issue of the nine  
villages with the Asantehene. The Asante videotaped the entire visit.  
The Techimanhene again raised the issue of the nine villages and asked  
the Asantehene to: “consider certain arrangements whereby matters  
affecting chieftaincy in those areas may be heard by Brong-Ahafo  
Regional House of Chiefs” (Kallinen 2004:184). The Techimanhene  
tried traditional diplomacy. From within this subordinate position, he  
asked the Asantehene to allow his ‘grandson’ to administer the vil- 
lages to avoid problems stemming from the dual kings. Consequently,  
as the Techimanhene phrased it: “a litigation over the issue in perpetuity  
would serve no useful purpose as that would always separate the two  
families within the same clan” (Kallinen 2004:184). The Asantehene did  
not accept the argument as valid and refused his demand. Moreover,  
he restated that he would elevate the villages of Bouyem, Tuobodom,  
Tanoboase and Tanoso to the level of paramountcy. In his answer, the  
Asantehene also referred to the dream and memory of the old Asante  
Empire: “(…) granting such a request would not only have amounted  

theory, a purely traditional affair once more. The actors in the conflict  
of the nine villages had to change their tactics.

Although this is not confirmed in the existing literature on the nine  
villages, it is likely that some of the prominent royals of Techiman  
visited Manhiya, the palace of the Asantehene around 1995. They tried  
to settle the case of the nine villages through diplomatic means,  
focusing on the paternal links between the Techimanhene and the  
Asantehene. The Techimanhene addressed the Asantehene as his  
clansman and as a grandfather (Kallinen 2004) The Techimanhene  
referred to the patrilateral and affinal links between the Techimanhene  
and the Asantehene. His “grandfather, Oheneba Kofi Ntisi, was the  
grandson of Asantehene Mensah Bonsu and his aunt Nana Yaa Abrafi  
was married to Nana Agyeman Prempeh” (Bening 1999:174). The  
Asantehene reacted negatively, allegedly, saying that if the Techiman- 
hene were to be his grandson, he should have come and greeted him  
before discussing the case. The delegation of Techiman was told to leave  
and come back later. Given the negative response, the kings involved  
decided not to return to Manhiya. Nana Asare Twi Brempong II, current  
Adontenhene of the Techiman traditional area relates:

“The Techimanhene thought that in this modern era, people could  
consider and understand issues of global politics. He thought that  
the time of planting a king here or there to cause confusion was  
over. Nana Techimanhene approached Opoku Ware II and asked him  
if he could help stop the dual kings in the villages so that he, being  
the grandson, could administer them... But the Asantehene refused  
bluntly: “Eèèè, no no no, I cannot allow that. On the contrary, I have  
even decided to elevate some of the kings to paramountcy. If you  
are under me, and you serve me well, I will elevate you...” Nana  
Techimanhene protested because the villages are ours and come  
under our jurisdiction.”133
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to the abdication of my solemn responsibilities to my people of that  
area, but could also set in motion a process leading to the gradual  
disintegration of the entire Asante Kingdom” (Ashanti Independent  
Mar. 4–Mar. 10, 1996 in Kallinen 2004). After an epoch where legal  
litigation was the most powerful weapon in the struggle for the nine  
villages, the 1992 constitution brought historiography and traditional  
diplomacy back to the fore; while implicitly creating a new scene where  
the struggle for the nine villages could be contested: in the media.

In 1996, the Asantehene executed his plans and elevated the stools  
of Tanoboase, Tanoso, Bouyem and Tuobodom to paramountcy. The  
subsequent protest demonstration in Bouyem and Tuobodom escalated  
into violence resulting in many deaths and the destruction of property.  
A newspaper described the events as follows:

“…[W]hen the press arrived at Techiman for a news conference  
by the Omanhene and his elders in reaction to the Otumfoo’s  
pronouncement, the whole town was charged with angry young  
men and women dressed in red and black outfits, chanting war  
songs and firing guns into the air. Vehicles loaded with armed young  
men were seen moving to the troubled towns while those who could  
not go, lay siege to the Omanhene’s palace to give him support”   
(Ghananian Newsrunner Feb. 10-Feb.,1996 in Kallinen 2004:182).

In Kumasi, the Asantehene gave a public address announcing that all  
Asante in Kumasi should dress in black and red as a preparation for  
war: “I must state unequivocally that what belongs to the Golden Stool  
will not be ceded to anybody, and that acts of wanton violence and  
provocation will not deflect us from our sacred rights and responsibilities”  
(ibid.). After the timely intervention of the Ghanaian Armed Forces,   
tempers cooled, but an uneasy calm continued to hamper daily life in  
Techiman and the contested villages.

Picture 41: A Poster published at the occasion of the funeral of late Techimanhene  
Osabarima Dotobib Takyi Ameyaw II. The poster was hanging in the room of an 
 old lady (Mai 2008)
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The relations between the Brong-Ahafo Regional House of Chiefs and the Asanteman Council remained  
frozen and they only communicated through the media. The high tensions were crystallized at the funerals of  
the Asantehene in 2000 and the Techimanhene in 2004. The Brong-Ahafo House of Chiefs did not receive an invitation  
to the funeral of Asantehene Opuke Ware II, while the other regional Houses of Chiefs did. Some Bono kings received  
a personal invitation. They were “customarily notified to attend the funeral individually and were placed under certain  
Asante divisions” (Daily Graphic, 29 April 2000). Not surprisingly, the Techimanhene refused to go: “on the account of  
the fact that they did not understand why they should be asked to move alongside some particular chiefs in Ashanti”  
(ibid.). The seating order at the funeral reflected the political hierarchy from the point of view of the Asante. When the  
Techimanhene found out he had to sit with one of the Asante sub kings, he viewed this as a denigration of the  
Techiman stool. A similar diplomatic incident happened at the funeral of the Techimanhene Nana Takyia Ameyaw II in  
2004. Tensions flared up again. The Techiman traditional council invited the Asantehene to the funeral, but he failed  
to show up. Instead, he delegated one of his sub kings, the Offinsohene134, to attend. In reaction, the Baamuhene of  
Techiman, Nana Apenteng Fosu Gyeabuor, said: “the Asantehene had looked down upon the Techiman Traditional  
Council by delegating a sub-king to represent him at an august occasion like the funeral of the Techimanhene, whilst  
paramount kings from other parts of the country honoured their invitations.”  (Ghanaian Chronicle, 24 February 2004).  
These examples indicate how public events like funerals are diplomatic performances that mirror volatile political  
relations. At any moment a small spark could ignite the region. 

The spark came in 2007. At that time I was just settling in Techiman. I read an article in the Daily Graphic, one of the  
higher quality newspapers in Ghana, about rising tensions in Tuobodom. The Bono-king of Tuobodom is also the  
Akyempemhene of Techiman traditional area. He stems from the Abromanmu-clan of the town who consist the majority  
of the inhabitants of Tuobodom. According to oral history,135 the queen mother of the Tuobodom people married the  
Bonohene and their son became the king. Hence, the Tuobodom stool is a traditional son of the Techimanhene. Today  
Tuobodom is one of the largest towns in the Techiman Municipality. It is situated on the main traffic and trade axis  
of Ghana, the international road that connects Accra, Kumasi and Techiman to Tamale, Ouagadougou, Niamey and  
Bamako. Tuobodom has two rival kings, just as in other Tano-Subin Villages. A small minority of the town, the Krotia-side,  
refuses to recognize the Techiman-side of the Tuobodomhene as their king. This is due to the fact that they do not  
recognise the historical relation between Techiman and Tuobodom. To add insult to injury, the Krotia-people pay  
allegiance to the Asantehene, which is a thorn in the side of the rivalling Abromanmu-side of the Tuobodomhene and  
his overlord, the Techimanhene. The Krotia-side enstooled Nana Baffour Asare II. In 1996, the Asantehene elevated  
him to the level of paramount king, equal to the position of the Techimanhene. This political maneuver ratcheted up  
the tension and resulted in riots during which several people lost their lives (see above). However, despite the heavy  
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Tanoboase (Taa Kora), Tuobodom (Twumpuduo), Tanoso (Atiakosaa)  
and Bouyem (Oyokohene of Techiman and uncle of the Techiman- 
hene). However, the Techimanhene is no longer subservient to  
the golden stool, and therefore does not swear an oath of  
allegiance to it. The Asantehene’s claim of customary allegiance and  
services to him from certain Techiman villages as a result of conquest  
is contrary to public policy, peace and development since slavery has  
long been abolished. We believe that our bid to remove imperialism  
and domination from our country and to bring freedom to our people  
must not be limited only to foreign but local forms as well. 

If the British brought Nana Prempeh I back from exile and  
reinstated him without any claims from those acted in his absence  
why should the Asantehene try to keep some villages and towns  
from Techiman after Techiman had withdrawn from the Asante  
Confederacy Council? (…)

It is our contention that the Otumfour should desist from indulging  
in slavery by still insisting that the peoples he conquered in wars  
should continue to owe allegiance to him and render him  
customary services. (…)

Leadership in the 21st century should promote peace, co-operation,  
unity and development other than acts of intimidation that have  
the potential to plunge Ghana into turmoil and disintegration. (…)

The communication stopped hereafter, and things remained quiet until  
the Akyempemhene celebrated his Fordjour Kesee Yam festival in  
Tuobodom in October 2008. The 2008 yam festival was announced as a  
big celebration, hence the use of the adjective Kesee or big on the  
invitation card. Every three years a grand version of Yam-festival is  
celebrated during which the king sits in his palanquin and is carried  

pressure exerted by the Asantehene, the Brong-Ahafo House 
of Chiefs refused to inscribe the new king of Tuobodom,  
as well as the other Asante kings in Offuman, Tanoboase 
and Tanoso into the register. In a letter addressed to the  
Brong-Ahafo House of Chiefs, the Asantehene reminded the House of  
the considerable consequences if the house did not enlist the kings of  
the contested towns, as well as threatening to sue the House of Chiefs.  
“People should not make the mistake that Brong-Ahafo is not part of  
Asanteman. It is, and I, the Asantehene, represent the authority of  
Asanteman,”136 the Asantehene said. One month later, the Techimanhene  
reacted in another press conference:

Frame 3.2 : Nine villages Press conference137

“The Techiman Traditional Council has read with dismay the publi- 
cations made by the Otumfour and the Asanteman Council in the  
Daily Guide of 28th December 2007 and the Daily Graphic of 20th  
February 2008, which were under the captions “Tuobodom gets  
new paramount chief” and “Otumfour threatens to sue Brong- 
Ahafo House of Chiefs” respectively. (…) 

It would be recalled that in February 1996, a similar unfortunate  
statement came from the late Otumfour Opoku Ware on the elevation  
of certain stools within the Techiman Traditional Area to paramount  
status. Indeed that created a mayhem resulting to deaths/de- 
structions of properties running into millions of cedis. (…) It stands  
to reason that none of the victims were in any way linked in any  
relation to the Otumfour. They are all my people in relation by blood  
or kinship ties. (…)

(…) It was through conquest that the Techiman state became a  
vassal state of Ashanti with all its villages and Gods including  

Picture 42: The press conference of 14th March 2008  
at the palace of the Techimanhene, who is sitting in  
the middle.
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The Techimanhene, in an interview with the  
press, described the incident as “a plot to  
assassinate him by some group of people  
who he believed was motivated by some  
high powered personalities in the country” .140 

With this statement he tacitly alluded to  
the notion that the Asantehene masterminded  
the attack. The Techimanhene successfully  
urged his people, following the shooting, to  
restrain their anger and not to mar peace in  
the area so that the police and the autho- 
rities could investigate the matter and arrest  
the culprits. However, two months later the  
police had made no progress. At the  
inauguration of the Techiman Airstrip, the  
Techiman Adontenhene, Nana Baffour Asare  
Twi Brempong II, complained that although: 
“the perpetrators had been identified, no  
arrest had been made so far.”141 The Kyidom- 
hene backed him up and stated: ”We are  
hearing rumours that the attempt on the life  
of the Techimanhene was masterminded by  
the Asantehene, but he is using his power to  
prevent any arrests”.142 In another interview,   
the Adontenhene stressed that the kingmakers  
of the Techiman Traditional council had  
handed over the matter to the police in order  
for peace to prevail before, during and after  
the upcoming presidential election in  
December 2008.143 

The assault on the Techimanhene was made  

”The pickup truck with the drummers  
drove in front of the convoy, closely  
followed by the cars of the Adontenhene,  
the Techimanhene and the Bamnuhene.  
We were following at the back of the  
convoy with my people. Ironically, the  
Ashanti faction is closer to the Techi- 
man Township, so the paramount king  
had to pass through their territory on  
the way to the durbar grounds. Near  
the SDA school of Tuobodom, the road  
was barricaded with timber logs, tomato  
boxes and other materials. When the  
bodyguards of the Techimanhene got  
out of the car to remove the barricade,  
the Krotia people shot at us. They tried  
to kill the Techimanhene. We made a  
U-turn and had to return to Techiman.  
Several people were injured. One of  
them has died.”139

The attack was executed despite the  
presence of police and the security forces  
of the army. Immediately after the shooting,  
reinforcements were sent to Techiman and  
Tuobodom to prevent any escalation of the  
conflict. President John Kufuor, who was  
in Sunyani during the attack, called on the  
Techimanhene to keep his people calm,  
promising that the culprits would be caught 
and arrested.  

through the principal streets of the town. The  
Tuobodomhene invited some of the sub kings  
to join them in the celebration and he asked his  
traditional father, the Techimanhene, to  
preside over the festival. Yet, Nana Opoku  
Abankwa II, who is the Krontihene of Techiman,  
 the second in command after the Techiman- 
hene, preferred to stay at home. Through  
rumours he had heard that trouble was ahead  
if the Techimanhene visited the Yam-festival  
of his son. Allegedly, the rival king Nana  
Baffour Asare II announced on the radio that  
his people would attack the Techimanhene’s  
convoy if he visited the Yam festival of the  
Bono-king of Tuobodom, called Nana Obeng  
Ameyaw Barima.138 According to the reports  
gathered by a journalist of the newspaper The  
Chronicle, the supporters of Nana Baffour  
Asare warned the Bono Tuobodomhene not  
to come anywhere near their territory during  
the celebration. When he was carried in his  
palanquin, the parade approached the area of  
the krotia-clan, the Asante supporters. They  
fired gunshots in their direction and forced  
the Bono Tuobodomhene to return to his  
palace. When they heard the Techimanhene  
was on his way, they blocked the road. Nana  
Taa Mensah, the high priest of Techiman who  
joined the Techimanhene to the festival,  
narrates what happened when the royal  
convoy approached Tuobodom:
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cannot sit down while their rights are being trampled on with  
impunity.”146 Implicitly, he threatened the Techimanhene by referring to  
the riots of 1996 during which dozens of houses were burned and  
several people were killed after the Asantehene elevated reaction Nana  
Baffour Asare II to paramountcy. 

On 5 March 2010, another incident happened which led to a further  
escalation of the conflict. The Asante king of Tuobodom, Nana Baffour  
Asare, and his secretary were placed in custody. Once again depending  
on the source one subscribes to they were either arrested/kidnapped  
by macho men from Techiman or by victims of the assault on the  
Techimanhene and brought/dragged to the palace of the Techiman- 
hene where they either suffered serious beatings by the bodyguards of  
the Techimanhene or were picked up by the police. What exactly  
happened remains a mystery, judging by the frequent use of the  
adjective allegedly in the articles discussing the incident. The press left  
a lot of room for speculation and some (Kumasi-based sources  
especially) emphasised the Asante point of view, besmirching the  
image of Techiman. The Techimanhene stated, a few weeks later, in a  
press conference that: 

“Some of those who were attacked in 2008 at the outskirts of  
Tuobodom saw Mfante147 [the Asante Tuobodom king] in Wenchi,  
arrested him and took him to the palace but I was absent. I was  
informed about the incident, called the police to pick him up and  
went further to instruct my sub-kings to follow up and to make  
sure the right thing was done. There was nothing like a rescue  
operation or a kidnap case as portrayed by the media and the  
Asantehene. When the arrest of Mfante [the Asante Tuobodom  
king] was made public, his lawyer went on several radio stations  
to incite the people of Tuobodom who took arms and attacked  
the other fraction of the Tuobodom chieftaincy affair, killing the  

in the run up towards the Ghanaian presidential elections of December  
2008. On 8th October 2008, the Wenchi Divisional Police  
Commander said on Adom FM, a Tema-based radio station, that:  
“The matter was a family misunderstanding and any arrest would  
escalate the tension”.144 The Minister of state at the Interior, Nana  
Obiri Boahen, allegedly ordered the police not to affect any arrest  
because of the politically tense situation. It is of significant importance  
that Nana Obiri Boahen is also the lawyer of the Asante Tuobodomhene.  
Hence, it is not impossible that the ruling party New Patritic Party (NPP)  
had a vested interest in letting sleeping dogs lie and not to make any  
arrest. It was in this way that a politicization of the conflict or, viewed  
differently, an ethnicization of the campaign, could be avoided. 

The elections came and went without incident, for the fifth time in a  
row. That is not to say that it went was not a close call. It took an  
unprecedented three-round election before the NDC candidate John  
Atta Mills was certain of his victory. After eight years NDC with  
Rawlings as president and eight years NPP with John Kuffour as  
president, the NDC came back to power. The change of government  
did not gain momentum for the arrest of the culprits behind the  
assault on the Techimanhene. Although they were known, no arrests  
were made. Things remained calm until the beginning of 2010. On 16  
February 2010, four men were arrested at Fiapre, which is close to  
Sunyani. They were either seized by macho men from Techiman or  
arrested by police forces tipped off by the Techimanhene depending  
on the source. In any case, the four were accused of taking part in the  
assassination attempt on the Techimanhene on 7 October 2008. They  
were brought to the Sunyani police station, charged with attempted to  
murder and taken to court on the same day. In reaction Nana Baffour  
Asare II, the Asante king of Tuobodom and his sub kings, made a call  
to the newly elected President Atta Mills “to impress upon the IGP145 to  
investigate the matter in order to avoid any bloodshed since they  
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 nephew of Nana Obeng Ameyaw Barima II [the  
Techiman Akyempemhene, also Bono Tuobodom  
king].”148 

An important element is that the lawyer  
of the Asante Tuobodom king, Nana Obiri- 
Boahen, was a NPP Minister of State  
at the Ministry of the Interior at the time of the  
attack on the Techimanhene in October 2008  
(see above). Nana Obiri-Boahen said on Adom  
FM that Tuobodom is, and always has been,  
administered by the Golden Stool. After the  
arrest of the Asante Tuobodomhene and the  
rabble-rousing on the radio stations, the situation  
had certainly escalated. Riots broke out in  
Tuobodom. Several houses were burned and  
three people lost their lives. In reaction military  
forces occupied Tuobodom and Techiman in  
order to stop the escalation of the conflict. 

The Tuobodom-Techiman conflict occupied the  
headlines of the national newspapers and  
invoked furious reactions from the Asantehene,  
one of the most influential people in Ghana.  
While addressing the Asanteman council, the  
Asantehene called for the dismissal of Brong  
Ahafo regional minister and the regional police  
commander and he severely criticised the  
Techimanhene:. “I am closely watching with  
keen interest and I will arrest the so-called  
Techimanhene and bring him to the Manhyia  
Palace whenever he storms Kumasi, if the govern- 

Picture 43: The harsh speech of the Asantehene is placed on You tube  
(print screen from http://www.you tube.com/watch?v=hrGvcWULvqc)
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Techiman. A group of Asante youngsters,  
called the Ashanti Freedom Fighters, laid siege  
to the Kejetia bus station and the Techiman  
bus terminal. Their leader gave the following  
interview on Citi FM:

“The Techiman King is not higher than  
the Asantehene. The Techiman king  
didn’t respect the Asante king. When  
you are in a house and somebody beats  
your father, you don’t wait for your  
father to instruct you to beat the per 
son, you should pick up. We want to  
tell Ghanaians that Techiman King is  
not higher than the Asante King so until  
the matter is settled, we have  decided  
to prevent Techiman people from  
traveling in and out of Kumasi.153”

Upon hearing the reports about the unrest  
in Kumasi, people in Techiman also gathered  
at the bus station to prevent the Asante  
vehicles from leaving the bus station.  
Among them was Nana Kouba Yaw, a  
young Traditional priest based in Techiman.  
The last few days friends and clients had  
flocked to his shrine in a suburb of Techiman.  
They asked him to purify their batakari,  
a traditional war tunic or battledress.  
Following the ritual recipe of his grand-uncle,  
he bathed their battledresses in a concoction  
‘to make them bulletproof’. The people  
in Techiman were not jittery or afraid  

ment fails to take action against him for  
kidnapping Tuobodomhene” .149 He continued  
saying that he will hunt the Techimanhene  
down “just as a hawk grabs a hen”.150 The  
newspapers and radio stations further cited  
the Asantehene: “If I arrest the Techiman- 
hene, then the government, who has  
surprisingly kept mute about the atrocities  
committed by Nana Akumfi Ameyaw against  
the Tuobodomhene, can decide to come and  
face me here”.151 The Asantehene also  
pressured the newly elected president, Atta  
Mils, to declare his stance on the case.  
Contrary to this, the Asantehene blamed  
Kwadwo Nyamekye Marfo, the Brong Ahafo  
regional minister and the Deputy Commis- 
sioner of Police Seth Oteng, for picking sides  
in the conflict. Furthermore, he claimed the  
Techimanhene was using his links with  
the NDC-government to “perpetuate crime in  
the area”.152 His infuriated speech amplified the  
tensions in Tuobodom and Techiman as well  
as in Kumasi.

During and following the speech, which was  
covered by the radio stations, Asante men  
gathered in front of the Manhiya palace and  
started singing war songs. Asante youth put  
up road barriers on the Kumasi-Techiman  
road, one of the main trade axes of Ghana  
and the shortest way to the north, and swore  
not to do business with the people of  
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The Tuobodom-Techiman incident caused things to run amok on the  
diverse political levels as well as infuriating the larger Ghanaian  
community. On one of the many online discussions someone stated that  
the recent flare up of the Tuobodom-Techiman dispute: “has  
threatened the frayed seams of the very fabric of a unified country- 
wannabee Oman [state] Ghana”.154 This quote captures the scale and  
depth of the discussions caused by the dispute. During public debates  
on radio stations and on the Internet forums of the radio stations and  
newspapers, fierce discussions questioned the place of chieftaincy in  
a modern secular nation state. The supporters of both parties wrote  
profanities and death threats to one another. As the conflict further  
echoed through Ghanaian society, the press reports on the radio  
stations, in the newspapers and on the Internet gradually (mis)took  
rumours for proven facts. What was first reported with the caveat  
allegedly became a fact and influenced the mindsets of the people.  
The rumour that the Asante Tuobodomhene was tortured in the  
Techimanhene’s palace started to live a life of its own. The controversial  
statement of the Asantehene: “I will hunt down the Techimanhene like  
a hawk grabs a hen” was decontextualised by the media. In another  
attempt to cool tempers down, the president of the National House  
of Chiefs criticized the media by saying that: “in our traditional set  
up, if even a king uses an unprintable word, it is not supposed to be  
repeated, but sadly, this was exactly what the press, particularly the  
electronic media, did.”155 He raised an important point. In their reports  
and commentaries on the conflict, the press took over the role of the  
king’s linguist, but they had forgotten the mediating and diplomatic  
role of the linguist.

Nothing was heard from the Techiman royals following the arrest of the  
Asante Tuobodom king. The Techimanhene decided to wait until things  
cooled down before he entered the public domain with a reac-
tion on the conflict. He organised a press conference in his palace  

of the looming war. They were quite relaxed. This was not solely  
because they were spiritually protected, but also because Taa Mensah, the  
supreme deity and protector of Techiman, had made a prophecy of their  
success. As it happened, the resurgence of the old Asante-Bono conflict  
coincided with the preparation for the annual Apo⊃festival (see chapter  
one). As part of the preparation, the shrine of Taa Mensah was carried by  
its priest. When the God has taken possession of the body of the priest, it  
gave a reassuring prophecy: no evil would befall Techiman and  
no war would break out with the Asante over the Tuobodom conflict. 

Although the people of Techiman were confident of a good outcome,  
the threats by the Asantehene to take the law into his own hands and  
arrest the Techimanhene himself served to elevate the Tuobodom- 
Techiman conflict into a national matter. The next day a delegation of  
the Ministry of National Security, lead by the National Security Advisor  
Brigadier-General Nunoo Mensah, visited Manhiya, the palace of the  
Ashantehene, to cool tempers down. The visit illustrates that the  
conflict between Tuobodom and Techiman was seen as a threat to  
national security. Even the Brong-Ahafo House of Chiefs sent a dele- 
gation to the Asantehene in a bid to prevent further escalation of the  
conflict. President of the house, Osahene Kwaku Atakyi said: “We do  
not want a situation like this to exist. This is why we have set up a small  
committee. When something like this happens, especially, those of us  
who belong to Asanteman Council get worried. In actual fact,  
historically, a good proportion of the present-day Brong Ahafo are  
within the Asanteman Council. We do not want a situation whereby a  
development of this nature may affect us to a larger proportion”.   
The visit of the delegation by the Brong-Ahafo House of Chiefs received  
severe criticism from several members of the House. The Dormaahene,  
Osagyefo Oseadeeyo Agyeman Badu was especially offended by the  
initiative. He claimed the visit was not an official mission of the House of  
Chiefs because they did not ratify it before time.

Picture 44: The chief priest of the Taa Mensah  
shrine is carrying the Taa Mensah Shrine in the run  

up to the Apo⊂ festival in April 2009.
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Asantehene of stepping out of his bounds  
to claim control of Tuobodom and the  
other towns in the Tano Subin area,” they  
said.158 As one can imagine, this Asante-version  
of the history is diametrically opposed to the  
Bono point of view. Conflicting political  
historiographies are at the roots of the violent  
ethno-political clashes between the Bono and  
the Asante that have marred the development  
of Techiman since the fall of the old capital  
Bono Manso. 

At the time of writing (September 2010) this  
recent rekindling of the conflict of the nine  
villages seems to have extinguished. The last  
news was the reportage of a false rumour,  
launched by Deputy Commissioner of Police  
(DCOP) John Kudalour, about the arrest of the  
Techimanhene and some of his sub kings  
because of their alleged part in the kidnap- 
ping of the Asante Tuobodom king. The court  
cases concerning the inscription of the names  
of the Asante-biased kings of Tuobodom,  
Tanoso and Tanoboase are still pending. In  
July 2011, the High Court in Kumasi ruled in  
favour of the Asante kings and asked the  
National House of Chiefs to insert their names  
in the National Register of Chiefs. The Techiman  
royals appealed against the ruling but the  
appeal has not yet been heard. But, de-
spite the appeal, the pro-Asante kings of 
the Brong-Ahafo Regional House of Chiefs  

Techimanhene with gunpowder.”157

By referring to Baafo Pim (see chapter two)  
and the history of the Tano-subin cases,  
the Techimanhene touched upon the deep  
historical roots of the recent incidents at  
Tuobodom. History was again used to  
ground the allegations and to better under- 
stand the nature of the dispute. Both sides  
had appropriated their historiographies  
to justify their stand. The Asante congress  
-an association of Asante youth groups,  
Asante Kotoko Society, Asante Students  
Union and the Asante Students Alumni  
amongst others- fiercely narrated their  
point of view on the history of the nine  
villages. “In its wars of expansion, Asante  
launched a military campaign on Techiman  
and subdued her during the reign of King  
Opoku Ware I. Having lost miserably to  
the Asante, Techiman including all the  
Tano Subin towns made up of Offuman,  
Tuobodom, Tanoboase, Branam, Nkyiraa,  
Nwoase and Subinso No. 1 came under the  
dominion of the Ashanti kingdom. Therefore  
Tuobodom as well as many towns in the  
Tano Subin area owe allegiance to the  
Golden Stool. It is rather unfortunate that  
the Techimanhene is attempting to rewrite  
history through distortions. It is also shame- 
ful on the part of the Techimanhene, and  
his so-called Akyempimhene, to accuse the  

entitled: The Techiman-Tuobodom Stand Off:  
Setting the Records Straight. Surrounded by his  
sub kings and servants, all dressed in morning  
clothes to indicate the seriousness of the issue,  
he started by lashing out at the press for “the  
misrepresentations, misinformation, lies and  
deliberate attempts by some people who have  
vested interest in the Techiman-Tuobodom  
issue and the Tano-Subin cases to mislead the  
good people of this country.”156 He continued  
by explaining how the police investigation on  
the assassination attempt in October 2008  
was being killed by Nana Obiri Boahen, the  
lawyer of the Asante Tuobodomhene and  
Minister of state at the Interior at the time.  
He also paid no mind to the insult and threats  
of the Asantehene by stating that the Asante- 
hene allowed himself to be misinformed. As  
such the Techimanhene implicitly claimed the  
moral victory in the conflict: 

“We believe leadership in whatever sphere  
of life must be used to uplift society to  
bring about progress, to help colleagues,  
peers, friends and indeed, everybody to  
achieve their life goals and objectives to  
ensure peaceful co-existence. What has  
transpired is reminiscent of what his great  
grandfathers displayed in the 18th  
century when Baffo Pim of Nkoranza  
replaced gold in a pot being sent to  
Kumasihene by the messengers of  
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demand that their names should be processed and inserted into the register. This was seconded by others. The  
Techimanhene drew the attention of the House to the impending appeal and a stay of execution at the court, but the  
pro-Asante kings insisted that the names be inserted. In his email to me Nana Asare Twi Brempong, Adontenhene of  
the Techiman traditional council wrote: “We don’t know what is going to happen next.”159 

3.6. Epi logue

The conflict of the nine villages transformed from a local religious-political conflict between the Bono and the Asante  
into a seemingly unsolvable legal and ethnic conflict that is deeply rooted in the emergence of the Ghanaian nation state  
and which is intricately interwoven with national party politics. Like a dormant volcano, the nine villages threaten the  
stability of Techiman, Asante and the Ghanaian nation state. The conflict is a symbol of the shifts and changes in the  
political landscape of Ghana, and Techiman in particular. It is a very intriguing case for scholars of political anthropology,  
autochthony, conflict resolution, or land policies in Africa. Implicitly, the case also touches upon the modernity-tradition  
divide that occupied the attention of anthropologists for decades. The course of the conflict contradicts the prediction  
of early modernists that the traditional structures of governance would disappear at the advantage of the modern state  
institutions. Moreover, it offers some interesting insight on how the enduring relation between the modern and secular  
nation state on the one hand, and the traditional monarchies on the other hand is played out (Odotei and Awedoba  
2006). Yet, as the thematic focus in this dissertation lies on the urbanisation of small cities, I use the case of the nine  
villages to explain what the conflict teaches us about the Techiman multiplexity, i.e. the dynamic whole of past and  
present, visible and invisible, (trans)local and (trans)national worlds, infrastructures, connections and processes is  
continuously (re)shaping and (re)defining Techiman’s urbanity

Political power and public authority in Techiman are diffused over different competing governing bodies, i.c. the  
Techiman-Bono and Asante dynasties as well as the government institutions. Lund described this complexity as  
institutional pluralism (Lund 2006). The traditional institutions as well as the government institutions at its different  
levels function by a different set of rules and claim political power and public authority in Techiman. They base their  
claims upon different varying old and new sources of political power. Kinship, spiritual power, and/or military strength  
are no longer the sole sources of authority. Democratic representation and historiography have emerged as a new  
sources of power. Local historiographers underpin the claim of the Bono on land with often-contested homespun  
histories. They turn local histories into political tools. As such, the homespun historians enforce identities and create  
a strong sense of belonging. They summon an ethnic political community into being, the Techiman Bono, next to  
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has been a thorn in the flesh of the Asante monarchs, the British  
colonial rulers, and the subsequent national governments. Techiman 
has the reputation of being the stronghold of a rebellious traditional  
kingdom. Since the city is situated on the major roads that connect  
Accra and Kumasi to the neighbouring countries, riots or political  
unrest in Techiman has a significant impact upon the rest of the  
country. Techiman is powerful enough to be seen as a threat to the  
Asante, to influence the administrative map of Ghana or even to  
threaten the stability of the country; but not (yet) strong enough to  
gain control over its nine villages. This paradox has marked the urban  
trajectory of Techiman. The political instability hampered the urban  
development of Techiman. Not only was the city destroyed when most  
of its residents were in exile in Gyaman (1874-1896), the continuing  
political instability swung like Damocles’ sword over the city. The growth  
of Techiman came to a standstill after the refusal of the royals to join  
the Asante confederation in 1936. This changed after the establish- 
ment of the market in 1945 (see chapter five). Henceforth, the urban  
development of Techiman became less dependent from the political  
struggles.160 Moreover, the fast growth of Techiman made the kingdom  
politically stronger. Examining the growth of the city from this perspec- 
tive, the Techiman royals used urbanisation as well as historiography as  
a political power tool to weigh upon the decision process. 

the national political community, propaged by the Ghana-
ian governmental institutions and based upon equallity and  
universal citizenship. Since all of the governing bodies, claim political  
power and authority, their claims sometimes overlap and their powers  
collide. Hence, “the practices of these institutions make concepts such  
as public authority, legitimacy, (and) belonging, (…) highly relevant” as  
Lund argues (2006:685). In Techiman these concepts are not only highly  
relevant, they are also highly contested. The longstanding process of  
litigation and contestation over these concepts has a strong influence  
on Techiman’s urbanity and its position within Ghana.

The case of the nine villages makes clear that Techiman, beyond being  
small and peripheral, is politically more important than its size leads  
one to suspect. The presence of multiple sources of power, and the related  
institutional pluralism, illustrates how the political impact of a small city  
like Techiman is not limited to the (small) number of voters in the munici- 
pality. The disproportionate political power of Techiman distinguishes  
the city from other small and large urban centres where the traditional  
authorities have either lost their political impact or where they have  
never existed. Due to its history as capital of the Bono-kingdom, the  
traditional authorities stand strong in Techiman. They have developed  
wide ranging political networks through which they lobby for the future  
of their kingdom and capital city. These political networks connect the  
royals of Techiman to the political stakeholders in Accra and beyond.  
The connections cut across the constitutional divide between the  
traditional authorities and the state institutions and they place Techiman  
high on the political agenda of the stakeholders in Accra.

Techiman occupies an ambigous position on the political map of Ghana.  
Since the fall of the Bono-Manso empire, Techiman is situated in the  
periphery of the large urban centres of political power such as Kumasi,  
capital of the Asante kingdom, and Accra, capital of Ghana. The city  
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ponh 1988b)
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In August 2009, two London-based spiritualists traveled to Techiman. They were on a quest to buy genuine and  
authentic spiritual powers. One of them was born in Mauritius and has Indian roots. Her business partner was born  
in London but he has Ghanaian roots. Together they operate an international office for Spiritual & Psychic healing for  
the mind, body and spirit in a suburb of London. When roaming through Ghana in search of genuine spiritual power,  
they were referred to the shrine of a Traditional priest called Nana Yaw Agyi in Kranka. This ever-friendly and  
captivating personality welcomed his visitors and announced the reason why they were coming before the visitors could  
utter a word about their intentions. After performing the necessary rituals, he handed over a Tigare shrine, a notorious  
witch-catching God that originates from northern Ghana. The God was enshrined in a large blackened egg-shaped  
substance. When I visited their office in London a few months later, the new shrine was placed on an altar with other  
religious paraphernalia from Madagascar, Mauritius, India, Israel and the United States. 

The startling encounter between the two Londoners and Traditional priest Nana Yaw Agyi is symptomatic of the trans 
formations in the religious and urban landscapes of Techiman. This chapter scrutinizes the intimate relations between  
shifts and changes in the spiritual world on the one hand and the urbanization and globalization of Techiman on the  
other. It explains how both worlds are interconnected and mutually influence one another. A diachronic point of view  
is adopted to demonstrate how these interrelations are articulated into the urban space at different points in time. The  
diachronic narrative starts when the Techiman-Bono returned from exile in Gyaman in 1896 and rebuild their capital  
Techiman.162 The first section sketches the context and provides the reader with the necessary background. From sections  
two through four, the different movements and transformations in the religious and urban landscape of Techiman are  
laid bare. Section five describes how these movements and transformations impact upon daily life in Techiman.

4. Traveling spir its , rel igious innovation and urbanization

Picture 45: The office of the two ritual entrepreneurs in London. The Tigare  
shrine is hanging on the left (March 2010). 
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Techiman. If Techiman serves as a nodal point for religious transactions,  
what is the relation, then, between the urbanization and globalization  
of Techiman on the one hand, and the transformations in the religious  
landscape on the other? This question is the main thread of this chapter. 
 
By placing the spatial development of Techiman side by side with the  
genealogies of new and old religious spaces, the invisible links between  
the urban space and the spiritual world can be visualized. The chapter  
therefore scrutinizes the history of the religious spaces -shrine houses,  
churches, prayer camps and mosques- in and around Techiman by  
examining their genealogy. Chapter two has already explained that  
spiritual entities are mobile and that their shrines are transferable. This  
chapter asks where the venerated spiritual entities come from and when  
they arrived in Techiman. In a series of maps, the chapter visualizes how  
changes and shifts in the spiritual world relate to the urbanization of  
Techiman and vice versa. The maps are based on descriptions from  
elders, maps by the Dutch geographer De Groot (1963), the work of the  
anthropologist Warren (1988), and on recent satellite pictures (2003) as  
well as from observations from within the field (2008-2009). 

In order to grasp these changes and shifts correctly, one has to  
appropriate the cosmological context that enables them. As described  
in chapter two, the encounter between the Bono and the God Biakuru  
at the Amowi cave complex made clear that the world comprises more  
than just the visual and tangible world, referred to as (honam) wiase or  
the (material) world. In the Akan cosmology, the sumsum wiase or the  
spiritual world plays an important role (Adegbola 1983; Fisher 1998).  
This invisible world is inhabited by a wide range of spiritual beings who  
have actual powers over the material world (Ellis and ter Haar 2004).  
The most prominent spiritual beings are the abosom or Traditional  
Gods. The local translation of abosom as smaller or lesser Gods refers  
to their position in the Traditional pantheon. They are the children or  

During and after my fieldwork I encountered several other religious  
entrepreneurs who work with Akan shrines in cities like Amsterdam,  
Paris and Brussels. Jane Parish recently published an interesting article  
on the topic  (Parish 2011). Although she focuses on the religious impact  
of Akan shrines in Paris, her work adds value to the haphazard encounter  
with the London based spiritualists in Kranka. Today, transnational  
religious transactions and services have become rampant in Techiman.   
The intertwined processes of urbanization and globalization reconfigure  
daily life in Techiman and shape the outlook of the city, also setting in  
motion a series of religious transformations, which in turn influence  
the (map of the) city. The extensiveness of Techiman’s urban space and  
spiritual world is not, and probably has never been, limited or confined  
to a so-called localized world. Traders in the old Dwabrem-market (17th  
century) connected Techiman to North-Africa and southern Europe.163   
However, the above spiritually connoted global encounter is not self- 
evident and attracts our attention for several reasons. Firstly, the fact  
that Western spiritualists from London deliberately travel to Ghana, and  
to Techiman in particular, to enforce their business spiritually sheds  
light on the strong reputation of Techiman as a religious centre. This  
fame is not new. The spiritually-inspired theft of the seven Bono-war  
Gods by the Asante in the first half of the 19th century –the Asante saw  
the power of the Gods in the villages as a threat for the expansion of  
their empire- perpetuated Techiman’s reputation as one which is  
powerful spiritually. The examples illustrate how the scope of Techiman’s  
reputation as a religious centre reaches beyond the boundaries of the  
city and the Techiman-Bono traditional state. A second point of special  
interest is the origin of the transacted God. Tigare is not one of the  
famous Techiman-based Atano-Gods. The God in question does not  
stem from Techiman but has its roots in Yipala, a small village in the  
Northern region of Ghana. Techiman has become a hub for translocal  
and transnational religious transactions. Thirdly, the shrine of Nana Yaw  
Agyi is not situated in Techiman but rather in a remote village near  

4.1. On urban growth and rel igious dynamics

Picture 46: This map shows the Asante region 
around 1900. Techiman is highlighted with a red 

circle. (Fuller 1921, own highlighting)
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The victory of the British over the Asante in 1896 heralded a new epoch  
in the urban history of Techiman. Now that the Asante royals had been  
banished to the Seychelles, the Bono-kings could return from exile and  
re-occupy their lands. The Bono royals families started to move  
their belongings and shrines back to their ancestral land under the  
guidance and protection of Taa Mensah. Most of the villages that were  
left beyond were plundered and had fallen into ruins; the old town  
of Techiman destroyed. The people of Techiman had to rebuild  
their capital. Instead of living on top of the ruins of old Techiman, the  
Bono relocated their capital one ridge northwards. Techiman town was  
rebuilt, on top of a hill, close to the source of the Atweredaa-river164,a  
tributary of the Tano-river. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, the most important gods were  
Taa Mensah, Bo⊂twerewa, and Asubonteng. Techiman was still rather  
small and comprised no more than ten compound houses (Warren  
and Brempong 1979a). The 1901 Gold Coast official census counted  
approximately 6,000 inhabitants in the whole of the Techiman district165 
(Warren 1988). Looking at information from the 1921 census, the first  
to provide data on Techiman town, no more then a few hundred people  
could have dwelled in Techiman around 1900. The important trade  
routes that connected Kumasi to the northern hinterlands did not pass  
by Techiman but rather ran to the east via Nkoranza and Kintampo and  
to the west via Odumase and Wenchi (see picture 47). Techiman was  
thus rather isolated and was scarcely inhabited. The large majority of  
the inhabitants were the depleted royal families of the Bono. This  
feature characterizes Techiman and is a direct consequence of the  
many wars (lost) against the Ashanti.166 Techiman lost a lot of its land and  
the chiefs that lost their lands were forced to settle in Techiman town;  
hence, the high number of chiefs in Techiman town when compared  
to other Akan-kingdoms. Indirectly this might also explain the strong  
position of the Bono dynasty in Techiman.

emissaries of the Supreme Being or Onyamekopon, who is portrayed 
as aloof and detached from life on earth (Danquah 1968). Hence, he  
endowed his children the Abosom with the power to influence  
specificities of the material world. 

Spiritual beings live in the bush. They originate from non-urban places  
like forests, rivers, caves, mountains, and lakes. Spiritual beings are be- 
lieved to dwell in these manifestations of nature, away from the built  
environment and the buzz of the city. The places where the spirits stem  
from are termed baabi. This term refers to a physical ‘somewhere’ as  
well as a metaphysical elsewhere (McCaskie 2005:5). The abstract else- 
where refers to the spiritual world. The physical somewhere is the bush,  
more precisely the places like forests, rivers, caves, mountains, and  
lakes where the spirits dwell and from which they draw their power.  
Through the enshrinement of the Gods, a link is established between the  
spiritual world and the material world, and between the bush and the  
city. Shrines are the observable gateways to the invisible and intangible  
world of spirits. They are the material reality of the spiritual world and  
connect both worlds. Because of this intermediary role, as gateways to the  
spiritual world, shrine houses are located in the ritually charged liminal  
zone in between the bush and the city (Parker 2004:410). These in between 
spaces are called krutia. The intermediary space between the bush and the 
city is thus a spiritually connoted space. It is the liminal, transitional space 
in-between the visible world and the invisible world of the spirits. When  
the urban space expands, the shrines are encapsulated by the city and the  
bush shifts away from the city. This triggers a range of processes, in  
combination with the globalization of the urban space, that cause shifts  
and changes to occur in the religious and urban landscape of Techiman.  
These processes and dynamics will be scrutinized in detail in the subsequent  
parts of this chapter. First, the urban and religious landscape of Techiman  
following the return from exile in Gyaman will be sketched. Afterwards,  
I will describe how these landscapes have changed throughout time.

4.2.Techiman’s urban and rel igious landscape 
anno 1900

Map 4: Main religious places in Techiman around 1900 (self made map).
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The rebuilt town consisted of four quarters: Tunsuase, the  
quarter of the blacksmiths; Ahenfie where the palaces of the  
Techimanhene and the Queen Mother are situated; the Dwomo  
neighbourhood; and Abanmu where the Abosomfo⊂hene, the king  
of the Traditional Priests and custodian of the Taa Mensah shrine 
(see picture), lives. In the traditional system, the Taa Mensah  
shrine belongs to the clan of Adontenhene. The Taa Mensah shrine  
was founded during the first Bono-kingdom and is still one of the  
most important shrines in Techiman.167 The well regarded God earned  
his stripes during the wars against the Asante. The God correctly  
predicted the downfall of the Bono-Manso kingdom and the rise of  
Bono-Techiman afterwards. It also ensured the continued existence  
of the Bono-Techiman kingdom by leading the Bono into exile at  
Gyaman. 

His spiritual authority is materialised in an impressive shrine house with  
several different courtyards. The palace is nicknamed Tanofie, house of  
Tano, referring to the God’s place of origin. When passing through a  
double entrance gate, one arrives in the first courtyard. Most of the  
linguists’ rooms and shrine servants lead out onto this courtyard.  
On the left side, the open shelter covers the throne hall of the  
Abosomfo⊂hene Taa Mensah and his elders. The throne of the chief  
priest is placed on a raised pedestal. The elders are seated to the left and  
right of the king’s throne. The wall opposite the entrance separates  
the private part of Taa Mensah’s palace from the public part. A door  
gives access to a small corridor that ends in another courtyard, reserved  
for the household of the chief priest. Another door in the public  
courtyard leads to the private courtyard of Taa Mensah. This courtyard  
is smaller than the public one and also gives access to the chief priest’s  
bedroom. 

The shrine-room is accessible from the main courtyard and from the 

Picture 47: The courtyard of the Taa Mensah’s Palace. The one sitting on the 
throne on the raised pedestal is the Adontenhene. The picture was taken during 
the preparations of Taa Mensah’s Yam Festival. 
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private courtyard. The shrine room itself is rather dark. Once your eyes  
have adapted to the sparsely lit room, several large brass pan shrines  
and blackened stools become visible. In the corner opposite to the  
entrance of the shrine room stands a three staged pedestal. The abode  
of Taa Mensah shines on the highest platform. His royal status is  
symbolised by a red hat, adorned with cowries and other symbols of  
chiefly and divine power. The brass pan shrines of Atiokosaa (the  
linguist of Taa Mensah), Taa Kwabena (fie panin or head of the  
household), and Bo⊂twerewa (Abrafo⊂hene or chief executioner God,  
more on this important God below) stand just one platform lower  
down. To the left and the right stand other Atano-shrines: Taa Kwasi,  
Taa Kwasi Kuma, Taa Kwadwo, Taa Brempong, Taa Kwabena, Yεntumi,  
Tεrε Kofi, Taa Kwasi II, Atiokosaa II, Afram, Batadua and Amoah. All  
perform different functions and roles. Some of the shrines originally  
belonged to another clan or came from another shrine house but have  
been moved to Tanofie. For example, the shrine of Atiokosaa II168  
belongs to the Twafour family. But when its last priest Kwasi Amponsah  
passed away, no successor was selected. The same is true of  Afram.  
The latter is also a stranger in the midst of the Atano shrines for  
another reason; Afram is the only non-Atano God in Tanofie. The God  
stems from Kwahu, Eastern Region and arrived in Techiman during the  
reign of Nana Kwabena Fofie. The context and the motives behind  
its arrival are no longer remembered. Apart from the Atano  
shrines, the shrine room of Taa Mensah also harbours four blackened  
ancestral stools consecrated to the deceased Abosomfo⊂hene or chief  
priests. 

Outside of the shrine house, next to the double entrance door, a round  
platform with two round stages made in cement attracts one’s attention.  
Several animal-ties and pieces of cloth hang in the tree next  
to the platform. Cowries are bricked into the platform. The  
blackened remnants of animal blood make clear that the platform is  
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an altar. On this altar animals are sacrificed to the Gods  
in the shrine room. Their leading strings are hung in the  
tree and symbolise the power of the Gods. The platform is  
the altar of Taa Mensah’s executioner Gods, of which  
Amoah and Bo⊂twerewa are the most important. The latter,  
Bo⊂twerewa, is one of the most feared executioner Gods  
or abrafo⊂hene in Techiman. The function of the  
abrafo⊂hene refers to a pre-colonial custom. When an  
important king passed away, his kra or soul, had to be  
accompanied by servants on his way to Asamando, the resting  
place of the ancestral spirits. The abrafo⊂hene was charged  
with the task of carrying out the human sacrifices. The British  
abolished the custom but the fear of the abrafo⊂hene still  
exists. 

When in February 2009 a rumour spread about the death  
of the Techimanhene, daily life in town came to a stand still.  
Migrants returned to their hometowns, market women stayed  
indoors or fled to their farms in the villages and banks saw  
a sharp decline in their turnover as the shops closed down.  
The market remained almost empty. At night, the streets  
stayed abandoned and the many bars in Techiman did  
not open their doors. The people of Techiman remained  
indoors out of fear for the abrafo⊂hene. The Techimanhene,  
who was not in town when the rumour spread, returned  
to Techiman immediately, and called upon the press and  
the people of Techiman to show that he was alive and in  
good health. After jogging through town, he invited the town  
dignitaries and the assembled press to the royal palace for a  
statement: 

Picture 48 :The statue of the abrafo⊂hene at the Bo⊂twerewa shrine house in 
Traa (April 2009)
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battledress, adorned with many nsuman or  
talismans to enforce and protect him spiritually.  
His royal status is symbolised by a typifying  
umbrella (bamkyinii). A pinioned man is kneeling  
down in front of him. The statue depicts the  
bloody scene where the abrafo⊂hene cuts  
across the aorta of the kneeling man. As such,  
the statue represents the power of Bo⊂twerewa  
as executioner. The God has the ability and  
authority to kill.

The God Bo⊂twerewa plays an important role  
in the religious and moral lives of the people  
of Techiman. As abrafo⊂hene, Bo⊂twerewa  
is the guardian of morality. He has the ability,  
and power, to punish social wrongdoers and  
offenders. Town people describe the function  
that Bo⊂twerewa performs in their social life  
as: “the most silent and dangerous court”.  
The God is used to curse. If, for example,  
someone steals a cell phone, the victim can  
call upon Bo⊂twerewa and curse the thief in  
the name of Bo⊂twerewa. If the thief does not  
confess at the shrine, the God will attack him  
spiritually and cause a disease that can lead to  
the thief’s early death. The thief can remove the  
curse by going to the shrine and confessing.  
He then has to pacify the God with sacrifices  
before he can be healed. After all, the thief  
challenged the power of the God by not  
confessing immediately. A sacrifice can consist  
of sheep, fowls, schnapps, eggs and/or money.  

The incident not only indicates the impact  
of the traditional kings on daily life in town,  
as well as the international connections  
of the Techimanhene, but also highlights  
the on-going fear of the abrafo⊂hene.  
Bo⊂twerewa is the spiritual counterpart of  
the position of the abrafo⊂hene. The main  
shrine of this God is situated in Traa, a small  
village fifteen minutes outside of Techiman.  
The name Traa means do not go beyond.  
Not only is the village the last on the route,  
but, more importantly, the birth place of  
Bo⊂twerewa is in the forest behind the  
village. Nobody is allowed to enter this  
barbed wire enclosed sacred forest without  
permission. Bo⊂twerewa is named after a  
river that has its source in the forest behind  
the village. Some claim that this is the actual  
source of the Atano-river. A small shrine  
house was built at the source from white  
clay that came from the river. A small half  
open throne hall is built half way between  
the village and the sacred source. When  
Bo⊂twerewa possesses its priest, he sits in  
this throne hall in the middle of the fields  
and forests. The main shrine house is  
situated in Traa. The position of Bo⊂twerewa  
as Taa Mensah’s executioner, and the  
eldest son of Taa Mensah, is materialised in  
a frightening statue. The two-meter high  
cement statue displays the pre-colonial  
executioner. He is dressed in a batakari or  

Frame 4.3: Techimanhene is alive169 

“Nananom, Kronti, Akwamu, Gyaase,  
adinkrofoo (kings of the villages), journalists,  
radio stations, lovers of the town, ladies and  
gentlemen. It is with great pleasure that I call  
upon you. You did not turn down my call.  
I want to denounce a rumour that is going  
around about me and the town. (…) 

Through mobile phones people abroad have  
called me to tell an untrue story about me.  
People and journalists from all over the country  
called me to see if I was still alive. Nananom  
met and came to the conclusion to have a  
press conference to reveal the truth about the  
story to them. People were saying that I had  
an accident in the northern region and I am  
dead. I am in a mortuary in the northern  
region. Others also are saying I had an  
accident at the Winneba junction. So I am in  
the Winneba mortuary. All these stories are  
lies and untrue. (…) 

Because the rumour is not true, that is why  
you have been called upon to my palace.  
Come and greet me and I’m also welcoming  
you.”
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Another God, besides Bo⊂twerewa, also settled at Techiman during the  
same period (1865-1887). This God originates from Dumase on  
Nkoranza land. The God’s priestess Obaa Agyei Aku was a paternal  
sister to the Techimanhene. When she came to Techiman to visit her  
brother, she decided to stay since he was very hospitable. Later, she  
made love to Nana Diaka Owusu, who was the Adontenhene during  
the reign of Nana Kwabena Fofie 1865-1887. The Techimanhene ap 
proved the marriage. The priestess then moved her shrines from  
Dumase to Techiman. The Asubonteng deity was also carried to exile  
in Gyaman and back. When the people returned from exile, the shrine  
was placed in a house at the edge of the neighbourhood Tunsuase.172 

The fact that the Traditional Gods were carried along to Gyaman and  
could be called upon there, far away from their place of birth, points  
to an important quality of the Traditional religion. The Gods and their  
shrines, the symbolical abodes of a God, are not tied to a location but,  
rather, are movable. Gods can move along, with their shrine, and can  
travel to any place. Movement and traveling are part of the very nature  
of spirits (Lambek 2010). Spirits can travel anywhere around the globe.  
The spiritual world is a borderless global realm where distance is  
irrelevant and traveling does not take time. Even far away from the  
sacred Tano-river, the birthplace of the Atano-Gods, the Atano-Gods  
are able to function and the drums can call them into being. 

The shrine houses of Taa Mensah, Bo⊂twerewa, and Asubonteng were  
the most prominent religious spaces in the period immediately following  
the return from Gyaman. Yet, there were much more shrines present  
in Techiman town and in the other villages and hamlets of Bono-Techiman  
kingdom. The palace of every king has a stool room where the king  
keeps the ancestral stools. Apart from the stools, these rooms also  
accommodate one or more stool deities. These deities are principally  
preserved for the king’s kin and are usually not consulted by non-kin,  

The victim of the theft will have to thank the God for his assistance.  
If he does not thank the God, he himself will be punished for being  
disgraceful.

Despite his firm position in the Traditional pantheon, Bo⊂twerewa is a  
relatively young God. The oral history and ethnographic sources (Warren  
and Brempong 1971b) indicate that Bo⊂twerewa is a latecomer to the  
Atano family. The Queen Mother of Traa relates:

Frame 4.4: Oral history of Traa170  

Centuries ago, we came from Denkyira in the Eastern region. Our  
ancestors are hunters. My great grandfather came first. His name was  
Nana Kwabena Kwantemaa. When he came, he went to the Krontihene  
and asked him for land to hunt. This is how we settled at Traa. (…)  
Bo⊂twerewa was discovered by Nana Taa Sei. It was during the reign  
of Nana Kwabena Fofie. Nana Taa Sei saw something floating on the  
river. It was going round and round. Nobody brought the God from  
some place. We came and met it here. After seeing it first, we went to  
inform the Krontihene and told him what we saw at the riverside. We  
performed the necessary rites. From then on, that God ruled the village.  
They built a house for it at the source of the river and they named the  
God after the river, Bo⊂twerewa. Nana Taa Sei moved to the village and  
built another shrine-house in the village in order to take care of the God  
Bo⊂twerewa. 

The narrative171, confirmed by Warren and Brempong (1971b), situates  
the enshrinement of Bo⊂twerewa during the reign of Nana Kwabena  
Fofie. This implies the God was enshrined between 1865 and 1887. The  
God was taken along to Gyaman and back. Yet, it is not clear when the  
God was added to the Taa Mensah shrine room or when it received the  
position of abrafo⊂hene. 

Picture 49: The shrine room of Asubonteng with it’s current priest Nana Yaw 
Mensah on the left (June 2009).
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unlike the more public shrines like Taa Mensah, Bo⊂twerewa and Asubonteng. For example, the palace of the Techimanhene also accommodates  
some shrines of which Atiokosaa, a ‘detective’ God, and Yεntim, a war God, are the most prominent. In the stool room of the Nifahene’s palace,  
there is the shrine of Taa Kora.173 The same accounts for the other stool rooms of the various chiefs in Techiman town. The presence of a myriad of  
active Traditional shrines around the turn of the 20th century demonstrates the importance of the Traditional religion for the people of Techiman.  
The Traditional Gods and their worshipers made up the large majority of the religious landscape in Techiman. Yet, Christianity and Islam were also  
present in Techiman around 1900.
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Techiman. The inauguration of the school brought with it the introduction  
of the Methodist Church in Techiman. Missionaries and teachers/ 
catechists were appointed to start the new mission. However, due to  
the rather negative context, as well as the strong position of the Traditional  
religion, the early missionaries did not have much success. The conversion  
of the Techimanhene and the queen mother to Methodism was a sheer  
diplomatic performance as their engagement and intricate connections  
with the ancestral stools and Traditional Gods did not change.178 

In the first years after their return from exile, the Bono attempted to  
re-establish their former political position. They tried to capitalize upon  
the political vacuum left after the fall of the Asante empire and  
attempted to re-place Techiman on the political map. Yet, the colonial  
authorities were unaware of Techiman’s history as a political and  
religious centre of power and did not hold the Bono in high esteem. In  
most of the histories written on Asante, Techiman was no more then a  
footnote (Claridge 1964; Fuller 1921; Fynn 1971; Rattray 1923;  
Reindorf 1966; Ward 1948). On the contrary, after the problems with  
the border demarcation, they rather perceived Techiman as a trouble 
some place. The British colonizers thought very little of Techiman,  
despite the treaty of friendship and protection (see chapter three). The  
town was not densely populated (Warren 1988; Warren and Brempong  
1971a) and the depleted royal families did not impress the British, and  
nor did the large number of Atano-shrines. The Bono tried everything  
in their power to materialize the glorified memory of the Bono-Manso  
kingdom and sought assistance from the Gyaman. This independent  
Akan-kingdom had shed off the yoke of the Asante and played the  
French against the British colonial forces (Terray 1980). The friendly  
relations between the royal clans from Techiman and Gyaman resulted  
in a religious collaboration that would cause a Shockwave throughout  
the Gold Coast. The echoes of the religious Shockwave still resonate in  
Techiman today.

Islam was not a novelty in Techiman. During the first Bono-kingdom,  
Muslim traders from the Western Sudan and from the Al Andalusia  
Empire exchanged gold, salt, kola-nuts, slaves and other commodities at  
the famous Dwabrem market.174 It is important to note that the trans- 
Saharan trade caused a dispersion of Muslims rather than a dispersion  
of Islam (Odoom 1974). The Muslims were traders, ahead of being  
missionaries who wanted to convert the Bono to their religion. Islam has  
been part and parcel of Techiman for several centuries (Odoom 1974;  
Schildkrout 1987). After the Bono returned from exile, a dozen Muslims  
lived in Techiman. The majority of them belonged to the Tidjaniya  
brotherhood. The Tidjaniya-Muslims endorse the Bono-cosmology of  
two distinct but entangled worlds. However, their relation to the spiritual  
entities that inhabit the invisible world differs. “We believe in the  
existence of witches and other spirits”, explains the Tidjaniya Imam,  
“but we do not mingle with them. (...) Allah has created the spiritual  
beings, just as He created men on earth. But if you believe in Islam and  
you have faith, use the Koran and pray to Allah to protect yourself.”175  

The introduction of Christianity in Techiman, shortly after the return  
from Gyaman, was linked to the colonisation of the Gold Coast.176   
Techiman was part of the Northern Asante province  and was part of  
the British Gold Coast Colony.177 The district commissioner for Northern  
Ashanti, Mr. T.B. Fare, came to map out Northern Asante and delineate  
the boundaries between Wenchi, Kintampo, Offinso, Sunyani, Gyaman,  
Nkoranza, and Techiman. When the district commissioner assigned  
Bono-Manso to Nkoranza and not to Techiman, the Techimanhene Nana  
Gyarko protested heavily and his subjects assaulted the British District  
Commissioner. In reaction, the British District Commissioner ordered the  
arrest of the Techimanhene for defying British colonial authority. When  
the Techimanhene reluctantly apologised, the case was settled by paying  
a fine of £200. As part of the apology and to show his goodwill,  
Nana Gyarko was pressured into establishing a Methodist school in  
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4.3.1. Witch-catchers from Gyaman

During the religious festival in September 2009, Nana Yaw, a young  
Traditional priest in training, became possessed by Aberewa. The  
possessed priest paraded through the crowd with a colourful cloth  
warped around his body and tied under his arms. The arms and head  
of the possessed priest were adorned with stretches of white cloth (see  
picture 50). His garment symbolised the attire of an old woman, hence  
the use of the word Aberewa, ‘old lady’. The white powder-like eye  
shadow round the eyes highlighted Aberewa’s divine vision and  
judgment. During this eye-catching performance, Aberewa walked  
around the festive grounds slowly, greeted the elders and spectators  
with the rhythms of the drums that called the old lady into being. The  
performance and appearance of Aberewa differs from that of the in  
brass pans enshrined Atano Gods, whose priests carry the shrines on  
their head. The unusual appearance of Aberewa points  
to the different geographical, social, and historical background of this  
non-indigenous, rather exotic God.

Aberewa was one of the prominent Traditional religious cults – and  
also the name of the God- that emerged after the people of Techiman  
returned from exile (1896). In an impressive historical study McCaskie  
(2004) explains that Aberewa was the successor of another God called  
Sakrobundi. The latter most likely originated from the Gyaman  
kingdom where the God had established a firm reputation in the field of  
witch-catching. Sakrobundi used his divine vision to identify the witches  
in the community. Those accused had to drink a concoction. If they did  
not confess their maleficent deeds, they were sure to die. During the rise  
of Sakrobundi as a witch-catching deity, the Bono-royal clans sojourned  
in Gyaman. When the Bono-farmers who stayed behind in Techiman  
ascribed a series of crop failures to the destructive work of witches,  
they called upon their relatives in Gyaman for help. McCaskie describes  

4.3. Traveling Gods, Rel igious Innovation and 
Urban Growth

Picture 50: Nana Yaw possessed by the God Aberewa (September 2009).
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Frame 4.5: Sie Kwaku is looking for Aberewa

“A succession of recurring visions and dreams told him [Sie Kwaku] to go to the north where  
a new and massively potent medicine would reveal itself to him in a swampy area by a river.  
He was advised to proceed to Bole. There he would learn what he must do next. At Bole he  
felt compelled to join a kola caravan bound for the north. It traveled via Wa to Lawra, and  
there voices told Sie Kwaku to ask a learned Muslim where he must go next. He did so and  
was advised to travel east (towards Mecca?) [Commentary in original]. He duly set off along the  
Kambali river until he reached the marshes just west of Han. There, he came upon a large black  
ball that looked like a human head lying on the ground. It addressed him in a staccato and un- 
intelligible tongue, all the while shuddering with rage. Sie Kwaku talked back to it in soothing  
tones until it stopped shaking and lay still. It then sighed and said ringingly in Twi momfa me-  
nk  [‘take me and go’].

Once in Welekei, the black ball explained itself. “I am”, it said in the fullest account known, “a  
very Strong Power sent from the Heaven by the Creator unto you all. Because the Creator had  
from the commencement of Creation fixed the fate of every Creature that all may depart from  
this world in their old ages with grey hairs to Heaven; but now a lot of the Creatures have come  
to us in Heaven without being called and we learned from them that they were sent out from  
this world so prematurely by Witches and Poisoners. Therefore I am the strongest Medicine sent  
to this world and whoever will drink some shall never be perished prematurely by Witchcrafts  
and Poisoners but live in good length of years and [be] translated to the Creator in grey hairs.”  
(McCaskie 2004:17-18)

The new medicine identified itself as Aberewa and came to reinforce Sakrobundi. They were the  
most important religious cults in Techiman around the turn of the century and their proliferation  
reveals a lot about Techiman’s role in the wider Akan context. Aberewa took over the place  
of Sakrobundi as the most powerful witch-catching deity. Like for Sakrobundi, Techiman was  
Aberewa’s point of reference for the diffusion towards the southern region, particularly to  
Asante (Parker 2004:408). Techiman was referred to as the “Head Quarters of the New Cult in  
all Ashanti” (McCaskie 2004:30). The Techiman priest Yaw Atiwa was  
Aberewa’s chief priest. He was responsible for the spread of Aberewa in  

how Techimanhene Nana Gyarko (1887-1900),  
while staying in exile in Gyaman, asked the  
priest of the Sakrobundi shrine, Sie Kwaku, to  
send his witch-catching God to the Techiman  
area. Sakrobundi had to clean the Techiman  
area from the destructive impact of malevolent  
witches. Sie Kwaku agreed and traveled from  
his home base in Gyaman to Techiman. “[He]  
presided over the building of a shrine house  
for Sakrobundi, and initiated ‘three priests to  
serve our Master.’ The leader of the trio was  
Kofi Pon, a nephew of the Techimanhene  
Gyako Kumaa’s predecessor Kwabena Fofie  
(d. 1883).” (McCaskie 2004:12). Sakrobundi  
became an alternative authority, in the  
absence of the Techiman royal clans and state  
deities. Techiman eventually became the  
distribution point from which Sakrobundi  
spread to the south across the Bono-territories  
and north towards Bamboi and Kintampo.  
After the Bono kings and priests had returned  
from exile, Sakrobundi’s influence and power  
began to dwindle. The cult needed a new  
injection of power, lest dormant impotence  
be their fate. McCaskie reconstructed how Sie  
Kwaku came into contact with Aberewa:
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demand to the abolishment of all Aberewa shrines. Aberewa survived in  
a few places, nevertheless, as the performance of Nana Yaw illustrates.  
Sakrobundi, however, seems to have been erased from the memory of  
the contemporary Traditional priests in Techiman. 

The Aberewa and Sakrobundi cults demand our attention because of 
their rapid spread throughout the Akan-regions. Early literature de-
scribes the anti-witchcraft cults as a response to the rising anxieties 
caused by social changes, in turn a consequence of the colonial conquest 
(Field 1940; Field 1960; Ward 1956). However, there is no historical evi-
dence that the proliferation of new religious cults were a new phenom-
enon. In this vein, Goody (1957) argued that the cults of the beginning  
of the twentieth century were most likely a continuation and/or a meta- 
morphosis of older pre-colonial traditions. He documented this thesis  
by referring to the abolished custom of carrying the corpse. During  
funerals, a few men carried the corpse of the deceased. The directions  
in which the corpse moved indicated the agency that caused the sus- 
picious death. This was a ritual technique to identify witches and it  
equaled a witchcraft accusation. Goody argued that the anti-witchcraft  
movements in the beginning of the twentieth century were a replacement  
of this by the British-abolished custom. No doubt the abolishing of the  
custom had played a role, but the extent to which this colonial mea- 
sure actually triggered the proliferation of Sakrobundi and Aberewa as  
anti-witchcraft agencies remains unclear. However, Goody’s thesis  
implicitly contains the notions of religious change and religious  
innovation. 

Looking at the oral history of Techiman and Bono-Manso makes  clear that  
changes and innovations in the Traditional pantheon are particular to the  
Traditional religion. What the sources about the past make clear is that  
shifts of power between local deities like Taa Kora and Taa Mensah  
occurred on a regular basis. Moreover, the oral histories unveil that  

central Asante. Yaw Atiwa sold licenses to operate an Aberewa-shrine  
and distributed the accompanying concoction. In this context license is  
a copy of the original Aberewa shrine. A God can have more than one  
shrine, more than one place where people can call upon it. Aberewa  
rose to fame. The price for an Aberewa-‘license’ increased and Yaw  
Atiwa and Sie Kwaku sold more shrines. As Aberewa was deployed to  
absolve social tensions in diverse communities, the money-making did  
not contradict the genuine moral project that constituted Aberewa.

The new cult started to live its own, sometimes excessive, life far away 
from its initial distribution centre Techiman and proliferated fast. Its  
impact upon society attracted the attention of the British Chief Commis- 
sioner of Asante named Fuller. He sent out Fell (Commissioner of Northern  
Province, Asante) to investigate the cult in Techiman. Although the British  
initially tolerated the cult, the rising number of troubling reports about  
abused bodies and the barbaric customs inclined Fuller, who was  
pressured by the Basel Mission Christians, to take action and prohib- 
it the cult. Fuller ordered a ban on Aberewa and attempted to arrest  
its priests. The prohibition of Aberewa was the first breakthrough in  
the evangelical project of the Basel Mission (Allman and Parker 2005).  
Aberewa-propagator Yaw Atia from Techiman was lured to Kumasi  
with a trick and was arrested. Techimanhene Nana Konkorama’s  
protested in vain. Letters were sent to all chiefs “ordering them to give  
up all Aberewa shrines, emblems, and regalia” (McCaskie 2004:53).  
Aberewa shrine houses across Asante were destroyed. When the British  
anti-Aberewa missionaries arrived at the Northern province of Asante,  
“Takyiman, it was thought, might give trouble.” (McCaskie 2004:54).  
Fell was sent out to destroy Aberewa shrines in Techiman. “’I expected  
difficulty’, he noted, ‘Tekiman having been the leader in promulgating  
the Abirewa worship’”(McCaskie 2004:54). Yet, his fear was unfounded  
since the Techimanhene, remembering his collision with the district  
commissioner over the border demarcation, complied with the British  
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the changes and innovations in the spiritual  
hierarchy are connected to changes in the  
visible world and vice versa. For example, oral  
histories indicate that Taa Kora was the principal  
deity during the Bono-Manso epoch.179 Taa  
Kora lost esteem after the fall of Bono-Manso,  
to the advantage of Taa Mensah. The latter  
became the state deity when Techiman be 
came the capital of the Bono-empire, as the  
God correctly prophesised. However, Taa  
Kora regained prominence again after its  
priest forged the golden bullet that would kill  
Gyamanhene Adinkra in 1818.180 The Asante  
had now embraced the Bono-God. After this  
war, the Asante seized the seven most respected  
war Gods of the Bono. They thanked Taa Kora  
for the services provided during the Gyaman  
war. The oldest of the Tano deities became a  
state deity of the Asante and its priests were  
enstooled as Tanohene, the chief of all Atano 
-priest. Another example is the rise of  
Bo⊂twerewa as spiritual executioner of the  
Taa Mensah. This witch-catching deity emerged  
during the second half of the nineteenth  
century, long before the political instability in  
Asante and the colonization of the Gold coast.  
As a witch-catching deity, Bo⊂twerewa is 
the forerunner of Aberewa and Sakrobundi.  
Moreover, the presence of Bo⊂twerewa  
indicates that anti-witchcraft shrines were 
no novelty in Techiman, nor was it an  
innovation solely triggered by the deep  

Map 5: The world of Sie Kwaku (McCaskie 2005). 
Techiman is written as Takyiman.
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the Gold Coast. Parts of the properties of the witches killed by Aberewa  
and part the revenues of its shrines were send to Techiman. As such,  
religious and economic networks were established. As a rather small  
settlement in the beginning of the 20th century, Techiman was able to  
generate large religious networks with ramifications all over the Gold  
Coast colony. As such, Techiman was firmly rooted in the Gold Coast.  
The proliferation of the Aberewa and Sakrobundi cults placed Techiman  
on the map once again as a religious centre.

These examples make several things clear. Firstly, ritual innovation and  
the fluctuation of witch-catching deities are not a new phenomenon  
caused by colonization solely. Secondly, the narratives illustrate that the  
Traditional pantheon is susceptible to changes in the visible world and  
vice versa. Both worlds are intractably interwoven. For example, the  
long stay in Gyaman caused changes in the Techiman’s pantheon.  
Aberewa and Sakrobundi were integrated in the pantheon. On the  
other side, some of the Atano-deities also received a place in the  
Gyaman pantheon (Terray 1980). Thirdly, Gods travel along the tracks  
of their priests. Fourthly, shrines are transferable and movable religious  
commodities, able to generate financial revenue.

social changes caused by colonisation. In this light, Aberewa and  
Sakrobundi can be seen as just another chapter in the process of ritual  
innovation. The spread of these cults can be analysed form two  
viewpoints. First, when looking at the changes and shift in the  
Traditional pantheon from an ethnic and spatial point of view, Aberewa  
and Sakrobundi were alien, non-local Gods in the Techiman Pantheon.  
The large majority of the Gods in the Techiman pantheon originated  
from the natural landmarks in the vicinity of Techiman, especially the  
Atano-river, with a few exceptions not withstanding (Afram and  
Asubonteng). These places were seen as the dwelling places of Gods  
and as sources of spiritual power. Since the arrival of Aberewa and  
Sakrobundi, Gyaman was also perceived as a source of invisible power.  
Although no narratives are available that describe the first encounter of  
the Bono with Aberewa and Sakrobundi in Gyaman, one can assume  
that their performance and impact in the Gyaman society, a strong 
hold in the rebellion against the Asante, impressed the Bono greatly.  
Hence, the Bono-royal clan adopted Aberewa and Sakrobundi. Gyaman  
became part of the bush in a sense. The bush -the physical somewhere  
where Gods are born as well as the metaphysical elsewhere of the  
spiritual world- was no longer a local place but became a translocal  
space with extensions to Gyaman. The bush became a more abstract  
and vague place, compared to the very concrete and tangible birthplaces  
of the Atano-Gods. 

Second, when looking at the trajectory that Sakrobundi and Aberewa  
covered over the course of their proliferation, Techiman always served as  
a nodal point. Both cults originated from Gyaman and spread from  
Techiman over to the wider Akan region. The moving of the new and  
old shrines illustrates again that Gods are not tied to a location but  
are, rather, movable. This unlimited capacity for travel enabled the  
emigration of Aberewa to Techiman and its further spread throughout  
the Gold Coast. Aberewa especially spread throughout the whole of  
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4.3.2. Urban development out of the invisible

In the initial years after the return from Gyaman, Aberewa and Sakrobundi re-established Techiman as a religious power  
centre. The wide scope of the religious networks that the town generated contrasted with the rather small size of the  
town. Although the revenues that were gathered from the success of Aberewa accelerated the spatial growth of the  
town, Techimanhene Nana Konkorama (1900-1908) wanted to further speed up the expansion of his capital. He had  
the ambition to materialize the memories of the bygone Bono-Manso kingdom. Another divine source was attracted to  
accelerate the expansion of Techiman.

Frame 4.6: Dente travels to Techiman

The God Dente was brought to Techiman by Nana Konkorama, the ⊂manhene of Techiman. When Techiman returned  
from exile at Gyaman, the town was not progressing so Nana Konkorama was determined to procure something to help  
him assure the progress of the town. He went to Krakye for the God Dente, and brought it back, putting it at the end  
of the Ahenfi Ward of Techiman. The town then grew to the place where they put the God. They moved Dente to the  
Dwomo ward and the town extended to that side too. It was moved further away and the town again grew to it. In  
1930, they moved it again and the town again reached it. Next, they moved it to the place where the Ameyaw Local  
Authority School is now and the town extended to that place too. (…) Everywhere they placed the God, they name  
the surrounding area after the God and call it “Denteso”; for this reason, part of the Dwomo Ward from the Black Star  
to the Bamiri road, commonly known as Denteso (Warren and Brempong 1971: 53).

Dente was the main deity in the thriving trading city of Kete-Krachi. The priest of the God became a household name as  
a wealthy and powerful political leader (Maier 1981). This Bono-deity made name and fame with his opposition to the  
Asante from 1874 onwards. He prophesied the defeat of the Asantehene Kofi Karikari in the last Anglo-Asante war in  
1896 (see chapter three). This correct prophecy catapulted the reputation of Dente to unseen levels in the Bono-area.  
Moreover, the God was seen as the driving force behind the economic success of its home base Kete-Krachi. Hence 
forth, the Techimanhene called in Dente’s help to accelerate the growth of Techiman. Dente enabled the Techimanhene  
to plan the growth of the town, as the town would extend to where the shrine was located. Dente was not the only
God that was called in to stimulate the growth of the town. In the 1930’s, the coming of the witch-catching God  
Mframa resulted in the establishment of a new village called Pomaakrom, not too far from Techiman town. In order to  
ensure the fast development of the new settlement, priestess Nana Pomaa enshrined the God Amanyina (‘the kingdom  
grows’). The roots of this traveling God lie in the Bamboi, Northern Region.

Map 6: Some of the new shrines in Techiman between 1874 and 1930 (self made 
map).
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Dente and Amanyina exemplify how Traditional Gods could generate  
urbanization in multiple ways. New Gods lead to the establishment of  
new shrines and to the emergence of new villages or new suburbs.  
Very often the new shrine houses were built at the edge, or just outside  
of, the built space. As everybody wanted to live close to the protective  
powers of the Gods, it was only a matter of time before people settled  
in the vicinity of the new shrine houses. The Aberewa cult pointed out  
that shrines also generate revenue. At least part of the revenue flows  
back to those who work for the shrine which attracts more people.  
These gains were often re-invested in the shrine house and the sur- 
rounding settlement. As such, Traditional Gods stimulated the  
development  of towns and villages. Yet, this very quality of stimulating  
urban development is simultaneously counterproductive for the divine  
power of the Gods. If a settlement becomes too big and crowded, the  
chance that the taboos of the Gods will be broken increases and the  
God might lose its powers. The priest can then decide to enforce the  
shrine-house by adding new Gods. Or, he or she may decide to move  
the shrine house to the edge of the city or found a new settlement,  
which in turn leads to the expansion of that built space. As there was  
no formal urban planning, this religiously empowered form of urban  
planning proved to be successful and the town grew steadily. The number  
of houses and families rose and immigrants started to (re-)find their  
way to Techiman, attracted by the fertile lands. They were mostly traders  
and farmers from the Northern Territories, which became a British  
protectorate in 1912. The first non-Bono settlement near Techiman was  
most likely the small hut that a northerner called Nana Matwori built to  
take care of his sick wife (Warren and Brempong 1979a). The hut was  
located at the other side of the Atweredaa-river in Techiman. The  
settlement was temporary and ‘informal’ as Matwori did not ask for  
permission from the Techimanhene to settle there. Nevertheless, his  
settlement would later develop into a whole new neighbourhood, the  
Zongo. 

Figure 51The shrine of the God Dente. Picture taken by Warren in 1970.
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As is often the case, another version of this history circulates. The leader  
of the Zongo, a Muslim and direct descendant of the first Hausa settlers,  
states that his grandfather asked the Techimanhene for land to settle  
and farm on. According to this version, the Techimanhene responded  
by referring them to his son, the Gyaasehene, who is responsible for  
the accommodation of strangers. He is the caretaker of the land where  
Nana Matwori built his shelter. The Gyaasehene gave the Hausa per 
mission to settle there. Despite the frictions between the Bono and  
the Northerners, banning the Hausa traders from Techiman was not an  
option. Through the Hausa, the old trade routes could be reopened and  
trade could be re-established, a crucial matter for the resurrection of  
the Bono-Techiman state after the devastating wars with the Ashanti.  
The paramount king and Taa Mensah compromised by including and  
excluding the Hausa-traders simultaneously. The supreme deity banned  
the Hausa from Techiman town but, at the same time, the Techiman- 
hene recognized and honoured them by allocating land to build on.  
They obliged the Hausa to settle on the other side the Atweredaa-river  
where they built their own neighbourhood, the Zongo. 

The word Zongo, a Hausa word meaning the camping place of a caravan,  
or the lodging of traders, was first used by the British to refer to the  
section of Kumasi where Muslim traders lived (Schildkrout 1978:67).  
The northern Ghanaian and non-Ghanaian immigrants whose  
descendants are referred to as the members of the Zongo community  
today began to settle in Kumasi just before the beginning of this  
century, around 1896, when the British placed a permanent representative  
in the town. The emergence of a Zongo in Techiman is part of a larger  
process of urban change. The migration of traders and farmers from  
the north enabled the emergence of twin cities. One city is inhabited by  
the local population and is the seat of the royal clans. Another city was  
built for the immigrants a bit further away. Both cities are part of one  
urban tissue. This model of urbanization dates back to the capital of the  

The arrival of seven Hausa-traders from Kano (in present-day Nigeria)  
is generally remembered as a turning point in the urban development  
of Techiman. At first, the alien traders stayed with the people  
of Techiman. They sojourned in the streets of two neighborhoods in  
Techiman, Dwomo and Abanimu. The Hausa traders came to Techiman  
with their cows, goats and other animals. Oral histories narrate how  
frictions arose between the Bono and the Hausa as animals belonging  
to the latter started to eat the crops, and dirty the streets, of the former.  
Moreover, goats are taboo to the state-deity Taa Mensah, whose shrine  
house graces the centre of Techiman (see above). The involvedness of  
Taa Mensah can be seen as a manifestation of the social tensions. Nana  
Owusu Gyare II narrates the oral history that describes how the problem  
was solved:

Frame 4.7: Taa Mensah and the Zongo181 

“One Hausa man first settled at the place we now call Zongo. At that  
time, Techiman town was just a small village with Dwomo, Tunsuase,  
Ahenfie and Abanimu. The Hausa came to settle there because of the  
goats. Our way of life is quite different: our occupation, our traditions  
and beliefs… We were farmers. They were traders who reared goats  
and other animals. When the goats came and ate the food crops of  
the farmers, there was a fight. What is more, the major taboo of Taa  
Mensah is the goat. It is forbidden to rear goats in Taa Mensah’s presence.  
The Zongo people were keeping goats and other animals in and around  
their houses, as they do in the north. Taa Mensah told the Hausa-man  
and his people they should go and settle at the other side of the  
Atweredaa-river. As such, the goats would stay away from his shrine.  
(..) They went and settled at the place where the Zongo market now is.  
Gradually more northerners also came to settle and built their houses  
around there.” 
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ancient Ghana-empire. Archaeological findings have pointed out that the capital of the Ghana-empire, Kumbi-Saleh,  
also consisted of two cities. “Al-Bakri, writing in the eleventh century A.D., observed that the capital of ancient Ghana,  
consisted of two towns about six miles apart - one for the Muslim population, and the other pagan and the seat of the  
Court”(Bovill 1958:8). Bono-Manso, the capital of the first Bono-kingdom, was also built according to this urban model  
(Effah-Gyamfi 1978). Techiman adopted this model by allocating the Muslim-immigrants a separate place to settle,  
one distinct from the royal settlement of Techiman town, the stronghold of the Traditional religion. 
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Conakry and sold it in Antwerp and Paris.  
But when the gold trade became too dangerous  
and difficult, I abandoned it and continued my  
journey through West Africa. The next stop  
was Yamoussoukro in Ivory Coast. I was  
working as a marabout there. One of my  
clients was an important businessman from 
Burkina Faso. When the war started, I advised  
him to leave Ivory Coast and to return to his  
place. He convinced me to join him on his trip  
to Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso. He got me a  
room in his house in Ouaga 2000, the modern  
suburb of Burkina’s capital. One day I woke  
up. I realised I dreamed something important.  
Allah told me: “Hey you, you should go to  
Ghana, go to Damango and continue your  
work as spiritual guide.” The dream was a  
message from Allah. Once I settled in Damango,  
my name and fame as marabout or mallam  
spread throughout Ghana little by little. 

Two years ago a man from Techiman came to  
consult me. He wanted to start up a hotel and  
needed my assistance and advice to make his  
business profitable. The man was afraid be 
cause his hotel was situated next to the Tano- 
river. He feared that the evil spirits that are  
wandering in the river would harm him and  
his business. I can go and bathe in the river,  
nothing will happen to me. As Allah protects  
me. I helped the man and stayed in his hotel  
for a couple of months. When the man’s hotel  

of the people solely by citing from the  
Koran or by long prayers to Allah. Others  
work with spirits to solve the issues. Often  
mallams travel a lot and do not stay in the  
same place for long. Without a good point  
of contact, it is difficult to trace them.  
Through a contact person in Techiman  
market, I was able to interview Ibrahima  
Khadriyah, a Senegalese mallam who was  
staying in a hotel near Techiman:

Frame 4.8: Mallam Ibrahima Khadriyah 182 

My name is Ibrahima Khadriyah. I was born  
in the Medina of Dakar, Senegal. I don’t  
belong to the Mourid-brotherhood like  
many Senegalese but to the Qadirriyyah Sufi- 
brotherhood from Mauritania. My father  
trained me in the teachings of Sheik Abdul  
Qadir Jilani. When I finished my training as  
marabout, I couldn’t stay in the house of  
my father. You know, two presidents can’t  
stay in the same house. My time in Dakar  
was up. In a dream Allah motivated me to  
leave Senegal and travel to learn and gain  
experience. I first went to Banjul, Gambia.  
Then I continued to Guinea Bissau and  
Guinea Conakry, traveling from city to city.  
In Guinea Conakry I commuted between  
Sierra Leone and Conakry as a gold trader.  
I bought the gold in Sierra Leone, went to  

4.3.3 People from the North

The large majority of the immigrants were  
Muslims who belonged to the Islamic Tidjaniya  
movement that stems from Mauritania and  
Senegal. The first Tidjaniya mosque was built  
next to the newly established Zongo-market.  
The Zongo grew round the mosque and the  
market. Together with the Imams, the Islamic  
religious leaders and teachers called mallams  
play an important role in the spiritual life of the  
Muslims. Mallams or marabouts: “are Islamic  
spiritualists who are also believed to have the  
capacity to foresee, but not to control, the  
future. These spiritualists range from  
conventional Islamic clerics (Limam) who are  
versed in the Koran and preside over services  
at local mosques, to local healers and diviners  
who mix Islam with indigenous beliefs and  
practices. (…) Most marabouts receive gifts  
or money for their services, with the most  
respected and renowned marabouts drawing  
substantial income from their practice.”  
(Roncoli, et al. 2002). The otherness of the  
Islamic diviners, and the aura of wisdom that  
surrounds them, convinces some people to  
take their spiritual problems to them. Mallams  
play a role as spiritual consultants, analogous  
to the Traditional priests, although their mode  
of working differs from the Traditional priests.  
Every mallam has their own way of working.  
Some of them address the spiritual problems  

Picture 52: The leaders of the Zongo on their way to greet Nana Techimanhene 
(November 2008). 
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Picture 53: A picture of Mallam Abdulai who resides in Techiman, close to the 

Amanfo⊂ forest (February 2009).
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followed by the Mossi, Gonja, Dagomba, Sisala etc. The respective  
parts of the Zongo were the communities lived was called after them,  
hence the names of the different neighborhoods in the Zongo: Hausa- 
line, Wangara-line, Mossi-line, Dagomba-line, etc. All these ethnic  
groups elected a leader who was then enstooled as a sub king to the  
Zongo hene. This led to the founding of different new stools: Mosihene,  
Wangarahene, Sissalahene, etc. 

The incorporation of Islam in the traditional council attracted more  
Muslim traders and boosted trade in Techiman. Techiman began  
developing steadily in the early 20th century. The town, as well as the  
adjacent Zongo, expanded slowly but surely. The 1921 census counted  
135 houses and 878 inhabitants in Techiman town, and 72 inhabitants  
in the Zongo. The Dutch geographer De Groot estimated that in 1930  
Techiman town counted 234 houses and that the Zongo had 61 houses.  
Even when taking these numbers with a pinch of salt, they clearly  
indicate the expansion of Techiman and its twin brother, the Zongo.  
Religious places such as shrines and mosques played a steering and  
stimulating role in Techiman’s growth. Traditional Gods played a key  
role in the spatial development of the urban growth of Techiman.  
Translocal Gods like Dente and Amanyina, as well as local centuries-old  
Gods like Taa Mensah, influenced the urban planning and accelerated  
the growth of the city. They exemplify how religious innovation  
generates urbanization. The next sub-chapter discusses the inverse,  
how urbanization generates religious innovations.

was running well, I continued my trip and went to Cape Coast. After  
one year, the man from the hotel in Techiman, came to see me again  
and begged me to join him again in Techiman. He wanted to enlarge  
his business and needed my assistance. When I finished the prayers,  
he took the key to my room. “I want you to stay here. You don’t have  
to pay anything for living and eating. You have to do nothing but to  
ensure the future of my business. The hotel is at your disposal”, he  
told me. Since then, I have stayed  here. I’m free here and I can receive 
my clients discreetly and secretly. 

Islam became institutionalised in Techiman, when a mallam  
thought to be Nana Gariba prophesied that a new born member of  
the royal Oyoko clan would be the next Techimanhene. The boy in  
question was later enstooled as Nana Yaw Kramo Frimpong (1909-
1927). The nickname Kramo means Muslim. Nana Yaw Kramo  
Frimpong became a member of the newly arrived Islamic Ahmadiyya- 
movement, the second largest Islamic brotherhood after the Tidjaniya.  
This Pakistan-based movement built its regional headquarters in  
Techiman. Today, the large white mosque of the Ahmadiyya mission,  
surrounded by a large lawn, is an architectural jewel. The mission  
comprises a hospital and a school. The large mission came to Techiman  
due to the support of the Techimanhene Nana Yaw Kramo Frimpong.  
During his reign, the Zongo community was incorporated into the  
traditional council. This was a recognition for the northern traders. 

When confronted with the growing Zongo-settlement, Nana Yaw  
Kramo Frimpong created a new stool in the traditional council, the  
Zongo hene. The latter was to be the contact person between the  
Northerners and the Bono. Since the Hausa-people were the first to  
settle in the Zongo, the Zongo hene has always been a Hausa. The Hausa  
were not the only ethnic group in the Zongo. Gradually other ethnic  
groups also settled in Techiman. The second to arrive were the Wangara,  
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After the gun incident, the young men pounced on Nana Yaw Kramo.  
They beat him severely and broke one of his legs. They dragged him  
all the way from Agosa and brought him in front of the house of Nana  

Kwadwo Mensah, the Akonkontiwahene, where he died.

The narrative not only makes clear how Nana Yaw Kramo Frimpong  
complemented Islam with Traditional features and how taboos can  
make or break spiritual power. Indirectly, it also sheds a light on the  
expanding scope of Techiman, in the context of deep economical and  
political changes. The routes were not built for the political benefit of  
Techiman but rather to expand the physical mobility and facilitate the  
efficient export of cacao beans. The colonial elites on the one hand  
and the northern immigrants on the other exposed the Bono to different  
ways of being and brought them into contact with new sources of  
wealth. The booming cacao business made financial wealth suddenly  
very tangible and possible for ‘ordinary’ people (Southall 1978; Terray  
1980). New opportunities and inequalities emerged as a consequence  
of the cacao economy. The economic changes resulted in a rise in social  
tensions within kinship and gender relations. Farmers could gain large  
amounts of money. The corresponding rise in their influence placed  
pressure upon the rather rigid hierarchy within families. The farmers  
were faced with jealousy whether they shared their wealth or not. The  
more individualistic mentality, intensified by the slow spread of  
Christianity, increased the need for spiritual mediation. The accumulation  
of wealth came along with an increase in anti-witchcraft activities  

4.3.4. Gods from the north

At the end of the reign of Nana Yaw Kramo Frimpong (1909-1927), the  
colonial government financed the building of roads by the traditional  
council. Techiman finally became directly connected with Kintampo and  
Tamale to the north, Sunyani and Berekum to the west, Nkoranza to  
the east, and Kumasi and Accra to the south. Techiman  
was poorly connected prior to the construction of the new roads. The  
major routes bypassed the city and passed through Nkoranza and Wenchi.  
Techiman fell off the map, no doubt a consequence of Techiman’s  
attitude vis-à-vis the Asante rulers and its long absence during exile.  
The new routes opened up the Techiman area and were an enormous  
trigger for the development of Techiman. Yet, the roads also caused  
the downfall of Nana Yaw ‘Kramo’ Frimpong. He ordered the construction  
of the roads and mobilized the youth as laborers but he did not pay  
them. Instead he used the money the Gold Coast government had given  
him to reconstruct Ahenfie, the palace of the Techimanhene. The young  
laborers could not attend their farms and their crops decayed in their  
fields. They became irritated and organized a rebellion. 

Frame 4.9: The murder of Nana Yaw Kramo183 

The rebels knew that Nana Yaw Kramo was “spiritually powerful”.  
Therefore, one of them discovered the antidote against his spiritual  
power; a babadua reed, which is a kind of plant. While Nana Yaw Kramo  
was in his seat, one of the young men named Kwasi Tawia from Techiman- 
Ayinabram hit the crown of his head three times with the babadua reed,  
Nana Yaw Kramo stood up, entered his room and brought out his  
doubled barreled shot gun. Before he could shoot anyone, one man  
named Kwame Owusu pushed the weapon upwards causing Nana Yaw  
Kramo to shoot his gun into the air. 
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Frame 4.10 The local Gods are suffering 186

“The local Gods were suffering in Techiman. Their taboos were broken.  
People entered certain places where they should not pass. Because of  
the growth of the town, people passed at sacred places and built many  
houses close to the shrine. The Gods want silence, and when they can 
not get it here, they will move away to the forest or they will decrease  
in power. That is why some Traditional priests had to get new Gods  
from the north to strengthen their shrine houses.” 

The discourse on spiritual power is thus interwoven with the process  
of urbanisation. Because of the growth of the city and the rising  
population, ancient taboos got broken and the local Gods lost their aura  
of power. At the same time, the fear for witchcraft increased and the  
demand for spiritual protection rose. The power relations between the  
Gods in the spiritual world were shifting as a consequence of changes  
in the material world. New sources of ritual powers were found in the  
underdeveloped north. The confrontation with the otherness of the  
northern ethnic groups combined with the exotic perception of  
the north as undeveloped people resulted in a fascination for the  
powerful northern Gods that could tackle the fear for witchcraft  
(Allman and Parker 2005; Field 1940; Ward 1956). A new source of  
ritual power was found outside the cultural realm of the city. Spiritual  
power was no longer solely located in the nearby natural landmarks  
that surround the growing city, nor was it located in the Gyaman- 
kingdom. The north became the new source of spiritual power, the very  
place where Aberewa originated from (see frame 4.5). 

Several heterodox anti-witchcraft shrines, which drew their powers from  
the northern savanna, emerged in Techiman around the 1930’s. Priest  
who wanted to enforce their shrine houses could either catch traveling  
spirits from the sky or they could travel to one of the renowned shrines  

(McCaskie 1981). Farmers wanted to protect themselves and their in 
come against witchcraft. The outlawing of Aberewa had perpetuated  
the need for spiritual protection as well as the belief in its efficacy. The  
answer came from outside.

Although the Bono looked down upon the many northern immigrants  
in the Techiman Zongo, just as most of the Akan-peoples did (Allman and  
Parker 2005; Parker 2004; Parker 2006), they also developed an ambiguous  
fascination with the north.184  The Bono, just as other Akan-people, did  
not think much of the Zongo-people and labeled them as nn⊂nkofo⊂  
or slaves. They were seen as barbarians who stemmed from the unfertile  
grasslands (serem). During the Asante-empire they were slaves, now  
they were migrant labourers. The north was generally seen as undevel- 
oped. This very perception of being undeveloped triggered a rather  
contradictory perception. The Bono believed witchcraft was non-existent  
in the northern grasslands. They were convinced that the north was free  
from the evil manifestation of maleficent witchcraft, the very threat to  
development. This led to the perception that the Northerners possessed  
an esoteric knowledge to access a range of deities that could combat  
the witches in the south. A teacher in the Techiman Secondary School  
reasoned as follows: “Since the north is undeveloped, the northerners  
continue to live by the rules of their Gods. Hence, their Gods are  
strong.”185 The local Gods of Techiman could not cope with the rising fear  
of witchcraft. Traditional priest Nana Owusu Anane explains:

Picture 54: Portraits of northern gods in Techiman taken during various religious 
festival during the fieldwork. 
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or at the edge of Techiman. From there, they  
spread throughout the Akan-region. Mframa,  
Tigare, Mossi, Mframa, Nana Tongo and  
Brakune are amongst the most well-known  
northern Gods. The mental area covered by  
the notion of the bush expanded and now co- 
incides with the exotic, witchcraft-free territory  
of northern savanna lands. 

As mentioned above, some priests also  
attracted traveling spirits with northern roots  
and enshrined them in the south. One of the  
most prominent traveling Gods in Techiman is  

in the north and buy a license to operate a  
shrine of a northern God in Techiman. Remote  
places like Yipala, Banugoma, Swala, Tengzue,  
Pusiga, Garu, Nkanam and other places in the  
Northern Territories became sites of pilgrimage  
for Akan priests. Northern Gods were imported  
to tackle local problems, as becomes evident  
in the following frame:

Frame 4.11: Brakune catches the witches187 

 
During the time of Nana Kwame Ankoma,  
smallpox destroyed the lives of many people.  
Ten people could die in the same day at  
Offuman. The elders consulted many Gods,  
and the Gods told them that the calamity  
was brought by abayifo⊂. The only place they  
could get a God to counteract this calamity  
was a place called Nkanam. They went to  
Nkanam, received the God and brought it to  
Offuman. A gong gong was beaten at Offuman  
announcing the arrival of the new God  
Brakune. Everyone brought kola nuts to the  
God to prove that she or he was not abayifo⊂.  
The God caught all the abayifo⊂ who wanted  
to kill their relatives and children. The abayifo⊂  
confessed all of their bad deeds. The victims  
(abayifo⊂) became well again when the  
necessary customs were enacted. People  
accepted the God and the God became an-

other property of the stool. 

Priests and ritual entrepreneurs from all over  
the Akan-regions traveled to these places  
annually to renew their commitment and  
bond with northern savanna Gods.  
Brakune, the God in the above example,  
is one of the famous northern Gods. The  
narrative illustrates how alien Gods were  
integrated in the local pantheon of Offuman,  
one of the nine contested villages of Techiman. 
It also exemplifies the instant authority of  
these exotic Gods in catching and treating  
witches. Often the northern Gods were  
added to shrine houses in villages, outside  
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emergence of a multi-lingual, transregional  
and cross cultural web of exchange and  
religious commerce between north and south.  
Northern Gods were working in a radically  
different cultural religious context. In their  
impressive work on the history of Tongnaab,  
an anti-witchcraft God from Tengzue in Northern  
Ghana, Allman and Parker (2005) aptly  
describe how Tongnaab was transformed into  
Nana Tango when the God started to make  
name and fame in the Akan-regions. Northern  
Gods often changed names in the south and  
they received new festive days based on the  
Akan-calendar. The northern Gods assimilated  
to Akan methods of worshiping and ritual  
negotiation with the invisible. Yet, mimetic  
items referred to their northern roots. When  
the Gods possessed their priest, the Gods sat  
on an animal skin – the skin is a symbol of  
royal authority in the north, analogous to the  
stool of the Akan-royals. They wore northern  
Muslim-like hats and were dressed in smogs,  
the traditional clothes of the north. Often the  
Gods spoke a northern language. As such, the  
northern Gods were transformed in southern  
shrines that drew their divine power from the  
perceptions of the north. “Far from being a  
“traditional” response to a rapidly modernizing  
world, [the northern savanna Gods in the  
southern forest] embodied a very modern  
response to that world –one that could be  
spoken in multiple vernaculars as it crossed  

and Brempong 1988b:72). The neighbor- 
hood is named Pomaakrom, meaning the  
town of Nana Pomaa, after the first priestess  
of Mframa. The arrival of new northern  
Gods like Mframa resulted in the founding  
of many new suburbs and villages. 

The colonisation of the Gold Coast and  
the Northern territories certainly facilitated  
mobility and religious dialogue between  
the forest and savanna. The rising fear  
of witchcraft and the perception of the  
north as a witchcraft-free zone led to the  

called Mframa which means the wind (see also  
section 2.3.1.5). The Mframa-shrine emerged  
during the reign of Techimanhene Nana Yaw  
Ameyaw (1928-1935). The oral history of  
the shrine narrates how the God originated  
from the River Volta in the Northern Region.  
The God traveled to Techiman and possessed  
priestess Nana Pomaa during the night. The  
Mframa priestess built a shrine-house a few  
miles outside Techiman: “…because the God  
did not want to see menstruation and there 
fore asked her to build an abode for it so that it  
might not be touched with this taboo.” (Warren  

Picture 55: The Mframa shrine house at Pomaakrom,  
Techiman, in 2009 (right) and in 1970 (left, picture  
taken by Warren, Jan. 14, 1971), with Nana  
Akosua Pomaa. 
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regions from within Techiman. Mossi, a Burkina Faso based God, had a  
shrine in Akumadan, just outside the border of the Techiman kingdom,  
hence the nickname of the God Akumadan Mossi. Brakune spread  
from Offuman. Tigare, one of the most prominent and widespread  
northern Gods, had its basis in Aboabo, a Techiman village on the  
Wenchi-road. The oral history of shrine describes how people from the  
south came to Aboabo to collect the Tigare and work with the God in  
their place (Warren and Brempong 1988b). Tigare is very popular in and  
around Techiman. Several priests were simultaneously possessed by  
Tigare at a religious festival in Kranka, a village near Techiman. Today,  
the Tigare cult has reached a global dimension, as the visit of the two  
Londoners who came to buy a Tigare shrine at Nana Yaw Agyi’s shrine  
in Kranka (see introductory narrative) illustrates. 

Despite the arrival of the northern anti-witchcraft Gods, Techiman  
continued to believe in the strength of the local deities. At the same  
time that the northern Gods started to make a furore in the south,  
a new locally based shrine was opened in Techiman. The Bo⊂-shrine 
house was established during the reign of Nana Yaw Ameyaw (1936- 
1937). The Gods were captured in the vicinity of an impressive rock  
(Bo⊂) formation hidden in the forest behind Bamiri, a  
small community of farmers and blacksmiths about six miles from  
Techiman (Warren and Brempong 1971b). Six Gods were enshrined in  
and around the rocks and caves. Bo⊂ Nyamedua (the one that sits on  
the stool) is the most senior God in the shrine house. Aberewa Ntibini  
is the mother of Bo⊂ Nyamedua. The name no doubt reminded the  
people of the witch-catching God Abereawa that had been forbidden by  
the colonial authorities. Bo⊂Yaw is the son of the senior God. Bo⊂ Gyata,  
the lion, is an executioner God, similar to Apimasu and Adampa Kwaku.  
The last three Gods are witch-catching Gods. A couple of years after their  
enshrinement, the six Gods were moved from Bamiri to Taakofiano188 ,  
the  home-base of Taa Kofi, an old Atano-God. The village  grew  around the  
shrine of the God Taa Kofi, who is a son to Taa Kora, one of the oldest  

the ritual and political boundaries between north and south, savanna  
and forest” (Allman and Parker 2005:181).

Techiman played a key role as a place of pilgrimage in the spread of the  
northern Gods. As the northern-most Akan-state, Techiman is located  
at the edge of the forest, in the transitional zone between the forest  
and the savanna. In the Akan-reading of space, Techiman is situated in  
the krutia which, in this context, is the religiously charged zone between  
the cultural realm of the developed south and the undeveloped north.  
This location makes Techiman attractive for ritual entrepreneurs from  
the south. The north became the new bush, as the physical somewhere  
and abstract elsewhere of the powerful anti-witchcraft spirits. Hence,  
Techiman again became a nodal point in the spread of alien Gods.  
Several northern anti witchcraft spirits spread throughout the Akan- 

Picture 56: Nana Bekoe possessed by Bo⊂ Yaw at its Yam festival, December 2008.
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Gods in Techiman and the state deity of the first Bono-kingdom.189 The new shrine flourished and received many visitors  
from Techiman as well as from the surrounding areas as its reputation spread quickly. The success of the Bo⊂-shrine, as  
well as that of the shrines of the northern Gods in Techiman, confirm the city’s reputation as a pilgrimage site. 

The innovations in the pantheon of Techiman are closely related to the changes in the urban layout of Techiman.  
The arrival and spread of the northern Gods coincided with the development of the Techiman-Zongo. Yet, it must be  
emphasized that Bono priests imported the northern Gods and not the Northerners themselves as one might expect.  
Apart from the reflection of the Zongo in the pantheon of Techiman, two other parallels can be drawn. First, just as the  
Zongo-chiefs stay under the Techimanhene in the political hierarchy, the northern spirits stay under Taa Mensah in the  
hierarchy of the Traditional pantheon. Despite the influx of new and powerful, alien and local Gods, Taa Mensah kept  
his position as chief priest. Before a new shrine could be established, its priest had to come and present himself to the  
chief priest. A second striking parallel can also be drawn. When the priests of local shrines were faced with a decline in  
spiritual power and added northern Gods to tackle this decrease, the northern Gods were often not added in the same  
shrine house. These witch-catching gods had a different character, different taboos and a different way of worshiping.  
Hence, their shrines were often places in new shrine houses, purposely built for the northern witch-catching Gods. The  
new shrine house was situated a modest distance from the old one. As such, they were presented as two different  
shrines, just as the Zongo was a distinct settlement from Techiman town. These parallels again illustrate how the urban  
development of Techiman is reflected in the religious landscape of the city, and vice versa.

Map 8: New northern Gods and local shrines in Techiman (self made map).
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4.3.5. Worshiping the Almighty God

Christianity slowly came forward from the shadows of the popular Traditional Gods. The Methodist church was already  
present from the beginning of the 20th century and counted a dozen believers around 1920. The Presbyterian Church  
and Roman Catholic Church also started to grow around the same period. Contrary to the proliferation of the anti- 
witchcraft cults, Techiman did not serve as a nodal point for the proliferation of Christianity. The Christian churches  
came from the south. The Roman Catholic Church and the Seventh Day Adventist Church in Techiman were linked to  
Kumasi and the Presbyterian Church was linked to Akuapem. But what is remarkable is that the first propagators of the  
Christian churches were no white missionaries but they were Akans, mostly Asante, Ga or Fante except in the instance  
of the Methodist Church and later the Roman Catholic Church.190 Hence, the people of Techiman first met the Christian  
churches with mixed feelings. On the one hand, they were curious because Christianity was promoted by Akans. On  
the other hand they were also reluctant because Christianity was unknown. This becomes clear in the next frame which  
is based on an interview with Kwame Owusu who is related to the Akwamu-stool. His father was one of the founders  
of the Roman Catholic Church in Techiman:

Frame 4.12: Worshiping the Almighty God191

“One morning, my father heard a loud repetitive noise early morning. A man was hitting an iron gong: ‘bang, bang,  
bang’. He was doing this every morning. He was making noise to invite people to come to his place. After a while, my  
father became annoyed because the noise was keeping him from sleeping. Father decided to go to the place and asked  
the man to stop. When he came close to the room, he saw a man and two children inside. They had lit two candles,  
placed on a white cloth. My father spied on them for a while to see what they were doing. The people sat on their  
knees with folded hands. They were murmuring words. After the worship, they left the house. My father also left. He  
made sure the man could not see him. The following morning he heard the bell and returned. This time he knocked on  
the door. The man explained to him that they were worshiping the almighty God. My father decided to join them. His  
brothers did not know why he left so early in the morning. They asked him why and my father explained that he was  
now worshiping the almighty God. Then my fathers’ brothers also joined them.“

The new religion to worship the almighty God had a different soundscape involved with it. Whereas the Traditional  
priests called their Gods into being with a complex drum language, the Christian pastors used a repetitive metallic  
sound to attract the attention of the almighty God. In the early days of the Presbyterian Church in Techiman, the  
pastor rang a loud bell every morning to call his proselytes to the morning service. As they did not yet have a church  
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building, they worshiped in someone’s room. The improvised church  
was situated opposite to Taa Mensah’s palace. After a while, a conflict  
between the two arose. The Traditionalists complained that the bell  
disturbed their Gods (and most likely also the servants of the Gods) and  
they asked them to stop. The oral history does not mention how the  
conflict was solved but the example sheds light on the hampering and  
hesitation in the proliferation of Christianity in Techiman. 

In the period where anti-witchcraft Gods like Aberewa, Tigare and Brakune  
had made a furore, the Christian God did not spread with the same  
speed. Based upon my fieldwork, I argue that cosmological differences  
and difficulties in the translation of the Christian gospel hampered a  
speedy spread of the religion. The European missionaries did not grasp  
the world view of the Bono and classified the belief in the Traditional  
Gods, and other spirits, as sheer superstition and as an early stage in  
the evolutionary framework. They presented Christianity as a mature  
religion and the antipode of the Traditional religion. In an attempt to  
distance themselves from the Traditional religion, the Christian  
missionaries associated the Traditional Gods with the devil in processes  
of translation, very similar to what Meyer described amongst the Ewe  
of southern Ghana (Meyer 1999; Sannah 1991). By doing so, they un- 
willingly acknowledged the existence of the Traditional cosmology. They 
translated the teachings into the local vernacular when spreading the  
Christian gospel among the Akan. The term almighty God was translated  
as Onyamekopon. From a Traditional point of view, this implied that the  
Christians worshiped the supreme-being Onyamekopon. Traditionally  
Onyamekopon is an aloof spiritual entity that is detached from daily  
life. Hence, there are no shrines or temples dedicated to Onyamekopon.  
But as supreme-being, and creator of the world, Onyamekopon is the  
first name mentioned when pouring libation. The Christian missionaries  
thus offered the Bono a new ritual technology to worship Onyamekopon  
directly, instead of through the Traditional gods. Just as the Traditionalists,  

Picture 57 The Methodist Church and congregation in Techiman around 1970 
(picture taken by Warren). 
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Traditional religious responsibilities towards  
the state Gods and the ancestral spirits, and  
he used Traditional medicine to protect him 
self. 

Although the Traditional cosmology continued  
to provide the main framework to steer people’s  
daily life and decisions, the increasing spread  
of Islam, and Christianity especially, were  
indicators for profound changes. Nana Yaw  
Kramo Frimpong’s trajectories through the  
religious landscape were symptomatic of the  
changes in the city and in its spiritual counter 
part, the invisible world. His trajectories made  
clear that religion is about engaging oneself  
with the different spiritual beings to negotiate  
and facilitate daily life. From the 1920’s  
and 1930’s onwards, the religious landscape  
changed fast and, because of the influx of  
new Traditional Christian and Islamic spiritual  
entities and actors, became increasingly  
condensed.

Techiman went through some harsh years  
following the re-establishment of the Ashanti  
Confederation in 1935 and the related  
resurgence of the conflict of the nine villages  
(see chapter three). The town became  
isolated. The Asante and the British tried to  
destabilize Techiman politically. No government  
funds reached the town. The realization of the  
Bono-Manso dream came to a standstill. This  

God judges people after death, at the  
entrance gates of Heaven. Traditional  
Gods, and especially the new generation  
of witch-catching Gods, guaranteed an im- 
mediate and straightforward style of justice  
and protection against witchcraft. Yet, the  
prospect of eternal life in heaven pleased  
people. The first converts combined  
Christianity with the Traditional way of  
worshiping. This was not contradictory.  
In the Christian church, they could  
worship the almighty God directly and  
negotiate an eternal life in the Christian  
heaven, whereas in the Traditional shrines  
daily life could be negotiated. The converts  
visited the churches, but also continued to  
consult the Traditional priests and/or  
mallams when confronted with witchcraft  
or spiritual sicknesses. This syncretic  
approach towards religion implicitly came  
to the fore in the above narrative describing  
the murder of Techimanhene Nana Yaw  
Kramo Frimpong (see frame 4.9). A mallam  
had prophesised he would become the next  
Techimanhene. Impressed by this visionary  
ability, Nana Yaw Kramo Frimpong became  
a member of the Ahmadiyya Islamic  
brotherhood. Besides that, he was a member  
of the Methodist Church and supported  
the emergence of both the Roman Catholic  
and Presbyterian Churches in Techiman.  
Yet, being the Techimanhene, he had  

the Christians see Onyamekopon as a creator  
(odomankoma). But the similarity stops there  
as the Christians ascribe different, even  
antagonistic qualities to their Onyamekopon.  
They see Onyamekopon as absolute,  
omnipotent, omniscient, omni-benevolent,  
omnipresent power and as an immortal being  
with its own will and personality. Christianity  
turned the moral hierarchy upside down. The  
Traditional Gods became agents of the devil  
(bonsam) instead of being the children of the  
almighty God. As such, the Traditional Gods  
were directly connected to the mythical figure  
of Sasabonsam (see section 2.3.1.5) and his  
allies, the witches (abayifo⊂), the very  
spiritual beings they were fighting against.  
Yet, the early Christian churches were not able  
to provide a satisfactory answer to the apparent  
rise of witchcraft accusations that made the  
northern Gods so successful.

In a religious context where cults come and go,  
Christianity was initially just one cult amongst  
others. The first churches in Techiman did not  
have much feeling for the Akan-cosmology  
of two entangled worlds and they could not  
address the spiritual need of the people as  
indicated previously. Since they lacked a  
spiritual component, the early missionaries  
could not meet the expectations of the Bono.  
Demands for spiritual assistance or protection  
were laughed at and ignored. The Christian  
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is visible in the demographics of Techiman. Between 1921 and 1931, the population of Techiman and the Zongo rose  
from 878 to 2,254 people. Between 1931 and 1948, approximately the main period of political unrest, the population  
rose from 2,254 in 1931 to only 2,581 in 1948. After the enstoolment of Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III (1944-1961), the  
stability necessary for the growth of the town returned. The population of Techiman and Zongo more than tripled to  
8,755 inhabitants in 1960 (Warren 1988). This rapid growth is not only an outcome of the return of the political stability,  
but was also due to the establishment of a new market around 1945 (see chapter five) which quickened the growth  
of the city as well. 

Map 9 A sketch of Techiman around 1960, made by Warren (1971a)
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4.3.6 Moving the gods out of the city

The boom of the market and the return of political stability to Techiman stimulated the growth of the city. As the head 
quarters of the Brong Kyempem Federation, Techiman regained political esteem in the run up to the independence of  
the Gold Coast (see chapter three). When the nine villages were replaced under the umbrella of the Bono-Techiman  
kingdom, this political victory indirectly caused some changes in the urban lay-out of the city. Two new settlements  
were established in the aftermath of the political victory of the Asante and the independence of Ghana. 

The first major change in the map of Techiman was the relocation of the Asubonteng shrine from Nkoranza. The God  
from Nkoranza arrived in Techiman between 1865 and 1874 (see above). Due to the rapid growth of the town, people  
and houses surrounded the shrine. In the heat of the political sparring over the nine villages, Techimanhene Nana  
Akumfi-Ameyaw III had called on the assistance of the God Asubonteng to regain the nine villages: ”The Techimanhene  
asked the God: If you will help me to be victorious, what should I give? The God answered to give him land.”192 By asking  
for land, the God anticipated the growth of the town. Up until then, the shrine was located in a house in Tunsuase,  
an intensely crowed neighbourhood in town. To restore the intimacy and to uphold the power of the shrine, the priest  
needed to relocate the shrine outside Techiman town. Now that Nkrumah assigned the nine villages to Techiman, the  
Techimanhene had to keep his divine promise to the God. He donated land to the God. A few miles behind the  
Tunsuase neighbourhood, a new village was established. The settlement around the shrine house was called Kom- 
fo⊂krom, meaning the village of the priest. Komfo⊂krom was the third village in the direct vicinity of Techiman that  
grew around a shrine. The other villages that developed around a shrine house are Pomaakrom (Mframa-shrine) and  
Traa (Bo⊂twerewa-shrine). A fourth one would be established soon.

The second new village, and the fourth village centered around a shrine, was New Taakofiano. After the Tano-river  
flooded the village Taakofiano, the home base of the Bo⊂-shrine, an epidemic broke out. The disasters devastated the  
village. The new political elite headed by General Joseph Ankrah of the National Liberation Council (NLC), decided to  
rebuild the village in another location. New Taakofiano was to be a model village, epistomizing the modern character of  
the new rulers. The government donated cement and sheets of iron to rebuild Taakofiano. The Bo⊂-shrine was moved  
along to New Taakofiano to ensure the development of the village. New Taakofiano developed into a place of pilgrim 
age as people flocked to the Bo⊂-shrine looking for spiritual assistance. This accelerated the growth of the village.  
Twenty years later, the priest was forced to move the shrine again due to the speedy growth of Taakofiano and Techiman.  
Nana Ko Bekoe, the current priest of the Bo⊂-shrine, narrates:
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settlements have become too big, the shrines will have to move again.  
The same process repeats itself because the Traditional Gods cannot  
cope with the urban buzz. Yet, from the 1960’s onwards, a new  
urban spirit shuffled across the religious landscape of Techiman: the  
Holy Spirit.

Frame 4.16: Moving the Gods out of the city193

“I took the shrine over from my uncle, one year after he died. Our shrine  
was in New Taakofiano at that time. But because the town was developing  
fast, the houses approached the shrine. We were almost in the centre  
of town. The rules that our deities laid down were violated. Menstruating  
women passed in front of the shrine. People were making noise at night.  
Dogs and goats were roaming around the house. It was impossible to  
prevent these things from happening. Because its taboos got broken,  
our deities lost power and were not respected anymore. The God no  
longer had the power to punish the people. The spirits became angry  
and frustrated. They told us to move away from the town. Boo Nyame- 
dua brought us to the current location. Unfortunately, the government  
had acquired the land for the production of cotton. The government  
workers chased us away. But Boo Gyata didn’t accept this. The God  
turned himself into a lion and frightened the government workers. They  
ran away, leaving all their things behind. When asked to come back,  
they responded: “No, we don’t want to come back, take the land!”

A statue was erected to symbolize the power of this lion-God in honour  
of the Gods Boo Gyata and Boo Nyamedua. This was the third time the  
shrine was relocated. It is now situated along the busy road between  
Accra and Ouagadougou, again just outside Techiman, and close to the  
Tano-river as well as being between the bush and the town. 

There is a strong, but ambiguous interplay between the spatio-religious  
system of the Traditional religion and the growth of the city. The above  
examples indicate that the establishment of new shrines indirectly  
accelerated urbanisation. From a Traditional point of view, the urban  
space is secular. Since Gods cannot stay in the city, the priests have to  
relocate the shrines to the intermediary space at the edge of the city.  
New settlements grow in the vicinity of the shrine.194 Once the  

Picture 58: The statue at the entrance of the Bo⊂-shrine. Nana Bekoe is sitting on 
one of the lions. The picture was taken during the celebration of his Yam festival 
(March 2009).
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4.4.1. Fallen angels and the rise of the Holy Spirit

The market attracted traders from all over the newly founded nation. The space served as the gateway through which  
new opinions and visions entered the city. Traveling preachers called in at the Techiman market to proclaim a new inter- 
pretation of the Christian gospel. They put forward the Holy Spirit (honhom kronkron) as the spiritual manifestation of  
the almighty God (Onyamekopon) on earth. They preached that amongst all the spirits and Gods in the spiritual world,  
only one of them is the true son of Onyamekopon. Its name is the Holy Spirit. All the other spirits, including the  
Traditional Gods, the dwarves and the witches, were displayed as agents of the devil (Bonsam). In an interview, a  
Christian pastor explained how the Traditional gods came about according to the Pentecostal point of view. The second  
frame is a translation of a sermon given by a Pentecostal pastor in Techiman market. 

Frame 4.17: Fallen angels195 

“The Traditional spirits are all from Satan. These idols are evil spirits. They come from the satanic dimension. In fact,  
the idols are fallen angels. It is even written in the Bible. Initially, they were angels, coming to the earth to support  
men. (…) When the angels came to earth, somehow lust came into them and they slept with the daughters of men.  
God expelled them. They were punished and had to live as men. But their offspring were very huge. (…). When the big  
storm came in Noah’s days, the fallen angels transcended into the spiritual world. They now live as spiritual beings and  
they work for the cause of the devil. They just come to you, possess you spiritually, take control of your mind and take  
a hold of your heart to berate you. The Traditionalists think the fallen angels are Gods. They think these demons are  
children of Onyamekopon and they worship the fallen angels. But in fact, they are worshiping the agents of the devil.” 

Frame 4.18: A party of a thousand years196 

“When Jesus Christ was going, he promised his disciples he would return as the Holy Spirit. We believe in the Holy Spirit.  
Jesus Christ is the leader because he is the Holy Spirit. He is Onyamekopon. That is our belief. Jesus is Onyamekopon.  
When you talk of something holy, that is something where there is nothing bad behind. The Holy Spirit is the name of  
Onyamekopon on earth. We preach about the resurrection of Christ, about judgment, and about repentance. When  
Jesus Christ was going, he told us to go and preach the gospel to others, to repent and come to the kingdom of God.”

“In this place where we are living, there is no peace unless you enter in the kingdom of Onyamekopon. There is peace,  
no sicknesses, nothing bad in the kingdom of Onyamekopon. In his kingdom, the lord will feed you, give you a place  

4.4. Global  god(s)  in a modern city

Picture 59 :A preacher in Techiman market (January 2009)
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Pentecostal movements better comprehended  
the religious and spiritual dynamics of the  
Akan life world. The Pentecostal movement  
endorses the Akan-cosmology of the spiritual  
and the material world as two distinct but  
entangled worlds. Moreover, the movement  
endorses the existing and widespread belief  
that the spiritual entities, Traditional Gods as  
well as the Holy Spirit, have actual powers  
over the visible world. Hence, the Pentecostal  
churches were able to deal with the spiritual  
needs of the people by calling upon the Holy  
Spirit to address these needs. The Holy Spirit  
was seen as the manifestation of Onyamekopon  
in the spiritual world and Jesus was seen as  
the materialisation of Onyamekopon in the  
material world. This process is not particular  
to Techiman. It has been described by several  
other scholars working across Ghana (Gifford  
2004; Hanson 2002)

The sometimes-populist discourse of the  
Pentecostal church caught on with the people  
of Techiman. The first Pentecostal church in  
Techiman opened at the end of the sixties,  
early seventies.197 By then, the congregation al 
ready counted dozens of converts. The rise of  
Pentecostal movements caused a gradual shift  
of the religious and moral paradigm towards  
Christianity. People no longer solely referred to  
a Traditional framework to judge over good or  
bad. More and more, the Bible drew out the  

the Pentecostal churches from the early  
European churches like the Methodist, the  
Seven Day Adventist, the Roman Catholic  
and the Presbyterian Churches. Where the  
early European Christian churches were not  
able to address the spiritual needs of the  
residents of Techiman fully, the theological  
and cosmological underpinnings of the  

to sleep, give you water, everything! The Bible  
says that Jesus Christ will organize a party of  
1000 years for the righteous.”

As fallen angels engaged by the devil, the  
Pentecostal discourse integrated the  
Traditional spirits into their understanding of  
the Christian cosmology. This distinguishes  

Picture 60: The congregation of the Pentecostal 
Church, 1970 (Picture taken by Warren). 
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moral guidelines. The following examples illustrate how churchgoers  
experience the power of the Holy Spirit, as mediated through a pastor.  
In the first paragraph, a man describes how his son was released from  
an American prison after calling upon the Holy Spirit. The second  
paragraph describes how Pastor Boateng of the Evangelist Power of  
God Global Church saved a woman’s marriage. Note how the  
Pentecostal pastors receive the same kind of cases as their Traditional  
counterparts. 

Frame 4.19: Testimonies198 

“My son stays in the USA. He had got a problem with some of his white  
friends. They reported him to the police. He was arrested for being an  
illegal. The police locked him up in jail and brought him to court. The  
Judge decided that he would be deported one week later. He called me in  
panic. I told him I would bring the case to Bishop Yeboah. During a church  
service, I explained everything to our Bishop. He prayed to the Holy  
Spirit and prophesied: “I will put my bible down if you’re son returns  
to Ghana. I have seen that they will release him and give him a green  
card.” The whole congregation raised their hands up and we prayed for  
twenty minutes. My son calls me three days later. He was released from  
prison. He took the case to court and received a green card. Thanks to  
the power of the Holy Spirit. God is alive! Hallelujah!”

“I will place my hand on you. God is telling me you have an unsuccessful  
marriage. Another woman took the man that you married. I’m telling  
you something. In spirit, I saw that woman blindfolded you and took  
your husband away, spiritually, from you. Your husband cares about you  
but now his attention focuses on the other woman. In spirit, what I saw  
was that you’ve parked your bag and baggage out of the room. God  
told me, in spirit, that you will have peace love and tranquility in your  
marriage. So, we are coming to pray for you. It is not too late to save  

Picture 61: A young man praying in a Pentecostal church in Techiman (July 2009)
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the marriage. God can do it. He will give you an ointment to improve your sex life. You can do the style of the youth,  
the adult or the old age now. I’m a pastor, clap for Jesus. I’m praying for you. The Holy Spirit tells me that Jesus will  
save your marriage and will give you money. I will not lie to you. Raise your hands. Holy spirit, any grace that you have  
for the woman, give it to her! Everybody, point at her! Pray for a happy family. Pray for a good marriage for her. Holy  
Spirit, I free this woman from those who have bewitched her marriage. In the name of Jesus, break the covenant with  
the devil. We pray to break any bad intentions concerning her marriage. We break it. We break it! Receive the glory and  
grace of the Holy Spirit! Receive it! Receive it! We thank you God for being victorious. Amen! “

By recognizing the existence of the spiritual world and postulating the Holy Spirit as spiritual entity, the Pentecostal  
cosmology bears close resemblance to the Traditional cosmology. The threshold for people to engage themselves fully  
in this new religious movement was rather low. The Pentecostal cosmology enabled the pastors to address the spiritual  
needs and demands of the converts. They provided a new religious framework in which people sought answers and  
support for the challenges brought about by the modern world. 

4.4.2. Modern spiritual powers

From their emergence in the sixties to the present, the Pentecostal church has offered people the possibility to start over as  
a modern Christian. By passing through an initiation ritual of individual and collective prayers, converts could cut their  
spiritual links with the devilish Traditional Gods and ancestral spirits, and are born again as Christian, with the  
guaranteed protection and guidance of the Holy Spirit. Pentecostalism is, and was, experienced as a step into the  
modern and global world, hence the use of corresponding attributes such as modern, international or global in the  
names of churches.199 As the religion of the white men, the people of Techiman saw the Christian churches as modern  
institutions. Going to church on Sunday was a modern act. The Pentecostal movement profited from the association of  
Christianity with modernity. But, contrary to the European churches henpecked by white missionaries, the Pentecostal  
movement was embodied by Ghanaians. Hence, the Pentecostal churches were perceived as an African form of  
Christianity and modernity. The Pentecostal pastors preached in the local language and were in tune with the  
Traditional cosmology. The modern connotation was enforced by the use of English jargon and quotations during  
religious services. As a new religious movement, Pentecostalism was embraced as a radical rupture with the past, as a  
new start in a modern constellation far away from the devilish realm of Tradition. 

The Pentecostal movement introduced a new range of religious actors who mediate between the converts in the  
material world and the Holy Spirit in the spiritual world. Besides the preachers and evangelists who entered the markets  
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and bus stations to spread the Pentecostal gospel and convert new souls, the Pentecostal pastors came forth as the  
leaders of the churches. They counsel their congregations. Pastors are called as⊂fo⊂, a broad term that was initially used  
to refer to a wide range of religious actors, also in the Traditional context. Pastors are selected by Onyamekopon to  
fulfill a holy mission, i.e. preach the gospel, convert new souls and/or fight the devil. Some pastors are well educated,  
others claim they have received spiritual powers from the Onyamekopon that enable them to foretell the future. They  
are called ⊂debisafo or ⊂difo⊂ meaning prophet. In the frame below, a Pentecostal pastor called Kwasi Nyame explains  
the spiritual abilities of a prophet.

Frame 4.20: Holy Ghost fire200 

“The Lord has opened the eyes of a prophet so he can see the spiritual things. He is a mighty person. When a prophet  
sees a witch, he will see it with the eyes of God. When you have a special call from God, the prophet will see it. He will  
see whether the spiritual fire of the Holy Ghost is around you. It is a protective fire. No demon can touch you, no spirit,  
no abosom, no witch, because you are protected with the fire of the Holy Spirit. When you have the Holy Spirit behind  
you, nothing can harm you. You are here on earth as Jesus Christ’s representative. You have to bring satanic people to  
church to deliver them from their witchcraft spirits.”

The explanation of Kwasi Nyame (also see frame 4.19) illustrates how the Pentecostal Prophets adopted the Traditional  
concept of seeing the invisible. Just like the Traditional priests, the Pentecostal prophets have the ability to see the  
invisible world because God has opened their eyes. This feature enables them to foretell the future. It gives them the  
authority to analyse spiritual problems and identify witches. 

Spiritual issues that were previously solely presented to the Traditional priests or mallams are now brought to the  
Pentecostal pastors. Intensive prayers to the Onyamekopon now solve problems of theft, adultery, barrenness, and  
also demands for spiritual protection or for assistance in business. The Traditional priests and Islamic mallams lost their  
monopoly on spiritual mediation to the advantage of the Pentecostal preachers, pastors and prophets. The authority of  
the Traditional Gods was no longer taken for granted. Moreover, the growth of the town further eroded the power of the  
Traditional priests as the taboos of their Gods were increasingly broken. Due to the demonisation of the Traditional  
religion, people did not want to be seen when going to the shrine. The Traditional priests were excluded from the urban  
spaces and pushed into the shadow; away from the eyes of the city, towards the surrounding villages or to the edges  
of the city. The interplay between the spatial growth of a city and the establishment of Pentecostalism as a new religious  
paradigm has drastically altered the power balance in the religious landscape. The integration of the Holy Spirit also  
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place or a gateway to the spiritual world (De Witte 2008). The only  
requirement is the presence of a congregation. This opens the door  
for a Pentecostal conquest, or one might even say a colonisation of  
the urban space. The churches quickly gained popularity and “sprung  
up like grass in a meadow, like poplar trees by flowing streams”, as  
Prophet Nyame from the Faith Tabernacle of God church quoted from  
the Bible.202

Pentecostal services were celebrated in school buildings, public parks  
and private houses. A building is not a necessary condition to open a  
church. A bible, an amplifier, some loudspeakers and a microphone  
placed in the shadow of a tree suffice. However, architecture is seen  
as a sign of success and as the manifestation of the presence of the  
Holy Spirit, just as an impressive shrine house is important for the aura  
of a Traditional Priest. Having a fixed place in which to worship increases  
the credibility of the pastor and attracts more believers. The emergence  
of a myriad of religious places inside the town indicates the depth of  
the changes in the religious landscape of Techiman. Gateways to the  
spirituals world are now scattered all over town where the access to the  
spiritual world was previously limited to the liminal space between the  
bush and the built-up space. Moreover, Christian religious spaces do  
not impose taboos on their neighbours. The Holy Spirit performs any 
where and at anytime. The working space was thus not limited to the  
city. Pentecostal religious spaces were also opened in the liminal space  
between the city and the forest:

Frame 4.21 Jerusalem No 2203 

George Akwasi Agya converted to Christianity during his time in the  
Ashanti Region. He became a devoted member of the Roman Catholic  
Church and rose to the ranks  of  pastor. He decided to open a branch  
of the Roman Catholic Church in his father’s hometown, a village called  

shook up the religious landscape of Techiman. 

The Holy spirit was innovative for another reason as well. This spirit  
does not stem from a nearby bush, nor does it stem from the exotic  
north. The Pentecostal discourse situates the roots of this ubiquitous  
spirit in Jerusalem, the capital of the holy land of Israel. The Holy Spirit is  
thus an atypical spirit in the religious landscape of Techiman for several  
reasons. First, the Holy Spirit originates from a far away place that is  
out of the scope of the daily life and not accessible for most inhabitants  
of Techiman. Second, the holy spirit draws his power from an urban  
environment. This is a major shift in the religious history of Techiman.  
Whereas older spirits originated from so-called undeveloped areas, such  
as the bush or the north, the Holy Spirit stems from the very place where  
the Traditional spirits cannot stay, the city.

4.4.3. The Pentecostal claim on the urban space

The boom in Christianity is translated into the urban space in a very  
real way. The only Traditional shrine in the middle of town, devoted to  
the state-deity Taa Mensah, is virtually surrounded by the grand  
buildings of the first churches201  in Techiman. The growth of the town had  
pushed the Traditional non-state shrines outside the city, to the edges  
of the expanding city. The vacant urban space was free territory for the  
Pentecostal movement. Since the Holy Spirit originates from an urban  
environment, temples to worship this urban spirit could be opened in  
the city. The Pentecostal Spirit has the ability to cope with the urban  
environment,  unlike the Traditional spirits, and hence it’s connotation  
as modern. From a Christian perspective, this incapacity of the  
Traditional Gods to stay in the city underscores the pentecostal 
perception of the Traditional religion as backward, pre-modern, and  
from the village. The Holy Spirit can be called upon anywhere through 
out the material world. Any space can be transformed into a worshiping  

Picture 62: The Power of God Pentecostal Church in Techiman (July 2009)
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Asèmpa Nakye. But the people jeered at this new pastor. They didn’t want this church in their village. Many of them  
were afraid that the worship of the Christian God would disturb the powerful Traditional Gods. But George Akwasi  
Agya persisted and opened a Roman Catholic Church. Soon a big conflict arose. Every year the people of Asèmpa Nakye  
celebrate and honour their deities during a festival. According to the law and customs of the community, the village  
must be absolutely quiet during the festival. Nobody is allowed to make any noise. George Akwasi Agya did not obey  
the rule of silence. After all, he did not worship the Traditional Gods. He was singing and praying aloud during the  
festival. The people didn’t accept this and they sent the disobedient George Akwasi Agya to the royal palace. He was  
found guilty by the Traditional Court and exiled to the land of Antoa, a powerful God who dwells deep in the forest. To  
make sure that the animals and evil spirits of the forest would kill him, they sacrificed a cow. 

But George Akwasi Agya was able to survive in the forest. He stayed in the forest for three years. With the help of his  
almighty God, George Akwasi Agya conquered the army of witches, evil spirits and wild animals that were supposed to  
kill him. Even Antoa was not able to kill him. His faith in God helped him to survive. George even had the force to build  
his own church in the forest. When he came out of the forest and went back to the village, the people admitted that  
the Christian God was strong and good. Many of them converted to Christianity. The forest was renamed Jerusalem  
No. 2, because George Akwasi Agya went through the same suffering that Jesus Christ experienced while preaching the  
Gospel.

Pentecostal places of worship and prayer were not confined to the urban space. So-called prayer camps popped up  
in what the Traditionalists labeled as the bush. The christianisation transformed old Traditional religious places into  
sites of pilgrimage with an international character. Within the confines of such pilgrimage camps, a spiritual logic was  
adopted, making it possible to bend the laws of physics and to perform miracles. People visit the prayer camps to be  
healed, to pray for a financial breakthrough, to protect themselves against witchcraft, or to be blessed by the pastors  
who were being increasingly seen as miracle-men. Every year some thirty thousand people flock together to a Grotto,  
a complex of caves and rocks in the middle of the bush about six miles outside Techiman. One of the parish priests told  
me that in 1974 a Catholic missionary called Fr. Huisman christianised the site and transformed the shrine into a prayer  
camp. The site gained importance after an apparition of the Mother Mary in the nineties. Today, Grotto has developed  
into a prayer camp with a fixed weekly schedule for counseling, breakthrough prayers, healing and all-night-miracle  
sessions. People believe their prayers will be more effective in a clean, non-urban place. They peel off the limestone of  
the rocks and use the powder to heal a whole range of physical as well as spiritual diseases, a practice that bears a  
strong resemblance to Traditional methods of healing, where herbalists (adunsifoo) apply the same techniques but  
ascribe the healing power to Traditional spirits. The Boten-shrine in Forikrom has undergone similar mutations and  
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Just as the proliferation of the northern witch-catching Gods was a  
reflection of the emergence of the Zongo in the religious landscape,  
the spread of the Holy Spirit as a global, modern and urban spiritual  
entity coincided with the emergence of several transnational spaces in  
Techiman. One such place is the Magazine. In 1973, the fitters or car  
mechanics of Techiman decided to join forces. Their workshops were  
formerly scattered throughout the city. After negotiating with the  
Techimanhene Nana Kwaakye Ameyaw II, the organisation of car  
mechanics received vacant land along the Wenchi road. The newly  
founded Techiman Mechanic Association built an office complex and  
were provided with water and electricity. They named the place  
Magazine, referring to the neighborhood of car mechanics in Kumasi. The  
mechanics not only repair cars, but also sell second hand cars and spare  
parts, coming from Europe. As the international trade in second hand  
cars boomed, the Magazine developed into a transnational zone. Kin  
of mechanics in European cities sent second hand cars and spare parts  

transformed from a Traditional place of worship into the Kofi Donkor  
Holy Mountains. All these places have become international Christian  
tourist and pilgrimage places. 

Pentecostal churches and places of worship multiplied very fast. Today,  
the Pentecostal movement is a very heterogeneous cluster of Christian  
churches with a lot of internal differences. Some churches, like the  
Assemblies of God or the Pentecostal Church of God, are large, formal204  
and internationally-supported churches that have thousands of branches  
scattered around the globe. The pastors of these churches are usually  
well educated and have a large team to support them. The  
international Pentecostal churches are deeply embedded in social  
life. The Techiman Pentecostal Church of God, for example, manages  
different schools, credit unions and art groups. Other Pentecostal  
churches emerged locally, often around a charismatic leader, like the  
Nyame te Ase-church205 or the Evangelist Power of God Ministry. The  
latter are scornfully referred to as one-man-churches. Reverend Prince,  
the chairman of the local council of churches, testifies that new churches  
pop up every week, but most of them disappear again after a few  
weeks or months. “People come from Accra, Kumasi and elsewhere, to  
establish a church in Techiman because they hope to make some money,  
instead of saving souls.”206 The high number of Pentecostal churches  
reveals something about the rising popularity of Christianity, but it also  
teaches us something about the importance people attach to high-quality  
spiritual mediation. Apart from being religious places, Pentecostal  
churches are also lucrative economical spaces. Some people try to  
exploit this economical opportunity and proclaim themselves to be  
pastors or claim that God has called them to establish a church. As  
Reverent Prince argued: “(…) most of them can not stand the heat in  
Techiman.“ The heat refers to the competition that arises among  
different Pentecostal churches and with successful Traditional priests  
and Islamic mallams (see section 4.5).

Picture 63: The Holy Mountains Prayer camp in Forikrom near Techiman (Mai 
2009).
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Map 10 Sketch of Techiman around 1975 (self made map).
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to the Techiman Magazine for resale. Today, the majority of the spare parts arrive from Japan, South Korea and China.  
Although most of these goods are imported through Nigeria or Togo, some spare parts are imported straight from the  
factories abroad by Techiman-based businessmen. Chinese and Korean motorcycles especially are becoming  
increasingly popular. Other second hand commodities like clothes or electrical appliances, sold in shops across town, are  
also symptomatic of the longing for modernity that characterised the spread of the Pentecostal movement. The latest  
flag bearers of the modern experience are the financial institutions that flocked to Techiman market. During market  
days, one has to line up to deposit the profit of the day into a bank account. Barclays International, Ghana Commercial  
Bank and Standard Chartered Bank are the three most well-known financial institutions in Techiman. The financial  
institutions establish transnational links by connecting Techiman to the global flows of money.

4.4.4 Global gods in the shrine house
 
From the nineties onwards, the Pentecostal movement spread at the expense of the Traditional religion. Christianity and  
Pentecostalism particularly, became omnipresent in and around Techiman, with the exception of the Zongo where Islam207   
remained ubiquitous. In 2009, the number of churches was estimated208 to be 275, of which the large majority were  
Pentecostal churches. On the other hand, Traditional shrines have decreased in number to around a dozen active shrines  
and an uncountable number of sleeping shrines209 in 2010. The religious climate had drastically changed. Pentecostalism  
had imposed its world view upon the Traditional reading of space. Although the religious climate has changed, people  
continued to consult the Traditional Gods in a covert, more secret way. People do not want to be seen while consulting  
a shrine. If one is spotted at a Traditional shrine, one can lose the membership of the church, lose its good name and  
fame, or worse, one can be accused of witchcraft. Hence, those who decide to visit a Traditional priest prefer to consult  
a shrine outside the city. Well-known people prefer a nocturnal visit. The remaining Traditional shrines have not lost their  
aura of power although their connotation has altered from being good to being profoundly evil. But this negative  
connotation does not restrain people from consulting the Traditional God. Rev. Prince, a Pentecostal priest who  
immigrated to Techiman, explains: “North of Asante, and especially in this town, people have a strong belief in  
the Traditional Gods. When I first came to Techiman and I spoke of Jesus Christ, nobody shivered. But if I mentioned  
the name of Bo⊂twerewa, everybody shivered. In Techiman here, if somebody is a victim of theft, instead of praying  
to Jesus, one would rather go to Bo⊂twerewa because they believe Bo⊂twerewa provides fast and instant justice.”210 
Bo⊂twerewa is the abrafo⊂hene or the executioner God of Taa Mensah (see above). He has the authority and ability  
to kill offenders. People use Bo⊂twerewa to curse. Since its shrine is located in a small village outside Techiman, the  
rampant urbanization does not affect his powers. 
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Traditional shrines in and around Techiman apply different spiritual and spatial strategies to enforce their spiritual  
strength. The history of Bo⊂-shrine house (see above) can be taken as a pars pro toto for the spiritual and spatial  
strategies applied by the Traditional priests. The oldest Gods in the shrine house stem from a rock formation close to  
Bamiri, a farming village fifteen minutes outside Techiman. The shrines of the Gods were first located in Taakofiano, an  
old village next to Techiman Zongo that grew around the shrine of the Atano God Taa Kofi. When the village suffered  
from a flood and an epidemic, the Bo⊂-God moved along to New Taakofiano to ensure the growth of the village.  
Thirty years later, New Taakofiano had grown and the shrine became surrounded by houses. The shrine house was then  
moved to a vacant plot on the other side of the Tano-river, close to the old Taakofiano. When the Pentecostal churches  
demonized the Traditional shrines the number of visitors declined and new executioner and witch-catching Gods were  
added to the shrine complex. The current priest Nana Bekoe narrates:

Frame 4.22: Mfamfri is coming211 

“While I was sleeping, a spirit visited me. It ordered me to go to Gyaman and collect some herbs there. I went to the  
place the spirit described and collected the herbs. Because it was getting late, I spent the night with a friend. During  
the night, something fell from the roof down on the floor. The thing looked like gold. My son wanted to take it but he  
collapsed before he could touch it. He fell on the floor and foamed at the mouth. I also wanted to take it. The thing was  
a gift from the spirit that sent me there. When I touched it, I burned my hands. The thing was not stable and jumped  
up and down. I went for some eggs and schnapps. I broke them on the thing and poured some schnapps to pacify and  
settle it. I realised it was the manifestation of a spirit. I put the spirit in a brass pan and covered it with a white sheet.  
During the night all sort of reptiles came in the room and circled around the thing. They were so many of them that we  
had to sleep outside. The next day I told my friend what happened and he begged me to take the spirit away. He even  
gave me some money to pay for the lorry fare. When I arrived at my place in Techiman, I just added the new spirit into the  
room. That night, the same reptiles came into the room. The spirit came to me again and took possession of my body.  
It said its name was Amfamfri, meaning “I will never forgive”. It didn’t want to stay with the other spirits and told me  
to build another shrine house at the back of my land. If I did everything it ordered me, it would be more powerful than  
all the other spirits. He also told me that he catches witches and wanted to be the new chief executioner. I carried out  
everything he ordered of me. The spirit is now working well for me. More people come to consult it now. A Pentecostal  
preacher begged me for help. Amfamfri is very powerful. But he can’t work together with the older spirits. That is why  
I decided to travel to Wa. I want to buy some additional spirits who are complementary with Amfamfri.“

Nana Bekoe built a new round shrine house for Mframfri, and the other northern Gods about hundred meters away  

Picture 64: The shrine house of Mframfri, Techiman. Nana Bekoe is dressed up 
with the attires of Mframfri (April 2009). 
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from the square shrine house of the old Bo⊂-Gods.212 The priest also traveled to northern Ghana to buy the Dagomba  
God Tigare213 and added the shrine to the new shrine house. The northern Gods kept their aura of power. The rise of the  
Pentecostal movement did not change the belief that the Traditional Gods have actual power over the material world.  
On the contrary, because of the demonisation of the Traditional Gods by the Pentecostal preachers, the belief that the  
Traditional Gods can actually interfere in the material world and punish people mercilessly was confirmed and might  
even have been reinforced.

The Atano-Gods and the northern witch-catching Gods cannot deal with the modern challenges brought about by  
the urbanization and globalization of Techiman. This became clear during an unexpected encounter with one of the  
notorious northern Gods in the shrine-complex of Nana Anane Owusu, Mframa Bosomfo⊂, in Pomaakrom, a suburb  
of Techiman. On an evening in April 2009, I went to visit Nana Anane Owusu to schedule an interview for the next  
day. It was already quite late when I arrived in front of his house. I noticed that the light in the round shrine house was  
switched on. Normally the shrine-room is closed after dark. I called the linguist and asked permission to greet Nana.  
When I entered the shrine house, I saw Nana had a visitor. Nana Adankwa, a young Traditional priest from Sekyere  
Dumasi -a village between Ejura and Nkoranza- was on his way back from a voyage to the north. He  
decided to stop over in Techiman and greet his colleague. As the custom demands, I greeted the priests and linguists  
from right to left. But when Nana Adankwa offered me his left hand instead of his right hand, I realised he himself was  
not present. The black powder round his eyes betrayed that a witch-catching God had taken possession of his body. The  
possessed priest sat on a leather hassock. His feet rested on a dried cow skin, the northern equivalent of the royal stools  
of the Akan kings. He held a gnarled knife in his hand. These were the religious paraphernalia of Mossi, a notorious  
witch-catching God from Burkina Faso. The name Mossi refers to the dominant ethnic group the Mossi, who mainly reside  
in and around Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina Faso. Mossi originates from an undefined place in Burkina Faso. The  
predecessor of Nana Anane Owusu’s acquired Mossi’s shrine in the 1950’s from a Traditional priest in the nearby village  
Akumadan. As I had met both the God and the priest before, the possessed priest recognised me. Coincidentally, I just  
bought a tin of pito in the market, a traditional beer from the Northern region and the favourite drink of Mossi. This  
gift set the mood for a remarkable conversation between a northern God and an anthropologist. Mossi’s language  
was a mix of Bono-Twi and Mossi, the language of Burkina Faso. The God displayed his wealth by opening a bag full  
of coins and bank notes. The money represented his power, he explained. Most of the coins and banknotes could be  
collector items as they were quite old. Mossi narrated how he catches thieves and other social wrongdoers to beat  
them mercilessly. He asked me to add some Euro’s to his fortune. I promised him to bring him some Euro’s the next day  
and asked him why he did not go to Europe himself. To my surprise he answered: “I do not like to go abroad. I’m afraid  
of the police.” Then, the conversation came to an abrupt end when my cell phone started to ring unexpectedly. Mossi  

Picture 65 Nana Adankwa at the Apo⊂ festival, Techiman (April 2009)
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became frightened and made a loud, shrill cry after which the body of Nana Adankwa collapsed. “Mossi had left,”  
Nana Anane Owusu explained, “he is afraid of things like cell phones and cameras.” This confirms the perception that  
the northern Gods remain specialists in spiritual justice and have the tactile power to punish social wrongdoers. 

The Traditional pantheon had already shown its ability to adapt to changes in the material world and to integrate new  
worlds. Spirits travel throughout the world and can be caught and enshrined by a priest. A few minutes after Mossi had  
left, Nana Adankwa started shivering, as if he was having an epileptic attack. The shrill shrieks announced the coming  
of another spirit. He threw off his northern fugu and climbed into a sweater. His linguist handed over lime-powder  
to whiten his face. The new spirit that possessed Nana Adankwa was clearly differently styled than Mossi. Surprisingly,  
the spirit did not speak one of the local vernaculars, but he spoke imperfect English. The spirit introduced himself as a  
Fredric Boakye, an aboatia or dwarf (see above) from Accra. He helps people in getting what they want. “Anything you  
want”, his linguist completed, “Nana Fredric Boakye can get it for you and you will thank him. He uses the  
thanksgivings to finance his studies of accountancy at the University of Ghana in Legon, Accra.” 

Fredric Boakye situates himself in the University of Ghana, the flagship of a modern Ghana and a gateway to know- 
ledge, wealth and modernity. The new generation of Traditional spirits is acquainted with this modern world. They  
can travel anywhere around the globe in the blink of an eye. Especially the mmoatia, popularly translated as dwarves,  
are seen as powerful and ultra fast spiritual beings. They are able to operate in the urban and global world. What’s  
more, they have a multi-cultural and multi-religious background. For example, Nana Edrussu Kofi Kramo Owusu is a  
Traditional priest who works solely with mmoatia. His dwarves come from Ghana (Bibiri, Kyereε, Baafo⊂, Kotoko  
Samankwa, Ankoma Kramo and Aberewa Akwia Bono), Israel (Jah) and India (Hindu, Agora and Jahirou Fatahirou).  
Some of his dwarves are Christians, others are Muslims, Traditionalists or even Hindus. He compares the working mode  
of the mmoatia with the Internet; international, fast and accessible anywhere in the world. Because of these characteristics,  
mmoatia are becoming increasingly popular in the Traditional pantheon. Even the Bo⊂twerewa priest is presently  
constructing a shrine house solely reserved for the mmoatia. The mmoatia are not the only new spiritual beings that  
popped up over recent years. Recently, a controversial Traditional priest named Nana Kwaku Bonsam (see later) caused  
a fracas with a new English-speaking God called Leba. The British tongue of the God refers to its roots. This new God  
originates from London. Other new Gods originate from African metropolises such as Johannesburg, Lagos and Accra  
as well as from global cities such as London and Mumbai. Styled with a sweater instead of a fugu, and made up with  
white powder to symbolise their divine status, the newest generation of Traditional spirits embody the global and  
urban turn in the Traditional spectrum of Techiman’s religious landscape. They only accept foreign drinks to pour libation  
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Techiman. I first saw him personally during the National Farmers day in  
2009, which was held in Techiman. The Ghanaian president John Ku 
four, many ministers and all the kings and queens of Techiman and the  
neighboring traditional areas were present. The occasion was broad 
casted live on television. Nana Kwaku Bonsam arrived long after all the  
other dignitaries. Dressed in a tailor-made suit, he paraded across the  
open spaces in the middle of the event, making sure that everybody  
including the viewers on TV had seen him. He shook a few hands and  
then left again. Although or maybe because he is such a public figure, it  
was a hard contact to establish. Only after I gave him a framed picture  
that portrayed him riding his horse through the streets of Kumasi, was I  
able to address him directly. Kwaku Bonsam has become one of the  
leading religious actors in Ghana. He made name and fame with his  
travels to India, the Netherlands and South Africa. Although he is not  
the only innovative Traditional priest in the vicinity of Techiman,214 he is  
a very controversial and contested figure who has made a deep impact  
upon the religious life and the popular culture of the Akan-people,  
which is why I focus on him. 

By adopting the nickname Bonsam –meaning the devil–, he responded  
to the ongoing demonization of the Traditional Religion by the popular  
Pentecostal movements. He received this provocative nickname during  
a religious ceremony in the palace of the Techimanhene, Nana Akumfi  
Ameyaw IV. The Techimanhene was impressed by his vigorous  

and they speak different languages. Whereas Mossi communicates in  
a local vernacular, Fredric Boakye and Leba speak a global language  
that enables them to function in different contexts and endow them  
with a flavour of modernity. 

The introductory narrative of this chapter adds to this recent process of  
globalization within the Traditional religious sphere. Techiman not only  
accommodates foreign, sometimes western Gods, but Gods from  
Techiman are also exported to the Ghanaian diaspora in the global cities.  
Techiman continues to be a nodal point from which the Traditional Gods  
are spread to the world-at-large. These new multidirectional spiritual  
migrations opened up Techiman’s geography of the spiritual, which now  
stretches from the local rivers and rock formations, over the northern  
savanna, to the global cities. The bush has incorporated the urban and  
global world; hence, Tradition and modernity do not exclude each other,  
they rather imply each other.

4.4.5 Modernizing Tradition 

Over the recent years, Nana Kwaku Bonsam, the priest of the English/ 
British-speaking God Leba, has presented himself as the protagonist of  
the ongoing modernization process within the Traditional religion. He  
is based in Afrancho, an Asante-village situated on the border between  
the Brong-Ahafo region and the Asante region, about 20 minutes from 

Picture 66: Nana Kwaku Bonsam (left) 
possessed by the English speaking 
god Leba. The religious paraphernalia 
(middle) refer to the spiritual power 
of the gods while the bottles of Fanta 
(right) refer to  global connotations of 
the God. 
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performance: “When Nana came to my palace  
for the first time, he came out with some magic.  
He turned old newspapers into money and  
gave the money out to people.”215, Nana  
Techimanhene’s testifies, “If a priests called  
Kwaku can do this, then he must truly be a  
bonsam”.216 In the naming traditions of the Akan  
people, Bonsam is the archetypical nickname  
of all boys born on a Wednesday.217 By calling  
himself by that name he presents himself as a  
dangerous and powerful priest. The numerous  
scars on his face, which he sustained after a  
gas explosion during his childhood, enforce  
his appearance as a powerful priest.

Although he is widely known, Kwaku Bonsam  
is relatively new to the religious landscape.  
Before becoming a Traditional priest, Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam was known as Stephen Osei  
Mensah. He was a member of the Seventh Day  
Adventist Church and worked as a car  
mechanic in the Kumasi Magazine, the open- 
air car market. In contrast to many other  
priests, Nana did not inherit the shrines from  
within his lineage or clan. He claims to have  
received the shrines from a man in the  
Northern region: 
 
Frame 4.23: How the Kwaku Bonsam’s 
gods came218 

“One Friday evening around 7.30 p.m., I was 

Picture 67: Nana Kwaku Bonsam, possessed by the 
God Mframaso, Afrancho (August 2009).
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coming back from church and I met a man  
lying by the road side near a cemetery at  
Pankrono, a suburb of Kumasi. I noticed the  
man had vomited on himself and I decided  
to help him. I took the man to the hospital  
and paid for his treatment. The man in return  
gave me directions to his place in the Northern  
part of Ghana called Chiana. A few years later,  
I decided to go to the Northern region and  
visit him. The man then introduced me to his  
father. They gave me a mysterious gift. Initially,  
I did not want to keep it. I threw it away on  
the way back to Afrancho. But the things  
followed me and were waiting for me in my  
room when I arrived in Afrancho. I tried to  
abandon the things but my efforts were futile.  
Hence I decided to follow the spirits and use it 
for humanitarian services.“ 

Kwaku Bonsam opened a shrine room in his  
mother’s house in Afrancho. When the shrine  
started to generate enough revenue, Nana  
invested the gains into a new shrine complex  
just outside Afrancho and off the Techiman- 
Kumasi road. A big signpost informs visitors  
and transients about the location of the shrine  
complex and about the different spirituals  
services offered by Nana Kwaku Bonsam. The  
impressive shrine complex epitomizes Nana’s  
burning ambition to equal Okomfo⊂ Anokye,  
the legendary Asante priest who united the  
Asante-people by conjuring the golden stool  
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for Kwaku Bonsam or assist him during performances or consultations.  
Some of them are the caretaker of a particular God. People from all  
over Ghana, and even from the neighbouring countries or from the  
diaspora, travel to Afrancho to consult Kwaku Bonsam. His shrine  
complex has become an international site of pilgrimage. Visitors from  
far away or people who have to undergo intensive rituals can stay  
in the guest rooms. Dozens of people flock to the shrine complex to  
consult Nana Kwaku Bonsam during the week, except on Mon 
days and Saturdays. Upon their arrival, Nana’s secretary gives them a  
number so they know their place in the line. Some arrive early in the  
morning or during the night and wait patiently all day long to speak  
to Nana. 

As Kwaku Bonsam is not a very punctual man, I usually tried  
to see him early in the morning so I could spend the day with him. But  
more often than not, I spent the entire day waiting for him at his shrine  
complex in Afrancho, which gave me plenty of time to observe the daily  
routine in this new and intriguing religious space. Usually, the people in  
the shrine complex kill time until Nana arrives. The young men rest or  
play football, the women carry out their daily tasks: washing the  
children, pounding yam, cleaning the premises, and cracking jokes.  
Now and then a visitor arrives. The arrival of a man in a shiny red Toyota  
Land Cruiser causes commotion. When he steps out, the woman and  
children run towards the man, cheering: “Cash ooo Cash! Cash ooo  
Cash! Cash ooo Cash!” The man is nicknamed Allan Cash, a parody  
of a corrupt politician. He triumphantly stands on the stairs leading to  
the half-open throne room, surrounded by his fans. He reaches into  
his pockets and fulfill to their expectations by throwing notes of one  
and five Ghana Cedi in the air. Allan Cash, also known as Nana More,  
is Nana Kwaku Bonsam’s second in command, and he takes over the  
consultations whenever Kwaku Bonsam is away. 

from the sky. The half open compound house counts eighteen  
guest rooms for the visitors and the servants, four private rooms for the  
priest and his wife, one shrine room, one air-conditioned consultation  
room, a bar, and a traditional half-open throne-room. Ten more  
guest rooms and a self-contained villa were under construction in 2009.  
At the back of the half-open compound house, Nana also started the  
construction of the stables for his four horses. In the open corner of the  
immense courtyard, under the hanging branches of a strange-looking  
parasitic tree, Nana built a large two-staged round altar and a small  
square shrine house for his main executioner God, called Kofi-ooo-Kofi.  
The dozens of cloths hanging in the trees symbolize the witch-catching  
power of Kofi-ooo-Kofi. A low wall is being built to fence off this  
sacred site. Next to the altar, an arched headstone-like construction with  
a Christian-like cross on top attracts the attention. A bit further, a round  
shrine house accommodates the shrines of hundreds of mmoatia. Most  
of the constructions are very recent and more improvements have been  
planned; the shrine complex of Kwaku Bonsam is in a constant state of  
expansion. 

On any given day dozens of people will be found milling around the  
shrine complex. Among them are several Traditional priests, who are  
being trained by Nana Kwaku Bonsam, and a dozen servants and  
linguists. As there are over one hundred shrines in the shrine houses on  
the site, Nana employs several servants. They are mostly broad- 
shouldered youngsters. Some of them stem from royal families in Bono  
and Asante. One of them is Kwadwo Ameyaw, a relative of the  
Techimanhene, Kwaku Bonsam engaged him during a performance in  
Techiman: “Kwaku Bonsam came to me and he gave me a handker- 
chief. ‘This is what the God wants you to have. Open it.’, Nana said.  
I took the handkerchief and unfolded it. Money started to fall out. I  
could not believe my own eyes. Nana told me that the Gods want me  
to come and serve them.”219 Servants like Kwadwo Ameyaw run errands  

Picture 68: Nana Kwaku Bonsam and his retinue at the shrine complex in Afrancho 
(August 2009). 
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One day, I made an appointment with Nana early in the morning.  Knowing the flexible nature of his agenda, I arrived at 7 a.m. at  the  
shrine house, hoping that I would not miss him. Not surprisingly, the scheduled interview had to be postponed. Nana  
took me along in his white Chrysler cabriolet, back to Techiman. He had an appointment at the Barclays International  
bank in Techiman and wanted to check some of his investments. He constructed a self-contained house, a hotel and  
a petrol station in Techiman. After the dinner we returned to Afrancho. It was already late in the afternoon when we  
arrived back at the shrine-complex in Afrancho. Dozens of people were already lining up to consult him. Nana drove his  
white Chrysler cabriolet onto the courtyard. His arrival set everybody and everything in motion. Movement accelerated.  
Everybody shifted to a higher gear. Nana walked by the long line of visitors and entered his room to switch outfit. He  
changed the tailor-made suit for a batakari, a traditional battledress. Two of his linguists waited for Nana at the  
entrance of his private quarters. Another one drove off with one of the SUV’s that were parked on the site. A bit later,  
he returned with two old women. The two women are the Queen Mothers of Nana. Every day they sit in front of the  
shrine room and sing praise to Nana and credit his witch-catching abilities or equate him to Okomfo⊂ Anokye, the  
legendary Asante priests who conjured the golden stool from the sky and united the Asante people. After a while,  
Nana came out of the room. The linguist jumped up and summoned the visitors to stand up as Nana dashed along the  
long queue. He entered the shrine room, closely followed by his servants. The drummers brought their instruments  
outside and set them up under a tent. Ten minutes later, the chief linguist of the shrine house came back outside the  
room, carrying a double-barreled shotgun. He fired a couple of shots into the air to wake up the Gods. The drummers  
picked up the signal and let their drums talk in a divine language. All the servants and linguists pulled off their T-shirts  
and removed their shoes. They all carried a leather talisman with a small flickering mirror around their neck. As the  
drums accelerated, they brought out four of the shrines and placed them on the altar. The oddly-shaped shrines were  
blackened with blood. Two of the shrines were so big that it took two men to carry them. Nana poured libation on  
the shrines to evoke the Gods with animated gestures. He used four bottles of foreign liquor, other priests usually use  
half of a bottle. 

After finishing these opening rituals, Nana returned to the shrine room and entered his air-conditioned  
consultation room. The walls of the room are decorated with kente-cloths and several posters of Indian Hindu Gods.  
The posters invoke the idea of a global spiritual force. Nana swayed back and forth in a colonial rocking chair. His feet  
rested on a hassock adorned with cow skin, a reference to the Northern Gods. After handing in their number together  
with ten Ghana Cedi as a consultation fee, the barefoot visitors were allowed to enter. Women in trousers covered their  
behinds with a cloth. One by one, the visitors entered the room and presented their problem to Nana. Some stayed  
in for a long, others came out after a few minutes. They either presented their thanksgiving to the Gods for the rendered  
services or presented a new case. The latter received a list with the items required to perform the necessary rituals, such  
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as fowls, gun powder, bullets, eggs, double bladed knifes, strings, animal bones, local and/or foreign drinks. All the  
items can be bought at the shrine complex. The overall price ranges from a few cedis to a couple of hundred cedis. 

When the consultations were finished, Nana prepared himself to perform the rituals required to solve his consumers’  
cases. The rituals were performed in a very organised fashion. First, Nana called forward those people whose case  
required an animal sacrifice. They knelt down in front of the shrines on the altar. The servants turned the fowls three  
times around the head of the clients. Then Nana sacrificed the fowls and sheep one by one. He smeared the blood  
over the shrines while murmuring the questions and demands to the Gods. The talking drums translated Nana’s prayers  
into divine rhythms. In the meantime, two women had started winding up red, white, black, and green threads onto a  
large bobbin while they muttered their demands to the Gods. Contrary to black, red and white; the colour green is not  
often used during Traditional rituals. It is an indication of the ritual innovations that distinguish Kwaku Bonsam’s mode  
of working from those of other Traditional priests. 

When the sacrifices were finished, a new group of people approached. Nana sent one of his servants to the shrine  
room. He returned with a clay pot and placed the pot in the middle of the altar. The drums changed rhythm as smoke  
ascended from the pot. Suddenly high flames burst out of the pot. The people were on absolute awe. Visual spectacle is  
seen as proof of the genuineness of the spiritual power and has become an increasingly important feature of the religious  
performances. Nana entered the small square shrine house next to the altar. He came out with a pile of red and black  
ab⊂dua or animal tails. The end of the tail was made into a leather-handle. Small handwritten notes were wrapped  
around the handle with red thread. Nana carefully unwrapped the notes and threw them one by one into the smoking  
pot. He poured some gunpowder into the pot. The flames burst out again. He then took two bottles of Dutch J.H.  
Henkes schnapps and used them to pour libation. “Every time Nana pours libation, he uses many bottles of Dutch  
J. H. Henkes schnapps. Normally one bottle is sufficient, but he also pours libation for those Gods who do not get  
enough in their shrines. These Gods then come to Nana because he is able to take care of them. That is why Nana  
has so many Gods”, a linguist explained. After finishing the libation, his clients moved forward one by one and picked  
up their ritually-charged animal tail (bodua). The last people in line shuffled, waiting for their turn, with their instructions  
on notes in their hands. One man needed twelve bottles of Coca Cola, four were used to pour libation to the  
English-speaking God named Pella, and four were to be drunk by him. The remaining four were to give to the children  
in the shrine complex. The man had difficulties drinking four bottles of Coca Cola in a row and seemed relieved when  
Nana allowed him to go home. 

The use of new foreign liquor and soft drinks enforces the global and modern image of Kwaku Bonsam’s religious  
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services. This process of ritual innovation, and particularly the use of  
foreign liquors in rituals, is not new. Water and palm wine were the first  
drinks used to facilitate exchange and communication between the  
material and spiritual worlds. The Dutch trader David Van Nyendael  
observed this Akan custom in 1701. With the growth of the Transatlantic  
trade, foreign rums and gins were introduced in the Gold Coast and  
in the ritual practices of the Akan-peoples (Akyeampong 2002). From  
the 1930’s onwards, the Dutch aromatic gin won the commercial battle  
over other foreign gins. When the local and illegally brewed akpeteshie  
or gin was viewed as bastard drink, the use of J.H. Henkes Aromatic  
Schnapps became widespread throughout the Akan-region in social  
and religious settings. Since then, J.H. Henkes has become a household  
brand and is the favourite liquor of most of the Gods up until today.  
Hence, the use of other alcoholic beverages like Champagne and wine  
or non-alcoholic beverages like Coca Cola or Fanta by Kwaku Bonsam  
is viewed as an innovation. It is only because of Kwaku Bonsam’s strong  
reputation in the field of spiritual services that such a profound innovation  
can be successful. 

Apart from the afore-mentioned innovations, the streamlined, almost  
industrialized, organization is another feature that distinguishes Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam’s shrines from other Traditional places of worship. The  
scale upon which he operates reminds one of the Aberewa cults (see  
above). Over the recent years, Kwaku Bonsam established several  
other shrines in the vicinity of large urban centres such as Accra,  
Sekondi-Takoradi, Oboase and Cape Coast. But whereas the proliferation  
of Aberewa was largely based upon the God’s reputation, the success of  
Kwaku Bonsam is more based on his personal aura. In a context where  
the Traditional religion is heavily pressured by the modern and global  
Pentecostal movement, Kwaku Bonsam presents himself as a modern  
Traditional priest with spiritual powers from reputed urban centres  
across the globe. He capitalizes upon this discourse of globalization 

Picture 69: Nana Kwaku Bonsam, possessed by the God Kofi-ooo-Kofi, perform-
ing at Akwasidea (August 2009).
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and modernization. During speeches while  on radio stations, interviews in newspapers  and in personal interviews, he  
broadcasts his mission to modernize the traditional religion:

Frame 4.24: 2009 is the year of modernization220 

“2009 is the year of modernization. This does not mean that I will stop worshiping the Traditional Gods. On the  
contrary, we will modernize everything. We will no longer use the drums. Sooner or later, the leather will tear and  
we will have to buy another drum. That is why we are going to use machines. We will play music on sophisticated  
machines. You will not see anybody drumming. You will find speakers and other equipment playing. We are going to  
modernize everything. We are going to feed everything into a computer. If Kofi ooo Kofi wants to perform, it is just a  
matter of setting up the computer. The drums will be beating and Kofi ooo Kofi will be performing. It will not be like  
the olden days when the absence of one drummer causes the standstill of the whole show.”221 

“I want to make sure that the future generations know there is a Traditional worship. That is why we have to adapt it  
to the world of today. Today people see the Traditional religion as foolishness. But this is not correct. Look at Matthew   
chapter 22, verse 21: “The disciples of Jesus asked him whether to pay taxes or not. Jesus collected a coin and asked  
them, whose head is on the money. They replied, Caesar. He told them: Give to Caesar what is Caesar’s, and give to  
God what is God’s.”222 We want to develop Traditional Worship just like Christianity has also developed. But people say  
the Traditional worship is foolishness. We want to bring the Traditional religion back and modernize it. In the olden  
days, it was impossible to steal from your neighbour, or to fornicate or to commit adultery. But since the introduction  
of Christianity these things can happen anywhere and at any time. Some pastors even do these things. That is why we  
have to modernise the Traditional religion. But I am not against Christianity. I’m also speaking through the Almighty  
God. I know the Almighty God exists. I believe in him. As ‘all roads lead to Rome’, there are many ways to worship the  
Almighty God. (…) Muslims believe that they can go to Allah or God through the Koran. Christians believe that they can  
be with the peace of God through Jesus Christ. I am worshiping the Almighty God through my Traditional God. My  
work is the will of the Almighty God. I am happy that my Gods are helping to spread the word of God and the gospel.“

In his mission to modernize the Traditional religion, Kwaku Bonsam preaches an eclectic approach towards religion. He  
does not juxtapose Traditional religion against Christianity or Islam. Looking at the religious landscape from a Traditional  
point of view, he unifies the three main religions by referring to the Almighty God as a common spiritual entity. This  
view opens the door to a process of religious blending and ritual exchange between the different religions. But as  
this view does not correspond to the perception of the Pentecostal movement, different interpretations emerge. 
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4.4.6 Gods in church

On 3 April 2008, a well-orchestrated intervention catapulted Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam’s reputation to unseen heights. Followed by the police,  
a group of journalists, and his linguist/bodyguards, the controversial  
Traditional priest stormed the Vision Charismatic Chapel, a Pentecostal  
Church in Berekum, a dormant town in the Brong-Ahafo region.  
The church was crammed with people who attended a prayer session.  
With a lot of buzz and a video camera at the ready, Nana Kwaku Bonsam  
and his retinue approached the church.223 Journalists gave live coverage  
of the incident on the radio. Pastor Collins Agyei Yeboah (henceforth  
Pastor Collins), the founder of the Vision Charismatic Chapel, came out  
of the church to see what the commotion was all about. The pastor,  
suddenly shaken by the unexpected and embarrassing encounter, ran  
to his house for cover, closely followed by Nana Kwaku Bonsam. Once  
inside, Nana started to rant and rave against the pastor: “The people  
I dislike most in life are liars. (…) You told me only few people come  
here. But I have seen so many people in your church. You came to me,  
I helped you through my Gods. Now you are bluffing and trying to  
escape the thanksgiving. I am working with 1,600 pastors in the whole  
nation. I swear to Heaven and Earth. You are my child! I like you but you  
are lying to me.” To understand the cause of Nana’s blunt intervention,  
we have to go back in time. A few years earlier, Pastor Collins had  
consulted Nana Kwaku Bonsam. He solicited the help of Nana’s Gods in  
opening a Pentecostal church. The latter accepted and sold him a God.  
The Traditional spiritual assistance enabled Pastor Collins to foresee the  
future, perform miracles, attract a large congregation, and generate a  
parenthetically high offertory. 

Traditional priests add new Gods to their shrine houses to enforce their  
spiritual power on a regular basis. This is a common practice in the  
Traditional context, but it is an unseen and highly contestable practice 

Picture 70: The frontpage of P&P magazine a few days after the Berekum incident  
(April 2008).
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for a Pentecostal pastor. Adding a Traditional God to a Christian church  
is a form of blasphemy, especially in a Pentecostal church. By soliciting  
help from Kwaku Bonsam, Pastor Collins broke through the rigid  
moral paradigm of the Pentecostal movement. From a Pentecostal  
point of view, the pastor crossed the sharp line between good and  
evil by making a covenant with the Devil. He collaborated with the  
very spiritual forces the Holy Spirit fights against and the very spiritual  
beings the Pentecostal pastors crusade against. This controversial  
spiritual strategy illustrates several things. First, the Pentecostal dis 
course does not question the existence or the effectiveness of the  
Traditional Gods; on the contrary, it actually perpetuates the religious  
reality that the Traditional Gods continue to have actual powers over  
the material world, despite the urbanisation. Second, by calling in the  
help of Traditional Gods, the pastor undermined the credibility of the  
Pentecostal churches and questioned the spiritual power of the Holy  
Spirit. If he believed in the capability of the Holy Spirit to interfere in the  
material world, he would not have needed the help of the Traditional  
God. Thirdly, pastor Collins was driven by self-interest. Making money  
was his main motive. He abused the popularity of the Holy Spirit and  
the belief of the people in this modern and global spiritual entity to  
take money from his congregation.

Although Pastor Collin’s spiritual fraud was labeled as shocking, his  
strategy to start a Christian church with the assistance of a Traditional  
God appeared to be a rather common practice. Nana Kwaku Bonsam  
revealed that he had assisted over 1,600 pastors in the same way. A  
number that remains mind-boggling, even when these numbers are  
taken with a pitch of salt. Other Traditional priests also disclosed that  
they have sold Gods to churches. One of the Pentecostal pastors who  
sought assistance from Nana Kwaku Bonsam is Pastor Evans224 from  
Tema, a town close to Accra. I met and interviewed him at Nana Kwaku  
Bonsam’s place in Afrancho. He first heard of Nana Kwaku Bonsam’s  
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bullshit. He is bullshit to me. He will die. My Jesus-power is more then  
his devil-power. The Holy Spirit will hunt down Kwaku Bonsam. I am not  
afraid of him. As for me, I do not fear Kwaku Bonsam. I fear Jesus. I  
do not fear any evil. I only fear Jesus.“227 In the same vein, an unknown  
person dared to write a Christian inspired malediction on the wall of  
Bo⊂twerewa’s shrine house in the bush.228 Of course, the  
Traditional priests do not appreciate the constant public insults by the  
Pentecostal pastors. They approved and enjoyed the public humiliation  
of Pastor Collins by Kwaku Bonsam. It was a way to settle the scores.  
Nana Yaw Mensah, priest of the Asubonteng shrine in Komfo⊂krom,  
Techiman (see chapter three and four), put it as follows: “[Nana Kwaku  
Bonsam] has done well by going to the spiritual churches and claiming  
his money and powers back. The powers have helped the Pentecostal  
pastor a lot. But in preaching, they will talk against the Traditional  
Priests and insult us. Besides, the pastor should have thanked the Gods  
for their assistance. Last week a pastor came to me for help. But I have  
refused to help him.”229  Kwaku Bonsam’s intervention in the Berekum  
church also added fuel to the fire. In the aftermath of the Berekum  
incident, famous Pentecostal priests like Rev. Kofi Yirenkyi a.k.a. Jesus  
One Touch and Prophet Eric Amponsah a.k.a. Computer Man, both  
based in Accra, campaigned against Kwaku Bonsam in the national  
press because, in their eyes, his gods were evil and not as powerful as  
the Holy Spirit. Yet, the clash between Nana Kwaku Bonsam and Rev.  
Adarkwa-Yiadom, Founder and Leader of the Ebenezer Miracle Wor- 
ship Centre at Ahenema Kokoben in Kumasi was the most salient one.  
The latter challenged Kwaku Bonsam for a spiritual contest. The  
conceited Kwaku Bonsam accepted the challenge. In his usual  
eye-catching style, he set off and hit the streets of Kumasi on a horse,  
the symbol of wealth and power of the old kings of Asante and Bono.  
For the occasion, he adorned his black horse in a batakari (battledress).  
He drove the horse through the streets of Kumasi, going to Jackson  
Park where he was supposed to meet his adversary for a spiritual battle.  

powers when the famous Traditional priest gave a television interview in  
a talk show on Ghana TV. During this interview, Kwaku Bonsam illustrated  
his views on religious diversity in Ghana by conjuring money out of the  
Bible. The performance on television impressed pastor Evans and he  
decided to seek assistance from Kwaku Bonsam. He spent a week at the  
shrine complex in Afrancho to undergo a ritual treatment: “Nana built  
me correctly,” Pastor Evans explained while he showed a row of ritual  
incisions under his armpit. “Nana gave me the power to work miracles  
in my church. One day I was using something Nana gave me. It enabled  
me to command fire from the sky. I placed the thing in a white handker- 
chief in front of the altar. I asked the entire congregation to start praying  
on it. All of a sudden, the thing caught fire. I was even amazed my 
self. That performance boosted my church’s attendance. Since that day  
my congregation counts up to 3,000 people.”225 When asked if he was  
not fooling his congregation by using Traditional devilish powers in his  
church, the pastor justified himself as followed: “It is true that I am  
fooling my people. But I do not think of it that way. I see the powers  
Kwaku Bonsam gave me as earthly means to serve a divine purpose:  
spreading the word of God. Thanks to the powers, many more people  
come to my church to listen to the word of God. Kwaku Bonsam  
received his powers from God. I am using his gift. But I have to do it  
secretly.”226 

The Pentecostal pastors who secretly apply Traditional powers to boost  
the growth of their church uphold a very ambiguous position towards the  
Traditional religion. While they secretly worship the Traditional Gods,  
they preach against them in public, during sermons in their churches  
and in the radio programs. Often they use quite aggressive and inflam- 
matory words. A pastor from a church at New Anyinabrem, a suburb 
of Techiman, insulted Kwaku Bonsam on Adepa FM: “Kwaku Bonsam  
is an agent of the devil. He will give you a hand but collect your arm. If  
he starts chanting, air turns into darkness. He is a cheater and liar. He is  
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the talisman is not working as he promised.  
I brought the talisman and added 100 Ghana  
Cedis to have a free mind to worship the  
Almighty God. Nevertheless, Nana ordered  
me to take the talisman back. I answered  
I wanted to worship the Almighty God  
because the talisman was not working. I  
called Nana on the phone several times, but  
anytime he picked up he answered: “I’m in  
Kumasi”, or “I’m in Accra.” 

Pastor Collins tried to defend himself, but  
since he was caught red-handed, he did not  
try to deny having collaborated with the  
devil. Instead, Pastor Collins tried to drag  
Nana Kwaku Bonsam along in his downfall  
by pointing out the dubious ways they had  
been making money together. He attacked  
the credibility of Nana Kwaku Bonsam and  
doubted his spiritual capacities. His efforts  
to divert negative attention towards Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam were in vain. The journalists  
who accompanied Nana Kwaku Bonsam  
to the church reported that the church was  
full of people and ascribed its success to  
Nana Kwaku Bonsam’s Gods. This was the  
end of the line for Pastor Colins. When the  
news report appeared in the newspaper a  
few days later, it made the front pages of  
the popular Graphics .

A battery of radio reporters and supporters  
followed in his wake. Some bystanders jeered  
Nana Kwaku Bonsam; others took their Bible  
and started praying. The whole event was  
covered live on the radio. People in Techiman  
were glued to their radios. The battle was the  
talk of the town in Techiman market. Yet, the  
outcome was an anticlimax. The pastor did  
not show up. Later he claimed that they were 
supposed to meet at the Nkrumah circle in  
Accra. But the press had already declared  
Kwaku Bonsam as the moral winner.

The media played an important role in  
reporting on the Collins incident. As the  
journalists were tipped off by Kwaku Bonsam,  
they followed in his wake and described how  
the whole event unfolded from his point of  
view. After handing over the talisman to Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam, a Journalist of Adom FM, a  
Tema-based radio station, interviewed Pastor  
Collins: ”I was introduced to Nana Kwaku  
Bonsam by a friend of mine. I went to Nana and  
I worked with him for quite a long time. I sent  
people to him and through some dubious ways  
we collected an amount of money from these  
people and shared it. Then I decided to establish  
my own church. He gave me the talisman to  
ensure the success of the church. I collected it  
to establish my own church in Kumasi. But the  
church collapsed. It did not flourish. I came  
back to Nana Kwaku Bonsam. I told him  

Picture 71: Article Your pastor came for juju’ 
(People and Places, April 14-16, 2008)
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Picture 72 Print-screen from the you tube movie on the Berekum incident (http://
www.you tube.com/watch?v=aj1-yFzUhbM, 6 January 2012)
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Nana Kwaku Bonsam’s public intervention in the Berekum church might have been a subtle message to other pastors  
who came for powers but forgot to thank the Gods. If these pastors did not meet their promises to the Gods, the  
Gods would inflict punishment upon them. Yet, in the case of Pastor Collins, Nana Kwaku Bonsam carried out the  
wrath of the Gods himself. This is a remarkable twist. In his tirade against Pastor Collins, he motivated his intervention  
as follows: “The Gods will kill me if I do not retrieve the talisman from you. Do you want the Gods to kill me? Do you  
want them to kill me? They told me that if I do not retrieve the talisman from you, I will die at six p.m. this evening. If  
I die, that will end it. I am coming for my God. Wherever it is, in heaven or in the earth, if I do not get it, I will not go  
back to Kumasi. I will not die because of you. If I die, many Ghanaians will lose something important.” Looking back  
to other examples of the wrath of the Gods (see Biakuru, chapter two), the Gods were always the ones who inflicted  
punishment on those who declined to thank them properly. In this case, Nana Kwaku Bonsam turns this logic upside  
down. He said the Gods would punish him if he does not rectify the situation with Pastor Collins and retrieve his God  
from the church. One can ask why the Gods did not punish Pastor Collins themselves. This very question was never  
raised. Nana legitimized the spectacular intervention by mentioning it was a divine assignment. If he did not do it, he  
himself would die. The reference to the divine made every other possibility superfluous. The ways of the spiritual might  
be unfathomable, but its discourse is pliable. 
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The Berekum-incident continued to stir Ghana for several months and caused a schism within the already  
heterogeneous Pentecostal movement. So-called one-man churches like Pastor Collins’ Vision Charismatic Chapel came  
into the line of fire. The large, official Pentecostal churches heavily criticised these churches. They were nicknamed ritual  
churches since some of their practices bear close resemblance to the demonic Traditional practices. Of course, the  
incident undermined the credibility of the Pentecostal churches and freshened the religious competition among not  
only Pentecostals, but also between pastors, priests and mallams. The early European churches, as well as most Islamic  
leaders, kept aloof from these discussions and distanced themselves from spiritual practices. Indirectly it might even  
have turned to their advantage. People who lost confidence in the Pentecostal churches turned their hopes to the  
early European churches like the Roman Catholic Church or the Methodist Church. People doubted the genuineness of  
some religious leaders. In this context, one of my neighbors, Kwaku Osei, a 45 year old tailor , stated:“You think you  
are worshiping the Holy spirit, when in fact you are worshiping an idol”.

Being a famous priest, Kwaku Bonsam did not only have rivalries with the Pentecostal pastors, he also had feuds with  
some Traditional priests. One of these feuds might have triggered the intervention at the Berekum church. When Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam learned that Pastor Collins had brought the God he bought from him to Nana Bekoe -the priest of the  
Bo⊂, Mframfri and Adampa shrines in Techiman-, became furious. He ran to Techiman to seek an explanation from  
Taa Mensah Bosomofo⊂, the king of all priests in the Techiman area. In his tirade against Pastor Collins he expressed  
his rage and narrated what happened: “You were comparing me to Nana Bekoe. Nana Bekoe is not my equal. He told  
you I am his apprentice. Lets call Techiman and inquire what happened over there yesterday. I nearly shot Nana Taa  
Mensah Bosomfo⊂. Nana Bekoe is not my equal. He is telling you some stories. What I possess, I did not buy. The  
Gods choose to work with me.” Nana Kwaku Bonsam is a conceited man. He took the comparison with Nana  
Bekoe as an insult. His fierce reaction was not only pointed to a longstanding feud between himself and Nana Bekoe, it  
also shed a light on the internal competition between the Traditional priests. The ongoing feud between Kwaku Bonsam  
and other famous Pentecostal pastor and Traditional priests were no doubt one of the motives behind Kwaku Bonsam’s  
media-backed intervention in Pastor Collins’ church. The intervention was a well-played marketing stunt and gave Nana  
a competitive advantage over the different religious leaders.

The city provides the arena where the religious competition is shaped. The competition between religious actors is  
waged in different spaces and on different levels. It animates the street scenes in Techiman and constitutes an important  
part of the urban experience in Techiman. Alongside the main traffic axes, colourful signboards entice people to come  
to the churches, but also to the Traditional shrines or the Islamic spiritualists. The signboards confront the people of  
Techiman with a plethora of choices between different religious mediators. Christian protagonists seem to have the  

4.5 Religious confusion and competit ion

Picture 73 A collage of religious signboards that are scattered across Techiman.
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upper-hand and thereby claim the urban space. In the international market Pentecostal preachers proclaim the gospel,  
trying to shout over the Islamic chanting or to lure people away from the kiosks with Traditional paraphernalia. People  
name their businesses and shops after popular pastors and churches. They silently ascribe the flourishing of their shop  
to the spiritual support of their pastor or church. The popularity of Christianity is also reflected in the names of new  
neighborhoods such as Church Town or Vatican City. Older neighborhoods are named after the Traditional shrines in  
the same vein.230 The creative inscriptions on taxis also refer to the heated religious competition. A subtle message like  
“Aseda ben?”231 meaning: “Who to thank?” reveals something about the uncertainty and the cloud of mystery and  
secrecy that shroud the spiritual origin of one’s success. Did the driver receive his taxi after an intervention by the  
Christian God, or did he consult a Traditional priest or an Islamic mallam? When asked, the driver will probably answer  
that he gives thanks to the almighty God. This answer will make him look good since Christianity is the most socially  
acceptable alternative. But, the driver might also have turned to a priest or mallam, or to both of them. During one  
of his sermons on Adepa FM, Prophet Stephen Kyeremeh from the Promised Land Prayer Camp alluded to the strong  
position of the Traditional religion in Techiman while discussing the veil of fraud wrapped around some Pentecostal  
churches: “In a time like this, who is your God? In a town like this, who is your God?” He also alluded to the phenome- 
non of religious shopping. People hop from religion to religion, in search of effective spiritual assistance. A well known  
Akan proverb says: “You consult the spirit three times”, meaning that in order to be certain of the truth, it is better to  
consult three different mediators. In contrast to the seeming prevalence of Christianity, people continue to cross  
religious boundaries quite easily, looking for a powerful spiritual entity, and while doing so they do not hesitate to  
borrow from different sources. In the excerpt below, a young businesswoman tries to reconcile with a Traditional spirit  
after she sought spiritual assistance in a Pentecostal church without any success.

Frame 4.25: Nana, I was attending church232 

- Possessed priest: When did you last come here?
- Woman: About a year ago (…)
- Possessed priest: If you forget the horn of your king, you’ll be lost at the durbar.
- Woman: Yes, nana. That is why I have come today. 
- Possessed priest: Have you seen your business is going down? 
- Woman: Yes, nana. That is why I’ve come.
- Possessed priest: Do you think you are consulting a child? You have abandoned me and now your business is going 
down, your health is in danger and your husband has left you. 
- Woman: Please, I’m pleading, have mercy on me. 
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- Possessed priest: My hands are not on you again. You should go back, I’m thinking over your case. 
- Woman: I’m begging, I’m on my knees nana. Forgive me my transgressions. 
- Possessed priest: You followed your friends to church some time ago. That is why I removed my hands from you. 
Because you were praying to the holy spirit. I told you to pray to the talisman I gave you and to give it schnapps every 
day. But since you decided to go for prayers, you forgot to take care of it. You have forsaken me, that is why I forsake 
you. You gave your burdens to Jesus but he didn’t mind you, just as I reject you now. If you think the prayers will help 
you, go! (…)
- Woman: Nana, sorry, I was attending church. Nana, I’m pleading. 
- Possessed priest: I am asking you, are you done with the church?
- Woman: Nana, I beg you, I’m not going to prolong my words, forgive my transgression. I’m done with the church.
- Possessed priest: For what you have said so far, I’ve heard you. But you will go back to Techiman and if I will help you 
again, you’ll hear of it. Come back here next week to hear the outcome.
- Woman: Nana, please, I will sleep with you if you help me again.

Needless to say that individual pastors, priests and mallams, have to prove their spiritual strength by distinguishing  
themselves in different ways. People expect them to be powerful and charismatic. A spiritual leader has to be able to  
enchant his or her followers and provide them with superhuman spiritual protection and, equally importantly, with  
vigorous entertainment. In the myriad of religious spaces in Techiman, people do not only seek a connection with the  
spiritual world. They want to have a good time as well as experiencing the divine power manifested by the performances  
of the religious leaders. Religious places are also zones of entertainment. On Sundays, one cannot walk through  
Techiman without hearing the over-amplified sermons of charismatic pastors and energetic, almost aggressive prayers,  
both accompanied by rhythmic drumming and dancing. Especially during weekends, Pentecostal churches are active  
and very audibly present in town. They start Friday evening with all-night sessions, shored up by live music and dance  
performances, to cast the devil out of Techiman and pray for all kinds of breakthroughs. Posters and sermons on the  
local FM-stations announce these nocturnal ‘miracle sessions’ and persuade people to attend the churches or prayer  
camps. 

In addition to entertainment, being present in the discursive space of the city is another important way to attract fol 
lowers. The media play an important role here. Popular pastors, priests or mallams regularly give interviews or appear  
in the newspapers. Besides the papers, the radio stations provide an ideal platform for spiritual leaders to express their  
views and brag about their powers. Almost everyone in Techiman owns a radio. Radio stations sell airtime to pastors,  
priests and mallams. A few Traditional priests even advertise on air and some use websites233 to address customers in the  
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placed loudspeakers and microphones out 
side to give live coverage of the event. As  
the upbeat drums accelerated, the  
excitement rose and the priests started to  
dance. Their linguists used white powder to  
open a temporary gateway to the spiritual  
world and demarcated the arena where  
the Gods were about to perform. The Gods  
took possession of the bodies of the priests,  
one after the other. A dozen priests were  
possessed and danced under a frowning  
sky. Thunderclouds were gathering as if  
they wanted to compete with the Gods.  
The fast rising wind announced a heavy  
thunderstorm. A journalist from Classic FM  
interviewed Traditional priest Nana Kwabena  
Badu while he was possessed by the God  
Kumanini and challenged him to prevent  
the rain. Kumanini prophesied live on air  
that it would rain in Sunyani and Wenchi,  
but Techiman was going to stay dry. When  
the first drops of rain touched the ground,  
Kumanini turned his eyes to heaven, pre- 
formed an ostentatious ritual and indeed,  
it stopped raining. Thereafter the journalist  
called his colleagues in Wenchi and Sunyani  
and found confirmation that it was actually  
raining over there. Through the loudspeakers  
he announced the miracle to the crowd.  
At the sight of this spectacle, they cheered:  
“Wonders, powers, miracles!” The  
performance of Nana Kwabena Badu was  

the diaspora. Kwaku Bonsam has an appealing  
commercial running on the radio-stations.  
After a trumpet-solo attracts the attention  
of the listeners, Kwaku Bonsam puffs up his  
spiritual services: “Nana Kwaku Bonsam is  
greeting you. Your lifestyle, your marriage,  
or the problems you encounter in giving  
birth, child death, sickness, curses, epilepsy,  
marriage problems, traveling problems, visa  
problems; Nana Kwaku Bonsam, known as  
‘Kofi ooo Kofi’, will solve your problems in  
a few minutes. He is having dwarves and  
Gods endowed with mighty powers. Seeing  
is believing! Run fast to Nana Kwaku Bons- 
am in Afrancho with your problems. Or call  
his mobile phone number 0242232671 or  
0249508934 or 0277752869. Mail to Kofi@ 
kwakubonsam.com or go and see him on the  
Internet on www.kwakubonsam.com.”

Journalists also cover religious events like  
Traditional festivals or prophetic sessions  
in churches. They give testimonies about  
the performances and cross check whether  
prophecies come true. During the annual  
Apo⊂-festival,234 Traditional priests were invited  
to display their powers in front of the para- 
mount king in April 2009. Hundreds of people  
flocked together in front of the palace and  
climbed the balconies and rooftops of surround- 
ing buildings to witness this display of spiritual  
powers. Classic FM, a popular radio station,  

Picture 74: Nana Kwaku Bonsam is performing at the 

Apo⊂ Festival in Techiman (March 2009). 
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the talk of town for several days. Since then, his powers were incontestable and he was made part of the collective  
memory of the spectators and the listenership of Classic FM.235 

As well as entertainment and presence in the urban discursive space, the visual appearance of a religious leader is an  
important part of his or her aura of power. Sound and movement play a crucial role. Seeing a pastor stepping out of  
a big four-wheel drive and parading through town in a fancy tailor-made suit is the rule rather than the exception.  
Consumption of luxury goods and stunning performances are seen as signs of spiritual strength, for and by pastors as  
well as for and by mallams and priests. A few moments after Nana Kwabena Badu ‘stopped the rain’ during the Apo⊂  
festival, something else drew the attention of the cheering public. Two large four-wheel drives, a bus and a truck with  
a boisterous brass band on the loading platform, all with the inscription Kofi-ooo-Kofi powers, drove by the festival  
ground. The excited crowd ran cheering after the convoy of cars. A few minutes later Nana Kwaku Bonsam, the  
controversial priest of the Kofi-ooo-Kofi shrine, drove his adorned horse through the streets of Techiman, followed  
closely by his brass band, his bodyguards and a couple of journalists. Nana Kwaku Bonsam and his retinue virtually hi 
jacked the festival grounds. His sensational entry and impressive magical performance afterwards were in keeping with  
his reputation as very powerful but controversial.
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This chapter has analyzed how the relations between urbanization, globalization, and religion have impacted upon the  
urban development of a small city like Techiman. Therefore, it focused on the interaction between the invisible spiritual  
world and its visible counterpart, the city. By elaborating upon the histories and genealogies of the religious places in  
Techiman, it scrutinized the link between the changes in the religious landscape and the urban development of Techiman. 
Techiman’s urbanity consists of much more than what the built environment hints at. The urban space of Techiman is  
intimately interwoven with the spiritual world. 

Being the place of origin of the Traditional Atano-gods, Techiman has been a centre of religious and spiritual power  
since time immemorial. Lately there has been a substantial shift in the kind(s) of God(s) that one venerates and the  
levels –local, global or somewhere in between- at which these beliefs are played out and experienced. The proliferation  
of new and old religious beliefs has caused profound changes and shifts in Techiman’s religious landscape. Although  
these transformations are somewhat similar to the religious changes in large African cities (De Witte 2008; Henn 2008;  
Meyer 2004; Wilson 2008), they turn out differently due to the city’s longstanding history, the strong position of the  
Traditional religion, its peripheral location in the shadow of the political and economical urban heavyweights such as  
Accra and Kumasi, and situated its being in-between the northern grasslands and the southern forests. Due to these  
particularities, Techiman continues to be a nodal point for translocal and transnational religious transactions, initiatives  
and innovations. 

Processes of urbanization and globalization are intimately connected to religious innovations and vice versa in  
Techiman. Much like the urban space, the spiritual world is in a constant state of flux. Both worlds mirror each other.  
Changes in one world cause shifts in the other. The importation of alien gods, such as Dente and Amanyina, illustrate  
how religious innovations generate urbanization. At the same time, the growth of the city also triggers religious innovations.  
Old gods from the nearby landmarks lost their esteem because the bush, the very places from which they  drew their  
powers, became urbanized. New gods were necessary to answer the spiritual needs peculiar to the expanding scope of the  
city and the related political and economical changes. As the city grew, the old Gods were gradually complemented with  
new Traditional (as well as Christian and Islamic) spiritual entities. The new spiritual entities were able to cope with the  
spiritual needs brought about by the modernizing and globalizing city. Their roots and powers became increasingly  
modern, global and urban. Through the importation of alien gods, new worlds and modes of being are incorporated  
and integrated in Techiman’s urbanity and vice versa.  The places of origin of the new Gods mirror the rapid globalization  
and urbanization of the city. The bush, the (meta)physical source of spiritual power that used to be an intrinsically rural,  
local and Traditional place, transformed into an urban, global and modern space with connections to global cities such  
as London, New York, Johannesburg, Lagos, Mumbai and Jerusalem. Analogous to the transformation of the bush,  

4.6. Epi logue: Traveling spir its , Rel igious Competit ion and Urbanization 
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Techiman developed from a small ill-connected town into a transnational business hub with linkages to near and  
remote (global) cities. 

Religious relationships have become the main connections through which the Techiman residents interact with the  
global world. In Techiman, many religious places are transnational places where people not only seek to connect with  
the divine, but also want to link up with the urban, modern and global world. In this light, the global and urban con 
notation of religion is one of the most salient indicators of Techiman’s connectedness to the world at large. Spiritual  
entities and their pastors, priests and mallams have become the protagonists of modernity and globalization. In their  
search for spiritual power and religious support, the religious leaders and their followers constantly navigate between  
different local and global, modern and traditional, and rural and urban worlds. They sail a crisscross course in between  
these worlds, looking for the shortest route to success. In so doing, they transgress the self-invoked moral boundaries  
between good and evil, and between the Traditional religion and (Pentecostal) Christianity. 

The high level of religious mobility causes competition between and among the protagonists of the different religions. The  
religious competition impacts upon the daily life in Techiman as well as on the outlook of the city. Especially in an older  
and smaller city such as Techiman, that has been a centre of spiritual power for several centuries, this competition  
results in the emergence of religious hybrids where features from the Traditional religion are combined with  
(Pentecostal forms of) Christianity and/or Islamic influences. Religious practices and spiritual powers from far away  
places are (secretly) traded between local Pentecostal pastors, Traditional priests and Islamic mallams. These often- 
contested practices stir up the religious competition but also create a sense of confusion and uncertainty. People  
question the genuineness of religious actors, but not the accurateness of their spiritual powers. 

In this context where varying visible and invisible, local and global, traditional and modern worlds come together, merge  
and/or collide, new religious cults centered around gods or their caretakers follow each other in a rapid succession.   
Referred to as the most recent cult, Sakawa emerged in the intersection of the global economical word, old Traditional  
rituals, and new urban imaginaries and spiritual powers. This cult, scrutinized in the next chapter, will be used to explain  
the economical transitions Techiman is going through.
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In January 2008, a simple quarrel between two women on a refuse dump in Techiman  
escalated into a national news item. The news about the fight was picked up by Classic FM,  
a Techiman-based radio station, transmitted on several larger radio stations and later  
published on the websites of large news agencies such as Ghanaweb. Classic FM radio  
reporters Eric Bawah and John Antwi Boasiako described what happened in their initial  
news report:

Frame 5.1: ‘One million Euro’ on the refuge dump236  

“Kenten, a suburb of Techiman in the Brong Ahafo Region, was thrown into confusion  
when the news reached the town that two women, who had gone to throw the previous  
day’s garbage away at a refuse dump, were fighting over a box, thought to contain money.  
Several residents trooped to the refuse dump to have their share of the “booty”. The two  
women walked together to the site and saw a miniature box with ‘One Million Euro’ written  
on each side of the box. As they went closer, one of the women threw down her refuse and  
quickly went for the box. The other woman challenged her colleague that she had seen the  
box first and was waiting to throw her refuse away before going for it. A serious argument  
ensued which attracted some passersby. News quickly started doing the rounds that some  
women had trampled on a huge sum of money in a box at the refuse dump site. 

As people gathered around the two women, one man insisted that the box should be  
opened to see what was inside. When the box was opened, they saw a huge live python,  
twelve eggs and a blood-soaked calico. People started moving backwards as the two women  
took to their heels. (…) 

It is noteworthy to mention here that rumours of people acquiring wealth through sakawa  
are very common in the Brong Ahafo Region and this case is no big deal for people who  
believe in sakawa money. In an interview with Opanin Kojo Mensah, a seventy year old  
farmer, he said that if the women had not gone to the place so early in the morning, the  
sakawa man would have come for the box which might contain the one million Euro.  
According to Opanin Mensah, sakawa money is real and so many people have become rich  
through sakawa.” 

5. Money (r ituals) , global  imaginaries and the 
city

Picture 75: Posters in Techiman Market advertising 
Agya Koo’s new film about Sakawa (August 2009).
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become immensely rich overnight through spiritual mediation. Yet,  
extreme wealth requires extreme sacrifice. In Techiman, the proliferation  
of money rituals started to impact upon daily life when several cases of  
sakawa-related ritual murders became known. The human sacrifices  
terrorized the city. In the market, the distrust among traders and  
costumers erupted in several fights as people were afraid to come  
into contact with poisoned artifacts that could consume their souls  
and cause premature death. The fear as well as the desire for sakawa  
hit a high and kept the city in its grasp, stirred up by the demonizing  
discourse of the Pentecostal churches. The streets of Techiman were  
increasingly rife with references to sakawa. Throughout Techiman,  
posters -often sponsored by the Pentecostal churches- warned of the  
danger of the money rituals. Popular locally-made movies visualized the  
often-horrific ways of the sakawa cult. 

The belief in sakawa is far more than just another religious cult. Merely  
looking at the religious component of the money rituals ignores the  
complexity of this intrinsically urban phenomenon. The emergence of  
the money rituals is not only closely connected to the growth of the  
city of Techiman and the linked processes of religious innovation, as  
became evident in the previous chapter. The emergence and rapid pro- 
liferation of the money rituals in Techiman is also deeply embedded in  
the particular economic constellation of Techiman and is connected  
to the global flows of images, money and people that configure the  
urban imaginaries and co-shape popular culture in Techiman. Hence,  
sakawa provides an excellent line of approach to analyze how the  
interplay between the economic practices, urbanization, globalization  
and the emergence of urban imaginaries plays out in a small city like  
Techiman. To analyze this interplay, I first sketch the economic history  
of Techiman based on homespun historiographies. I examine these to  
discuss the particular economical context and the imaginaries that en 
able the rapid proliferation of money rituals.

Sakawa is an umbrella term that refers to a multitude of religious rituals  
aimed to generate instant wealth and richness through spiritual  
mediation.237 Sakawa is an exponent of the recent urban and global  
turn in the religion landscape of Techiman. This religio-economic  
phenomenon has its roots in Lagos and quickly dispersed through  
Ghana from Accra. In the recent literature sakawa is put on a pair  
with cyber crime (Boateng, et al. 2011). Armstrong describes sakawa  
as “the use of evil occult powers to commit successful Internet fraud,  
possessing the mind of the foreign cyber target” (2011:2).  
In an intriguing article on the role of new media technologies in  
religious transformations, Meyers confirms this description by writing  
that young men engaged in Sakawa, so-called Sakawa boys, “seek to  
gain spiritual powers in order to be able to lure unsuspecting victims into  
all kinds of Internet fraud” (Meyer 2011:25). In the same light, Warner  
describes sakawa as an “ever-evolving klepto-theological paradigm  
created to abet in the perpetration of Internet crime” (Warner 2011:744).  
Although the link between sakawa and cyber crime is unmistakably  
correct, sakawa is far more then just Internet crime. It is important to  
notice that most of the authors who study sakawa as it is manifested in  
Accra, capital of Ghana and one of the large cities along the West-African  
coast line. In a small city such Techiman, sakawa is manifested differently;  
partly because of the poor quality of the Internet connections in  
Techiman, but mainly because of the specific history and different urban  
context of Techiman. 

Generally speaking, sakawa capitalizes on the longing of the  
Ghanaians for (instant) wealth and prosperity and is situated in the  
interstices between the improbable and the not impossible. For most,  
wealth will remain a dream, yet there is always the possibility that one  
will be lucky. It is highly unlikely to find one million Euro’s in a box on a  
refuse dump in Techiman, but it is not impossible nevertheless. Money  
rituals respond to this longing by offering a ritual technology to  
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5.1.1. The resurrection of the Dwabrem market

Techiman has been renowned as a trading centre for centuries.  
The historiographies on the Bono-Manso kingdom, based on oral histories  
and archaeological research, connect Techiman to the old Dwabrem  
market.238 This market near Techiman attracted traders from north and  
south, but especially from the north, across the Sahara. Nana Akumfi- 
Ameyaw III, Techimanhene from 1945 to 1960, described the old  
Dwabrem market as a lucrative place: “Trading at the market was  
lucrative and traders from the coast, the Sahara, and many other places  
came to do their bargaining. There were beautiful things on sale and  
slaves were also bought and sent to the coast for the exchange of salt,  
tobacco and many other essential commodities. This was the period  
when Techiman had her capital at Bono-Manso. The old grounds of the  
Dwabrem are where the Techiman Secondary school is today “(Warren  
1971a:31). The Dwabrem market was one of the southern endpoints  
of the trans-Saharan trade caravans. Packed animals could not travel  
further south into the forest due to the presence of the Tsetse fly. Hence,  
the market functioned as a hub for the circulation of goods and people  
between the forest and the savanna areas. 

Some of the commodities that were traded on the Dwabrem market and  
other regional markets like Begho were exported to the Andalusian  
Empire and the Iberian Peninsula (Bovill 1958). Gold from the Akan-king- 
doms such as Bono-Manso gleamed on the paraphernalia of the Spanish  
royal house. The historic relation of the Spanish with the trans-Saharan  
traders gouged out the eyes of their Portuguese neighbors  
who did not have access to the trans-Saharan gold trade (Department  
of Arts of Africa 2000). This incited the (Portuguese) explorers to seek  
another trade route and sail along the coast of West-Africa (Masonen  
1995; Postan and Miller 1987). The first European trade post, built in  
1492, was called São Jorge da Mina, today know as Elmina (Claridge  

5.1. Techiman’s Prayer Economy

Picture: 76 A busy day at Techiman market (October 
2009).
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1964; Reindorf 1966). Since gold was in abundance, they named the region the Gold Coast. The European settlers  
engaged in trade with the Fante, an Akan group that originates from Techiman.239 

During the era of the Bono-Manso kingdom, Techiman was a hub in an economical network with ramifications across  
West Africa as far as the ports of Europe. The memory of the lucrative Dwabrem market inspired Nana Akumfi Ameyaw  
III to establish a new market in Techiman. The creation of the market (1945-1950) is attributed to his efforts. When  
one of his daughters became sick, he was unable to find the necessary medicine to cure her. This lack of basic commodities  
encouraged Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III to establish a market. In October 1970, Warren asked Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III  
how he established the market (Warren and Brempong 1971a). I compared his testimony with more recent accounts  
of the establishment of the market, gathered in interviews with Nana Owusu Gyare II, Akwamuhene; Nana Apenteng  
Fosu Gyeabour, Banmuhene and president of the market committee of the Techiman Municipal Authority; Nana Baf- 
four Asare Twi Brempong II, Adontenhene; and Nana Akumfi Ameyaw IV, present Techimanhene. This resulted in the  
next frame which describes the history of Techiman market:

Frame 5.2: Establishing the market240 

When his daughter died, Nana Techimanhene said: “The lack of this small thing caused the death of my daughter.  
Tomorrow I’m going to start a market. The market will succeed and exceed the ancient Dwabrem market of our  
ancestors”. The following day he called upon his royals and the leaders of the Zongo to inform them about his decision.  
A gong-gong was beaten in all surrounding villages to inform the people about the market and invite them to trade.  
Nana Techimanhene declared Friday as the official market day for the whole of Techiman. Nobody was allowed to go  
to farm on Friday. If you were not coming to the market, you had to stay in the house. Every week the Queen Mother  
swept the market clean. In the early days of the market, Nana Techimanhene bought all the unsold goods to encourage  
the women to come back the following week. The market quickly outgrew the selected space in front of the Palace.  
Taa Mensah predicted that the market was going to be very important for Techiman and he placed his stool land at  
the disposal of the market. A new market was built on the vacant land in between Techiman town and the Zongo. 

The Mossihene of Techiman advised Nana to travel to the north and publicize the market. Nana went to Bobo-Dioulasso,  
Ouagadougou, Tumu, Bawku and many other places. On his way back he passed through Abidjan, finally returning  
to Techiman via Dormaa-Ahenkro. The tour of the north completed, Nana turned his attentions to the south. He went to  
Keta in Ewe-land to greet his friends. He explained everything to them and he assured them that everything is available  
at his market. Next, he went to Cape Coast, Abakrampah, Accra, Mankesim and other towns along the coast to spread  
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thousands of traders come to Techiman to buy and sell goods. The  
market authorities estimate the floating population of traders during  
market days to be a couple of thousand.243 The bus and taxi stations at  
the edge of the market are stuffed with buses and tipper trucks from  
across Ghana and the neighboring countries. Most of the traders travel  
all night and arrive in Techiman at dawn. They unload their goods from  
the tipper trucks and rush to their respective selling places. The market  
is organized in different sections, each represented by a market union  
headed by a queen mother: yam sellers, vegetable sellers, maize sellers  
clothes sellers, etc. (Warren 1988). Their primary task is to settle dis- 
putes and support their members. Trade in the market is still increasing.  
At the time of writing, the market is coming apart at the seams. Some  
sections of the market, such as the wood market, have already moved to  
new, better and more reachable locations. The Ghanaian government  
and the municipal authorities have planned large investments to renew  
the market and make it more accessible.

the news about the market. The newspapers carried his message in a  
vast publicity campaign and the market started to flourish.

The new market had a huge impact upon the urban development of  
Techiman. It became the amalgamation place par excellence in Techiman.  
The market brought together Techiman Town and the Zongo, forming a  
bridge between the two. Both settlements eventually merged into one  
urban area. The market became a meeting place. Bono farmers took  
their crops to the market, and sold them to the Zongo-traders who  
imported goods from the north such as kola nuts, cloths, salt, rice and  
cattle (Warren 1988). Soon after the opening of the market, bus and  
taxi stations were created at the edge of the market.241 They connected  
Techiman to close by and remote markets. The new market and bus  
stations placed Techiman on the economic map of Ghana and re- 
inscribed the city into old and new trade routes (Whiteford 2011).  
Gradually the markets in the northern region became organised in  
consonance with the market days in Techiman (Warren and Brempong  
1971a). Traders chartered buses from their village in the northern  
territories to travel to Techiman market and back. Today, Techiman market  
has become a household name in Ghana, as well as in the border areas  
of the neighbouring countries. “To stay in Techiman without trading  
in our market is like going to Rome without being a Roman. When in  
Rome do as the Romans do. Likewise, if you are in Techiman, you have  
to trade.” This statement by Nana Asare Twi Brempong II, Adontenhene  
of Techiman’s traditional area is aptly phrased and captures the central  
position of the market in Techiman.

The market is located in between the Zongo and Techiman town, along  
the banks of the Atweredaa river242. It stretches from its source to its  
estuary in the Tano river, a surface of approximately one and a half  
kilometers long and one hundred fifty meters wide. During market days,  
from Wednesday to Saturday with its zenith on Thursday and Friday,  

Picture 77 A design plan for the renewal of Techiman 
Market (received from Town Planning Committee 
Techiman). 
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The market is the engine of Techiman’s development and triggers all kinds of related economical developments. Shops  
are mushrooming at the edge of the market. They sell all kinds of goods ranging from construction materials to bicycles  
and second hand electrical appliances, mostly imported from Europe. The market also attracts industry. An international  
consortium has built a large factory called Ghananuts. The factory processes all kinds of indigenous nuts, coming from  
central and northern Ghana. They opted for Techiman as a location because of its central position as well as the easy  
supply of raw produce. At the time of writing, two new cashew processing factories were planned. Due to the success  
of the market, financial institutions also flock to Techiman. Several national and international banks have opened  
branches at the edge of the market. Some of them have even closed their branch in Sunyani, the administrative capital  
of the Brong-Ahafo region, and moved to Techiman. Techiman is the economic capital of the region and is one of the  
upcoming business cities in Ghana, thanks to the development of the market.

The many shops, financial institutions, and industries that settle in Techiman on the fringe of the booming market en 
force the idea of development and progress. Success stories about people who started off as porters carrying peoples’  
groceries around the market, enter on investing their gains in wheelbarrows and now own a fleet of tipper trucks, make  
the economical development of Techiman tangible and testify to the economic potential of Techiman market. Often the  
economic success of these entrepreneurs is not solely ascribed to their economic acumen or the work capacity. Spiritual  
mediation is also seen as an essential component of economic success. Hidden economies emerge that are driven by  
the interaction between the material world and the spiritual world.

In a shady corner of the market, close to the Tano-river, Muslim traders sell all kinds of religious paraphernalia and  
commodities. All the possible ingredients for all sorts of religious rituals are for sale here (see picture 78). Apart from  
protective rings, ritual knives or different colours of cloth, these products are mainly exotic commodities extracted from  
the bush such as tails, skins, and bones of lions, tigers, elephants, and antelopes amongst others. In this corner of the  
market even birds, snakes, chameleons, and monkeys, both dead and alive, are for sale. The vendors bring the bush  
to the market in relatively safe and commoditised form. They sell the spiritually charged objects necessary for rituals. 

Mr. Danjuma is one of the many (Muslim) vendors of religious paraphernalia in Techiman market. He is Yoruba, from the  
Osun State in Nigeria. He has developed a far-reaching network through which he can acquire all kinds of body parts  
from rare animals such as elephants, antelopes, leopards or lions. He travels to remote places such as Larabanga, at the  
edge of the Mole National Park in north Ghana, or to Senkassé244 in northern Togo on a regular basis. Senkassé and  
Techiman have become hubs for the sale of rare religious paraphernalia. Vendors bring animal parts to Senkassé  
and Techiman to sell from all over the sub region. Danjuma also goes looking and hunting for supplies in the forests  
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near Techiman. He picks herbs or catches chameleons, birds or monkeys to sell them on the  
market. He also breeds snakes and black rats in his house in Techiman Zongo. 

Whereas Danjuma focuses on religious paraphernalia used in Traditional rituals; other vendors  
address the Muslim and Christian communities. A bit further towards the fringes of the market,  
Muslims can buy all kind of Islamic religious paraphernalia: prayer beads, amulet with pages  
of the Quran inside, praying carpets, CD’s with Islamic chanting, etc. Christians are also waited  
hand and foot. Especially on Sundays the streets around the main churches are overloaded 
with vendors selling bibles, rosaries, statues of the Virgin Mary, olive oil from Burgos, Holy  
Water from Lourdes, etc.. The vendors of religious paraphernalia also offer all kinds of  
aphrodisiacs, soaps, incenses, perfumes and oils with inspiring names that leave no doubt about  
their powers: Back-To-Sender-Soap, Do-As-I-Say-Commanding-Soap, Stop-Evil-Anointing-Oil,  
Strong-Penetration-Perfume, Money-Drawing-Incense, Holy-Fire-Oil, etc. Many of these  
products are manufactured in Nigeria and circulate across West-Africa. Recently the rising fear  
of sakawa has opened up a new market segment. Herbalists and other vendors added all kinds  
of protective commodities to their gamut. New medicines, specially designed to counter the  
dangers of sakawa, have entered the market. The vendors of such spiritually charged  
commodities capitalize on the demand for the scarce religious paraphernalia.

5.1.2. The commodification of spiritual power

Spiritual power embedded in all kind of religious paraphernalia has become a commodity. At  
the basis of this process of commodification of spiritual power is a remarkable but rather invisible  
shift. Spiritual power is no longer solely accessible through the mediation of an intermediary  
like a priest, pastor or herbalists. By bringing commodities on the market that are endowed  
with diverse spiritual powers, the intermediary actors like priests or pastors have been skipped.  
Protection is now available in different forms and shapes, and without prescription. The vendors  
of such paraphernalia illustrate how one can make money from the spiritual world without  
engaging oneself with spirits. You no longer have to be a priest or pastor to make a livelihood from  
the interaction between the spiritual world and the material world. This became patently obvious  
when, near the end of my fieldwork, a young man named Kofi Prince came to my house. He  
spoke Twi, English and French fluently as he had worked in Abidjan as a taxi driver.  

Picture 78: Mr. Damjuma, checking on his fresh born 
snakes in Techiman market (September 2009).
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He wanted to engage me in a business opportunity: 

Frame 5.4: Plong, Plong, Plong245 

“I heard from your neighbors that you are interested in wonders. Well, three days ago, my friend’s wife became  
possessed by one of these foreign spirits and started to behave strangely. After the spirit cooled down, there was  
something very strange. Every time somebody touched the woman, we heard a sound:  “plong, plong, plong!” I want  
you to go and see her, so you can snap her picture and write down her story. She stays at Magazine. Yesterday Adepa  
FM and Asta FM all went there. The news is on the computer. People from the USA are calling and asking whether the  
wondrous woman really exists. Many people want to come and see her. They are lining up and paying one Cedi to touch  
her and to experience the miracle for themselves. I want us to go there so you can see it with your own eyes. This is big  
money. If you can bring the news to your people, we can make her big. There will be something in it for us. This will be  
a hit in Europe.”.

Intrigued by Kofi Prince his story, I decided to join him at this woman’s house. By the time we arrived her family  
members became annoyed with all the attention and they brought the woman away. Although I could not verify  
whether the story about this wondrous woman was actually true, the initiative of Kofi Prince amazed me. He wanted  
to commercialize a spiritual contingency by setting up links with the trans-urban FM-radio stations, the transnational  
contacts of an anthropologist and the global space of the Internet. This illustrates how entrepreneurs in Techiman operate  
at different scales and participate in different worlds at the same time (Ferguson 2006; Simone 2004b). Kofi Prince  
wanted to grasp the opportunity embodied by the wondrous woman. He saw the wonder as a business opportunity  
that, if marketed well, could generate an income. This implies that money can be made of spiritual features. Hence,  
spiritual powers are seen as commodities or resources that can be turned into financial capital if exploited well. 

Spiritual assistance or support is often seen as an essential component of a business. Many entrepreneurs visit Traditional  
shrines or Pentecostal churches to seek support for their businesses. They sometimes sacrifice large sums of money in  
exchange for spiritual support. This already came to the fore in frame 4.25, where a woman sought support for her  
business with a Traditional priest, and in frame 4.6 that relates how the economic success of the city of Kete Krachi was  
ascribed to the god Dente. Even during the establishment of the new market in Techiman in 1945, parts of the efforts  
taken in constructing the new market involved investing in spiritual mediation. The histories about the establishment of  
the market are entangled with references to spiritual mediation. They describe how sacrifices were made to Traditional  
gods and how gifts were donated to Islamic mallams to support the growth of the market. A lonely tree at the edge of  

Picture 79: Religious paraphernalia in Techiman  
Market (January 2009)
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North West Mali. Much like Techiman, Nioro is a city with a longstanding  
past and a reputation as a religious and political centre. The town was  
the capital of Bambara kingdom of Kaarta in the eighteenth century  
and converted to Islam after it became part of Umar Tall’s Islamic re 
public in the mid nineteenth century. Nioro then became a major  
political and religious centre. Soares describes how the prayer economy  
in Nioro: “operates through the circulation of capital –economic,  
political, and spiritual or symbolic- which particular social actors are  
able to convert from one domain to another” (1996:741). Relevant for  
our narrative here is the identification of different forms of capital and  
the possibility of transferring capital from one domain to another, or in  
other words, to convert one form of capital into another. The concept of  
the prayer economy and Soares’ interpretations provide an appropriate  
framework through which to read the actions of Kofi Prince and Nana  
Akumfi Ameyaw III. Kofi Prince wanted to convert spiritual capital,  
the wondrous woman, into financial capital; Nana Akumfi Ameyaw III  
converted the material capital, vested in the paraphernalia for the rituals  
and in the donations to the mallams, into spiritual capital. 

5.1.3 Exchanging (spiritual) capital

The conversion of material or financial capital into spiritual capital and  
vice versa is not new, nor is it an uncommon process. On the contrary,  
this process is rather common. For example, in almost all Traditional  
shrine houses, visitors have to pay a fixed amount of money as  
consultation or entry fee. This amount ranges between two and twenty  
New Ghana Cedis, depending on the reputation of the priest. By asking  
for this consultation fee, the priest capitalizes on his privileged relation  
with his gods and on his specialized knowledge of the spiritual world.  
After paying this fee, the visitor is allowed to present his case to the  
priest, who will in turn present the problem to his gods. This requires  

the market one reminds of these rituals. The next frame is a continuation  
of frame 5.2 and explains how different  religious actors became involved  
with the establishment of the market:

Frame 5.5: Praying for the market246 

“To ask their support of the Gods and the ancestors, Nananom per 
formed a secret ritual in the market. On the place of the sacrifice, a tree  
was planted to sustain the market and commemorate the ritual. Nana felt  
the market needed the support from all gods. He thought this ritual  
would not be sufficient. The development of the market would depend  
on prayers. He informed the Ahmadiyya Muslims. They prayed at the  
market during the night and advised Nana to sleep in the market place  
during the prayers. Next, Nana traveled to the north and he brought  
back thirty mallams who prayed for the market in exchanges for gifts.” 

The above narrative illustrates that the development of the market  
depended at least partly on the goodwill and support of spiritual  
entities. Hence, like the urban space of Techiman, the market economy  
is intimately interwoven with the spiritual world. Spiritual mediation is  
an essential part of business. By investing in rituals or prayers, one can  
acquire the spiritual support needed to safeguard and/or boost an  
investment or business. Material and financial means can be turned into  
spiritual power and vice versa. 

To describe this religio-economic phenomenon, Murray Last (1988)  
invoked the concept of ‘prayer economy’. He illustrated his concept by  
describing the complex transactions of gifts in Kano, Northern Nigeria.  
People donated large sums of money to Muslim scholars for prayers,  
amulets and blessings. Last argues that through these transactions and  
donations, people built a base for political and/or economical success.  
Soares (1996) built upon Last’s work in his study of Nioro, a small city in  
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Frame 5.6: Promises to God249

I, Ester Amoah, [ask] Nana Mframfri to help my mother, who is in Hol- 
land, so that she can come to Techiman and take me back to where she  
lives. I promise I will give Nana Mframfri 10 million Cedis [ 1000 New  
Ghana Cedi], one sheep and one Kasapreko. (07/08/2009, Techiman)

I, Yaw Frimpong Mensah, will do everything to keep my promise of 500  
New Ghana Cedi, one sheep and one bottle of schnapps, if Nana can  
help to improve my business. (09/09/2009, Techiman) [added message:  
‘200 paid, left with 300’]

Auntie Mari from Kumasi promised Nana Mframfri 50 New Ghana Cedi  
and a bottle of gin, if he helps me to pay my debt without any problem.  
(24/08/08, Techiman) [Scratched out with the message ‘paid’]

Mr. R. K. Antia from Krobo promises Nana Mframfri one hundred  
thousand Ghana Cedi and a bottle of schnapps if he can cure my son  
Kwame Peter’s sickness. (31/08/08, Techiman)

a sacrifice. Depending on the severity of the case, different religious  
paraphernalia are required. For a simple question like a blessing, a bottle  
of schnapps and a few eggs might  suffice. More complex cases 
like sickness, support in business, or a curse can require much more  
expensive items like a fowl or sheep, some animal bones or some  
gunpowder. These items are given to the gods during a ritual. The priest  
then turns the capital vested in the sacrifice into spiritual capital which  
is accessible by the gods. For example, when an animal is sacrificed at  
the shrine, the blood of the animal is smeared on the shrine. The blood  
(mogya) contains the soul (kra) of the animal. By smearing the blood  
over the shrine, the god is able to consume the soul of the animal. The  
priest and his family can eat the meat of that animal later. In exchange  
for the sacrifice, the visitor can appeal to the spiritual power of the God  
and can ask the God for assistance. During the rituals, the visitors often  
promise the manner in which they will thank the God if they their  
wishes are granted. Such promises to the Gods are noted down in a  
register. The quotations247 below stem from the register of Nana Bekoe,  
Priest of the Bo⊂-shrine248:

Picture 80: This is a picture of the note-
book of Nana Bekoe’s, the priest of the 

Bo⊂-shrines in Techiman. 
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If the God complies with the request, the visitor has to keep the promise and thank the God. This thanksgiving often  
consists of some bottles of schnapps, a few eggs, and depending on the nature of the request, one or several fowls  
or sheep to sacrifice, and often an amount of money. If the thanksgiving is not large enough, the God can be offended  
and attack the ungrateful one. Hence, to ensure their spiritual well being and the continued spiritual support of the  
god, visitors tend to donate large thanksgivings. This illustrates how priests create a double surplus. First, by asking for  
a consultation or entry fee; and second, they are entitled to use the thanksgiving. A part is usually used to maintain and  
enforce the spiritual power of their gods. The priests also reinvest part of their income in making additional sacrifices 
during religious festivals. Hence, priests convert material capital into spiritual capital. But they also convert spiritual  
capital into material capital by selling their knowledge and access. Priests can also sell their gods. Implicitly, this religious  
feat already came to the fore in the analyses of the proliferation of the Sakrobundi and Aberewa cults.250 Aberewa  
promulgator Yaw Atiwa traded Aberewa shrines for large sums of money. It is because Aberewa was a reputed source  
of spiritual power that the price was so high. Hence, spiritual entities are a form of capital and a source of power.

Religious actors possess spiritual capital. This enables them to create a surplus by converting one kind of capital into  
another. If marketed correctly, religious places can be very lucrative. Powerful priests can create a large surplus by  
offering their religious services. Nana Kwaku Bonsam, the contested Traditional priest who made name and fame by  
selling Traditional gods to Pentecostal pastors, for example, has become a very wealthy man by selling his services. He  
states he has about 1,600 pastors among his clientele.251 Even if you take this figure with a pitch of salt and factor  
in a number of defaulters and the unavoidable bargains, it is easy to calculate that Nana Kwaku Bonsam derives huge  
revenue from his work with Pentecostal pastors solely. Add to that the income he generates from the daily consultations  
and thanksgivings performed at his shrine complex in Afrancho, and it becomes clear that spiritual mediation is a  
profitable area. Nana Kwaku Bonsam is a successful religious entrepreneur besides. He reinvested his profits in expanding  
his shrine complex in Afrancho, and in opening new branches of his shrine, which again increase his turnover. Over  
the past years, new branches have opened close to urban centres such as Accra, Sunyani and Obuasi.  A fifth shrine has  
been planned close to Sekondi-Takoradi. Besides that, Nana also invests money in real estate. He owns several apartment  
complexes in Techiman. On top of that, he is building a hotel and a petrol station in Techiman and has several building  
projects running in Kumasi and Accra. In this sense, Nana Kwaku Bonsam is literally shaping the urban space. Part of  
his revenue also goes to charity. He has bought the Glory of God International School in Afrancho and provides the  
children of his community with free education. When a scandal centered around under aged prostitutes broke out in  
Accra, the mediagenic Nana Kwaku Bonsam jumped into the spotlights as a benefactor. He took a group of girls to his  
shrine complex close to Accra (Sapeiman), financed their training as hairdressers, and installed a shop for them in their  
respective hometowns. As such, the profit generated in his shrine complexes is, at least partly, reinvested in society. 
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Hence, religious changes not only generate urban development as became evident in the previous chapter, but they  
also have an economic dimension.

This process of conversion of spiritual capital into material capital and vice versa is not limited to the Traditional side  
of the religious sphere in Techiman. Pentecostal pastors also create a surplus out of converting one kind of capital into  
another. The congregations of successful churches are ready to invest large sums of money in the development of the  
church in exchange for spiritual support and the prospect of an eternal life in heaven. Many churches organise large  
harvest festivals that bear a remarkable parallel with the potlatch-festival: the one that gives the most will be saved by  
God on judgment day and enjoy an eternal life in heaven. Besides that, thanksgivings also account for an important  
part of the income of churches. Pastors project the image of a miracle working God (Quayesi-Amakye 2011). They  
proclaim the Pentecostal God is alive and actively intervenes in one’s daily life. God can help you in your studies, in your  
personal life and in your business life. They preach a Gospel of prosperity (Coleman 2004; Meyer 2002) and vigorously  
encourage their congregations to make large donations and offerings. Some pastors explicitly ask for (high) monetary  
offerings from their congregation to enforce their bond with the Holy Spirit or to prevent calamities. They thereby are  
supported by their privileged relation with the Holy Spirit and their spiritual powers. For example, during a church ser- 
vice in the Power of God Evangelist Church, a woman testified that her son was nearly hit by a car the previous day. She  
wanted to thank God for saving him. A bit later, during the prayer session, pastor Boateng returned to her testimony:

Frame 5.7: Your son will die by the end of next week252 

- Pastor: Mama, if you are not careful, your child will be killed by the Devil. Let me tell you what I have seen. About six to seven  
months ago, your child’s underwear got lost. Do you remember? 
- Woman: Yes pastor, I remember. It is true.
- Pastor: Tell the congregation what happened.
- Woman: It was a pair of underwear for children. I have not seen it for a long time. It disappeared when it was drying  
in the sun. 
- Pastor: I have seen what happened. In the spiritual world, I saw a witch taking the underwear of your son away. That  
witch used your son’s underwear to capture his soul.253 As I am speaking now, the witches have tied your son’s soul.  
Your son nearly escaped a car accident. They were trying to kill him in the spiritual world, but God intervened and saved  
him. Hallelujah! 
- Congregation: Amen!
- Pastor: [Starts singing] Almighty God, we have got the Almighty God,…
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- Congregation: Amen!
- Pastor: The Devil’s agents wanted the child to be a cripple but he walked. It was a miracle! Hallelujah! Through me, God  
has performed this miracle. If I am lying, ask her. Mama, I’m telling you something, if you do not do the right thing, your  
child will die. You will pray to God to deliver your child from the Devil’s bondage. But I have seen that your toils will  
be in vain. If you do not do the right thing, you will bury your son by the end of next week. But, Mama, stop crying, if  
not you will make me sad too. If you laugh, then laugh! If you cry, then cry! But I am telling you to laugh. Hallelujah! I  
am telling you to laugh because God has shown me how to save your son! Hallelujah! I am about to show you how to  
save your son from the Devil’s trap. If you do it, God Almighty, the living God, will save him. God has told me what  
you have to do. There is no other way. Some false prophets might ask you to bring charcoal, salt, ash, and place these  
items on a desolate junction at the edge of town during the night. Those pastors are liars! It is not true. Say a big amen!
- Congregation: Amen!
- Pastor: Mama, these directives are coming from above. Through these directives, your son will be free from the  
Devil’s trap. Listen carefully. Bring one of your son’s shorts. Bring me any amount of money from fifteen Ghana Cedis  
upwards. And also bring me any other offer that you can make and by the power of the Holy Spirit, I will set your son  
free. Bring me these things and  you will receive the glory of God. If you do not have money, go for a loan for your son  
to survive. If you allow your son to die, God will question you. I swear on my Bible, I can never lie to you. If you do not  
comply with these directives, you will bury your child and God will hold you responsible on judgment day. People, the  
devil is after the child, born from this stomach. Help to set him free! Hallelujah!

Examples such as these are rampant. As the popularity of the Holy Spirit rises, a rising number of Pentecostal churches  
capitalize upon the morally superior spiritual power of the Holy Spirit. In the frame above, Pastor Boateng gives the  
near-accident of the woman’s son a spiritual dimension, based on his self-proclaimed ability to see the invisible actions  
of the witches in the spiritual world. The pastor derives his authority from this superhuman ability that also distinguishes  
him from his congregation. By stating that the woman’s son is about to die, he obliges her to make a large offering,  
as her children are her most valuable possession. If she does not make the offering, her son might die and she might  
even be accused of witchcraft herself. During fieldwork, I witnessed several cases where religious actors -Christian as  
well as Traditional or Islamic leaders- position themselves as the arbitrator between life and death. By playing out the  
ultimate argument of an impending death, they morally oblige their followers to pull out all of the stops and make a last- 
ditch offering or sacrifice to save one’s most valuable possession, their life or that of their children. This is just one of the  
many tactics and arguments used by religious actors to economically and financially sustain. Yet, it is crucial to empha- 
sise the large heterogeneity that exists among the Christian and Pentecostal churches as well as the Islamic or Traditional  
religious places as most of the religious leaders condemn these practices publicly. The question also remains whether  

Picture 81: Pastor Boateng is cracking jokes in his 
church (June 2009)
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narrate how a vast variety of spirits come to the market on a quest  
for religious commodities. These narratives point to the existence of  
an economy in the spiritual world.
 
Frame 5.8: Spirits on the market257

My grandmother stopped visiting the market when she was young. She  
had four eyes and  thus she could see the spiritual world. After a visit to  
the market, she became afraid. She had seen that not all people who  
visit the market are genuine human beings. Some of them are animal  
spirits or witches. You can become mad when you see such things.  
These days witches sell their victims to each other on the market.  
Normally a witch can only ‘eat’ someone from her own kin. But nowa- 
days, if a witch wants to kill you, the evil spirit can buy your soul from  
the witches in your family. 

Witchcraft spirits sell victims to each other. For example, when the  
uncle of one of my informants died unexpectedly, a Traditional priest  
was called to find out what or who caused his death. The priest placed  
a cutlass and twelve eggs into the coffin of the diseased. During the  
funeral, the priest fell into a trance and became possessed by one of his  
executioner gods. He took the cutlass, flitted it around and staggered  
to the bedroom of one of the aunts of the deceased. He came back  
with a sack of cowries (sediε)258. The aunt was accused of killing her  
nephew spiritually and she was brought to the shrine of the priest. She  
confessed to being a witch and she revealed that she sold the soul of  
her nephew to one of her colleagues.259 Cases like this one abound in  
the city and in the market. They make clear that as well as an economy 
of the spiritual world, there is also an economy  the spiritual world.  
Spirits have access to (invisible) money, they engage in trade and they  
can make a profit. This is reflected in the outlook of the shrine. Gold  
dust, which was used as currency on Dwabrem market during the hey- 

or to what extent, these practices are perceived as malpractices.254 

Religious places can be quite lucrative spaces. They attract religious  
entrepreneurs to invest in churches. To make a quick profit, some  
money-loving pastors secretly turn to the Traditional priests like Nana  
Kwaku Bonsam, as explained previously255, and invest in spiritual  
powers that can help them to attract large congregations, perform  
miracles, and/or foretell the future. In the frame above, Pastor Boateng  
refers to these false prophets who abuse their spiritual authority to  
make money. In this context Shipley wrote that “the specter of the fake  
pastor provides a symbolic nexus for the transformation of spiritual into  
economic value in privatizing Ghana” (Shipley 2009:549). Since the ex- 
posure of such a false prophet by Nana Kwaku Bonsam, the churches  
that grow around one charismatic pastor, and are not part of a larger group,  
have come under heavy criticism. Theses churches, like Pastor Boateng’s  
church, are referred to as one-man-churches or ritual churches.256  
Nevertheless, material wealth and financial profit are seen a signs of  
spiritual power and efficacy, in the Traditional religion as well as in the  
Pentecostal churches. Rich religious actors show off their wealth and  
power. Money-making is an integral and essential part of religious  
landscapes and although excesses do exist, the thriving prayer economy  
of Techiman is not necessarily a negative feature. Looking at it from  
an economical point of view (and not from a moral point of view), the  
success of religious places is directly proportional to the amount of  
spiritual capital their priest or pastors convert into financial capital, and  
vice versa. 

Moreover, the possibility to make money in the spiritual world also  
exists, as the spiritual world and the material word reflect each other,  
as has been demonstrated in previous chapters. Both worlds are  
intimately entangled. Hence, it is not surprising that the prayer and  
market economies are mirrored in the spiritual world. Urban legends  
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days of the Bono-Manso kingdom, was also given to the gods. Many of the old Atano-shrines had a golden core in their  
shrines. Later on, when the cowries replaced gold dust as their primary currency, cowries were added to the shrines or  
used for divination. In this respect, it is not surprising that money is now often used as sacrifice. Neither is it odd that spirits  
have money and use it to trade. This belief enforces the theses of the prayer economy that different kinds of capital – 
economic, political, and spiritual or symbolic- circulate between the material and the spiritual world and that particular  
religious actors are able to convert capital from one world to another and transform one kind of capital into kind of  
capital. 

Techiman’s prayer-economy is closely connected to its flourishing market economy. Both sectors reinforce one another  
as different kinds of capital flow from one world into the other. The above analysis points to the fact that: (1) economic  
practices in Techiman is not limited to the market but extends into the spiritual world; (2) that spiritual as well as financial  
capital is required to engage in business; (3) that financial capital can be converted into spiritual capital and vice versa;  
and (4) that human as well as spiritual entities are engaged in economical activities. These aspects of Techiman’s  
economy, in combination with the urban and historical contexts sketched in the previous chapter, enables the proliferation  
of money rituals like sakawa and sikaduro, which will be the focus of the next section.
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A newspaper article entitled “Danger looms – Sikaduro In, Sakawa Out”260 commented upon the wide spread of sakawa  
throughout Ghana. The title of the article links sakawa to sikaduro. Both terms are quasi synonymous as they both refer  
to ritual technologies that generate money through interaction with the spiritual world. While Sakawa is a recent  
phenomenon with an expressly modern connotation, sikaduro (see below) is much older and has a Traditional connotation.  
While sikaduro is the name of a local Traditional ritual to help people in making profit or acquiring money,  Sakawa is  
said to be imported from Lagos, Nigeria. It is mostly associated with Internet fraud (Armstrong 2011; Boateng, et al.  
2011; Meyer 2011; Warner 2011) and in Nigeria is also called 419 schemes261. Young men send large amounts of  
spam mail in which they use a dummy proposition to ask for money, hoping that somebody will react and send it to  
them. They also visit a mallam or Traditional priest who endows the youngsters with spiritual powers that enable them  
to deceive people through the Internet to hedge their bets. This form of Sakawa is more common in large cities like  
Accra and Lagos than in a small city like Techiman where the Internet is not easily accessible and the contemporary  
money rituals emerged in a different economic and historical context (see above).

The roots of the money-rituals in Techiman can be traced back to sikaduro. The latter can be literally translated as  
money medicine or money magic (sika money, gold: aduro; medicine, magic). Sikaduro has been around for a long  
time. Nana Kofi Brefoo, the 92 year old ex-linguist of Mframa shrine in Tanoso (Techiman), confirms that sikaduro is  
much older than sakawa: “Even my grandfather told me about sikaduro. People were using it to get money even  
before the British came. Today, people are still using sikaduro to get rich or to make their business work. I know  
several people who are using it. But this Sakawa thing is new to me. It is dangerous. What seems good to you, you  
make use of it. But in my opinion, sakawa is an evil thing”262. His comments articulate the very negative connotation of  
Sakawa when compared to Sikaduro. Yet, sikaduro and sakawa have much in common. Both often make use of ritually  
charged snakes to conjure money. For example, in 1961, there were rumours which said that the treasurer of the Techiman  
Local Council163 was using sikaduro and possessed a snake that vomited money for him (Brempong 1998). The use of  
ritually charged snakes to conjure money is also one of the immediate features of Sakawa. Posters that visualize (and  
popularize) the sakawa cult often display money-vomiting snakes. These poster also associate sakawa  
with: “socially grotesque rituals ranging from sleeping in coffins to cannibalism” (Armstrong 2011). Nobody will publicly  
admit using sakawa to become rich because sakawa is spoken of so very badly. Religious actors who sell money-rituals  
even look down upon sakawa and implicitly advertise sikaduro as a clean alternative. In an interview with the Techiman- 
based spiritualist Nana Abosomakotre on radio station Classic FM, the latter called upon the National Security forces  
“to arrest spiritualists who have been supporting the activities of fraudsters by way of condoning ‘Sakawa’.”264  In the  
same interview, he highlighted that his sikaduro spirits can conjure clean money that can be used for all kind of  
transactions, contrary to what Shipton described as bitter money, ill-gotten money that comes forth from immoral or  

5.2. Converting capital  into cash: An ethnography of money rituals
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landscape of Techiman.267 Although many  
see him as a Traditional priest, he is a  
mallam who works with mmoatia,268 little  
invisible creators who carry out all kinds of  
tasks for their owner. The name Abosoma- 
kotre, meaning chameleon, is a metaphor  
for the innovative religious views of the  
mallam: “Just as a chameleon constantly  
adapts his color to the environment, I can  
also adapt myself to all kind of  
circumstances and the different problems  
that are brought to me”, Nana Abosom- 
akotre explains.269 His linguist chimes in:”  
You know, we have moved from one  
century into a new one. We are in the  
modern world. You should be able to  
change yourself and adapt to the current  
environment. It is not because my old father  
had a compound house, that I should build  
the same house. We will never say that  
we are living or working in the past.”270  

Contrary to the other religious actors, the  
organizational structure of Nana Abosom- 
akotre’s team does not mirror that of the  
chieftaincy institution, rather it reflects that  
of a modern office. Nana Abosomakotre  
works with a well organized and well  
educated team. He has a secretary, a  
treasurer and a public relations manager.  
The latter is Nana Abosomakotre’s younger  
brother. He keeps in regular contact with  

illegal transactions (Shipton 1989). 

Nana Abosomakotre is one of most well- 
known sikaduro proponents in the whole of  
Ghana. His shrine house is located at the edge  
of the village Subinso no. 2, one of the nine  
contested villages of Techiman.265 It is situated  
along the main road between Techiman and  
Wa, the capital of the Upper-West Region,  
and close to the Subin river. The house does  
not have the appearance of a classic shrine  
house. There are no round rooms or statues  
or altars outside. According to Nana Abosom- 
akotre‘s linguist of, the house was recently  
built and financed by a grateful client of  
Nana Abosomakotre. Although it has a modern  
look, the floor plan was inspired by the  
compound house.266 The entry of the house  
leads out to a covered patio with a shiny tiled  
floor, from which the different bedrooms are  
accessible. There is no furniture on the patio  
besides a wooden bench and a table with a TV  
on it. Pictures of Nana Abosomakotre adorn  
the wall and glorify his powers. The rather odd  
building style indicates that Nana Abosoma- 
kotre is not an archetypical religious actor.

Nana Abosomakotre originates from Wa,  
in the Upper West region, and belongs to  
the Wala ethnic group. Together with Nana 
Kwaku Bonsam, he is an exponent of the  
recent global and modern turn in the religious  

Picture 82: ‘Danger looms - Sikaduro in, Sakawa out 
(In People and places, 6-8 April 2009, p.5)
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seemed quite sloppy. The linguist offered my  
assistant and I a small stool on which to  
sit. After pouring libation, Nana pointed to a  
wooden box with a large drawer in the corner  
of the room. He asked me to place an offering of  
ten New Ghana Cedi on the box. Then I had  
to open the drawer. To my amazement, a large  
python was crawling around in the drawer.  
Nana closed the drawer and took a magic  
stick (Konaapoma). The handle of the stick  
was covered with red leather, some feathers  
and a mirror. He murmured a few words  
onto it. He gave the stick to me and asked  
me to pray for money in my mother tongue.  
When I finished my prayer, I had to hit the box  
three times with the stick. Then he opened  
the drawer again. The python was no longer  
there. The animal was replaced with a drawer  
full of banknotes of fifty New Ghana Cedi. He  
gave me a package of banknotes to me so I  
could check the watermark, which, at the first  
sight, was real.273 “This is what we do here”,  
the linguist commented, “we help people to  
get money through sikaduro.” 

My assistant Elijah Obeng, a devoted member  
of the Seventh Day Adventist Church, became  
annoyed and intervened. I expected him to  
contest the verity of the ritual. But remarkably,  
he did not ask whether the recently completed  
ritual with the wooden box and drawer was  
real. My first guess is that they made use of a  

the written and spoken press and makes  
sure that the name and fame of Nana  
Abosomakotre spreads throughout Ghana.  
They have a publicity campaign running  
on the large radio stations and they have  
a website271 just like Nana Kwaku Bonsam.272  
He is currently pursuing a course in business  
economics. He approaches the spiritual work  
of his elder brother as a business venture  
and applies his subject material to it:  
“That corporate image, we have it. In the  
whole of Ghana, when you mention the  
name Nana Abosomakotre, people will  
answer that he is the man who has powerful  
sikaduro. That is our corporate image. We  
are trying to help people to acquire money  
through spiritual means.” 

When I asked Nana Abosomakotre what  
exactly sikaduro was and how it worked,  
he invited me into the shrine room. A door  
in the corner of the covered patio gave  
access to the rather small shrine room, no  
more than 3 x 3 meter. A curtain divided  
the room into two parts. The mallam took  
place behind the curtain. The typifying odour  
in the room, an unpleasant mix of dried  
animal blood and pigeon shit, reminded  
me of other shrine rooms. Cowries were  
scattered on the tiled floor. Most of them  
were covered with feathers and the blood  
of sacrificed fowls and pigeons. The room  

Picture 83: Sakawa poster, for sale in Techiman mar-
ket for one New Ghana Cedi (September 2009).
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double bottom, but this rather technical line of thought is almost never  
followed in this context. Elijah did not question whether sikaduro can  
actually work. He wanted to know, rather, why it does not work for  
some people: “People who buy sikaduro spend a lot of money to get  
it, but the sikaduro will not work for them or they will have to wait for  
years before anything comes.” The linguist firmly refuted Elijah’s critic:  
“It does not take years for the money to come. When you come here  
in the morning, we will first test you to see whether your soul is strong  
enough to go through the rituals. If you are not strong enough, you  
might become crazy. If everything is ok, the person will go and buy  
the ingredients for the rituals. Then we start the process. By exactly six  
o’clock or seven o’clock, we are finished. From that moment on the  
money will come, but only if you live by the rules. Each type of sikaduro  
has its proper rules and regulations. For example, we have one type  
that forbids you from wearing shoes or sandals. You always have  
to walk barefoot. Also, you cannot sleep with a woman while she is on  
her period. And you are not supposed to disclose the matter to anyone  
who does not know that you are coming. If you do not obey these rules,  
you will make the spirits angry and they can come and hunt you.”274  
However, Elijah’s question was not unfounded. A few months prior to  
our visit to the shrine house, a group of unhappy costumers lodged a  
complaint about Nana Abosomakotre with a radio station in Kumasi.  
The radio station contacted Nana Abosomakotre. He went to the studios  
and claimed the unhappy customers must have broken the taboos. To  
demonstrate his sikaduro actually worked, he conjured lots of money  
on the spot. His performance stirred up the money rituals hype further.  
Nana Abosomakotre sells different kinds of sikaduro. Each type requires  
a specific personal or corporeal sacrifice:

Frame 5.9: A sikaduro typology275 

“We have one type where a sore will appear on your leg. Through the  

Picture 84: Mad rush for juju, an article on money 
magic (Daily Guide 31 January 2009, page 2).
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sore, the spirit can feed of your blood. In exchange, you will get money in return. We also have a type that consumes  
your hand. We will put a bracelet around your wrist. The following day, you will see that your hand is cut off. Nobody,  
even me, can tell you where it has gone. It will vanish. But in exchange, the mmoatia will bring you money. Another  
type will be placed on your penis. The spirit feeds off your sperm. The most lucrative type works with your lifetime.  
The spirits know how long you are supposed to live. If you want this type, you have to bring two fowls. One will be  
sacrificed. If the spirits accept the sacrifice, we will keep the other fowl here for seven days without feeding it. If it is still  
alive by then, you will feed it grain. The number of kernels that it eats equals the number of years you still have to live.  
If it only eats one kernel, you will only live for another year. But you will receive all the money that you were going to  
make in the rest of your life in that one year. When that year is over, you are likely to die or to become crazy.” 

In the first two types described, people sacrifice part of their own body, either their blood or their hand, to acquire  
wealth. In other words, through the mediation of Nana Abosomakotre, they (want to) trade their corporeal capital into  
financial capital. The third type goes a step further and requires people to sacrifice their sexual reproduction -their place  
and future in the extended family- for the prospect of a source of cash that will never dry up. The last example pushes  
the limit further; in exchange for one’s lifetime or mental health, one can get tons of cash. Hence, people voluntary pay  
Nana Abosomakotre to convert their corporeal capital, sexual capital, and/or mental capital into financial capital. This  
rationale, which is derived from the prayer economy, can be pushed to the extreme if one decides to sacrifice his or  
her social capital. 
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The economic and religious context, sketched above,are a breeding ground for money rituals. To understand how  
sakawa and sikaduro have gained credibility, and to grasp the despair and ambition that drives people to sacrifice  
their social, sexual and/or corporeal capital, another element should be taken into account. The ambiguous success of  
money-rituals is fed by the emergence of new imaginaries of extreme wealth and richness that have come into being  
as a consequence of the rapid urbanization and globalization of Techiman. 

5.3.1. Burgers from Abroad

Due to the success of the market and the rapid urbanization of Techiman, new imaginaries and dreams of a wealthy  
future fuel the ambitions of the Techiman residents. I only realized how outspoken these imaginaries were when, after  
a long day of filming and conducting interviews, Seth, Sarfo and I decided to capture the sunset from the rooftop of  
one of the few apartment buildings in Techiman. We climbed the stairs, asked permission of one of the inhabitants  
and five minutes later we were sitting at one of the most beautiful vantage points of Techiman, the rooftop of the  
apartment building close to the Ahenfie roundabout. The sky was cloudless. The view was magnificent. The sinking  
sun reflected on the blinking iron corrugated sheets of the new buildings and created an abstract flickering scenery,  
interrupted here and there with various shades of the rust-colored roofs of the old compound houses. A myriad of tall  
trees, TV-antennae, cell phone masts, church towers, minarets and storey buildings completed the picture. This is what  
the skyline of Techiman’s looks like in the year 2008. At this very place, the founders of Techiman constructed their first  
houses more than one hundred years ago. Looking at the sunset, and enjoying the view, Sarfo and Seth contemplated  
the future of their city:

Frame 5.10: Techiman in 2020276 

“In the olden days, Techiman was nothing more than these four neighborhoods: Dwomo, Ahenfie, Tunsuase and Abanimu.  
We didn’t have Kenten or Taakofiano. If you wanted to go there, you had to cross the Zongo and walk through the  
bush”, Seth narrated. “And what about Sansama or Bamiri?” I asked. “Those villages were far away. Like Traa. It was  
not easy to go there.” “Even,” Sarfo continued, “when we moved to Ahenfi no 2 in 1996, our house was the only  
one in the street. There wasn’t a street. But look at it now. All plots are built-over and soon we will have a surfaced  
street. Have you seen how the Zongo has developed nowadays? It is just recently that they switched from grass roofs  
to iron roofs. Some of their houses still have grass roofs. The Zongo has developed. The market is big now. Techiman  
has grown. Now Taakofiano and Kenten, and even Bamiri and Sansama, have become part of Techiman. Our town will  
soon grow to where Tuobodom, Nkwaeso and Hansua are. All will be one city.” 

5.3. Imaginaries on wealth, architecture and Techiman
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“In 2020, this place will be developed. You will see multi storey buildings like this one everywhere. The old compound  
houses will have disappeared. Every family will have people abroad. They will send money home to build apartment blocks  
like this one. You know, there used to be a compound house here until one of the sons traveled to the USA. He built a nice  
house for his family in Hansua and replaced the old compound house with this storey building. By 2020, it will be like  
this everywhere in this area. You will find a house from the USA, next to one from Germany, next to one from Spain,  
next to one from Belgium,… All multi storey buildings! The families will live in nice self-contained villas on the outskirts  
of the city. Techiman will be big! Techiman will be like the Aburokyire!” 

The dreams and aspirations of the residents of Techiman are molded by their images of the aburokyire, or of the abroad.  
This local term comprises the amalgamation of images and perceptions of the Western world. Literally aburokyire  
means “the place behind or in the back of the lagoon” (Konadu 2007:XV). Hence, aburokyire refers to a far-away place  
-beyond the horizon- that is not easily reachable. It does not refer to a single locality. Rather, the aburokyire is an  
imaginary and exoticized space; constructed by the glorification of images, celebrities, commodities, and success  
stories that reach Techiman from places like South-Africa, Libya, Asia, Europe and America. These images and ideas  
arrive in Techiman mostly through the diaspora and/or through trade connections. They are spread and modified by a  
wide range of media. Large colourful posters are the most pressing. They visualize the lifestyle and living conditions in  
the Aburokyire. The posters are for sale in the market and along the road. For example, the “Big Boyz and their sports  
cars”-poster show some of the world famous African soccer players like Stephen Appiah and Michael Essien from  
Ghana, Didier Drogba and Kole Touré from Ivory coast and Emmanuel Adebayor from Togo, amongst others. These  
players are very popular. As they stem from Ghana or the neighboring countries, they could have been one of the boys  
of the neighborhood or even a family member. The posters portray the players in front of a huge villa, with a futuristic  
car, and with their transfer value, of several millions of Euro’s. The locally fabricated colourful collages present the players  
as Africans who have made it in the Aburokyire and who are rolling in money and surrounded by luxury. Although  
people say they are filled with envy and aversion towards the people on the posters, and their decadent egoistic lifestyle,  
many want to take their place in a world that seems so remote and distinct that it is almost divine. 

In Techiman, the diaspora is embodied by the friends and family that live (in) the Aburokyire. Migrants who come home  
for a visit are expected to display their wealth and success (Cassiman 2008; Ungruhe 2010). For example, during my  
first weeks in Techiman, when I was still exploring the city, I was sitting in a bar called “London” sipping cola, when three  
men entered. The eye catching clothing style of one of them attracted my attention. He was wearing flashy jeans with  
all kinds of Chinese-like inscriptions. His shirt was adorned with (plastic) diamonds and an American flag, which went  
hand in hand with his golden necklace and trilby hat. I estimated that he was in his thirties. The two men who accompanied  

Picture 85: The skyline of Techiman, with a view on 
the minaret of the Tidjaniya mosque (August 2009).
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him were much older. They both wore colourful traditional smogs. The  
contrast in style could not have been bigger. The trio took their place  
at the table next to mine. Using much gesticulation, the younger one  
called the waitress and ordered three pints of Guinness. Remarkably he  
shouted in English and not in Twi as one would expect in a local bar. His  
clothing style and behavior betrayed that he wanted to present himself  
as a successful wealthy cosmopolitan. When he noticed I was sitting  
alone, he threw a five Cedi note277 on my table and addressed me in  
Spanish: “Blanco, te pago una cerveza. Tome una Guinness. Guarde  
el cambio.”278 As my Spanish is limited to the sentence “non hablo  
Español”, he quickly changed to English. He explained that he lived in  
Barcelona where he operated a successful restaurant. He emphasized  
that he is a “burger”. He had come to Techiman to pay respect to his  
uncles. The two older men at his table were flabbergasted about the  
way their nephew was throwing money to a white man. This example  
illustrates the archetypical image of a successful international migrant  
or, as they are popularly nicknamed, a “burger”. This nickname is derived  
from the name of the German city Hamburg, the main destination of  
many of the first migrants (Kabki, et al. 2004). “Burgers” who maintain  
a relation with their hometown often send remittances home and/or  
engage in import/export businesses. They ship second hand goods to  
Techiman for resale or invest in a shop (Adams, et al. 2008). Many  
youngsters aspire to become “burgers” and dress up to this aspiration  
(Cho 2010). The image of the Aburokyire is strongly influenced by the  
burgers and by the influx of high quality second hands goods like shoes,  
scrapped kitchen utilities, television and hi-fi sets from Europe. Second  
hand goods as well as Ideas about the wealthy life flow from the West.  
A often-heard quote says that if the white men can throw these goods  
away, then they must be very rich.

Picture 86: The “Big boyz and their sport cars”-post-
er. The poster is for sale in the market of Techiman 
for one euro (October 2008).
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5.3.2. Living the (architectural) dream

The perception of the Aburokyire is materialized in the houses, businesses and bars that burgers set up in Techiman.  
Many burgers invest part of their income in real estate. Through the construction of a (large) house, they try to stay  
present and retain the possibility for a future return to Techiman. Many start the construction of apartment blocks  
or build so-called self-contained houses. These houses are European style villas that contain all functions under one  
roof: a kitchen, a living room, a dining room, several bedrooms, bathrooms, and European toilets. The new apartments  
and villas sharply contrast the traditional compound houses (fihankra). The traditional complexes have a central patio  
(adiwo) that is enclosed on all four sides by private rooms. The inner courtyard is used for cooking, washing clothes  
or for ceremonies. Often the compound houses do not have a separate bathroom, let alone a kitchen or a dining room.  
The most significant difference between the self-contained houses and the compound houses is the (absence of the)  
half-open room called the dampan. This semi-public space is used for receiving guests, holding court or laying the  
dead during wakes during funerals. The self-contained-houses do not usually have such a place although sometimes a  
veranda replaces the dampan. By introducing a new architectural style, the “burgers” heavily impact  their home town as  
their self-contained houses, or apartments, and they put forward a nuclear family model vis-à-vis the extended family  
model. The self-contained houses do not have enough rooms for all their nieces and nephews. Moreover, the high walls  
and fences around the villas keep the different life style hidden and away from inquisitive prying eyes.

The self-contained houses pop up like mushrooms in the neighborhoods at the edge of the city. They are not solely  
constructed or financed by “burgers”. Kings or queens, wealthy businessman, politicians or government officers also erect  
houses and shops in Techiman. It is striking that most of the houses are under or in some stage of construction and  
remain in that state, sometimes for several years. Either the investors have ran out of money or they are in no rush to  
finish. For example, the house my partner and I were staying in belonged to a Ghanaian woman who was living in The  
Hague, the Netherlands. We rented two rooms, a small bathroom and a corridor in a large self-contained house. Her  
family members were staying in the boys’ quarters at the back of the house. Although the house was completed, the  
landlady was constantly remodeling the house. Doors were moved, windows openings were closed while others were  
opened. She reinvested most of the rent in remodeling the house. As such, the house remained in a constant state of  
construction. We were living in the architectural dream of an ambitious “burger”. The villa kept the possibility to return  
to Techiman open, while the constant remodeling provides a reason to postpone the return. Yet, through the house,  
she was present in Techiman and she had power over the family members living in the boys’ quarters at the back of  
the plot. 
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While our house was in a rather good condition, many other unfinished houses were not. Nevertheless, the lack of 
basic amenities did not prevent the owners from renting out the hollow carcasses of the large self-contained houses to  
individuals or to family members. Instead of paying a monthly or yearly rent like it is the case when renting a room in a  
compound house, the tenants agreed to finish the work required on the rooms they rent. One of my informants and his  
family -Ishmael, Gertrude and their baby Christian- rented a room in the house of a footballer who played for a foreign  
team somewhere in Germany. The footballer’s brother leased out the room on the condition that they would install  
the ceiling and pay for the plasterworks. He promised to connect the house to the water pipes and the electricity grid.  
One year later, the water was still not flowing and the electricity was still not connected. Many people are in the same  
situation as Ishmael and his family. They are living in the architectural dream, sometimes turned into a nightmare, of  
wealthy burgers and businesspersons. Day in, day out, they are confronted with the posh luxury that is yet to come  
for them, but never seems to arrive and even if the owner’s dreams materialize, they will not be part of it. As such,  
wealth and luxury becomes something that is very close, very present, imaginable and even tangible, but yet it remains  
seemingly unreachable for most people in Techiman.

Picture 87: One of the many unfinished but inhabit-
ed houses in Techiman (April 2009).
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5.3.3. Reaching or realizing the Abroad

Building a self-contained villa, becoming a burger or wealthy businessman are ambitions that are not impossible. Examples  
are abundant. The perception that Techiman is progressing is very much alive. During the fieldwork, I closed every  
interview with the question: “How do you see Techiman’s future?”. While referring to the booming market, almost  
all interviewees saw the future of Techiman as bright. The epoch where development and progress were merely hollow  
concepts used by politicians and NGO’s is over. The rapid urbanization of Techiman is the strongest symptom of the  
progress. Residents of Techiman are confronted with new construction sides, with new shops that are offering new  
products and services, and with new factories that settle in their once small town. Moving forward and making  
a profit is becoming a realistic ambition. Yet, the trajectories towards this kind of development are often hidden and  
inaccessible. Most youngsters lack the proper economic background to make their business successful. Often, needy or  
greedy family members will claim the few cedis profit one makes. Despite the economic potential, it remains a perilous  
undertaking to become a wealthy entrepreneur. Although the living condition can cause frustration, they also motivate  
people to strike upon the different trajectories towards the Aburokyire and realize this imaginary space. 

Many youngsters try to realize their aspiration to become a burger or big man and attempt to migrate to the  
Aburokyire to get a taste of wealth.  Seth and Sarfo, the two young men who shared their vision of Techiman (see  
above), both tried to travel to Europe. Seth undertook a perilous trans-Saharan journey to Europe. He got stranded in  
Tripoli, Libya, and worked there for several months as a construction worker. He saved about three thousand dollars to  
buy a ticket for a boat that would take him to Italy. But the boat never reached Italy. The Italian coastguard seized the  
boat close to Lampedusa. Seth was deported back to Ghana.  He now works in the Ghana Nuts factory in Techiman.  
Sarfo tried another strategy to travel to Europe. After his uncle promised him to send him to Europe, he consulted  
numerous pastors, priests and mallams to ask them for spiritual assistance. He worked as a seller of phone cards on a  
street corner while waiting for a breakthrough. Most of his profit went to priests, pastors or mallams. A few months  
before the end of my fieldwork, a breakthrough was finally in view. His uncle received an invitation from a contact in  
Norway. Sarfo was ecstatic over the invitation. That the invitation was made in the name of his uncle was no problem.  
He bought a fake passport with his picture next to the name and age of his uncle, making him twenty years older in a  
snap. Unfortunately, his uncle died mysteriously before Sarfo could set off. His death was ascribed to witchcraft. One  
of his aunts confessed having sold his soul to another witch (see above).  Seth and Sarfo’s attempts to reach Europe  
are not exceptions. Many youngsters try to reach the Aburokyire (Awumbila 2007). But for most of them, it remains  
an imaginary space. Migration is no longer the only, even the most realistic trajectory towards wealth and success. 
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Since wealth and success have a strong spiritual connotation, people seek for the support of  
spiritual entities to increase their chances of success. As Techiman’s prayer economy makes  
clear, many people sacrifice or invest part of their resources in the prayer economy to ensure  
spiritual support and protection for their businesses. Spiritual circumstances can enable  
success as well as preventing other people from becoming successful. This particular  
economic and religious context, combined with the impatience of many youngsters to realize  
their high ambitions and materialize the Aburokyire in Techiman, constitute the breeding  
ground for money rituals like sakawa and sikaduro. A wide range of visual media and urban  
legends confirm the genuineness of money rituals. Posters and movies visualize how snakes  
vomit money. The posters narrate how people consult a mallam or a Traditional priest where  
they undergo a series of rituals in the form of a kind of graphic novel. The latter then gives  
them a snake that vomits money in exchange for a sacrifice. One poster explicitly shows how  
menstrual blood279 is used as a sacrifice for a snake. The suggestion that menstrual blood is  
used for sakawa triggers the perception that Sakawa makes use of a very dangerous source  
of spiritual power.280 

The posters suggest that a ritually threaded snake vomits a large pile of one-dollar banknotes.  
Other posters show how a mallam or Traditional priest endows youngsters with spiritual  
powers that enable them to deceive people through the Internet. Just like the posters, often  
produced by Pentecostal churches, the movies visualize the invisible and they render money  
rituals as a realistic trajectory to becoming a big man or a burger. One only needs to make  
a sacrifice.

On 6th May 2010 TV 3, a popular private TV station in Ghana, reported the murder of a young  
boy in Techiman. The TV report opened with an image of a 31 year old man standing in front  
of a police vehicle in Techiman. The image first focuses on his head. The man looks disturbed.  
His eyes are swollen and sweat is running down his face. Then the camera zooms out. The  
following image shows how a police officer is summoning the man to stand up and show  
what he has done. The man is holding the head of the teenage boy in his hands. An outraged  
crowd is throwing insults at the man, in the background,. A voice over described what  
happened as the images play in a loop:

Picture 88: A sakawa poster for sale in Techiman 
market (August 2009).
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Frame 5.11: He promised to bring me a human head281

“The suspect called Sumailah contacted Mallam Issah Bampah, at Techiman, and promised to  
bring him a human head to be used for sakawa rituals in order to acquire richness. Mallaam  
Issah is alleged to have faked interest in the teeth and contacted the police about the  
intention of the suspect. According to mallam Issah his work deals with only healing the sick  
and he has never been involved in human sacrifices. Hence, his motivation to report the case  
to the police. The police quickly moved in to arrest the suspect when he allegedly brought the  
human head to mallam Issah. The police indicated this was the third sad incident in Techiman  
between January and May this year. They called upon families whose relatives between 9 and  
12 years have gone missing to report to the Techiman Police Station for identification of the  
human head. The suspect has been processed before court and is awaiting trial.” 

Stories like this are very uncommon, but they do occur nevertheless. According to Nana Asare  
Twi Brempong, Adontenhene of the Techiman Traditional area, the man in question was  
completely cut up about the outcome of his efforts to become somebody in life. Upon his  
arrest, he mumbled that he saw how his brothers and friends had become rich. He explained  
he too wanted to become rich and was convinced that this was a way to participate in global  
and modern city-life. 

Picture 89: A horrible poster on a sakawa-related 
murder (August 2009).
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Sakawa spread to all of Ghana from Accra. It caused a nation wide wave of fear of being sacrificed, on the one hand,  
and excitement about the possibility to becoming immensely rich overnight, on the other hand. In Techiman, sakawa  
turned out differently than it had in Accra. The local interpretation of the money rituals emerged out of the intersection  
of different visible and invisible, past and present, local and global worlds; and was strongly entangled with new  
imaginaries on the urban (life) that are shaped by global flows of images, people and (different sorts of) capital. This  
cocktail reveals a lot about the multiplexity of Techiman’s urbanity. 

The money rituals in Techiman differ from those in large cities like Accra or Kumasi where they are strongly associated  
with Internet fraud. The bad state of the electronic communication networks did not hamper Techiman’s residents to  
participate in these neoliberal/capitalistic-inspired rituals. On the contrary, the money rituals in Techiman were given a  
clearly different interpretation. They became associated with a much older indigenous knowledge about how to generate  
wealth and power through spiritual mediation (sikaduro). The lack of reliable communications is compensated for by  
falling back on the strong embeddedness of the city in the global spiritual world. This invisible world has already proven  
to be a reliable source of power and money in days gone by. Pastors, priests and mallams are more then merely religious  
actors, they are entrepreneurs who sell spiritual services. They are able to convert one kind of capital into another. Their  
practices illustrate how the logic of the market has penetrated into the invisible world, and vice versa. As more and  
more capital flows from the material world into the spiritual world and back, the distinction between the local prayer  
economy and the global market economy blurs further.

The local interpretation of the money rituals in Techiman teaches us that, despite its peripheral position, urban life in  
Techiman is deeply involved in the modern and global world and its parenthetical expectations and ambitions. Urban  
life is increasingly influenced by global flows of images that visualize the perceptions people foster about the Western  
worlds as well as the expectation people have towards their own future and that of their city. These city-imaginaries  
are transmitted, confirmed and enforced by immigrants in the diaspora who attempt to materialize these imaginaries  
in Techiman. Their shops, self-contained villas and apartment blocks are the architectural translation of an imagined,  
utopian Techiman. The myriad of construction sites foretells the city (life) that is yet to come. This semi-imagined city  
reflects how many Techiman residents look towards the world at large. 

The construction sites embody a lifestyle that is inaccessible to most of Techiman’s inhabitants, despite rapid fast economic  
development of Techiman. Nevertheless, the international scape of Techiman’s booming market makes the aspiration  
of achieving success, wealth and power credible. This centuries-old process goes hand in hand with the emergence of a 
strong prayer economy. Just as with its urban space, Techiman’s economy is strongly entangled with the spiritual world.   

5.4. Epi logue: Material iz ing an imagined city
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Just as one can convert a harvest into money, the prayer economy allows one to convert one’s moral, social, corporeal,  
or sexual capital into power and cash. Combined with the high expectations towards modern city life and a general  
optimistic view of the future, Techiman’s strong embeddedness in a global spiritual world provides a solid but morally  
contested social and economical basis for the proliferation of money rituals in the city. The money rituals are not only  
a symbol of the rapid economic development of Techiman and the city’s increasing connectedness with outside worlds,  
they predominantly point out the flexibility with which Techiman deals with change and they illustrate the integrative  
capacity of Techiman’s multiplicity.
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236  The radio report was broadcast on 27 January 2008, first on Classic FM in Techiman and later transmitted on  
other radio stations across Ghana. The accompanying news report was published on the website of Ghanaweb on 30  
January 2008 (http://mobile.ghanaweb.com/wap/article.php?ID=138471).
237  See chapter four, section 4.6
238  see section 2.4.1
239  The Fante left Techiman after a chieftaincy dispute with the royals at Bono-Manso and settled at the coast  
(Mankessim). The place where the Fante used to dwell in Techiman is known as Nsamankwa.  It is one of the important  
spaces of the past, protected by the royals because of its historical significance.
240  Based on interviews with Nana Owusu Gyare II, Akwamuhene; Nana Apenteng Fosu Gyeabour, Banmuhene and  
president of the market committee of the Techiman Municipal Authority; Nana Baffour Asare Twi Brempong II,  
Adontenhene; and Nana Akumfi Ameyaw IV, present Techimanhene.
241  Interview with Nana Kwaku Batu, Market Manager in Techiman, 19 May 2008
242  See Chapter one, Frame 1.1
243  Interview with Nana Kwaku Batu, Market Manager in Techiman, 19 May 2008
244  See chapter one, section 1.1
245  Field notes, Techiman July 2009
246  For sources see footnote 240. Also see (Warren and Brempong 1971a:89-93)
247  The names of the visitors have been changed. 
248  See chapter Four, sections 4.7 and 4.12
249  Field notes, 28 August 2009, Techiman
250  See section 4.3
251  ‘I Gave Pastors Kofi Kofi’, interview with Nana Kwaku Bonsam, Daily Guide, 7 May 2008
252  Field notes, 5 December 2008, Techiman
253  In the Traditional religion, it is believed that part of one’s soul seeps into everything one touches, ranging from his  
clothes to the soil one walks on. This explains why kings and queens cannot walk barefoot. One might use the soil they  
walked on to bewitch them. This belief has been adopted by Pentecostal churches. This explains how a witch could use  
the boy’s underwear to capture his soul and eventually to kill him.
254  More research is required to answer this intriguing question. 
255  See chapter four section 4.11
256  See chapter four, section 4.12
257  Interview with Nana Owusu Anane, Mframa Bosomfo⊂, Techiman, 13 May 2008
258  Before the introduction of money  by the British authorities, cowries were used to trade. In many shrines houses,  

Endnotes Chapter Five
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cowries are used to adorn the shrines. Cowries are also frequently used for sacrifices and to foretell the future. 
259  I do not know how the case was eventually settled. I heard that she was taken to a Pentecostal church to be  
delivered from the witchcraft spirit.  
260  ‘Danger looms - Sikaduro in, Sakawa out In People and places, 6-8 April 2009, p.5
261  The number “419” refers to the article of the Nigerian Criminal Code (part of Chapter 38: “Obtaining Property by  
false pretenses; Cheating”) dealing with fraud.
262  Interview with Nana Kofi Brefoo, Ex-linguist of Nana Ankrah, Mframa Bosomfo⊂ in Tanoso, Kumasi, 13 June 2009. 
263  The Techiman Local Council was a government institution. It was the forerunner of the Techiman Municipal Authority. 
264  Fetish Priest Challenges “Sakawa” Spiritualists, Yaw Okyere Philip, Classic Fm Techiman, 3 August 2009. 
265  See Chapter three
266  See chapter five section 5.4.X
267  See Chapter four, section 4.10
268  See chapter four, section 4.2, frame 4.2
269  Interview at Nana Abosomakotre 3 march 2009, Subinso n°2
270  Ibid.
271  Check http://Nanaabosomkotre.webs.com
272  See chapter four, sections 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11
273  I was not able/allowed to examine the wooden box and check whether there was a double bottom.
274  Interview at Nana Abosomakotre 3 march 2009, Subinso n°2
275  Interview at Nana Abosomakotre 3 march 2009, Subinso n°2
276  Field notes, 6 April 2008, Techiman
277  The price of a Guinness is only two New Ghana Cedi.
278  White man, I’m buying you a beer. Take a Guinness. Keep the change!
279  Menstrual blood is a taboo in most of the Traditional shrines. Woman on their period are not allowed in the vicinity  
of the shrines
280  The use of menstrual blood is an inversion of the normal ritual logic. Hitherto, Traditional gods were averse to  
menstrual blood since it has an impure connotation and, in some cases, can destroy the power of the God. The use  
of menstrual blood is an inversion of the normal ritual logic. Hitherto, Traditional gods were averse to menstrual blood  
since it has a impure connotation and, in some cases, can destroy the power of the God. Moreover, if it doesn’t kill  
them, it can only make them stronger.
281   News report on TV3, 6 Mai 2010. The report was also uploaded on You tube by the Tv3 webteam: http://www. 
youtube.com/watch?v=1bz8c68Lmy0&feature=player_embedded
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As part of a broader research project called An Anthropology of Secondary Cities (De Boeck e.a.  
2009) which aims to bridge research focused on global or world cities on the one hand and those  
on smaller or secondary cities on the other hand, this dissertation presented an ethnographic  
study of Techiman, a small and old city in central Ghana. Based upon the literature on  
urbanisation in Sub-Saharan and on multi-sided and long term fieldwork, it sought to illuminate  
how the multiplex of past and present, visible and invisible, (trans)local and, (trans)national  
worlds, infrastructures, networks and processes is continuously (re)shaping and (re)defining  
Techiman’s urbanity. In this final epilogue, I will try to substantiate the claim of the research  
project that small cities down the urban hierarchy have much to say about contemporary  
urban change (also see Bell and Jayne 2006). 

The point of entry is a series of photographs taken at a rather impromptu religious festival during  
my last weeks in Techiman. Nana Yaw, one of my most important informants and a Traditional  
priest in training, announced that he wanted to celebrate fookwasie, a rather unimportant date  
in the traditional calendar. He invited his kin, friends and colleagues to what would become a  
two-day long spiritual performance by young Traditional priests from all over the region.  
Although it was never announced as such, the festival felt as a goodbye gift from the priests.  
As if they wanted to show me what I was initially looking for during my stay in Techiman,  
understanding how small and old African city like Techiman functions and grows in(to) the  
world(s)-at-large. After the necessary rituals, Nana Yaw and his colleagues gave me permission  
to video and photograph the entire festival. The pictures on the left were taken near the end  
of the festival, long after sunset, from upon a knee-high tree trunk. I took the pictures with a  
long shutter speed. The main source of light was a flickering TL-lamp above the entrance of the  
private quarters. For thirty seconds, the camera absorbed all the light that was reflected by  
the objects, people, and (dancing) priests. The result was surprising. This haphazard constellation  
of people, buildings and possessed bodies, the implicit references to different worlds, and the  
deeply embedded awe and respect for the performances of old and young gods reveal a lot  
about Techiman’s multiplexity. 

The white, freshly-painted shrine house and the square rooms with rusty corrugated iron roofs,  
which appears rather sharp in the pictures, reminded me of my first walks through Techiman.  
My initial impressions of the city were mainly based upon the material reality of the city, as this is  

6. Epi logue: Small  City, Global  Scopes
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the most visible and tangible aspect of Techiman’s multiplex. Yet, eighteen months of fieldwork  
and two years of writing later, it became evident that Techiman’s reality constitutes much more  
than just the ticky-tacky rooms with improvised TV antenna’s, the self-contained villas and  
apartment blocks, the shops and markets, the myriad of construction sites which foretell the  
city (life) that is yet to come; much more then the administrative buildings of Republic of Ghana,  
the palaces of the Bono-royals, the shrines houses, churches, and mosques. The narratives  
connected to all of these places give dept to the city life and tell the unique stories of a small city  
in West-Africa.

In the background of the pictures, one can see the contours of the trees of the Amonfo⊂- 
forest, one of the prominent places of the past in Techiman. This old forest narrates an important  
chapter of Techiman’s longstanding and tragic past as described in chapter two. Instead of being  
destroyed by the rapid expansion of Techiman, as is the case of many large African cities, the  
places of the past withstand the pressure of the growing city. They illustrate that Techiman’s past  
is a contemporary agency that co-shapes urban space and continues to impact upon daily life  
in the city. The homespun legends, oral histories and myths embedded in these spaces of the  
past are the oldest building blocks of what I have called the oral infrastructure of the city. This  
discursive space is not only made up by references to the past. Rumours and testimonies about  
the power or wealth, and imaginaries about far-away places also constitute an important part of  
Techiman oral infrastructure. By spreading these narratives on a large scale and connecting the  
city to regional communication networks, popular media like local radio stations amplify the  
reach of Techiman’s oral infrastructure to a level far beyond Techiman’s immediate hinterlands.  
The oral infrastructure is a key feature of Techiman’s multiplex and has a large impact upon  
urban experience of Techiman. The oral infrastructure functions as an underlying framework to  
steer how the Techiman residents look to the worlds-at-large and how they are rooted in these  
worlds. This intangible agency is not only determined by the specific history of Techiman, but  
also by the geographical location of the city.

Although the shrine complex in the pictures is located only a fifteen-minute walk of Techiman  
market, the high vegetation suggest it is hidden somewhere at the edge of a forest, in the  
periphery of the urban world. Somehow, this perception is true. Techiman is situated in  
the periphery of the large African metropolis and at the fringes of modern nation state. With  
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not more then eighty thousand inhabitants, it is a rather small city on the world scale. Many  
important policies that influence daily life in Techiman, directly or indirectly, are written in far  
away places like Accra or further, in the headquarters of the IMF or perhaps at a business  
meeting somewhere in Asia. Yet, the case of the nine villages discussed in chapter three makes  
clear that Techiman, albeit being small and peripheral, is a politically more important than its  
seize leads to suspect. The city is an interesting laboratory for the redefinition of identity  
around religion, nation, ethnicity and locality. The disproportionate political power of Techiman  
distinguishes the city from other small and large urban centres. The Techiman-Bono royals have  
developed wide ranging political networks through which they lobby for the future of their  
kingdom and capital city. This capacity to generate extended networks also came to the fore in  
a more religious context. 

During the fookwasie festival the drummers had been calling different Gods into being. The  
older local Gods from the nearby bush came first, closely followed by old executioner Gods like  
Aberewa and more recent witch-catching gods from northern Ghana and Burkina Faso. Their  
order of appearance is not coincidental, as explained in chapter four. The sequence not only  
reflects the genealogies of the shrine houses but it also mirrors the process of globalization and  
urbanization Techiman has been going through the last centuries. The spaces where the Gods  
are born used to be intrinsically rural, local and Traditional places. Yet, throughout time there  
has been a substantial shift in which god(s) one venerates and on which levels these believes  
are celebrated and experienced. Now, Gods originate from urban and modern spaces in global  
cities such as London, New York, Johannesburg, Lagos, Mumbai and Jerusalem. Techiman is  
and has always been a nodal point for translocal and transnational religious transactions,  
initiatives and innovations. The city generates networks and practices that extend far beyond  
the local limits of Techiman and its immediate hinterland. Analogue to the transformation  
of the bush, Techiman developed from a small ill-connected town into a transnational business  
hub with linkages to close by and far-away (global) cities. Techiman might be at the fringes of  
the networks of the so called World and Global Cities, but at the same time, the city is at the  
very centre of the centuries old Bono culture and has developed its own religious, political and  
economical networks with ramifications across the globe. Today, Techiman is a small city with  
global scopes.
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By the end of the festival, long after sunset, the priests and drummers were about to call their  
newest and most modern and urban gods, the very gods that enable them to take part in the  
contemporary city life and through which the city becomes connected to the world at large.  
The longer the night lasted, the stronger the performances became. The night approached its  
highpoint when Bayiε, a young priest from Afrancho, conjured money and threw notes of one  
and five New Ghana Cedi into the exited crowd. As he threw more money into the audience,  
the circle in which the Gods could perform became smaller and smaller. The crowd encroached  
upon the with white powder demarcated arena. The spectators were pushing and shoving into  
this temporary gateway to the spiritual world as if they wanted to enter this global space and  
escape to places where the new Gods come from, to have access to the wealth of the modern  
world. Yet, a cold smack against the ground threw them back into the material reality of  
Techiman. The Gods had run off. The few banknotes they distributed were either torn into piec- 
es or disappeared into the pockets of some lucky spectators. Money rituals like these emerge  
at the intersection of different visible and invisible, past and present, local and global worlds  
(see chapter five). These worlds are the indivisible and dynamic building blocks of Techiman’s  
urban reality. They are strongly entangled with new imaginaries on a modern urban lifestyle and  
strongly spun together by various networks, occasional connections and more sustainable flows  
of goods, spirits, images, people and (different sorts of) capital.

This haphazard urban constellation of people, buildings and gods, the implicit references to  
a global world, and the deeply embedded awe and respect for the performances of old and  
young gods that the pictures visualise (at least partly) Techiman’s multiplex. The pictures capture  
how different worlds, infrastructures and connections overlap, merge and/or collide. It is within  
this indivisible intersection between (1) the material reality generated by a developing economy  
and shaped by interpretations of modernity and tradition; (2) the imaginary world configured  
by transnational flows of spirits, images, people and capital; (3) the oral infrastructure con- 
structed out of homespun historiographies, moralities, political discourses and rumors; and, (4)  
a spiritual world which reflects all these worlds with one overarching world and which mediates  
between the worlds, that Techiman exists, develops and grows into the world-at-large. From  
within this complex and perhaps rather elusive intersection, Techiman generates an alternative  
form of urbanity, that is shaped by different processes and that is enacted on different levels  
than those of large African cities. This analyses illustrates how a small city like Techiman offers 
an alternative perspective on urbanity in Africa and on contemporary urban change.
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French Summary

Petite vi l le, Apparence Globale
Une ethnographie sur le changement urbain à Techiman, Ghana

Cette thèse de doctorat fait partie d’un plus grand projet de recherche intitulé « An antrophology of Secondary Cities  
in Africa : A comparative Analysis » et coordonné par professeur Filip De Boeck, professeur Ann Cassiman et professeur  
Steven Van Wolleputte (IARA, KULeuven). Au sein de ce plus grand projet, cette recherche se concentre sur Techiman,  
une petite ville située au centre de Ghana.

A partir d’une étude littéraire concernant l’urbanisation dans l’Afrique Sub Sahara et basé sur une étude ethno- 
graphique prolongée, l’auteur présente une ethnographie sur les processus de changements urbains à Techiman. Les  
chapitres successifs effilent l’interaction compliquée entre les mondes vieux et nouveaux, visibles et invisibles, (trans) 
locaux et (trans)nationaux, les infrastructures, les réseaux et les processus qui influencent et redéfinissent de façon  
permanente la réalité urbaine de Techiman. En examinant en détail comment les processus de changement religieux,  
politiques et économiques sont mêlés aux globalisations et à l’urbanisation, ce travail mine le paradigme que les petites  
villes africaines ne sont pas liées par des réseaux globaux et que les villes ne peuvent en rien contribuer à la théorisation  
sur l’urbanisation.

L’introduction de l’œuvre le positionne dans la littérature sur l’urbanisation en Afrique et décrit le cadre analytique- 
méthodologique appliqué. Le deuxième chapitre analyse comment la relation entre le présent et le passé est visible dans  
l’espace urbaine de Techiman et comment cela reflète dans la vie quotidienne de ses habitants. Ce chapitre aborde de  
manière compréhensive l’impact de ce qu’on appelle l’infrastructure verbale : l’ensemble de rumeurs, contes, légendes,  
histoires orales et les réflexions ayant leurs origines dans la diffusion des histoires (locales) et ethnographies écrites.  
Cette infrastructure verbale oriente la vie de la ville sociale, politique et religieuse.

Le troisième chapitre s’appuie sur le concept de l’infrastructure verbale, mais déplace le focus sur l’analyse du pouvoir  
politique et de l’autorité publique à Techiman. Comme capitale de l’ancien Royaume de Bono, Techiman avait une place  
importante dans l’histoire politique pré- et postcolonial de Ghana. A l’aide d’une étude détaillée d’un conflit ethno- 
politique, avec l’autorité sur neuf villages comme enjeu, il est décrit de quelle manière le pouvoir politique et l’autorité  
publique à Techiman contribuent à former les failles de la politique coloniale britannique et du laborieux processus de  
démocratisation au Ghana.
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Le quatrième chapitre vise sur l’interaction surprenante entre le changement religieux d’une part, l’urbanisation et la  
globalisation d’autre part. Ce chapitre décrit comment le monde matériel et le monde spirituel sont indissociablement  
liés l’un à l’autre et s’influencent réciproquement en liant les développements spatiaux dans la ville aux glissements et  
changements dans le paysage religieux de la ville sur une période de cent ans. 

Elaborant sur les analyses des chapitres précédents, le chapitre cinq explore  la perception ainsi que la visualisation du  
développement économique, de la progression matérielle et le désir à la richesse et au succès. Ce chapitre analyse  
comment la diffusion de nouveaux rituels monétaires au Ghana s’ intègre dans l’économie de la prière (prayer economy)  
de Techiman et engendre une relance de (la peur et/ou la fascination pour) beaucoup d’anciens rituels religieux à  
Techiman. Ce chapitre lie la diffusion et la transformation de ces anciens et nouveaux rituels monétaires à l’apparition d’  
images imaginaires et espoirs d’une vie urbaine qui sont nées de l’interaction avec les gens et les villes dans la diaspora.

Lors de l’épilogue final, en s’appuyant sur les conclusions des chapitres précédents, il est  illustré comment l’urbanité à  
Techiman est produite dans la section transversale entre (1) la réalité matérielle et visuelle générée par la globalisation  
économique et les interprétations de tradition et modernité ; (2) un monde invisible et imaginaire configuré par les flux  
trans-locaux et transnationaux d’images, des gens et du capital ; (3) Une infrastructure verbale construite de rumeurs,  
contes, légendes, histoires orales et la réflexion de l’historiographie et des ethnographies ; et (4) un monde spirituel qui  
reflète tous ses univers dans un espace global et qui sert de médiateur entre tous ces mondes. Techiman existe, grandit  
et se développe au sein de l’intersection indémêlable voire élusive des mondes, infrastructures, réseaux et processus  
interconnectés. Et c’est à cause de cette unique configuration, formée par d’autres processus et se déroulant à d’autres  
niveaux que ceux des grandes villes africaines et / ou de l’Ouest, que cette analyse ethnographique des processus de  
changement urbain puisse fournir un autre point de vue sur la théorisation de l’urbanisme.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Kleine stad, Globale Uitstral ing 
Een etnografie van stedeli jke verandering in Techiman, Ghana)

Dit proefschrift maakt deel uit van een breder onderzoeksproject getiteld An anthropology of Secondary Cities in  
African: A comparative Analysis en gecoördineerd door Prof. Filip De Boeck, Prof. Ann Cassiman en Prof. Steven Van  
Wolleputte (IARA, KULeuven). Binnen het breder project focust dit onderzoek zich op Techiman, een kleine stad in  
Centraal Ghana. 

Vertrekkende vanuit een literatuurstudie over verstedelijking in Sub Sahara Afrika en gebaseerd op langdurig  
etnografisch onderzoek presenteert de auteur een etnografie over stedelijke veranderingsprocessen in Techiman. De  
opeenvolgende hoofdstukken ontrafelen de complexe wisselwerking tussen oude en nieuwe, zichtbare en onzichtbare,  
(trans)lokale en trans(nationale) werelden, infrastructuren, netwerken en processen die de stedelijke realiteit van  
Techiman doorlopend beïnvloeden en (her)definiëren. Door in detail te onderzoeken hoe processen van religieuze,  
politieke en economische verandering verweven zijn met globaliseringen en verstedelijking, ondermijnt dit werk het  
paradigma dat kleine Afrikaanse steden niet verbonden zijn met globale netwerken en niets kunnen bijdragen aan de  
theorievorming over verstedelijking.  

Na een inleidend hoofdstuk waarin het werk wordt gesitueerd in de literatuur over verstedelijking in Afrika en waarin  
het methodisch-analytische kader wordt uiteengezet, analyseert het tweede hoofdstuk hoe de relatie tussen heden  
en verleden zichtbaar is in de stedelijke ruimten van Techiman en doorklinkt in het dagelijks leven van haar inwoners.  
Het hoofdstuk gaat uitvoerig in op de impact van wat de gesproken infrastructuur wordt genoemd –het geheel van  
geruchten, verhalen, legenden, mondelinge geschiedenissen en de mondelinge feedback veroorzaakt door de  
verspreiding van (lokale) geschreven geschiedenissen en etnografieën. Deze gesproken infrastructuur geeft richting aan  
het sociale, politieke en religieuze leven in de stad. 

Hoofdstuk drie bouwt voort op het concept van de gesproken infrastructuur maar verschuift de focus naar de analyse  
van politieke macht en publieke autoriteit in Techiman. Als hoofdstad van het eeuwenoude Bono-koninkrijk speelde  
Techiman een significante rol in pre- en postkoloniale politieke geschiedenis van Ghana. Aan de hand van een  
gedetailleerde casestudy over een etno-politiek conflict, met als inzet de autoriteit over negen dorpen, wordt besproken  
hoe politieke macht en publieke autoriteit in Techiman mee vorm geven aan de breuklijnen van de Britse koloniale  
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politiek en het moeizame democratiseringsproces in Ghana. 

Hoofdstuk vier zoomt in op de verassende wisselwerking tussen religieuze verandering enerzijds en verstedelijking en  
globalisering anderzijds. Het beschrijft hoe de materiële en de spirituele wereld onlosmakelijk met elkaar verbonden  
en elkaar beïnvloeden door, over een periode van honderd jaar, ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen in de stad te linken aan  
verschuivingen en veranderingen in het religieuze landschap van de stad. 

Voortbouwende op de analyses uit de voorgaande hoofdstukken, gaat hoofdstuk vijf in op de beleving van én de  
beeldvorming rond economische ontwikkeling, materiële vooruitgang en het verlangen naar rijkdom en succes. Het  
analyseert hoe de verspreiding van nieuwe geldrituelen in Ghana geïntegreerd wordt in de prayer economy van  
Techiman en zorgt voor een heropleving van (angst en/of fascinatie voor) veel oudere religieuze rituelen in Techiman.  
Het hoofdstuk linkt de verspreiding en transformatie van deze oude en nieuwe geldrituelen aan de opkomst van  
imaginaire beelden van én verwachtingen over het leven in de stad die ontstaan zijn als gevolg van de interactie met  
mensen en steden in de diaspora. 

In de afsluitende epiloog wordt, voortbouwend op de conclusies van de voorgaande hoofdstukken, geïllustreerd hoe  
stedelijkheid in Techiman geproduceerd wordt in de doorsnede tussen (1) de materiele en zichtbare werkelijkheid die  
gegenereerd is door de economische globalisatie en interpretaties van traditie en moderniteit ; (2) een onzichtbare,  
imaginaire wereld geconfigureerd door translokale en transnationale stromen van beelden, mensen en kapitaal; (3)  
een gesproken infrastructuur opgebouwd uit geruchten, verhalen, legendes, orale geschiedenissen en de mondelinge  
feedback van geschiedschrijving en etnografieën; en (4) een spirituele wereld die al deze werelden weerspiegeld in één  
overkoepelde ruimte én medieert tussen al deze werelden. Techiman, bestaat, groeit en ontwikkelt binnen deze  
onontknoopbare bijna elusieve doorsnede van onderling verbonden werelden, infrastructuren, netwerken en  
processen. Net omwille van deze unieke configuratie, die vormt krijgt vanuit andere processen en zich afspeelt op  
andere niveaus dan in grote Afrikaanse en/of Westerse steden, kan deze etnografische analyse van stedelijke veranderings- 
processen een alternatieve kijk bieden op de theorievorming over stedelijkheid. 
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